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Abstract 
This thesis explores the ways in which television has expanded beyond the ontological limits 
of its frame via transmedia storytelling and paratextual configurations. Moreover, by looking 
at the post-9/11 American cop drama (and specifically The Shield, 24, Dexter and Hannibal), 
this thesis argues that texts are made up of a range of fragments which are stitched together to 
form a textual tapestry. Each textual tapestry consists of a range of rubrics which filter or refract 
the ideological meaning of the textual whole, shaping the audience’s interpretative framework. 
This includes: elements within the text, such as representational strategies, cinematography, 
editing, mise-en-scène etc. (inner-textual rubrics); trans-textual (transmedia) elements; and 
extra-textual issues which exist outside of the textual tapestry, such as a writer’s oeuvre, 
generic conventions, or wider discursive frameworks. Crucially, these rubrics are not 
ideologically uniform and some fragments of the tapestry (what this thesis termed 
‘proselytizing paratexts’) recruit or ‘interpellate’ the viewer within the text’s discursive logics, 
such as those which support the symbolic order and the hegemonic authority of the White male. 
Conversely, other textual fragments (computer games, mobisodes, ARGs etc.), what this thesis 
has termed ‘pluralistic paratexts’, provide a space wherein peripheral perspectives and diverse 
identities can articulate their multi-accentuality (undermining White male hegemonic authority 
rather than solidifying it). In doing so, a ‘paratextual dialectic’ is created and it is through this 
that one can understand the text’s discursive function.  
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Introduction:  Open Case 
 
American myths and storytelling are saturated with violent White men: from the frontiersmen, 
sheriffs and outlaws of the Wild West to the monsters of Universal Studios such as Dracula 
(1931); from the allure of the gangster and its cinematic depictions populating early sound 
films, such as The Public Enemy (1931) and Scarface (1932), to comic book villains like Lex 
Luther and The Joker (both first appearing in 1939); from the gunslinger (The Good, the Bad 
and the Ugly, 1966) to New Hollywood cinema (epitomised by Bonnie & Clyde, 1967); from 
the hard-boiled cop exemplified in Dirty Harry and The French Connection (both 1971) to the 
wronged vigilante of films such as Death Wish (1974); from the deranged killer of the slasher 
film, instigated by Psycho (1960) and popularised further by Halloween (1978), to war 
narratives underpinned by both propagandist agendas (The Green Berets, 1968) and 
introspective mediations on battle (Apocalypse Now, 1979); and from sports narratives (Rocky, 
1976) to action films such as Rambo: First Blood (1981) and Die Hard (1988).1 All such 
examples demonstrate that the violent White male is a constituent and recurring element of 
American storytelling with a long lineage and continuing legacy. He has transgressed media 
forms to feature in every conceivable genre and leave an indelible imprint on the cultural 
imagination. 
 
Today, his most significant presence, greatest proliferation and substantive cultural resonance 
is on the television screen. Indeed, some of television’s most innovative and acclaimed 
programmes over the past twenty-five years have featured such a problematic character: Andy 
Sipowicz (NYPD Blue, 1993-2005); Vern Schillinger (Oz, 1997-2003); Tony Soprano (The 
Sopranos, 1999-2007); Al Swearengen (Deadwood, 2004-2006); Walter White (Breaking Bad, 
2008-2013); Russell Edgington (True Blood, 2008-2014); Philip ‘The Governor’ Blake (The 
Walking Dead, 2010-); Joffrey Baratheon and Gregor Clegane (Game of Thrones, 2011-); 
Norman Bates (Bates Motel, 2013-2017); and Francis Underwood (House of Cards, 2013-), to 
name only a few examples. However, given his cultural resonance and media prevalence, he 
has not received the critical attention that his significance might warrant. Consequently, by 
analysing four archetypal televisual violent White men – Jack Bauer (24, 2001-2014); Vic 
                                                          
1 While this list mostly concerns film titles, a comparably list could also be made for other media, such as graphic 
novels. 
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Mackay (The Shield, 2002-2008); Dexter Morgan (Dexter, 2006-2013); and Hannibal Lecter 
(Hannibal, 2013-2015) – this thesis seeks to correct such insufficiencies. 
 
In doing so, the following thesis will argue that, rather than just a narrative contrivance or mere 
perpetrator of arbitrary violence, such a recurring anti-heroic character serves a number of 
complex discursive functions. For example, he embodies sovereign vigilantism which parallels 
America’s assumed global role. He articulates a distrust of authority and exposes corrupt or 
defective systems, often rebelling against flawed bureaucratic institutions and repudiating 
regulations in which criminals’ rights are privileged over those of the citizenry. He reveals the 
facade of state benevolence and the hypocrisy of coercive institutional powers. Lastly, 
following the challenges posed by social pluralism which undermined and fragmented 
established social structures, he uses violence to maintain his hegemonic authority and the 
subjugation of those who might threaten his hierarchical position.  
 
Here it should be noted that the fragmentation of White men’s hierarchical authority is only a 
symbolic one. Indeed, as R. W. Connell notes, considering that men still dominate all areas of 
corporate and state power, the change in gender dominance “of which there is so much 
awareness is not the crumbling of the material and institutional structures of patriarchy. What 
has crumbled, in the industrial counties, is the legitimation of patriarchy” (original emphasis: 
Connell, 1995, p. 226). As such, Connell continues, what has been altered by attacks to male 
hierarchical dominance is not the actual privilege men enjoy, but the justification by which 
females and non-White men are kept subordinated. Such attacks to the legitimacy of White 
male privilege are met with (symbolic) acts of violence which are used to strategically re-
establish White men’s supremacy and the subordination of competing groups. In this sense, 
then, brutality is a response to a destabilisation of authority and images of violence are “less a 
proof of men’s arrogant basking in their power than a sign of their perception of growing social 
weakness and instability” (MacKinnon, 2003, p. 13). Or, as Connell suggests, violence “is part 
of a system of domination, but is at the same time a measure of its imperfection. A thoroughly 
legitimate hierarchy would have less need to intimidate” (Connell, 1995, p. 84). 
 
Subsequently, this thesis will outline the violent responses deployed by White masculinity to 
re-establish previous hierarchies of cultural and institutional dominance. Such practices 
acquired renewed significance, visibility and even celebration following 9/11 and, as will be 
outlined in Chapter 2, the violent White male anti-hero became a framing device for societal 
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understandings of the ‘War on Terror’, which was initially presented as a common-sense 
necessity to maintain national security. Under such logics, a number of problematic practices 
were legitimised and sanctified: institutional autonomy was renewed, an increase in domestic 
securitisation resulting in exploitation of positions of power, various forms of military 
engagement, rendition, torture and targeted executions.  
 
Importantly, the discursive response to 9/11 also facilitated a re-assertion of traditional notions 
of White masculine agency/authority and the re-inscription of a clear dichotomy consisting of 
a (White male) “Us” and a (non-White) “Them”. This dangerous and pathologised ‘Other’, 
according to the logics of the ‘War on Terror’, required regulation and policing which, in turn, 
solidified and sanctified the hegemonic authority of the White male. In doing so, the actions 
perpetrated under the auspices of national security enabled White masculinity to mitigate 
challenges posed to its hegemonic authority through a reclamation and solidification of its 
power. Such actions were easily understood by the American public who, habituated via 
various forms of storytelling, had become increasingly familiar with the violent behaviours of 
the White male and his uses of preventative vigilantism.  
 
In turn, and through the rubric of the violent White male anti-hero, the ‘War on Terror’ was 
framed as a form of vigilantism and violent regulation of the symbolic order; one predicated 
on White male hegemonic authority and the subjugation of competing perspectives. In short, 
many understood the ‘War on Terror’ via the recurring character of the anti-hero and vice-
versa, as both were structured by apparently similar logics and practices. Such strategies were 
especially evident in the American television cop show in which (frequently) the White male 
vigilante polices the boundaries of acceptable behaviour and regulates discursive 
understandings (refer to Chapter 2 for a further discussion on the cop genre).  
 
However, over time the ‘War on Terror’ started to show signs of contradiction and faced 
challenges to its legitimacy. Here, the anti-heroic cop of American television acquired a 
different discursive function as his violence, sometimes deployed for a common good and 
sometimes for selfish gratification, exposed some of the anxieties, concerns and inconsistencies 
of this broader discourse; especially those pertaining to the legitimate and illegitimate use of 
violence by police and state institutions. In these myriad ways, then, the anti-hero of the cop 
genre became a synecdoche for the ‘War on Terror’ and articulated a number of shifting 
discursive positions. In short, as this thesis will explore in more detail, the violent White male 
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anti-heroic cop, and the police drama in which he operates, functions as a dialectic in which a 
range of cultural concerns are negotiated. 
 
Of course, this is not to assert that television texts articulate only a singular or monolithic 
discourse, or that texts are closed to multiple readings. Instead, as Chapter 1 points out, in an 
era of transmedia storytelling and paratextual configurations, TV shows are no longer confined 
to a single medium but are constituted from a range of fragments which extend into diverse 
platforms (films, graphic novels, literary spin-offs, computer games, board games, Alternate 
Reality Games, webisodes, mobisodes, theme park rides, fan-produced content etc.). 
Audiences must traverse these different media platforms, each with their own ontological 
specificities, in order to stitch together fragments of narrative and form the textual tapestry or 
canonical bricolage.  
 
Moreover, each of the constituent fragments (produced by different creative personnel) might 
articulate a different meaning from the others. Some meanings might complement the dominant 
discourse and internal logics of the textual whole (ideological convergence) while others might 
subvert it (ideological divergence). Consequently, meanings are diffuse, fragmented and often 
contradictory and a single textual tapestry may be understood in polysemic ways depending on 
which textual fragments are consumed. This paratextual dialectic (wherein the different 
fragments of a text open it up to a range of readings) is the central underpinning of this thesis 
and will be explored via an analysis of the police drama and its regulation of social 
understandings of the ‘War on Terror’. Crucially, this thesis will demonstrate that although 
different fragments may articulate different discursive perspectives, and while there are 
multiple meanings/readings available within a singular text, a broader discourse will dominate 
others. This dominating discourse, although facing challenges from a range of textual 
fragments (and indeed oppositional fan texts), frequently privileges the re-assertion of White 
male authority and the subjugation of competing groups.  
 
Such a dominant discourse (White male authority congruent with the logics which underpinned 
the ‘War on Terror’) is unsurprising given that White men occupy positions of hierarchical and 
symbolic dominance in both visual representation and the media industry itself, as has been 
demonstrated in a number of recent studies. For example, a research project undertaken by The 
Annenberg Inclusion Initiative (entitled ‘Inequality in 900 Popular Films: Examining 
Portrayals of Gender, Race/Ethnicity, LGBT, and Disability from 2007-2016’, published in 
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July 2017) found that male speaking characters outnumbered their female counterparts by a 
ratio of 2.3:1. Indeed, having analysed 39,788 speaking or named characters in the U.S. top 
100 films (determined by box-office takings) between 2007-2016 (excluding 2011), the project 
found that less than a third were female. Moreover, not only had there been little change 
between 2007 and 2015 in terms of the prevalence of female characters (an increase of only 
1.5%), but there was little change when the data was compared to a sample of films released 
between 1946-1955. By way of illustration, when the analysis was localised to only 2016’s top 
grossing American fiction films, the study found that 68.6% of the characters were male and 
only 31.4% were female (despite constituting 50.8% of the American population), a disparity 
which can also be seen in the creative personnel of such films as only 17.8% of the 
1,438 content creators were female (13.2% of the writers and 4.2% of the directors).  
 
The preponderance of males over females within visual representation and production roles 
was paralleled by a dominance of Whites. Indeed, the same study found that, of the characters 
whose race could be ascertained, 70.8% were White, 13.6% were Black, 5.7% were Asian, 
3.4% were Middle Eastern and 3.1% were Hispanic/Latino (among others). Again, localising 
the study to specific years, 25% of 2016’s highest grossing American films lacked a Black 
speaking character, 44% did not feature an Asian or Asian American speaking character and 
54% did not feature a speaking Latino/Hispanic character. Similarly, having looked at the 100 
top grossing American films for 2015, the study found that 48% featured no Black female 
characters, 70% lacked Asian or Asian-American female characters and 93% were devoid of 
lesbian, bisexual or transgender female characters. Moreover, only 32% of the films featured a 
female protagonist or co-leading character while only 4.1% of the directors were women and 
just 3% were Black (Smith, Choueiti & Piper, 2016)2. 
 
The same research group also conducted another study (entitled ‘Inclusion or Invisibility?: 
Comprehensive Annenberg Report on Diversity in Entertainment’, published 22nd February 
2016) which looked at media content produced by the ten major American companies in the 
areas of film, television and digital streaming. Here, television fared slightly better in terms of 
representation and production personnel when compared to film, but White men were still 
disproportionately dominant. In sampling 305 prime-time, scripted first-run television series 
aired between 1st September 2014 and 31st August 2015, the study found that only 36.4% of 
                                                          
2 See https://annenberg.usc.edu/research/annenberg-inclusion-initiative/research/gender 
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the speaking characters on broadcast television were female, as were only 37.3% on cable 
television and 38.1% on streaming services (compared to 28.7% in film that same year).  
 
Such a disparity was again reflected in the creative personnel of television production as 82.9% 
of those directing broadcast television episodes were male, as were 84.9% of those directing 
cable television episodes and 88.2% of those directing episodes on streaming providers. This 
male/female disparity was also evident in the writing of such shows, with the study finding that 
broadcast TV writers comprised of 68.4% male and 31.6% female, while cable TV’s writers 
comprised of 71.5% male and 28.5% female, and 74.8% male and 25.2% female on streaming 
platforms. A similar male privilege was also found in show-creators as only 22% of broadcast 
TV shows were created by women, as were 22.3% of cable channel programmes and 25% of 
streaming service content (Smith, Choueiti & Piper, 2016)3.  
 
Such findings correlate with those ascertained by a study produced by UCLA (entitled ‘The 
Hollywood Diversity Report’, published 27th February 2018). Here, having analysed 174 
theatrical films released in 2016 and 1,251 television shows aired during the 2015-16 season, 
the study found that, despite some progress in terms of equitable representation and labour, 
White men were still dominant. For example, of the films studied, only 31.2% had female 
protagonists and just 13.9% had lead characters from ethnic minority backgrounds (despite 
comprising nearly 38.7% of the American population)4. Again, this White male dominance was 
reflected in production roles within the movie business as 91.9% of top films had been written 
by Whites and 87.4% had been directed by them. Similarly, 93.1% of the directors were men, 
as were 86.2% of the writers. 
 
The study also observed a similar White male superordination in television production as 
92.9% of scripted shows on broadcast TV were created by Whites (as were 92.7% of those on 
cable TV and 84.3% on digital platforms). Likewise, 77.9% of broadcast scripted shows were 
created by men, as were 83.1% on cable TV and 68.5% of digital platforms. This dominance 
translated into a privileging of White men in terms of representation as 81.3% of lead characters 
on broadcast scripted shows during the 2015-16 season were White (as were 79.8% on cable 
                                                          
3 See https://annenberg.usc.edu/research/aii/research/raceethnicity 
4 Indeed, when looking at all film roles (including protagonists), the study found 78.1% were played by White 
actors (despite constituting only 61.3% of the population). Black actors constituted 12.5% of the roles, Asian 
actors comprised 3.1% and Latinos just 2.7% (3% were of mixed race).  
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TV and 87.1% on digital platforms). Similarly, 64.3% of lead characters on broadcast scripted 
shows were male, as were 55.2% on cable TV and 56.9% on digital platforms.5 
 
Yet another research project conducted for the Color of Change organisation, entitled ‘Race in 
the Writer’s Room: How Hollywood Whitewashes the Stories that Shape America’ (published 
in October 2017), obtained similar data. Having studied 1,678 first-run episodes of 234 original 
scripted comedy and drama programmes aired or streamed on eighteen television and digital 
channels in 2016-17, the study found that 80% of all writers were male and 86.3% were White, 
as were 91% of showrunners. Conversely only 17% of programmes had a minimum of one 
Black writer while 65.4% had no Black writers at all (only 11.11% of crime procedural shows 
had two or more Black writers). In fact, Black writers accounted for only 4.8% of those working 
in the industry (Hunt, 2017)6. This White male dominance within the American television 
industry was also observed in a study commissioned by the Director’s Guild of America 
(released on 14th November 2017), which analysed 4,482 episodes aired in the 2016-17 
television season. Here, it was found that the majority of television episodes (62%) were 
directed by White men (White men and women directed 78% of all episodes sampled), with 
only 22% having been directed by someone of an ethnic minority background and just 21% 
had been directed by women7.  
 
As a final illustration of such symbolic dominance, The Opportunity Agenda (a project 
published in 2017 and conducted on behalf of non-profit organisation Tides) analysed 1,164 
characters appearing in forty random American television shows aired between April 2014 and 
June 2016. The study found that immigrants were underrepresented on television, comprising 
of just 6% of characters and mostly in minor roles (documented foreign-born nationals actually 
constitute 13.5% of the U.S population). Moreover, of these immigrant characters, 66% were 
White and only 11% were Latino but, more problematically, 75% of all Latino immigrant 
                                                          
5 The study also found a similar correlation when looking at all television roles (including protagonists) as 66% 
of the characters on broadcast scripted shows were played by White actors (74.6% on cable and 75.4% on digital 
platforms) and 56% went to men (58% on cable and 56% on digital platforms). In terms of early indications for 
the 2017/18 season, the report found that, although ‘actors of colour’ have claimed 28% of lead roles, they have 
lost ground in terms of show creators, as have women. See https://socialsciences.ucla.edu/hollywood-diversity-
report-2018/. 
6 See https://hollywood.colorofchange.org/?utm_source=2017_11_1_hw_article#wr-findings 
7 Although the report also noted that the number of episodes directed by minorities had increased by 28% and 
those directed by females had increased by 36% when compared to the previous year. See 
https://www.dga.org/News/PressReleases/2017/171114-Episodic-Television-Director-Diversity-Report.aspx 
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characters sampled in the study were incarcerated or the perpetrators/victims of crime8. In 
linking non-White characters disproportionately to criminality (requiring regulation), White 
dominance is maintained and legitimised through the denigration of competing identities.  
 
These studies indicate a correlation between the dominance of White men in contemporary 
American media production and a preponderance in terms of depictions which support and 
reinforce their hierarchical position9. It is such a context that underpins this thesis, being as it 
is a study into contemporary American television and the representational strategies deployed 
to reinforce White male hegemonic authority. However, this thesis seeks to complicate such 
issues by outlining the different functions of paratexts in supporting or challenging such logics. 
This is most productively explored in Chapter 4 which, through an analysis of the television 
spy drama 24, discusses the privileging of one discourse or meta-narrative over others in a way 
which mirrored and supported/legitimised the ‘War on Terror’ (predicated on White male 
dominance).  
 
Importantly, this chapter also distinguishes between textual fragments disseminated via 
traditional models or apparatuses of distribution (television and novelisations) and content 
which utilises platforms of transmedia engagement (graphic novels, computer games, 
webisodes and mobisodes etc.). The former serves a proselytizing function (termed here as 
‘proselytizing paratexts’) which, akin to Roland Barthes’s (1977) process of ‘anchorage’, 
channels the viewer into a narrow identificatory position and interpretative framework, one 
which is often prescriptive and accentuates the cultural authority of the hegemonic White male 
vigilante. Through such textual fragments, the viewer is recruited and imbibed within the 
ideological logics of the text (the reassertion of White male hegemony and the subjugation of 
peripheral identities) and, by extension, is ‘interpellated’ into the logics which underpinned the 
‘War on Terror’. 
 
However, such ‘proselytising paratexts’ are part of a larger cultural field and enter into a 
dialectic with ‘pluralistic paratexts’ (content disseminated via platforms of transmedia 
                                                          
8 See https://opportunityagenda.org/explore/resources-publications/power-pop/part-i. 
9 Although it should be noted that there is evidence of change occurring within the television industry. For 
example, when season eleven of The X Files (airing between 3rd January and 21st March 2018) drew criticism for 
hiring only male writers, women were integrated into creative positions towards the end of the season. More 
progressively, Jessica Jones, a narrative featuring an empowered female superhero/private detective as its 
protagonist, hired only female directors for its second season (available to stream from 8th March 2018), all from 
a range of ethnic backgrounds and all under the stewardship of a female showrunner (Melissa Rosenberg). 
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engagement). These ‘pluralistic paratexts’ articulate alternative perspectives and open the text 
up to diverse ideological positions (polysemy), allowing the audience to accept, negotiate or 
refute the textual tapestry’s dominant discourse (fragmenting the hegemonic authority of the 
White male rather than solidifying it). This process, which this thesis terms a ‘paratextual 
dialectic’, allows a dominant discourse to be either reinforced or challenged within the same 
transmedia text via ‘proselytizing and pluralistic paratexts’. It is this process which constitutes 
the central focus of exploration of this thesis, locating such strategies within the post-9/11 
context and restricting the scope of investigation to the American police drama and the anti-
hero’s symbolic use of violence to reclaim White male authority through the subjugation of 
competing groups.  
 
It should be noted here that the focus of this thesis is on the myriad functions of different 
(American) paratextual fragments from a wide range of media platforms. Each one contributes 
different elements and, when aggregated, form the textual tapestry. As such, the 
methodological approach of this thesis has sought to adopt the same practices as its object of 
study. In doing so, information is drawn from a variety of sources/fragments: existing 
theoretical work, television shows, transmedia extensions (webisodes, mobisodes, computer 
games, comics, novelisations, ARGs), podcasts, DVD extras, promotional materials, social 
media campaigns etc. Each fragment offers a vital contribution which can be stitched into a 
bricolage to form this thesis’s textual focus.  
 
In exploring such ‘paratextual dialectics’, this thesis has created new categories into which 
media texts and paratextual fragments can be placed. Such new demarcations are necessary as 
existing boundaries/language is insufficient to define and characterise the complex and 
nuanced functions/operations of contemporary television programming. Such categories 
include a delineation between ‘proselytizing paratexts’ and ‘pluralistic paratexts’ as outlined 
above, along with a juxtaposition of ‘traditional apparatuses of content distribution’ which 
disseminate a dominant discourse (‘proselytizing paratexts’) and ‘platforms of transmedia 
engagement’ wherein pluralistic discursive positions are articulated (‘pluralistic paratexts’). 
Moreover, this thesis has also coined the broader term ‘textual tapestry’ to replace the simpler 
(and subjective) term ‘canon’. This is because ‘canon’ often refers to a collection of texts 
representing the best or most valuable works of a particular period. Likewise the term 
‘canonical text’ describes a piece of work conforming to prescribed rules, patterns and 
expectations. In both instances, ‘canon’ evokes notions of coherence, unity and ideological 
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consistency. However, as this thesis will demonstrate, contemporary media texts are actually 
constituted by the aggregation or stitching together of fragments produced by numerous 
individuals working across a range of media platforms, each with its own discursive operations 
and ontological specificities. Some of these transmedia fragments reinforce the dominant 
ideology of the textual whole while others challenge it. Consequently, a textual tapestry is a 
fragmented, nuanced and, at times, inconsistent bricolage rather than a stable/coherent text or 
collection of texts (‘canon’). 
 
In addition to such neologisms, this thesis also draws upon and extends a range of existing 
scholarship which has explored similar issues in other contexts. For example, others have 
considered the significance and discursive functions of fan practice (the focus of Chapter 6), 
such as Camille Bacon-Smith (1992), Henry Jenkins (1992), Matt Hills (2002), Cornel 
Sandvoss (2005) and Louisa Ellen Stein (2015). Likewise, Jonathan Gray (2010) has outlined 
the role of paratexts within visual media while Jason Mittell (2015) has modified such an 
approach to explore their ‘orientating’ function. Elsewhere, Winston Wheeler Dixon (2004), 
Jeffrey Melnick (2009) and Stacy Takacs (2012), among others, have considered some of the 
ways in which media cultures responded to 9/11 through a range of representational strategies. 
Similarly, Susan Faludi (2007) and Hamilton Carroll (2011) have discussed the reclamation of 
masculine authority following 9/11, while David Roediger (1991) and Richard Dyer (1997) 
have previously outlined the process whereby Whites historically positioned themselves as the 
normative standard from which other identities deviate.  
 
Here, one should pause to acknowledge the problems of demarcating characters by their 
ethnicity or assigning racial identities in generalising terms, an example of which can be seen 
in Chapter 3’s analysis of Vic Mackey’s subjugation of Black men in The Shield. Likewise, 
Chapter 4 explores negative depictions of Middle Eastern individuals in 24 while Dexter 
Morgan’s relationship with Latino characters is considered in Chapter 5. In order to discuss 
such issues/strategies, it becomes necessary to delineate between White, Black, Middle 
Eastern, Latino or Asian. However, the intention of the forthcoming chapters is not to infer that 
there is some innate entity that constitutes such identities. Instead, this thesis recognises that 
such identities are pluralistic, diverse and predicated on a range of political, cultural and 
geographic contexts/experiences; things which are omitted by the use of generalising terms or 
labels. For example, using the label “White” to define a broad range of characters that share a 
similar skin colour ignores class and gender inequalities along with regional differences.  
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The assignation of “Middle Eastern” is similarly precarious as the region is comprised of 
people drawn from eclectic nationalities with divergent histories, beliefs, laws, ideologies and 
modes of behaviour (the same is true of Latino, Black or Asian individuals). Consequently, 
categorising such diverse diasporas into basic and essentialist groups is problematic. However, 
the evocation of such ethnic/racial demarcations (White, Black, Middle Eastern, Latino, Asian) 
enables this thesis to discuss the strategies used by Whites to maintain their cultural authority. 
 
Moreover, these labels provide substitutes for more contentious terms such as ‘people of 
colour’ or ‘non-White’. The former, as Dyer points out, suggests “that some people have colour 
and others, whites, do not. We need to recognise white as a colour too”. Likewise, the term 
‘non-White’ is equally laden with symbolic meaning “as if people who are not white only have 
identity by virtue of what they are not” (Dyer, 1997, p. 11)10. Both of these terms create a 
bifurcation between those who are labelled White and those who are not, with the former being 
coded as the ubiquitous normative standard from which other races deviate. However, the use 
of racial categories/labels (such as White, Black, Latino etc.) avoids such implications and 
emphasises pluralism while also drawing attention to the arbitrary and artificial nature of 
constructed racial demarcations, especially in the rhetoric that circulated in the post-9/11 
environment. 
 
The same problems of essentialism also underpin labels such as Islamic and Muslim, something 
which becomes particularly evident during Chapter 4’s discussion of the ways in which such 
characters are demonised or delegitimised in 24. Again, this thesis uses such labels while, at 
the same time, recognising the diversity of such a complex identity. Indeed, Islam is not a 
singular ideological viewpoint but is, instead, comprised of complex (and at times conflicting) 
theological traditions; namely Sunni, Shi’a and Khawarij, each has its own histories, 
experiences, practices and beliefs. However, despite the multi-faceted nature of such a diverse 
religion/ideology, American television (and in particular 24) offers little differentiation and 
reduces Islam to an essentialist entity. Consequently, and while acknowledging the distinctions 
and differences within such a theology, this thesis uses the broader terms Islam or Muslim to 
reflect the representational strategies within the texts being analysed. 
                                                          
10 Some of the existing scholarship quoted in this thesis discusses racial identities with lowercase letters (e.g. 
white, black). This is repeated when quoting such scholars but, when providing original material, this thesis 
capitalises such terms as they are considered to be titles/names of groups of people. 
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Lastly, it should also be noted that this thesis may seem to deploy the terms race and ethnicity 
somewhat interchangeably. However, as race refers to biological features and ethnicity 
emphasises the cultural constituency of an individual, the former term is used when visual or 
physical characteristics (largely skin colour) become the primary signifier of difference. Other 
times, cultural characteristics (particularly ideology) are given primacy within a text’s 
representational strategies. Here, the term ethnicity is evoked. An example of this can be seen 
in Chapter 4’s discussion of the recipients of Jack Bauer’s violence in 24. Initially, the chapter 
frames its analysis in terms of race but then seeks to look beyond such physical signifiers to 
consider ideological or cultural factors (ethnicity).   
 
With all of this in mind, a study into Whiteness and its prevalence within the cultural industries 
is absolutely vital because, as Dyer observes: “The point of looking at whiteness is to dislodge 
it from its centrality and authority, not to reinstate it (and much less, to make a show of 
reinstating it, when, like male power, it doesn’t actually need reinstating)” (Dyer, 1997, p. 10). 
However, despite the importance of exploring Whiteness and undermining its hegemony, 
academic scholarship concerning the cultural construction of ‘White’ (much like masculinity) 
has largely been ignored in favour of more marginal subject positions. However, as Coco Fusco 
notes, “To ignore white ethnicity is to redouble its hegemony by naturalizing it” (cited in 
Roediger, 1991, p. 6). Or, as Frankenberg asserts, “Naming ‘whiteness’ displaces it from the 
unmarked, unnamed status that is itself an effect of its dominance” (Frankenberg, 1993, p. 6).  
 
The few existing considerations of Whiteness have largely evolved out of identity politics: 
from feminist, gay or class perspectives. For example, Ruth Frankenberg’s feminist analysis 
examined the relationship between White women and prejudice in order to argue that racism 
is a concern for all ethnicities. Likewise, Richard Dyer compares his Whiteness along with his 
sexuality and the marginalisation of a Jewish community11. Elsewhere others’ perspectives 
derive from those who are outside the boundaries of “Whiteness”, such as Toni Morrison’s 
(1993) examination of the representation of a Black identity within American literature and 
what this means to the construction of Whiteness. Similarly, Herman Gray’s (1995) exploration 
of the prominence of African Americans on U.S TV in the late 1980s and early 1990s identified 
                                                          
11 Although Dyer recognised the intellectual and political problems of making an analogy between ethnic and 
sexual discrimination. 
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the ways in which the meanings of Blackness have changed over the past two decades. A 
comparable approach is taken by Karen Ross (1996) whose work explores the complex issues 
that affect relations between Black communities and media representations. Similarly, Sasha 
Torres’s edited collection (1998) investigates the representations of marginalised races on 
American TV, from Orientalism to depictions of Jonathan King‘s brutalisation at the hands of 
White police. In other words, studies of race usually mean studies of those who aren’t in a 
position of hegemonic authority – they are more a study of marginalisation. Consequently, by 
exploring marginal perspectives at the expense of Whiteness, the latter has often been assumed 
to a normative backdrop against which other, more peripheral, identities are compared12.  
 
Consequently, in order to dislodge Whiteness from its assumed centrality, this thesis explores 
such issues in the context of the police drama, a genre which was discussed by George N. Dove 
(1982) who outlined its lineage from crimes solved by gifted detectives to those investigated 
by average officers (creating the ‘police procedural’). Elsewhere, Stuart M. Kaminsky (1985) 
deconstructed some of the genre’s complexities and Christopher Wilson (2000) explored the 
sustained public fascination with policing powers in order to question the influence of 
representation on real-life practices. Likewise, more contemporaneous accounts have been 
offered by Jonathan Nichols-Pethick (2012) and Mareike Jenner (2016). 
 
However, these disparate elements are seldom drawn together and there is a structural absence 
of considerations for the ways in which White male authority, whose legitimacy is under attack 
from a range of competing identities/discourses, uses physical aggression as a symbolic form 
of power reclamation. Nor are such issues linked to the ‘War on Terror’ and the American cop 
show (the latter being an allegory for the former wherein breached borders are policed and 
discursive boundaries are regulated). Likewise, existing scholarship has not considered the 
ways in which a dominant discourse (White male hegemony as re-solidified by the anti-heroic 
cop) is both perpetuated and subverted within the fragments that constitute a textual tapestry 
(a dialectic of competing discourses all being articulated in one text/bricolage).  
 
                                                          
12 Similarly, Jonathan Nichols-Pethick notes that, despite its conspicuous abundance, the very few accounts of the 
police drama have discussed it in deceptively simple terms (Nichols-Pethick, 2012, p. 2). As such there is a 
structural absence of not only academic discussions of Whiteness, masculinity and the symbolic uses of violence, 
but also of the police drama in which these things operate. 
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In addition to extending current scholarship, this thesis also endeavours to (either implicitly 
and explicitly) demonstrate that previous methods of studying media need to be re-appropriated 
and re-constituted to account for the complexities of the contemporary television landscape. 
Consequently, this thesis is best thought of as a process of expansion and re-application of 
conceptual frameworks from a range of disciplines (particularly media studies, fandom studies, 
semiotics, postmodernism and Marxism). For example, while intimating the ways in which 
transmedia texts and fan practices resist dominant discourses in favour of polysemic 
perspectives, Chapter 6 seeks to modify known theoretical frameworks to outline the degree to 
which fan productivity mirrors platforms of transmedia engagement (both operate as a form of 
political expression) and how such practices have been integrated into American mainstream 
commercial production.  
 
This process of paradigmatic re-appropriation extends to semiotics and Marxism, as is evident 
in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 through an implicit re-contextualisation of Stuart Hall’s reading 
strategies (‘encoding/decoding’), which are linked to Roland Barthes’s concept of ‘anchorage’ 
and Louis Althusser’s notion of ‘interpellation’. Similarly, Chapter 2 extends the 
characteristics which defined Jean-François Lyotard’s ‘postmodern condition’ (1979) to a post-
9/11 epoch. Here, authoritative structures are undermined and meta-narratives are refuted (such 
as the benevolence and legitimacy of authority and the dominant discourse known as the ‘War 
on Terror’). Such practices were facilitated by a rapidly expanding media landscape in which 
texts break free from the ontological restrictions of medium-specific forms and spread across 
a range of platforms, articulating different discursive perspectives. Here, this thesis also draws 
upon two different concepts: ‘spreadability’ (as outlined by Henry Jenkins, Sam Ford and 
Joshua Green, 2013), and Jason Mittell’s (2015) notion of ‘drillability’. In doing so, this thesis 
will demonstrate that it is no longer the medium of television which is predicated upon a 
continuous stream of content, but rather the stream now concerns the flow of narrative 
information across a range of platforms and textual fragments (as discussed in Chapter 1)13.  
 
As this indicates, this thesis is positioned within existing scholarly work but endeavours to link 
together diverse paradigmatic approaches in order to understand the paratextual dialectics 
                                                          
13 Of course, this is not the first re-application of Williams’s model. For example, Rick Altman (1986) has 
similarly re-appropriated the notion of ‘flow’ when considering the function of sound and its relationship to the 
image in creating meaning and narrative engagement. See Tani Modleski’s (1986) edited collection Studies in 
Entertainment: Critical Approaches to Mass Culture (pp. 39-54). 
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which occur within one textual tapestry. In doing so, the functions of ‘proselytizing and 
pluralistic paratexts’ become clear as each serve different discursive operations. Such 
fragments of the textual tapestry either reinforce or challenge the dominant discourse of the 
textual whole, which here concerns the legitimacy of using violence to maintain the White male 
symbolic order congruent with the logics which underpinned the ‘War on Terror’. In this sense, 
the ‘cultural forum’ model outlined by Horace Newcomb and Paul H. Hirsch (2009) is no 
longer to be found within the medium of television but, rather, within singular transmedia 
textual tapestries (as will be discussed in later chapters). 
 
In order to explore the cultural function of the contemporary American cop drama, this thesis 
is broken down into six chapters. Chapters 1 and 2 both offer a contextual background upon 
which the subsequent case studies are built. Centrally concerned with boundary transgression 
via the effacement of TV’s ontological frames (transmedia storytelling) and the breaching of 
genre boundaries via hybridisation and serialisation, Chapter 1 offers a brief discussion of the 
history and development of American TV wherein the oligopolistic industry became 
fragmented by the emergence of cable/niche channels. This chapter then outlines the ways in 
which TV programmes are similarly opened-up by transmedia storytelling in which texts 
expand beyond the boundaries of medium-specific frames. Such narrative expansion is linked 
to serial television in which resolution is rejected in favour of open-ended ambiguity, linking 
narrative structure to the postmodern, post-9/11 environment of perpetual anxiety.  
 
Chapter 2 considers the ways in which 9/11 enabled a return to previous paradigms of 
masculine heroism. Here, it is argued that, although television is a postmodern medium and 
dialectical forum in which a range of positions are articulated, one monolithic discourse is 
ultimately privileged over others (in this case the hierarchical authority of White men and the 
use of violence to maintain the stability of the symbolic order). Here, the strategic deployment 
of violence works to mitigate a fragmentation of hegemonic White masculinity’s cultural 
dominance and, in doing so, re-subjugates and re-hierarchises competing identities to negate 
the challenges posed by their plurality (congruent with the logics which underpinned the ‘War 
on Terror’). This strategic deployment of violence can be seen most clearly within the cop 
drama, wherein the boundaries of normative and sanctioned behaviour are policed and 
discursive frameworks are regulated. Consequently, the cop drama became a mirror to the 
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dissemination, negotiation, and solidification/refutation of the ‘War on Terror’ discourse.14 To 
explore such an assertion further, this thesis analyses four main permutations of the police 
genre: the urban cop/detective, the spy/counter-terrorist agent, the scientific/forensic analyst 
and the psychological profiler.  
 
Taking the first of these genre permutations, Chapter 3 offers the opening detailed case study 
of this thesis, The Shield (FX: 2002-2008). This text tapped into a wider social agenda, one 
also performed by a number of contemporaneous texts - the legitimacy of White male 
dominance and its enforcement through violence which subjugates competing identities. As 
such, The Shield is indicative of the socio-political context of the time of its production, 
wherein different forms of masculinity compete to become the hegemonic archetype. However, 
alternative masculinities are hierarchised via violence in favour of the post-9/11 re-inscription 
of the violent White vigilante. Crucially, the viewer is ‘interpellated’ into such discursive logics 
via the show’s transmedia texts which, by closing off alternative perspectives, channel the 
audience into a narrow identificatory position, aligning them with the hegemonic White male 
protagonist and the ideologies he represents (the reassertion of White patriarchal authority via 
the strategic use of violence). However, in order to open up the text to voice pluralistic and 
peripheral perspectives, fans supplement the limited transmedia texts with their own 
productions (fan fiction) which, in turn, negates the narrow identificatory position they have 
been channelled into. Such fan productivity, which utilises the democratisation of the internet 
(a postmodern site of contestation, dissent and competing discourses), undermines the text’s 
dominant discourse (the use of violence to maintain White male hierarchical dominance and, 
by extension, the legitimacy of the ‘War on Terror’). 
 
The discursive function of paratexts is further explicated in Chapter 4 through an analysis of 
the second detailed case study, espionage drama 24 (Fox: 2001-2017). In both The Shield and 
24, the post-9/11 reiteration of old paradigms of heroic masculine identity are re-emphasised 
and violence is used to supress competition, re-solidifying the authority of the hegemonic 
White male in a way which mirrored America’s response to 9/11 and its re-inscription of a ‘Us’ 
                                                          
14 It should be noted that, although cop dramas such as CSI: Crime Scene Investigation, The Shield and 24 were 
in production prior to the events of 11th September 2001, they articulated a wider cultural anxiety which 
characterised that particular social context (late 1990s American society constituted by declining hegemonic 
authority for the White male). Indeed, the subsequent success and widespread proliferation of such programmes 
following the terrorist attacks highlight audience appetites for such discursive regulation from the early 2000s 
onwards.  
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vs. ‘Them’ dichotomy (or heroic White men Vs. a deranged and racially marked ‘Other’). 
Moreover, in 24, the audience is again directed to identify with the violent White male and his 
brutal subjugation of competing identities. Indeed, the narrative necessitates his preventative 
vigilantism to maintain national security which, in turn, renders such actions desirable as they 
propel the story towards a resolution, one which might alleviate America’s post-9/11 cultural 
anxieties and lead to catharsis. Consequently, 24 legitimises questionable policies conducted 
under the auspices of national security and diffuses the problematic state-sanctioned uses of 
torture, surveillance, detention and violence. 
 
In addition to remediating and sanctioning the ‘War on Terror’, 24 also worked to re-establish 
the hierarchical dominance of the White male through the denigration and subjugation of 
women, the demonisation of racial ‘Others’, and the foreclosure of competing (anti-American) 
ideological frameworks. However, rather than the coherent and stable text this might imply, 24 
is comprised of many textual fragments created by a number of authors over an expansive array 
of platforms. Some of these fragments work to ‘anchor’ (in Roland Barthes’s terms) the text’s 
ideological meaning and perform a proselytising function (‘proselytising paratexts’) by 
recruiting (or in Louis Althusser’s terms ‘interpellating’) the viewer into the logics of the 
diegesis. Conversely, other fragments are more open (‘pluralistic paratexts’) and offer a site of 
resistance against the text’s dominant discourse. In short, some fragments of 24’s textual 
tapestry support the logics which underpinned the ‘War on Terror’ (predicated on White male 
hegemony) while others challenge such a discourse through the promotion of plurality and 
peripheral perspectives. Consequently, while television may present a dominant discourse, a 
singular text is constituted by a range of fragments (some solidifying White male authority and 
some subverting it), which thus marks the textual tapestry as a site of discursive or paratextual 
dialectics. 
 
Analysing the third detailed case study, Dexter (Showtime: 2006-2013) and its many paratexts, 
Chapter 5 continues the consideration of the strategies used to minimise ambiguity and 
legitimise the actions of its protagonist. Much like the structural logics of 24 which necessitated 
and sanctified the actions of the violent White male, Dexter is indicative of the 
scientific/forensic subgenre in which microscopic evidence gives the viewer a sense of 
omnipresence and removes all doubt as to the perpetrator’s guilt. This provides a legitimisation 
of the White man’s use of violence and preventative vigilantism which, again, becomes coded 
as necessary to maintaining security, safety and the symbolic order (White male authority).  
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Importantly, while 24’s textual tapestry enabled a paratextual dialectic, Dexter uses many 
prescriptive official transmedia texts which limit opportunities for fan speculation and restrict 
alternative perspectives/competing points of audience identification. Here, pluralistic 
discursive positions, those that underpin fan practice, become commodified and integrated into 
the officially sanctioned ideological framework of the text and polysemy is mitigated in favour 
of monotheism. In doing so, such prescriptive paratexts narrow audience identificatory 
practices and aligns the viewer with a violent White hegemonic form of masculinity, 
‘orientating’ (in Jason Mittell’s terms) them to support the questionable policies implemented 
during the ‘War on Terror’ which, in turn, re-inscribed the symbolic order. 
 
However, as 9/11 became a historical event rather than a contemporaneous tragedy, the 
discursive assumptions which underpinned the ‘War on Terror’ faced repudiation. Such a 
discursive shift was mirrored in the cop show as American TV went from a post-9/11 
solidification of hegemonic White male authority (The Shield, 24 and Dexter) to the privileging 
of diversity and peripheral perspectives, those that might fragment the White male’s 
hierarchical dominance. This is the central thematic concern of Chapter 6 which analyses the 
thesis’s final detailed case study, Hannibal (NBC: 2013-2015), in which diverse voices were 
permitted to speak from the official platform of mainstream broadcasting.  
 
Not only does Hannibal embody the incorporation of cable sensibilities within network 
television but, as a programme made by a fan of the original novels (Bryan Fuller), it is the 
ultimate extension of re-appropriated fan fiction15. Here, the fan (Fuller) working within the 
sanctioned realms of broadcast television (NBC) plays with the source material and opens it up 
to pluralistic perspectives, changing its meanings and ideological underpinnings. 
Consequently, fan practices (and the pluralistic identities/ideologies they articulate) have 
moved from the margins of the media industry to its very centre. In doing so, the distinction 
                                                          
15 As Chapter 1 will outline in more detail, from its inception until the 1970s/80s, American broadcast television 
operated as a three-network oligopoly with each channel principally focused on attracting the largest possible 
audience via a strategy of ‘least objectionable programming’ and standardised modes of production. However, 
the emergence of cable channels throughout the 1970s/80s resulted in a fragmentation of this oligopoly. These 
emerging cable channels adopted more innovative production practices/strategies to target niche or cult audiences 
via the provision of challenging content and more ideologically nuanced texts (‘narrowcasting’). Soon network 
channels would progressively integrate many of these sensibilities/practices into their own modes of production. 
In doing so, networks began supplementing more formulaic texts with innovative and challenging (‘Quality’) 
programming designed to attract valuable audience demographics. 
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between fan and creator, official text and fan text, canon and ‘fanon’ in Sheenagh Pugh’s 
(2005) terms, has crumbled.  
 
Consequently, this chapter seeks to consider a number of questions. How might the practices 
which underpin platforms of transmedia engagement (‘pluralistic paratexts’) be productively 
integrated into traditional apparatuses of content distribution (frequently predicated on 
‘proselytizing paratexts’)? What happens when a fan (a member of the periphery) is granted 
access to “legitimate” production and given control of a textual tapestry? How might this 
peripheral voice differently negotiate the re-inscription of White masculinity’s hierarchical 
authority and how might it differently effect the subjugation of marginalised identities? In what 
ways do fragments of the textual tapestry facilitate or restrict such heterogeneity? How do such 
fragments combine to form the paratextual dialectic and what different meanings are available 
within a single textual bricolage? And what can the evolution of the police drama since 2001 
tell us about shifting attitudes towards the ‘War on Terror’ and the legitimacy with which White 
men use violence to subjugate the challenges posed by competing identities? 
 
The primary intention of this thesis is to map out a specific historical period (2001-2017). Here, 
the terrorist attacks of 11th September 2001 on New York’s World Trade Centre became an 
epochal defining moment and would go on to cast a long shadow on the American 
socio/cultural/political landscape. 9/11 had a significant influence on paradigms/paragons of 
acceptable behavior, it reframed brutality as a legitimate/legitimised strategy to mitigate threat 
and it recoded sovereign vigilantism as a necessity to ensuring the stability of the social order. 
Crucially, as Chapter 2 demonstrates, 9/11 also facilitated a re-solidification of White male 
hierarchical dominance (wherein violence preserves their authority). This is the legacy of 9/11 
and, while the terrorist attacks would shift from a contemporaneous tragedy to a historical 
event, the underpinning assumptions of the ‘War on Terror’ would have a much more enduring 
impact.  
 
In particular, 9/11 and the ‘War on Terror’ reframed the public’s relationship to horror and 
reconfigured their understandings of violence, brutality and permissible behavior. Indeed, the 
rhetoric and discursive strategies circulating in the aftermath of 9/11 habituated and acclimated 
audiences into accepting questionable behaviours which might have otherwise been seen as 
more problematic. As such, the legacy of 9/11 and the ‘War on Terror’ provided an interpretive 
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framework through which to understand violent texts, depictions of horror and the problematic 
actions of anti-heroic characters. 
 
In order to explore such a legacy, Chapters 1 and 2 of this thesis outline three significant 
contexts: American television’s historical development; the broader postmodern/generic 
underpinnings of TV distribution; and the events of 9/11 along with the subsequent ‘War on 
Terror’. Building on this foundation, the remaining chapters are comprised of case studies 
which are delineated into two sections: a ‘9/11 chronology’ and a ‘9/11 legacy’. Chapters 3 
and 4 explore a ‘9/11 chronology’ wherein police dramas such as The Shield and 24 articulated 
the discursive logics and structuring principles circulating in the immediate aftermath of 9/11 
and the commencement of the ‘War on Terror’. Conversely, Chapters 5 and 6 analyse 
programmes (Dexter and Hannibal) which, produced years later, do not directly engage in the 
practices that underpinned the ‘War on Terror’. However, these chapters argue, such texts do 
exist within 9/11’s ongoing legacy and instantiate/negotiate its primary thematic concern: the 
maintenance of existing systems of power and the hierarchical dominance of White men who 
use violence to subjugate those that threaten the stability of the social order.  
 
Consequently, while it may not have provided an immediate context shaping later TV 
programmes such as Dexter and Hannibal, 9/11 did facilitate an acceptance of particular modes 
of behaviour (violence) which, in turn, paved the way for the acceptance of programmes which 
utilise similar discursive strategies. Indeed, while programmes such as these may well have 
been produced if 9/11 had not happened, the actions of such problematic characters were 
understood in different ways because of 9/11 and its reconfiguration of social understandings 
concerning the permissibility of violence. Such programmes, although existing outside of the 
immediate context of 9/11, thus continue its ongoing thematic concerns and are received in a 
less problematic way due to 9/11’s legacy. By analysing texts produced in the immediate 
aftermath of 9/11 along with those which exist within its legacy, this thesis can reflect on the 
ideas and structuring principles of this very specific epoch in order to consider what has (and 
has not) changed during this time. 
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Chapter 1:  The History of American TV & the Emergence of Transmedia Storytelling 
 
Introduction 
This chapter seeks to establish the first context for this thesis by outlining this changing nature 
of American television because, as Denzell Richards notes, the industry has undergone a 
number of radical transformations over the past two decades: from production and institutional 
contexts to regulation and exhibition; from technological developments to patterns of 
consumption. Indeed, even within the last few years, previous assumptions of television 
viewing have been altered by the expansion of diverse delivery formats and methods of 
reception: the emergence of cable/satellite channels and their progressive sensibilities; the use 
of storage devices (hard disk drives or digital recorders such as TiVo and Sky+); and the rise 
of distribution platforms which have problematised scheduling strategies, especially DVD/Blu-
Ray boxsets, downloading and streaming providers (Richards, 2010, p. 179).  
 
In the current era of television distribution, one characterised by transmedia storytelling and 
paratextual configurations, TV shows extend into a range of media platforms which the 
dedicated/cult viewer must traverse in order to stitch together narrative fragments into a textual 
tapestry or canonical bricolage. This notion of boundary transgression can be seen in not only 
narrative fragments/paratexts, but also narrative structure. Indeed, the prevalence of serial 
television demonstrates an audience appetite for content in which weekly episodic resolution 
is deferred or even rejected in favour of open-ended ambiguity. Such prolongation of anxiety, 
this chapter concludes, reflects the post-9/11 environment of American society. However, 
before one can understand the current American television landscape, one has to understand its 
development; from its early inception and the oligopolistic operations of network television, 
through to the fragmentation of the industry via the proliferation of cable/niche channels and, 
finally, to the current media landscape of narrative propagation on multiple and divergent 
platforms (otherwise known as media convergence). 
 
Regular American television programming first appeared in 1939 when, as Jamie Medhurst 
notes, “the total number of sets barely exceeded 10,000” (Medhurst, 2006, p. 117)16. 
Importantly, as Jostein Gripsrud observes, American televisual broadcasting structures were 
initially modelled on systems of commercial radio “with advertisers originally sponsoring 
                                                          
16 CBS and NBC had regularly scheduled programming by 1941 and were joined in 1943 by ABC. 
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whole programmes and in part also organizing programme production tailored to their 
commercial interests … [such as] soap opera … [which were] made to sell household products, 
primarily detergents”. Consequently, Gripsrud continues, “audiences were primarily addressed 
as consumers” (original emphasis: Gripsrud, 1998, p. 24)17. During this infancy period, due to 
the limited broadcasters operating, televisual content was severely limited. Indeed, as Michele 
Hilmes (2003) demonstrates, the U.S television industry operated as an oligopoly in which 
three networks dominated the market (ABC, CBS and NBC with Fox joining in 1986). This 
was achieved by integrating production, distribution and, by purchasing independently owned 
stations in the largest cities, exhibition.  
 
As John Ellis notes, such oligopolistic network control was an era of ‘scarcity’ which “saw the 
development of the routines of the television series, of multiple versions of the same basic 
format” (Ellis, 2000, p. 48)18. This, in turn, led to a pattern of ‘least objectionable 
programming’, a pattern, Ellis argues, which was essential in enabling the integration of 
television into the domestic realm: “Television programming was very carefully constructed to 
ensure that it maintained its intimacy. Nothing that was too offensive was to be broadcast”. 
This, Ellis continues, was necessary “if television was to gain a central place in the vast 
majority of households” (Ellis, 2000, p. 48). However, as Ellis further points out, from the late 
1970s / early 1980s the ‘era of scarcity’ gradually gave way to an ‘era of availability’ (Ellis, 
2000, p. 39), which allowed for a deviation from such standardised programming strategies19.  
 
This new era, for Ellis, coincided “with a much more diverse consumer market, which 
accentuates and commodifies every available difference between citizens in the name of 
choice” (Ellis, 2000, p. 2). Subsequently, a new type of programming emerged; one of 
originality and innovation, an emergence largely facilitated by the demands of a consumer 
market, economic opportunity and (possibly most central of all) deregulation of the U.S 
television industry. Key to this deregulation was ‘The Financial Interest and Syndication Laws’ 
(otherwise known as ‘Fin Syn’) which were enforced by the Federal Communications 
                                                          
17 Indeed, as Peter Dunne notes, “The American television network’s job is not to provide programming, it is to 
provide advertising. Dramas are just a way to capture the viewer’s attention long enough to sell him something. 
Drama is a sales tool” (Dunne, 2007, p. 103). 
18 Although Ellis is speaking primarily from a UK perspective, the same is broadly true of the American television 
industry. 
19 Although one should note that the availability of independent local channels on both the VHF and UHF bands 
was an earlier development, as was the introduction of HBO in 1972. All of which suggests that this ‘era of 
availability’ came earlier than Ellis suggests, from the early 1970s. 
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Commission (FCC) in 1970. ‘Fin Syn’, which would later be repealed in 1995, legislated that 
the major networks could only have a financial interest in a limited number of programming 
hours and, as Catherine Johnson notes, were prevented “from engaging in domestic syndication 
(that is, from selling or distributing networked programmes to local stations after their initial 
network run) or owning the programmes that they aired” (Johnson, 2010, p. 138). As a result, 
the remaining air time would be outsourced to independent production companies who were 
able “to retain the syndication rights to the programmes that they produced, vastly increasing 
the potential profits that they could make from programme production” (Johnson, 2010, p. 
138)20. This new legislation aimed to diversify programming and move production towards 
smaller, independent companies which would, theoretically, lead to a free marketplace 
liberated from the domination of the major networks.  
 
One such independent production company to benefit from ‘Fin Syn’ was MTM Enterprises21 
which would, in turn, facilitate the development of what Robert Thompson refers to as 
‘Quality’ programming. However, by using the assignation of ‘Quality TV’, Thompson isn’t 
arguing that the dramas which emerged from the 1970s and 1980s “were inherently better than 
anything else that has been aired through the years”. He is, instead, suggesting that the shows 
were “different” (Thompson, 1997, p. 17). One of the most crucial distinguishing features of 
quality programmes, for Thompson, “was that they employed, to one degree or another, the 
serial form” (Thompson, 1997, p. 31). This serialisation, Thompson continues, was instigated 
by soap-operas, notably Dallas22 (CBS, 1978-1991) which “did more than just inspire spin-
offs and rip-offs. It gave memory to the entire medium. Soon many dramatic shows – even 
those that weren’t exactly soaps – began deploying ongoing story lines” (Thompson, 1997, p. 
34). One such ‘Quality’ show, produced by MTM Enterprises, to deploy the serial form was 
                                                          
20 For more information, also see Marc Alvey (2000) and Jennifer Holt (2003). 
21 As Paul Kerr outlines, MTM Enterprises was created in 1970 to produce The Mary Tyler Moore Show (1970-
1977) following CBS’s lucrative deal with the eponymous female star. MTM Enterprises was established by 
Moore with her husband Grant Tinker and manager Arthur Price but, aside from giving the company her initials, 
Mary Tyler Moore would have very little to do with its operation (Kerr, 1984, pp. 61-98). Although the company 
initially produced innovative and popular sitcoms such as The Mary Tyler Moore Show, The Bob Newhart Show 
(1972-1978) and Rhoda (1974-1978), MTM would progress into producing hour long dramas such as Lou Grant 
(1977), The White Shadow (1978), Paris (1979) and Hill Street Blues (1981-1987). See Jane Feuer (1984, pp. 32-
60) for a broader discussion on the MTM style. Also see Robert J. Thompson (1997) for a wider discussion on 
MTM’s influence on ‘Quality Television’. For example, Thompson states: “Former MTM employees were 
working throughout the industry and many had taken the quality formula with them. Others who hadn’t worked 
for MTM but had grown up watching its products were also borrowing the company style” (Thompson, 1997, p. 
51). 
22 Although, as Glen Creeber (2004) notes, this serialisation occurred long before Dallas popularised the form and 
is evident in MTM’s productions and their cumulative narratives.  
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Hill Street Blues (NBC, 1981-1987). This programme not only demonstrated the significance 
of the cop drama in the development of American television, but also marked a shift in 
conceptualisations of the audience as TV went from mass broadcasting to narrowcasting, a 
process which had started in the 1970s with the emergence of cable channel HBO. 
 
Narrowcasting, Audience Fragmentation & Cult Programming 
Following the era of ‘scarcity’, and amid developments in the delivery of cable television 
(along with new national broadcasters such as Fox), the 1970s/1980s saw a fragmentation of 
the audience which challenged the corporate hegemony of the existing broadcasting oligopoly. 
Moreover, as Mark Jancovich and James Lyons assert: 
 
As network audiences declined in the face of competition from the 
proliferation of cable and satellite channels in the 1980s, the networks 
became less concerned with attracting mass audiences and increasingly 
concerned about retaining the most valuable audiences: affluent 
viewers that advertisers were prepared to pay the highest rates to 
address.  
(original emphasis: Jancovich & Lyons, 2003, p. 3) 
 
Hill Street Blues was one such vehicle to reach this valuable audience23. The show, as Todd 
Gitlin notes, premiered on 15 January 1981 to poor ratings - a 26% share of the audience. “The 
next week the show sank to […] a 19 share. It hovered in the low-20 share range for the rest of 
the season” (Gitlin, 1994, p. 302)24. Importantly, before the emphasis on narrowcasting25, a 
programme would have been cancelled if it fell too far below a 32% share of the audience (the 
assumed allocation of each of the major three networks). However: 
 
 
                                                          
23 Indeed, Feuer notes that “To the US television industry – defined as a community of profit-minded capitalists 
interested in ‘delivering’ audiences and not texts – the term quality describes the demographics of the audience” 
(Feuer, 2007, p. 147).   
24 Here, one should also note the personal intervention of Grant Tinker in saving Hill Street Blues from 
cancellation when he moved from MTM to head NBC in 1981. 
25 David Marc defines a broadcaster as making “a pitch to an entire nation, people, or culture. To the narrowcaster, 
this kind of sheer quantity is occasionally a virtue but rarely a paramount goal. The narrowcaster seeks not all, but 
a rightly constituted group” (Marc, 2000, p. 644).  
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In the cable era, when the audience was divided into many more than 
three pieces, the cutoff point for cancellation fell considerably. No more 
people were tuning in to quality shows in the 1980s than they were in 
the 1960s, but in the 1980s those same numbers were enough to keep a 
show on the air.  
(Thompson, 1997, pp. 39-40)  
 
Hill Street Blues, therefore, not only epitomised an emerging notion of quality programming 
from the 1980s, but also embodied the integration of the serialised form into TV drama while, 
at the same time, highlighting the rejection of conventional methods of audience measurement 
in favour of appealing to niche segments and specific demographics26. The importance of this 
shift is emphasised by Janet McCabe, who asserts that “What this emergent institutional 
philosophy presents us with is another definition of quality related to economic survival, niche 
marketing and the search for quality demographics” (McCabe, 2005, p. 211). This shift, as 
Jimmie L. Reeves, Mark C. Rogers & Michael M. Epstein state, “represents nothing less than 
a new era in television history – TVII (or the cable era)” (Reeves, Rogers & Epstein, 2007, p. 
87). Here, the conception of the viewing public moved from viewing them as a collective and 
homogeneous mass into what Catherine Johnson calls a “coalition of taste markets” (Johnson, 
2005, p. 60). Within this new era, Johnson observes, “In attempting to attract the ‘quality’ 
audience while not alienating other network viewers, ‘quality’ television is precisely concerned 
with appealing to divergent desires” (Johnson, 2005, p. 59).  
 
Particularly important to this television era was HBO (Home Box Office). As Johnson 
demonstrates, HBO began broadcasting in 1972 as a purveyor of live sporting events and films 
before progressing into the production of original programming throughout the 1980s and 
1990s. As one of a number of proliferating cable channels, Johnson continues, HBO would 
compete more directly with the established networks and was therefore part of the very 
fragmentation of the US television industry (Johnson, 2010, p. 148). In turn, HBO would 
influence the production and distribution strategies of both network television and emerging 
cable channels and, as Simon Brown observes, nascent channels such as FX and Showtime 
                                                          
26 Kerr credits the instigation of such a transition to NBC Network Vice-President in Charge of Audience 
Measurement Paul Klein who, at the end of the 1960s, “began stressing the importance of the demographic 
composition of the total and even argued that the demographic parts could, thus calculated, be more important 
than their aggregate sum” (Kerr, 1984, p. 63). Initiating a strategy of attracting ‘quality’ consumers via ‘quality’ 
programming, NBC went from broadcasting to narrowcasting.  
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(which started soon after HBO in 1976) would seek to emulate the HBO model (Brown, 2010, 
p. 162). Much like the other subscription channels who would proliferate within the cable era, 
“The HBO model is more concerned with ‘monthly audience appeal’ – with putting together a 
mixture of programming that generate enough consumer satisfaction to justify writing the 
cheque to the cable company” (Reeves, Rogers & Epstein, 2007, p. 86).  
 
Subsequently, as Brown observes, “under the tagline ‘It’s Not TV. It’s HBO’ [which was only 
one of many slogans], the channel sought to differentiate its product from that available 
anywhere else – in other words as alternative to the mainstream” (Brown, 2010, p. 158)27. 
Crucially, as Johnson states, the cable channels’ model of attracting ‘quality demographics’ 
through special-interest programming, or appealing to minority interests, was significant. 
Indeed, for “smaller non-network channels that could not expect to gain the large audience 
figures of the networks, the loyalty of the smaller fan audience was particularly valuable” 
(Johnson, 2005, p. 62).  
 
Likewise, Matt Hills notes that, following the rise of cable networks in America, broadcasters 
could no longer assume a mass audience for their programming and, instead, emphasis was 
placed on key demographics and ‘avid fans’ (along with notions of quality and authored TV as 
a way to differentiate the show from its competitors). Moreover, Hills continues, “Within such 
industry realignments, established genres that sustain dedicated fan cultures become far more 
attractive possibilities” (Hills, 2005, p. 125)28. For Hills, the horror or gothic genres29 were thus 
significant in this regard, but one might also include other genres which specialise in violent 
or brutal content, such as the detective/forensic/serial killer narrative – genres defined by cult 
                                                          
27 The restrictions of this thesis prohibit a more thorough discussion of HBO and their strategies which may have 
impacted wider TV production. For a more comprehensive account, see Marc Leverette, Brian L. Ott and Cara 
Louise Buckely’s edited collection It’s Not TV: Watching HBO in the Post-Television Era (2008). Similarly, for 
a more detailed history of television, see Michele Hilmes’s (2003) edited collection The Television History Book 
(which looks at the histories of both British and American TV). Likewise, for a history of British television, see 
Helen Wheatley’s edited collection Re-Viewing Television History: Critical Issues in Television Historiography 
(2007). Lastly, for a feminist reading of the history of American television, see Mary Beth Haralovich and Lauren 
Rabinovitz’s edited collection Television, History, and American Culture: Feminist Critical Essays (1999).  
28 Of course, this is not to perpetuate a reductive dichotomy of mainstream vs. cult audiences because, as Hills 
notes, the possibilities of digital media have corroded such distinctions and, today, what was once distinguished 
as the practices of cult audiences are now being adopted by mainstream productions. 
29 See Matt Hills (2005: pp. 111-128) for a discussion on televisual horror. Here, Hills argues that many critics 
and creative practitioners devalue TV horror due to an erroneous assumption concerning the form’s industrial 
restrictions (notably scheduling practices and regulatory issues) which might prohibit the depiction of horrifying 
content. See especially pp. 119-124 for a consideration of the ways in which the Gothic genre is evoked instead 
of horror for acclaimed TV shows; the former connoting high literary traditions while the latter is assumed to be 
a debased low-cultural form. Also see Lorna Jowett & Stacey Abbott (2013) for a more thorough analysis of 
televisual horror. 
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audiences and hybridised in The X-Files (Fox, 1993-), a programme that Brown links to the 
rise of cult/quality programming (another demonstration of the cop show’s significance to the 
industrial practices of commercial American television).  
 
The success of The X-Files “marks a blurring of the lines between cult and quality television” 
(Brown, 2010, p. 156) 30, a point echoed by Johnson who asserts that the show was not produced 
by one of the three established networks but was, in fact, “part of the nascent Fox network’s 
move into hour-long prime-time drama” (Johnson, 2005, p. 60). Furthermore, Johnson 
continues, attempting to break into the market, Fox focused on attracting new viewers and, 
therefore, its programming strategy differed from ABC, CBS or NBC who attempted to retain 
their audience amid competition from satellite and cable services. By conceiving of their 
‘quality/cult’ programming/audience in a different way, Fox produced The X-Files with both 
cable and network productions practices in mind; combining “quality television’s dual address 
to the ‘everyday’ and ‘discerning’ viewer, with an additional address to the fan-consumer” 
(Johnson, 2005, p. 63). Or, as Johnson later notes, “Fox took a strategy used by cable television 
and adapted it to the needs of network television at a time when niche marketing was becoming 
an increasingly important strategy for the networks” (Johnson, 2010, pp. 142-3). 
 
The deployment of cable sensibilities/strategies by network television continues into the 
twenty-first century via another hybrid of the detective/horror genre, Hannibal (NBC, 2013-
2015), a text which will be explored in more detail during Chapter 6. However, here it is worth 
noting that, considering their distressing content, unsettling themes and depictions of 
violence/brutality, one would assume that texts such as The X-Files or Hannibal would be 
incompatible with mainstream, commercial network television - a medium heavily regulated 
by various internal compliance/standards agencies, strict governmental oversight via the FCC 
and vocal lobbying groups (such as The Parents Television Council). However, texts such as 
these exemplify the need for broadcast channels to appeal to the viewers’ proclivities for 
challenging content while also hybridising genres to strategically target cult and niche audience 
                                                          
30 Indeed, within the progressively fragmented landscape of post-cable television, throughout the 1990s notions 
of cult and quality became linked and, as Roberta Pearson observes, “cult and quality are constructed through 
similar rhetoric” (Pearson, 2010, p. 15). Moreover, Brown continues, considering that ‘Quality TV’s’ original 
address was to an upscale audience, “quality was cult, since it lay outside mainstream programming by the 
networks and was designed to attract a niche audience” (Brown, 2010, p. 157). 
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segments. Indeed, Hannibal might be seen to be a deliberate attempt on the part of NBC to 
attract a particularly fervent and dedicated audience member – the cult viewer31.  
 
Defining cult texts is problematic as their audience is no longer on the periphery of the media 
industries but, instead, occupy a more stable and centred position32. Consequently, for Cornel 
Sandvoss, “In the absence of a generic definition, cult texts are thus defined by their particular 
modes of reading and their consumption by fans” (Sandvoss, 2005, p. 41). Elsewhere Roberta 
Pearson (citing Mark Jancovich and Nathan Hunt, 2004) states that “Cult TV is defined not by 
any feature shared by the shows themselves, but rather by the ways in which they are 
appropriated by specific groups” (cited in Pearson, 2010, p. 8). Likewise, Johnson proposes 
that the cult text “becomes cult through its context of reception rather than through its context 
of production. It is not possible to produce a cult text. Ultimately texts can attain the status of 
cult only through the activities of their fans” (Johnson, 2010, p. 135). In short, what was once 
distinguished as cult (and the peripheral practices of cult audiences) are now being adopted by 
mainstream productions as cable and network channels target loyal or cult viewers/fandoms.  
 
Such practices might characterise John Ellis’s final era of TV (after ‘scarcity’ and 
‘availability’), that of ‘plenty’ wherein “television programmes (or, as they will be known, 
‘content’ or ‘product’) will be accessible through a variety of technologies, the sum of which 
will give consumers the new phenomenon of ‘television on demand’ as well as ‘interactive 
television’” (Ellis, 2000, p. 39). As Mark Bould notes, this televisual landscape and digital 
environment “has been described in terms of issues of media convergence, multimedia 
platforms, transmedial storytelling, and the cultivation of long-term loyalty to series and 
channels by multiplying potential points of contact between brand and consumer” (Bould, 
2012, p. 144). 
 
 
 
                                                          
31 Indeed, as Hannibal’s executive producer Martha De Laurentis notes, due to the darkness of the disturbing 
content, the show “would fit perfectly at cable. But also the networks are starting to wake up. They have to 
compete with the cable channels and they have to be edgy and they have to attract different audiences back to 
their channels”. Cited in the Season One Special Featurette entitled ‘Hannibal Reborn’, contained on Hannibal 
the Complete Series Collection (Region 1 Blu-ray, released on 11th October 2016). This can also be seen in other 
recent shows, such as the TV adaptation of The Exorcist (2016-2018), produced and aired on Fox.  
32 For a brief discussion on the ways in which the cult practices of niche audiences have become normalised and 
even desired, such as the promotional strategies of screening content at the San Diego Comic Con, see Jenkins, 
Ford & Green (2013: pp.141 – 148). 
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Convergence Culture & Transmedia Storytelling 
The media landscape has changed significantly over the past thirty years as media texts are 
increasingly targeted to a range of active and engaged audience segments who traverse a 
divergent range of delivery/consumption platforms in order to access information that will 
further their immersion within a narrative world. Indeed, as Elizabeth Evans observes, 
platforms such as the internet and mobile devices “are integrated into a complex and shifting 
media landscape that includes both television and earlier media forms” (Evans, 2011, p. 176). 
Consequently, in Henry Jenkins’s terms, media has undergone a convergence, a process that 
“does not depend on any specific delivery mechanism. Rather, convergence represents a 
paradigm shift – a move from medium-specific content toward content that flows across 
multiple media channels” (Jenkins, 2006, p. 254)33.  
 
By convergence, Jenkins specifically refers to the “flow of content across multiple media 
platforms, the cooperation between multiple media industries, and the migratory behaviour of 
media audiences who will go almost anywhere in search of the kinds of entertainment 
experiences they want”. This culture of convergence, Jenkins continues, is a site “where old 
and new media collide, where grassroots and corporate media intersect, where the power of the 
media producer and the power of the media consumer interact in unpredictable ways” (Jenkins, 
2006, p. 2). Of course, this is not to imply that traditionally conceived forms of media 
consumption are dead. Instead, “Delivery technologies become obsolete and get replaced; 
media, on the other hand, evolve” (Jenkins, 2006, p. 13). Or, as John Hartley similarly asserts, 
“Modern media are supplemented, not supplanted, by their successors” (Hartley, 2009, p. 20). 
What becomes important then, as Graeme Turner & Jinna Tay suggest, is that although “the 
‘old media’ such as television remain dominant in most locations […] it is evident that, at the 
very least, new media are recontextualizing television, changing what it is that television can 
do, for whom it can do it, and under what conditions” (Turner & Tay, 2009, p. 3).  
 
In this new era, media consumers are active participants in the production of meaning and 
contributors to knowledge systems. Once operating as a centralised one-way transmission of 
mass-appeal content to an (assumed passive) audience, television has evolved to become a 
                                                          
33 The notion of convergence is not a recent development within media. Indeed, J. P. Telotte details the ways in 
which early television and cinema underwent a stylistic convergence (specifically in relation to science fiction 
content). Subsequently, Telotte outlines the “extent to which fantasy shows like The Twilight Zone [1959-1964] 
served as pathways to convergence, as signs of how one medium might be effectively adapted into another” 
(Telotte, 2012, p. 32).  
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dialectical process in which participatory (cultish) consumers from a range of audience 
segments interact with multiple forms of content via many points of engagement34. Indeed, for 
Henry Jenkins, Sam Ford and Joshua Green (2013), the audience enter into active networks of 
participatory collaboration35 wherein, texts become ‘spreadable’36. In this context, 
‘spreadability’ refers to the resources that enable the circulation of particular types of content, 
“the economic structures that support or restrict circulation, the attributes of a media text that 
might appeal to a community’s motivation for sharing material, and the social networks that 
link people through the exchange of meaningful bytes” (Jenkins, Ford & Green, 2013, p. 4).  
 
In short, ‘spreadability’ is concerned with the creation of texts which can be easily shared by 
people for a number of different reasons, inviting audiences to shape and retrofit the context of 
the material before circulating it (Jenkins, Ford & Green, 2013, p. 6). Crucially, “material that 
spreads is producerly, in that it leaves open space for audience participation, provides resources 
for shared expression, and motivates exchanges through surprising or intriguing content”. 
Moreover, “this content often spreads when it speaks, consciously or not, thoughts that people 
are compelled by but lack a language to communicate” (Jenkins, Ford & Green, 2013, p. 227).  
 
However, rather than ‘spreadable’, Jason Mittell instead suggests that such practices might be 
better thought of as a form of mining and proposes the metaphor of ‘drillability’. For Mittell, 
while ‘spreadable media’ does not necessarily encourage long-term engagement, ‘drillable 
media’ may engage fewer viewers but requires more time and energy from them (Mittell, 2015, 
                                                          
34 Indeed, as Jenkins demonstrated in 1992, fans have formed active, collaborative and creative communities for 
decades wherein content is re-appropriated and used in meaningful ways. This will be explored in more detail 
during Chapter 6. 
35 For a brief history of participatory culture, see Jenkins, Ford & Green (2013: pp. 159-162). Also see Aaron 
Delwiche & Jennifer Jacobs Henderson (2013: pp. 3-9) for a brief outline of academic approaches to participatory 
culture, along with a breakdown of some of the most significant scholarship in the field. Lastly, refer to Henry 
Jenkins, Mizuko Ito and danah boyd (2016) for a brief outline of the historic and contemporary uses of 
participatory culture (and the differences between participation and interactivity). For these authors, participatory 
culture has been greatly enabled and facilitated by online platforms such as YouTube and Twitter. However, such 
platforms did not create participatory culture. Instead, they argue, such audience activity traces its lineage to a 
pre-digital historical context of snail mail, fan conventions and non-digital media such as amateur radio and local 
access television. As such, it is important to note that today’s fans/audiences are not more engaged or active than 
they were in the pre-digital environment, rather their practices have been rendered more visible by communication 
technologies (Jenkins, Ito & boyd, 2016, p. 11).  
36 For a discussion on some of the strategies which can be used to make a text “spreadable”, see Jenkins, Ford & 
Green (2013: pp. 195-199). Also see pp. 200-210 for an overview of which types of content have the highest 
degree of ‘spreadability’. Such content includes shared fantasies, humour, parody, unfinished content, mystery, 
timely issues, controversy and rumours. 
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p. 290)37. Mittell’s argument is that sophisticated televisual programming (what he calls 
‘narrative complexity’) invites temporary and consensual confusion and ambiguity, allowing 
the audience to develop their comprehension skills and decoding abilities through active and 
engaged viewing. In doing so, viewers focus on the discursive processes of storytelling which 
are required to achieve the narrative’s complexity (Mittell, 2015, pp. 51-2). Mittell continues 
to assert that “these programs convert many viewers into amateur narratologists, noting patterns 
and violations of convention, chronicling chronologies, and highlighting both inconsistencies 
and continuities across episodes and even series”. Mittell calls this model of engagement 
‘forensic fandom’ (Mittell, 2015, p. 52)38, which is particularly appropriate for this thesis, being 
as it is an exploration of the cop drama. For Mittell, “Complex television encourages forensic 
fans to dig deeper, probing beneath the surface to understand the complexity of a story and its 
telling”. The engaged viewer drills to uncover new meanings and interpretations which may or 
may not have been intended by the creator (Mittell, 2015, p. 288).  
 
Consequently, the contemporary TV environment is one in which the technological capabilities 
of the digital era are exploited, the commercial models instigated by cable channels are 
integrated into mainstream productions and the active immersive consumptive practices of 
loyal/cult audiences are encouraged. Moreover, TV shows are no longer bounded texts 
contained within their medium but have, instead, ruptured television’s borders as narratives 
extend into a range of different platforms (films, novels, comic books, computer games, board 
games, mobile apps, Alternate Reality Games, webisodes, mobisodes, fan-produced content 
etc.). The dedicated/cult viewer traverses these different media spheres in order to ‘drill’ into 
the text and stitch together a range of narrative fragments to form a textual tapestry or canonical 
bricolage.  
 
Crucially, “Different media attract different market niches […] A good transmedia franchise 
works to attract multiple constituencies by pitching the content somewhat differently in the 
different media (Jenkins, 2006, p. 98). Each of these different media is bound by aesthetic 
codes, principles and audience expectations and, as Fiske & Hartley point out more broadly, 
                                                          
37 Although Jenkins, Ford and Green reject the either/or dichotomy implied by Mittell and, instead, assert that 
‘drillable’ texts can still be ‘spreadable’; one term need not exclude the other. Indeed, “drillable texts become 
spreadable through fans’ collective intelligence-gathering and meaning-making processes” (Jenkins, Ford & 
Green, 2013, p. 137).  
38 Mittell notes that ‘forensic fandom’ or ‘drillable texts’ are not new developments. However, the contemporary 
media landscape of transmedia storytelling and various communication technologies have facilitated (and at times 
necessitated) an acceleration of such practices (Mittell, 2015, p. 289). 
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“the very same visual image will mean slightly different things, or convey different kinds of 
meaning, depending on the medium through which that image is channelled” (Fiske & Hartley, 
1978, p. 35). Likewise, Evans proposes that “different technologies do have different 
capabilities which will lead to different assumptions about the kind of texts broadcasters 
produce for them”. Additionally, Evans continues, “audiences will have slightly different 
expectations of each technology that will affect their engagement with the different parts of a 
transmedia text” (Evans, 2011, p. 8).  
 
A particular consideration raised by Evans in this regard is the viewing context and the act of 
watching content on a mobile device (an increasingly common practice following the 
integration of small screens – phones, tablets – into the everyday experiences of media 
consumers). Indeed, building on Anna McCarthy (2001), Evans argues that the mobility of the 
mobile phone (its key ontological feature) means that the various different spaces in which it 
is used will “encourage different forms of engagement; some may invite immersion more easily 
than others” (Evans, 2011, p. 132).  
 
These are the considerations which underpin transmediality39 and convergence culture. While 
Jenkins locates the emergence of transmedia storytelling, as a term within public dialogue or 
commercial logics, with The Blair Witch Project (1999) (Jenkins, 2006, p. 103), disseminating 
story information across divergent forms is as old as storytelling itself. For instance, Evans 
(using Roberta Pearson, 2009) suggests that the concept can be traced as far back as religious 
fables and cultural myths such as King Arthur and Robin Hood, whereby the audience 
navigated a number of means (written word, drama, visual art) to understand the narrative in 
greater detail. As such, they were multiplatform stories and, therefore, “The history of 
storytelling […] is littered with examples of transmedia storytelling” (Evans, 2011, p. 19).  
Consequently. the dissemination of narrative material via different modes of media is not new. 
However, what has been a recent development is the extent to which audiences are interacting 
with diverse platforms and the corporate strategies that exploit differing media outlets.  
 
                                                          
39 For Evans, transmediality “describes the increasingly popular industrial practice of using multiple media 
technologies to present information concerning a single fictional world through a range of textual forms” (Evans, 
2011, p. 1). For Evans, this may arise in a number of forms such as marketing, franchising, merchandising (or 
paratexts), adaptations, spin-offs or sequels. However, the best-known component of transmediality, Evans 
stresses, is transmedia storytelling. 
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As Evans notes, transmedia storytelling “makes particular use of fictional worlds, exploiting 
the fact that the viewer only sees part of that world and will be encouraged to subsequently 
seek out information on those hidden parts via the extensions onto multiple platforms” (Evans, 
2011, p. 11). Evans’s definition resembles Jenkins’s sentiments that “storytelling has become 
the art of world building, as artists create compelling environments that cannot be fully 
explored or exhausted within a single work or even a single medium” (Jenkins, 2006, p. 116). 
Matt Hills refers to this, in the context of fans obsessed with canonical texts, as the 
‘hyperdiegesis’, which he argues is one of the defining characteristics of a cult text. The 
‘hyperdiegesis’ is “the creation of a vast and detailed narrative space, only a fraction of which 
is ever directly seen or encountered within the text, but which nevertheless appears to operate 
according to principles of internal logic and extension” (Hills, 2002, p. 137).  
 
Here, a distinction should be made between the building of a storyworld or ‘hyperdiegesis’ and 
the practices of branding or franchising: the former providing a rich and detailed universe that 
the cult/attentive viewer can explore and negotiate while the latter can be seen as a more 
commercial enterprise of revenue generation. In order to differentiate between these competing 
imperatives, Evans offers three combined characteristics: narrative, authorship and 
temporality. Narrative, she argues, “is key to the construction of a transmedia text; it is because 
a narrative world becomes so large that it is necessary to make use of additional platforms” 
(Evans, 2011, p. 28). However, authorship is harder to determine. While Hills argues that, in 
some accounts, “it is the auteur which acts as a point of coherence and continuity in relation to 
the world of the media cult” (Hills, 2002, p. 132), the role of a singular authority is more 
difficult to maintain.  
 
Indeed, as Mittell intimates, the assignation of an authorial voice to a collaborative medium 
like television is often assumed to be problematic due to the decentred and collective nature of 
its production. For Mittell, “many people might bristle at the ascription of authorship to 
commercial television, which has typically been seen as something that is produced rather than 
authored” (original emphasis: Mittell, 2015, p. 95). Such lexical differences, for Mittell, are 
significant as the former implies formulaic mass-production while the latter contains 
connotations of artistic value and cultural validation. Subsequently, Evans (using Jon 
Kraszewski, 2004) suggests that, while some “recent examples of transmedia storytelling 
privilege the idea of the ‘author’ as a specific individual […] for many examples of transmedia 
storytelling the situation is more complex, with the position of ‘author’ attributed at an 
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institutional, rather than personal, level” (Evans, 2011, p. 32). This authorial role will be 
explored in more detail throughout this thesis which locates it in both individuals (The Shield’s 
Shawn Ryan and Hannibal’s Bryan Fuller) and the broader ideological function of the 
canonical text (24 and Dexter). 
 
Evans’s third defining characteristic which distinguishes a ‘hyperdiegesis’ over an act of 
marketing/branding is temporality. “In earlier examples of multi-platform narrative, in 
particular the creation of tie-in novels, there is no correlation between when individual 
components are made available” (Evans, 2011, p. 36). Supplementary to the primary platform, 
Evans and Nancy Holder (2010) argue, the narrative information presented in a format such as 
novels cannot impact on the events of the television series (which may not have been written 
by the time a novel is ready for publication) and, therefore, the novel cannot progress 
characters/narratives to any significant degree as this would affect/contradict the logic of the 
televisual programme. Conversely, Evans continues, “Within specific moments of transmedia 
storytelling, the various production schedules are aligned to ensure a coherent temporality 
across the various platforms involved” (Evans, 2011, p. 36).  
 
Evans also adds that this is not to suggest that “these older practices are no longer part of 
television strategies or mutually exclusive of transmedia storytelling”. Instead, each of these 
elements also serves to promote and publicise the television text in addition to acting as a point 
of engagement for the consumer. However, contra to ancillary products or secondary texts, 
transmedia storytelling does “more than merely promote the series” (original emphasis: Evans, 
2011, p. 38). Here, it should be noted that both transmedia texts and ancillary products are also 
separate from adaption: “Transmedia elements do not involve the telling of the same events on 
different platforms; they involve the telling of new events from the same storyworld” (original 
emphasis: Evans, 2011, p. 27). Conversely, Chuck Tryon suggests (building on the work of 
Linda Hutcheon, 2006), adaptation “is an interpretation that offers a new reading of the source 
text” (Tryon, 2012, p. 178)40.  
 
                                                          
40 Indeed, for Sherryl Vint, traditional adaptation theory “is often concerned with fidelity to the source and thus is 
anxious to understand the new text as a version of, commentary on, or analogue to the original” (Vint, 2012, p. 
68). However, Vint continues, the importance of fidelity as a marker of worth has become increasingly less 
important in recent theory. “Instead of comparing a work to its source text, the emphasis in postfidelity adaptation 
theory has fallen on noting medium specificities and analyzing each text as its own kind of original, drawing on 
the features of its medium” (Vint, 2012, p. 68).  
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Consequently, this thesis endeavours to explore all such practices as they constitute the 
canonical text (as will be demonstrated in Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6). More specifically, using 
Jonathan Gray’s work on paratexts (2010) along with Jason Mittell’s model of ‘orientating 
paratext’ (2015), this thesis will demonstrate that each of these elements or fragments are 
stitched together to form the textual whole. Importantly, each fragment impacts upon the 
audience’s interpretative framework in myriad ways and, furthermore, it is this congregation 
of fragments that comprise the discursive function of the textual tapestry or canonical 
bricolage. However, these fragments are not ideologically uniform and some will 
support/perpetuate the tapestry’s dominant discourse while others challenge it. Crucially, this 
thesis will argue that all of these paratextual fragments can have either a proselytising or 
pluralistic function. This will be demonstrated by framing the discussion within the context of 
the ‘War on Terror’ and the ways in which the existing symbolic order (White male hegemonic 
authority) is maintained or challenged. 
 
Conclusion 
The past decade has seen a proliferation of media companies expanding into divergent but 
related industries. For example, Michael Curtin suggests, “the 2007–8 season seemed to offer 
stark evidence that the television industry was undergoing a profound transformation” (Curtin, 
2009, p. 13) as networks responded to declining viewing figures (the result of increased 
competition) with a change in production, broadcast and promotional policy41. Consequently, 
the prevalence of disseminating narrative content across divergent platforms means television 
is increasingly characterised by boundary transgression. Indeed, drawing on the work of 
Umberto Eco (1989) and Omar Calabrese (1992), Angela Ndalianis asserts that this signals 
nothing less than a new order of entertainment; one which is the product of conglomerate 
entertainment industries, multiple media interests and spectacle frequently reliant on computer 
technologies (Ndalianis, 2004, p. 5). Ndalianis refers to this ‘new order of entertainment’ as 
the ‘neo-baroque’, whereby texts lack a “respect for the limits of the frame. Closed narrative 
forms associated with the classical are replaced by neo-baroque open structures that favour the 
                                                          
41 Curtin continues to provide an example of this changing landscape through the corporate strategies of NBC 
who not only shifted from a 23-week season to a 52-week schedule in response to year-round competition from 
cable channels, but “top management […] mandated that every television programme must develop intermedia 
strategies for programming and advertising” (Curtin, 2009, p. 14) - NBC called this ‘360 degree programming’. 
This offers a context for Chapter 6 which specifically analyses the NBC programme, Hannibal, which was made 
in such a transmedia climate. 
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movement of the serial” (Ndalianis, 2005, p. 86)42. Here, spatial (and temporal) frameworks 
are expanded and boundaries routinely breached: “Media merge with media, genres unite to 
produce new hybrid forms, narratives open up and extend into new spatial and serial 
configurations, and special effects construct illusions that seek to collapse the frame that 
separates spectator from spectacle” (Ndalianis, 2004, pp. 2-3). Ndalianis continues to assert 
that: 
 
Episode and series borders are more readily ruptured, in the process 
creating situations that requires that the viewer functions like a puzzle 
solver or labyrinth traverser: in order to understand the meaning of the 
whole it is also necessary to piece together and understand the 
relevance of the multiple and divergent story fragments that constitute 
the whole. 
 (Ndalianis, 2005, pp. 96-7) 
 
In short, this new entertainment environment is defined by network broadcasters’ incorporation 
of cable sensibilities, niche marketing strategies, the cultivation of dedicated fans who are 
active participants in the generation of meaning, and the expansion of narrative into divergent 
media platforms: all of which marks television as a postmodern medium of boundary 
transgression. Here, it is useful to define the term postmodernism43. 
 
Postmodernism arose primarily in France throughout the 1960s and entered Britain and 
America increasingly into the 1970s but, as Jim Collins observes, “There is no short definition 
of postmodernism that can encompass the divergent, often contradictory ways the term has 
been employed” (original emphasis: Collins, 1992, p. 327). Some criticise postmodernism’s 
                                                          
42 Although it should be noted that by serialisation Ndalianis is more concerned with a narrative’s migration onto 
different media platforms or the extension of a narrative into sequels (as opposed to the narrative structure of serial 
television). 
43 Due to the limitations of this thesis, discussions on postmodernism have been minimised. For a more detailed 
account, see the works of Jean-François Lyotard, Jacques Derrida, Jean Baudrillard, Roland Barthes and Michel 
Foucault (among others). In particular, for a good history of the theoretic/philosophical development of 
postmodernism, see the Introduction to Thomas Docherty’s edited collection Postmodernism: A Reader (1993) 
and Jean-François Lyotard’s chapter ‘Answering the Question: What is Postmodernism’, also in this edited 
collection; (pp. 38-46). For a brief discussion on the term postmodernism, especially the problematic application 
of the word post, see Jean-François Lyotard’s chapter ‘Note on the Meaning of ‘Post-’’ in the same edited 
collection (pp. 47-50). Also see Jim Collins’ chapter ‘Postmodernism and Television’ in Robert C. Allen’s edited 
collection Channels of Discourse, Reassembled: Television and Contemporary Criticism, second edition (1992, 
pp. 327–353). 
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lack of originality, its instantiation of a decaying or corrupted culture, the replication of codes 
which serves the interests of capitalistic conglomerates, the ways in which its repetitive 
dispersal of signs fragments their meaning and empties them of significance44. Conversely, 
some celebrate its emphasis on oppositional practices, its interest in subjectivity, its playful 
intertextuality/self-reflexivity, its rejection of monolithic assumptions and its calls to distrust 
authority in favour of marginalised and de-centralised voices.  
 
For the purposes of this thesis, postmodernism is particularly noteworthy for the following 
elements: the privileging of polysemic and plural perspectives; the destabilisation of fixed and 
monolithic categorical boundaries; and, significantly, Jean-François Lyotard’s definition of the 
‘postmodern condition’ wherein faith in master-narratives and claims to universal truths are 
lost45. Consequently, postmodernism is defined here as a sceptical epistemology which seeks 
to undermine society’s dominant structuring discourses. Moreover, postmodernism becomes a 
useful paradigmatic framework with which to analyse the ‘War on Terror’ and its 
perpetuation/refutation through television. Indeed, one could argue that we now live in a post-
‘War on Terror’, postmodern condition in which the features identified by Lyotard have 
received renewed significance and are negotiated daily via our TV screens.  
 
As will be demonstrated in the next chapter, American television is the forum on which a range 
of issues are explored. It is the place where artifice and reality collide via the onscreen graphics 
characterising news programming and the rolling promotions which border the televisual frame 
(hyperreality, as is discussed in Chapter 4). It is where narratives featuring an array of diverse 
characters and perspectives have expanded into eclectic transmedia platforms, effacing the 
boundaries which once separated mediums. It is the site which utilises a range of genres that 
have, over the years, merged to produce new hybrid forms. It is an instantiation of 
fragmentation wherein the three-network oligopoly became decentred following the emergence 
of cable channels (a decentralisation and diversity of content providers which has been further 
compounded by contemporary streaming services). Such a decentralisation has meant that 
                                                          
44 For an indication of some of the conceptual problems of postmodernism, see Ihab Hassan’s chapter ‘Toward a 
Concept of Postmodernism’ in Thomas Docherty’s edited collection Postmodernism: A Reader (1993); especially 
pp. 148-151. 
45 Jean-François Lyotard’s The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge (first published in 1979 but 
reprinted in English in 1984) is considered to be the definitive account of postmodernism. For a good outline of 
this work, along with some of its shortfalls, see Nancy Fraser and Linda Nicholson’s chapter ‘Social Criticism 
without Philosophy: An Encounter Between Feminism and Postmodernism’ in Thomas Docherty’s edited 
collection Postmodernism: A Reader (1993); pp. 415-432. 
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television is increasingly comprised of eclectic channels which specialise in diverse 
programming and appealing to different audience constituencies.  
 
Such plurality of available channels (aided by the de-regulation of the 1970s/80s) has enabled 
the expression of a range of perspectives and discursive positions. Indeed, as Mareike Jenner 
notes, a text such as Hill Street Blues does not order or privilege one discursive position over 
another and the show (which inspired many of the ‘quality’ dramas that followed it) refused 
“to formulate one coherent political position or align itself with a specific ideological agenda. 
Instead, it willingly deconstructs notions of a unifying, all-explaining ‘grand narrative’” 
(Jenner, 2016, p. 116). It is such strategies that mark American TV as a site of boundary 
transgression, hybridity, fragmentation and diversity wherein a multitude of channels or 
platforms of distribution allow for a variety of practice, programming and representation. In 
short, American television can be seen as an articulation of postmodern pluralism. 
 
These postmodern underpinnings can also be seen in the structural logics of the televisual form 
wherein open-ended narratives increasingly defer resolution, emphasise ambiguity and 
negotiate chaos and disorder. Indeed, American drama principally operates through two main 
organising frameworks: the series (or episodic) and the serial46. Sarah Kozloff observes that 
“Series refers to those shows whose characters and setting are recycled, but the story concludes 
in each individual episode. By contrast, in a serial the story and discourse do not come to a 
conclusion during an episode, and the threads are picked up again after a given hiatus” (original 
emphasis: Kozloff, 1992, pp. 90-1)47. Or, in Creeber’s terms: “While the traditional series is 
usually never-ending and involves self-contained episodes that can frequently be broadcast in 
any order, a serial follows an unfolding and episodic narrative structure that moves 
progressively towards a conclusion” (original emphasis: Creeber, 2004, p. 8). Consequently, 
in an episodic or series programme, the structural logic sees an equilibrium, which had been 
established at the beginning of the narrative, disturbed. Following a struggle, harmony is 
restored only to be disturbed once again in the subsequent episode; a circular logic which 
                                                          
46 These structural forms are especially evident in the U.S. police drama. Indeed, whereas some shows rely on an 
episodic structural logic, from Dragnet (NBC, 1951-1959) to CSI: Crime Scene Investigation (CBS, 2000-2015), 
others utilise an episodic structure which incorporates elements of serialisation, such as Miami Vice (Universal 
TV, 1984-1990) or Without A Trace (CBS, 2002-2009). However, increasingly, other shows are more overt in 
their serialisation; prominently The Shield, 24, Dexter and Hannibal. 
47 It should be noted that serialisation is not a new process. Indeed, cinema and literature have been trading in 
serials for many years (for instance the weekly dissemination of a Charles Dickens novel). However, televisual 
serialisation has become increasingly prominent and evidences the postmodern and ‘neo-baroque’ concern with 
boundary-transgression. 
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returns the viewer back to the same starting point each week. Conversely, a serialised formula 
is based on the interrelation of episodes and their impact upon one another48.  
 
Importantly, as Creeber notes: “self-contained episodes that can be broadcast in any order and 
still make sense are now increasingly rare in the series as the narrative progression and 
sequential development of the serial form is increasingly incorporated into other television 
genres” (original emphasis: Creeber, 2004, p. 10). Or, in other words, serialisation has 
progressively become the prominent structural device of televisual drama, one which is 
congruent with the programming strategies of cable television while appealing to cult 
audiences who are required to ‘drill’ into complex narratives and piece together sophisticated 
storylines/segments. Crucially, the serial form, in minimising resolution, creates a state of 
perpetual anxiety. Or, as Stacy Takacs notes, the serial structure encourages a more deliberative 
and considered mode of viewing and, in minimising resolution, the serial form creates a state 
of perpetual anxiety; a state which more accurately mirrors the post-9/11 cultural environment 
of constant risk of attack (as will be discussed in the next chapter).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
48 For a discussion on the differences/relationships between series and serials, see Glen Creeber’s Serial 
Television: Big Drama on the Small Screen (2004: pp. 8-12). 
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Chapter 2:  Dissemination & Dissention: Television and Post-9/11 Discursive Strategies  
 
Introduction 
The previous chapter offered the first brief context which frames this thesis: the changing 
nature of media consumption. More specifically, Chapter 1 outlined the development of 
American television and the fragmentation of the three-network oligopoly by cable providers 
and niche programming. A key part of this fragmentation was a re-conceptualisation of the 
audience, no longer conceived of as a homogeneous, indistinguishable mass but as a coalition 
of pluralistic and individual (niche) tastes formations. This chapter then sought to highlight the 
ways in which viewers or cult audiences developed increasingly more complex modes of 
consumption wherein they actively locate fragments of narrative dispersed across a range of 
media platforms, stitching them together to form a textual tapestry or canonical bricolage. In 
short, the previous chapter argued that the contemporary media landscape is a de-centralised 
space of fragmented audiences, ruptured ontological borders and crumbling demarcations 
(especially those that separate audience and producer, canonical text and fan production); all 
of which marks television as a postmodern, polysemic medium. 
 
This current chapter will provide the second context which frames the upcoming analysis of 
the paratextual configurations of The Shield, 24, Dexter and Hannibal: the post-9/11 cultural 
landscape and television’s role in perpetuating or resisting broader ideological concerns. More 
specifically, this chapter offers a brief discussion concerning the ways in which television 
negotiated the traumatic events of 9/11 and the discursive response of the ‘War on Terror’. 
Crucially, this response facilitated (and was predicated upon) a re-conceptualisation of 
American gender roles, a re-hierarchisation of racial identities and a reiteration of the 
hegemonic authority of White masculinity. Such strategies were used, ultimately, to mitigate 
the threats cultural pluralism posed to the existing symbolic order (as will be further outlined 
in Chapter 4). Finally, this chapter will argue, American television (and particularly the cop 
drama) played a crucial role in disseminating, normalising and even resisting the dominant 
discursive logics which underpinned the ‘War on Terror’. In short, television texts provided 
the forum in which such broader cultural concerns were played out. However, rather than stable 
and ideologically coherent texts (either supporting the ‘War on Terror’ or challenging it), this 
chapter will argue that texts (textual tapestries) are comprised of a range of fragments - some 
of which may support the dominant discourse (the re-establishment of White male dominance 
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congruent with the logics which underpinned the ‘War on Terror’), while others offer a space 
for dissent, pluralism and heterogeneous discursive positions. 
 
A Brief Outline of the ‘War on Terror’ 
During the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1979, and with other mujahideen (guerrilla 
fighters in the Middle East), Osama bin Laden received financial support and weapons from 
America with which to train resistance fighters and repel Soviet forces. Following this invasion, 
bin Laden returned to Saudi Arabia where he established Al-Qaeda in 1988 which was, in part, 
comprised of many of the resistance fighters who had fought the Soviet Union. However, soon, 
bin Laden was exiled to Sudan (and, later, Afghanistan where he was a guest of the Taliban) 
for voicing opposition to Saudi Arabia’s policy of allowing America to station troops there 
during the first Gulf War. From here, and increasingly critical of America’s military presence 
in the Middle East along with their support of Israel, Al-Qaeda launched strikes against U.S 
targets. These strikes included bombing attacks on Yemen’s Gold Mohur hotel (wherein U.S 
troops were staying on 29th December 1992), American embassies in Kenya and Tanzania (in 
1998) and naval ship USS Cole while docked in Yemen (on 12th October 2000).  
 
Osama bin Laden, who would later be killed on 2nd May 2011 by U.S. Navy Seals at his 
compound in Pakistan, continued his campaign against America which culminated in his 
orchestration of the attacks of September 11th 2001. Here, nineteen Al-Qaeda members (fifteen 
of whom were from Saudi Arabia) highjacked four commercial passenger planes: two were 
flown into New York’s World Trade Centre buildings; one targeted the Pentagon in 
Washington DC (the headquarters of the Department of Defense); and one (United Airlines 
Flight 93) was brought down by its passengers over Pennsylvania before it could reach its target 
(assumed to have been either Camp David or the White House where President George W. 
Bush was in residence). Responding to the worst terrorist attack on American soil, in which 
almost 3,000 people lost their lives, President Bush initiated a ‘War on Terror’49; a term which 
first entered the public lexicon on 20th September 2001 during a presidential address to the 
United States Congress50. This ‘War on Terror’ encompassed a set of practices, policies, media 
                                                          
49 Before commencing this ‘War on Terror’, President George W. Bush received significant advice and 
recommendations from the following key members of government: Dick Cheney (Vice President); Donald 
Rumsfeld (Secretary of Defense); Paul Wolfowitz (Deputy Secretary of Defense); Colin Powell (Secretary of 
State); and Condoleezza Rice (National Security Advisor). 
50 For a transcript of this address, see http://edition.cnn.com/2001/US/09/20/gen.bush.transcript/ 
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propaganda endeavours51 and ideological assumptions predicated on domestic security 
strategies and U.S. military operations perpetuated against countries perceived to have 
supported the terrorist organisations who had targeted America and its allies.  
 
Within the broad discourse called the ‘War on Terror’, defence spending increased (the U.S 
Senate approved emergency funding of $40 billion on 14th September 2001), military 
operations/services were partly outsourced to private companies and, as part of enhanced 
domestic security measures, a new government agency was formed (the Department of 
Homeland Security). Moreover, domestic security levels were raised52 and new legislation was 
implemented (the USA Patriot Act which was passed by Congress on 26th October 2001). This 
new ‘Patriot Act’ enabled the FBI and NSA (National Security Agency) to undertake intrusive 
surveillance activities and indefinitely detain suspected terrorists, suspending their 
constitutional rights often via rendition, imprisonment and “enhanced interrogations” in 
overseas facilities such as Abu Ghraib and Guantanamo Bay. Weeks prior to the passing of the 
Patriot Act (from 7th October 2001), and under the codename ‘Operation Enduring Freedom’, 
America led an international coalition53 in military campaigns targeting Taliban 
personnel/facilities/training camps in Afghanistan along with covert operations in countries 
such as Yemen and Pakistan.  
 
Having overthrown the Taliban in Afghanistan by mid-December that year, the United States 
Congress authorised operations in Iraq on 16th October 2002 and America (along with coalition 
forces including the United Kingdom) engaged in military deployment from 19th March 200354. 
Of course, it should be noted that the war in Iraq has a longer, pre-9/11 history and traces its 
roots back to the first Gulf War. Here, while America had previously supported Iraq in their 
                                                          
51 Part of this media propaganda strategy, designed to ensure support for the ‘War on Terror’, included censoring 
images of soldiers’ coffins returning from Iraq and ‘embedding’ journalists within military units. Here, in 
exchange for access, news organisations presented only the soldiers’ points of view (rather than those of Afghan 
or Iraqi civilians). 
52 As Stuart Croft notes, a colour-coded security warning system was implemented by the Department of 
Homeland Security. This system used a threat level to indicate the severity of danger: Severe, High, Elevated, 
Guarded and Low. Each stage of alert had designated protective measures, even when at a low-level threat (here, 
households were encouraged to have disaster plans/supply kits and businesses should have prearranged measures). 
This meant that “life is not ‘normal’ in the home or the workplace even at the lowest level of alert; danger is ever-
present” (Croft, 2006, p. 127). 
53 During the later invasion of Iraq, this coalition became known as the ‘Coalition of the Willing’ and included: 
Albania; Azerbaijan; Colombia; Costa Rica; Denmark; El Salvador; Estonia; Ethiopia; Honduras; Iceland; Italy; 
Japan; Kuwait; Macedonia; the Netherlands; Poland; Portugal; Romania; Rwanda; Slovakia; South Korea; Spain; 
and Turkey. 
54 Justifications for invading Iraq, although based on erroneous intelligence concerning Weapons of Mass 
Destruction, were presented by Colin Powell to the United Nations Security Council on 5th February 2003.  
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conflict with Iran (1980-1988) via military intelligence and economic assistance, their 
allegiance shifted when Saddam Hussein invaded Kuwait on 2nd August 1990. Advised by Dick 
Chaney and Colin Powell (who were, at that point, Secretary of Defence and Chairman of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff respectively), U.S President George H. W. Bush encouraged the Iraqi 
people to rebel against Saddam Hussein. However, America provided no tangible assistance 
with which to resist his repressive regime.  
 
Then, in 1991, the UN demanded that Saddam Hussein withdraw from Kuwait and, when he 
failed to do so, a coalition of forces (led by America) engaged in a military offensive against 
Iraq (between 16th January – 28th February 1991). This military action was accompanied by 
sanctions/restrictions and a UN embargo being placed on Iraq in 1993. Together, such action 
resulted in the Iraq economy crumbling and poverty becoming endemic. Moreover, despite 
military engagement and embargos, the U.S/UN forces offered no tangible support to the Iraqi 
people who, in turn, faced brutal repression when they protested or challenged Saddam 
Hussein’s authority. This led to social dissolution and public anger/hostility directed towards 
the U.S/UN forces (along with Hussein’s regime). This legacy of the first Gulf War (hostility 
towards America) would be compounded by the ‘War on Terror’ and the American invasion 
of Iraq in 2003, wherein George W. Bush would do something that his father (George H. W. 
Bush) did not: remove Saddam Hussein from power when American forces captured him on 
14th December 2003, after which time he was executed by the new Iraqi government (on 30th 
December 2006). 
 
Throughout the ‘War on Terror’, and in particular the invasion of Iraq, U.S. and coalition forces 
engaged in ground combat while also undertaking bombing campaigns and drone strikes 
(hitting both enemy and civilian targets). At the same time, targeted assassinations of Al-Qaeda 
members and renditioning/torturing suspected terrorists was accelerated. However, such 
actions were not received uncritically and the dissention demonstrated in Iraq was soon 
matched with opposition to the ‘War on Terror’ both domestically and globally. Indeed, anti-
war protests commenced as early as January 2003 and the 15th February 2003 was a day of 
coordinated protests in which hundreds of thousands of people marched in over 600 cities 
across the world (such as New York, California, London, Glasgow, Belfast, Paris, Berlin, 
Rome, Madrid, Lisbon, Zagreb, Montreal, Buenos Aires etc.). In addition to such days of 
protest, opposition was increasingly voiced by groups such as the ‘Stop the War Coalition’ in 
the UK (created in September 2001) along with the USA’s ‘Act Now to Stop War and End 
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Racism’ (ANSWER Coalition formed on 14th September 2001) and ‘United for Peace & 
Justice’ (established on 25th October 2002). These global challenges undermined the logics and 
justifications of the ‘War on Terror’ and the subsequent invasion of Iraq. They also questioned 
the legitimacy of outsourcing military services/operations to private contractors who would 
financially benefit from the conflict55 (criticisms were especially targeted towards 
Blackwater56, C.A.C.I International57, L-3/Titan58, Parsons59, Halliburton and their subsidiary 
KBR60).  
 
Growing public opposition to the ‘War on Terror’ was compounded when Amnesty 
International and various news media outlets published reports and photographic evidence 
detailing the abusive and unlawful treatment of detainees at Iraqi facilities (such as Abu 
Ghraib) in 2003/200461. Further criticisms were then levelled at the Bush administration for 
their handling of the post-war rebuilding of Iraq, a strategy which was formed only sixty days 
prior to the invasion62. Initially managed by the Organisation for Reconstruction and 
Humanitarian Assistance (ORHA), upon their arrival in Iraq in April 2003 amid widespread 
looting and hostilities, they found that they were ill-prepared and poorly equipped due to the 
bureaucratic failings of the Bush administration and U.S government institutions.  
 
This situation became further exacerbated when, following the appointment of L. Paul Bremer 
as a presidential envoy, ORHA was replaced from May 2003 by the Coalition Provisional 
Authority (CPA). Under Bremer’s stewardship, the CPA obstructed the formation of an interim 
Iraqi government, ejected members of the Ba’ath party (which Saddam Hussein had controlled) 
                                                          
55 For a broad overview of the private contractors who financially benefited from the war in Iraq, see 
https://www.ft.com/content/7f435f04-8c05-11e2-b001-00144feabdc0. 
56 For an example of the concerns reported in the press regarding Blackwater’s illegal conduct, see 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2009/jan/29/blackwater-iraq-security-contractor. 
57 For an example of the criticisms concerning C.A.C.I. International in terms of unlawful treatment of detainees 
at Abu Ghraib, see https://www.theguardian.com/law/2014/jun/30/iraq-lawsuit-defense-contractor-torture-abu-
graib. 
58 For an example of the controversy surrounding the outsourcing of military operations to L-3 and Titan, 
especially in terms of working conditions and the qualifications of translators provided to the U.S military, see 
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/zp-heller/the-iraq-war-profiteer-no_b_100370.html. 
59 For an example of the condemnation levied at Parsons for failing to provide the services for which they had 
been paid, see https://www.nytimes.com/2008/01/29/world/middleeast/29reconstruction.html. 
60 For an example of the press reports concerning financial improprieties and the ethical issues relating to 
Halliburton’s receipt of government contracts, given that their former CEO was Dick Cheney (who became Vice 
President of the United States by the time of the Iraq war), see https://www.salon.com/2016/02/16/burn_pits/.  
61 For example, see https://www.amnesty.org.uk/press-releases/usa-pattern-brutality-and-cruelty-war-crimes-
abu-ghraib and https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2004/05/10/torture-at-abu-ghraib. 
62 On 20th January 2003, George W. Bush signed National Security Presidential Directive number 24, authorising 
the pentagon to manage the post-war (and post-Saddam) re-construction of Iraq. 
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from public and institutional positions and disbanded the Iraqi military/intelligence agencies. 
Such actions rendered 400,000-500,000 Iraqis unemployed and further compounded the Iraqi 
people’s disillusionment and disenfranchisement along with increasing poverty and disorder63. 
Within this lawless and desperate environment, kidnappings dramatically increased as did car 
bombings/IED attacks, sectarian killings, militia conflicts (especially between Sunni and Shia 
Muslims) and ethnic cleansing of regional precincts. In turn, as civil unrest grew so did 
opposition to American occupation/militarism and the ‘War on Terror’. Indeed, although 
President George W. Bush proclaimed an end to major combat operations in Iraq on 1st May 
2003, insurgency attacks against coalition forces increased from April-May 2004 and again 
from November-December that same year (especially in Fallujah, the primary locus of the 
Sunni insurgents).  
 
Today, after seventeen years of conflict, and while the U.S withdrew forces from Iraq on 18th 
December 2011 and Afghanistan from 2014, hostilities continue. The region is still subjected 
to frequent Taliban attacks and, under the American-led global attempts to defeat ISIL/ISIS 
and other terrorist organisations, coalition forces continue to be deployed. Likewise, although 
Barack Obama had publicly challenged the logics which underpinned the ‘War on Terror’ and 
refrained from using the term himself, American military activity in Iraq, Afghanistan, 
Pakistan, Somalia and Yemen continued throughout his presidency. At the same time, drone 
strikes increased as did military spending and defence budgets (rising to a record $708 billion 
in 2011). Moreover, under Obama’s presidency, whistle-blowers who were critical of the 
American military and intelligence services (such as Julian Assange and Edward Snowden) 
have been arrested, threatened or otherwise delegitimised.  
 
Such practices of increased militarism in the Middle East and a delegitimisation of critical 
discursive positions continued beyond Barack Obama and into the subsequent presidency of 
Donald Trump. Here, executive order ‘Protecting the Nation from Foreign Terrorist Entry into 
the United States’ (signed on 27th January 2017) endeavours to restrict migration from 
countries with high Muslim populations (e.g. Iraq, Iran, Syria, Yemen and Somalia). 
Consequently, while the term ‘War on Terror’ has lost its currency, its broader discursive logics 
continue to be a central aspect of America’s foreign and domestic policy agendas. This is the 
                                                          
63 Although the Bush administration would later speed up the training of the Iraqi army in 2005 to counter 
increasing insurgency attacks and to correct previous military failings.  
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legacy of the ‘War on Terror’ which will be discussed in more detail throughout Chapters 5 
and 6 (through the rubric of ‘9/11 thematics’). 
 
The 9/11 Crisis and the ‘War on Terror’ as Discursive Response 
9/11 was an epochal-defining event which radically shifted cultural understandings and social, 
institutional and legal frameworks. As Susan Faludi notes, “the entire edifice of American 
security had failed to provide a shield” (Faludi, 2008, p. 12) and the illusion of safety was 
shattered, as was the fiction that families were protected by those in authority. Moreover, 9/11 
was ubiquitous and immediately became the obsession of news media, political debate and 
inter-personal communications. In short, it was a national (and global) trauma that needed to 
be understood and ‘worked through’ by social, cultural and political institutions. Furthermore, 
it was a moment of crisis that required a discursive response, one which was underpinned by 
(and perpetuated) a range of strategies (as will be outlined below). 
 
Crisis has played a particularly significant role in the formation of the American state. Indeed, 
according to Stuart Croft, crisis has “shaped who ‘we’ and ‘they’ are between Americans and 
others, and between Americans themselves, and thus ‘crisis’ plays a constitutive role in 
American society” (Croft, 2006, p. 8). Moreover, Croft continues, crises are social 
constructions which are understood through a meta-narrative - one model (among the many 
available) emerges to become the dominant framework or common-sense understanding of the 
events. Indeed, for Croft, “Crises play a political role, advancing one set of ideas over others, 
and also acting as a means for translating these ideas into common linguistic currency” (p. 56). 
Croft argues that such crises adopt a recurring trajectory: First comes a moment of drama/crisis 
and the competition between different understandings which lead, eventually, to a dominant 
narrative which explains or gives meaning to the drama/crisis. This hegemonic narrative or 
discourse “then leads to institutional restructuring, as certain modes of behaviour are deemed 
no longer appropriate, and are replaced by the concepts and practices of the new discourse” (p. 
80). Following a period of stabilisation, in which such practices become politically and 
culturally embedded, contradictions emerge within the discourse until a culmination of these 
pose a significant challenge to its legitimacy. This then results in a new crisis and the 
construction of a new discourse to explain it.  
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The meta-narrative (or as will be referred to throughout this thesis, the ‘dominant discourse’64) 
which emerged to explain the drama/crisis of 9/11 was the ‘War on Terror’, a discourse which 
sought to give meaning to the events and create a common-sense understanding by excluding 
competing or alternative narratives. This discourse then set a new strategic direction and 
resulted in an institutional restructuring as new practices/laws were established or existing ones 
were remodelled (notably military engagement in Afghanistan along with increased domestic 
security measures under the newly commissioned Patriot Act). This discourse (military 
intervention and domestic securitisation) then became reinforced via a number of social, 
cultural and political agents, following which a period of stability ensued. However, soon, 
contradictions emerged within the ‘War on Terror’ discourse and new frameworks arose to 
challenge its legitimacy: “This clash of discourses would be resolved through a new socially 
constructed crisis in which a new decisive intervention would create new meaning, new 
common sense, and thus a new discursive framework” (Croft, 2006, p. 211). The main 
challenge to the ‘War on Terror’ discourse occurred as the conflict progressed from military 
deployment in Afghanistan to occupation of Iraq. Indeed, “Early 2003 was truly a time of a 
clash of meta-narratives” (p. 181). However, as Croft notes, such new narratives (e.g. ‘No War 
for Oil’) were unable to penetrate American cultural/political institutions and therefore could 
not overthrow the ‘War on Terror’ discourse as the latter had become an ingrained lived 
experience (or common-sense understanding). So much so that “Many aspects of American 
public life came to be seen through the prism of the ‘war on terror’ discourse” (p. 161). This is 
what Jeffery Melnick refers to as the “culture” of 9/1165, a culture which continues to structure 
many contemporary social, institutional and political practices. 
 
Crucially, Croft demonstrates that four key elements circulated in the immediate aftermath of 
9/11 which paved the way for the ‘War on Terror’ to become the dominant discursive response: 
the construction of a self/other dichotomy consisting of valiant America (‘Us’) and a 
                                                          
64 Croft defines a discourse as something which “structures who we are, who we like, who we hate. It shapes how 
we behave towards ‘ourselves’, and how we behave towards ‘others’. Discourses are related sets of ideas that are 
expressed in a variety of places by those with social power, and are reproduced by others with power and those 
without. Discourses organise our minds. Categories are created into which people are then placed” Croft, 2006, 
p. 42). 
65 Melnick uses the term culture in a loose scientific sense to mean “having to do with material grown in special 
conditions for particular experimental or commercial purposes”. The material which emerged following 9/11, and 
therefore constitutes its culture(s), “includes popular songs, comic strips, rumors, films, speeches, photographs, 
bumper stickers and t-shirts, along with novels” (Melnick, 2009, pp. 4-5). Furthermore, 9/11 is “the framing device 
for countless novels, the surprising answer to dozens of film conflicts, and the punchline to a thousand jokes” (p. 
5). In this way, Melnick argues, 9/11 was everywhere. 
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degenerate terrorist (‘Them’)66; the absence of internal blame67 or the negation of American 
culpability (although this would develop as the conflict progressed); an emphasis of American 
exceptionalism68 along with core U.S. values that were at risk (and as such required defence); 
and a claim to U.S. global leadership in protecting such universal values. In this way, the ‘War 
on Terror’ discourse was presented through familiar rubrics of male heroism, American 
sovereign benevolence and an ‘Us’ vs. ‘Them’ dichotomy consisting of a patriotic American 
hero and a pathologised and dangerous foreign threat. However, for Stacy Takacs, this process 
was more proscriptive than descriptive as: 
 
The identification and persecution of “enemy-others” gives 
“Americans” a sense of themselves as a singular community. Put 
differently, the process of identifying and demonizing the “foreign,” 
which is central to foreign policy, also produces “Americans”. The 
resulting sense of identity and belonging is a positive inducement to go 
along with political methods and practices that seem to serve the state’s 
best interests, even when they may not serve the interests of the 
individual.  
(original emphasis: Takacs, 2012, p. 22) 
 
Moreover, Takacs also points out, presenting the terrorist as a contagion or via frames of 
pathologisation evacuates any political motivations behind their actions and, instead, presents 
terrorism in terms of individual degenerate behaviour. For Takacs, this strategy serves two 
functions: Firstly, it sanctions the use of extreme measures of interdiction and punishment 
                                                          
66 Of course, the construction of the ‘Other’ is not only a post-9/11 practice and America has been routinely 
structured via a ‘Them’ and ‘Us’ dichotomy. Indeed, Stacy Takacs notes that an artificial demarcation between a 
‘native’ and a ‘foreign’ entity has been fundamental to the development of national identity in America (itself a 
settler colony). Elsewhere, David Roediger (1991) has previously outlined the ways in which race has been 
constructed to differentiate between a dominate ‘Us’ and a subordinate ‘Them’ and the benefits this has for those 
in positions of power, not so much in the form of monetary recompense but through the provision of 
‘psychological wages’. 
67 As Croft observes “Significant work was undertaken in the aftermath of September 11th to avoid the belief of 
an ‘enemy within’, an idea that Muslim (or specifically, Arab) Americans were a threat” (Croft, 2006, p. 104). In 
this way terrorists, although living within U.S. borders, “were not to be thought of in any sense as Americans 
(whether they be ‘failed’ Americans, or ‘treacherous’ Americans) but rather as enemies” (original emphasis: p. 
104). 
68 This is the assumption that America is a singularly exceptional country, with a unique history, development and 
structural organisation (political, economic and social). Moreover, exceptionalism also implies a duty to lead 
other, inferior countries and, although emerging from the early/mid-1800s, the term has been most recently evoked 
by Ronald Reagan when arguing for the superiority of American capitalist society. 
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against those accused of terrorism (if they are irrational and pathological than rational measures 
are unproductive and only extreme measures will suffice); Secondly: 
 
the pathologization of terrorism also disciplines the domestic public by 
defining a normative standard of citizenship that is extremely limited 
in range. Absolute unity and allegiance to America’s political leaders 
becomes the sine qua non of U.S citizenship. Within the terms of this 
discourse, dissent comes to seem “abnormal,” hence akin to terrorism 
and equally deserving of repression.  
(p. 46) 
 
Indeed, for Takacs, part of the ‘War on Terror’ discourse was the infolding of previously 
marginalised identities (women, members of the LGBTQ+ community, racially diverse 
peoples) into an expansive category of ‘Us’. By expanding the boundaries of ‘Us’, for Takacs, 
9/11 therefore enabled America to present a unified and collective whole which glossed over 
ongoing racial conflicts. Here, Takacs notes, it was no longer skin colour, gender, class or 
sexuality that determined inclusion within the category of ‘Us’, but rather patriotism and 
acquiescence to the ‘War on Terror’ discourse. As evidence for her assertions, Takacs notes 
the proliferation of heroic non-White or female agents within the spy thriller genre, making 
specific reference to 24’s ethnically diverse field agents Tony Almeida (Carlos Bernard) and 
Curtis Manning (Roger Cross) along with Season Seven’s female FBI agent Renee Walker 
(Annie Wersching).  
 
Such characters, Takacs maintains, are depicted in similar terms as the heroic White male 
protagonist, Jack Bauer (Kiefer Sutherland) and, indeed, operate as narrative or ideological 
extensions of him. However, although Takacs observes some of the similarities between these 
characters, Chapter 4 of this thesis will instead argue that such inclusive representation is 
illusionary and, moreover, White male hegemonic authority is maintained by supressing 
competing identity formations (rather than including them). Further still, this simple assertion 
will be problematised by demonstrating that the textual tapestry of 24 is comprised of a number 
of fragments, some of which support the reassertion of White male hierarchical power and 
some of which challenge it – this thesis calls the former ‘proselytizing paratexts’ and the latter 
‘pluralistic paratexts’. The primary textual iteration that Takacs discusses (the TV show) serves 
a proselytizing function as it supports White male authority and the logics which underpinned 
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the ‘War on Terror’ (rather than infolding diversity as Takacs maintains). This is evidenced by 
the fact that the gender or ethnicity of marginalised identities is frequently marked whereas 
Bauer’s White masculinity is not. Moreover, the characters listed by Takacs are all narratively 
subordinate to the White male (Bauer) and either conform to his discursive position or are 
removed from the diegesis (i.e. they either support Bauer’s White male authority or such 
obfuscations are eliminated). As such, rather than inclusivity, 24 actually regulates hierarchical 
positions and re-asserts White male authority, subjugating or eliminating those who threaten 
the existing symbolic order (silencing the counter-discursive positions they embody). 
Consequently, throughout 24, women are recoded as passive, racial difference is marked and 
deviancy is cast onto non-Americans in order to solidify White American male heroism. 
 
As this suggests, the ‘War on Terror’ and the crisis which precipitated it (9/11) was intensely 
mediated and, in turn, was understood via this very mediation. Indeed, as Melnick has noted, 
“the mode of attack was somehow inextricable from visual codes developed by Hollywood” 
(Melnick, 2009, p. 50). Because various forms of media had rehearsed such events for almost 
a century, notably in disaster films, “The unthinkable which happened was thus the object of 
fantasy: in a way, America got what it fantasized about, and this was the greatest surprise” (p. 
50). Moreover, the media coverage’s relentless reference to established cinematic conventions 
suggests that “no cultural sense could be made of the attacks until they were ‘derealized’ and 
put into the familiar fictional contexts that Hollywood is in the business of constructing” (p. 
51). As such, not only were the 9/11 attacks entirely mediated, in that they were transmitted 
and received via means of media, but also meanings were constructed and understood via this 
very mediation. Consequently, the media played a pivotal role in establishing the ‘War on 
Terror’ discourse and providing a framework through which to understand the crisis of 9/11. 
 
TV as Eyewitness 
 
Television imbues the present moment with meanings. It offers 
multiple stories and frameworks of explanation which enable 
understanding and, in the very multiplicity of those frameworks, it 
enables its viewers to work through the major public and private 
concerns of their society.  
(Ellis, 2000, p. 74) 
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For John Ellis, “The twentieth century has been the century of witness” (p. 9) in which 
television has played a prominent role. While this is undoubtedly true, the twenty-first century, 
consisting of a proliferation of media devices and channels of dissemination, has surpassed its 
predecessor and brought witness to a new level of prominence. Personal communication 
devices, access to technological platforms of distribution and the rise of citizen journalism 
(which emphasises personal testimony) have meant that events and crises are available for 
mediation almost as readily as they are experienced in real life69.  
 
Indeed, drawing on psychoanalysis and in particular Freud who coined the term ‘working 
through’ to describe the process whereby material is continually worried over until it is 
exhausted, Ellis asserts that “Television can be seen as a vast mechanism for processing the 
material of the witnessed world into more narrativized, explained forms” (p. 78). This, of 
course, was also the case with 9/11 and the ‘War on Terror’; the West’s first decisive 
occurrence of witness in the twenty-first century. Here, the dominant discursive framework 
was recorded and disseminated via a de-centralised media system (along with 24-hour news 
reportage) in which amateur footage was incessantly absorbed into mainstream news media. 
Furthermore, 9/11 was quickly narrativised in order to provide comprehension and 
understanding to the crisis and, in Ellis’s formulation, enabled the viewer to ‘work through’ 
disturbing events and extract meaning from it.  
 
Not only can this be seen in news reports and amateur footage, but such practices are also 
reflected in television serial dramas such as The Shield, 24 and Dexter. Here, formal and 
aesthetic devices such as unstable cinematography or obscure camera angles (which will later 
be referred to as inner-textual rubrics) are used to articulate a period of instability and mirror 
the anxious and unsettled viewer as they ‘work through’ the trauma of 9/11. However, 
television also played a more crucial role than this. Mikita Brottman suggests that, in their 
narration of 9/11, American news television deployed continuously overcharged rhetoric; 
especially the evocation of ‘horror’. In Western parlance, horror has associations with explicit 
depictions of violence and brutality, usually enacted upon the human body. However, as 
Brottman observes, television coverage offered no such images of physical horror despite the 
                                                          
69 This can be seen with the Arab Spring, a revolutionary wave of demonstrations commencing in December 2010, 
along with more recent movements such as #BlackLivesMatter, #MeToo, #TimesUp and #Neveragain. Such 
prominence of media technologies has facilitated an expansive space for dissention and plurality as protestors can 
use online resources to communicate, congregate and demonstrate. See Jenkins, Ito & boyd (2016) for a discussion 
on the use of media within online participatory communities. 
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use of such rhetoric70. This is especially true when one compares the footage of 9/11 to the 
graphic imagery of other conflicts, disasters, famines and war zones. Subsequently, “the 
broadcast footage of the collapse of the World Trade Centre is remarkable not for its horror but 
for its absence of horror” (original emphasis: Brottman, 2004, p. 166). Brottman continues to 
assert that this absence occurred for three main reasons: firstly, there was relatively little 
explicit horror to see as the victims either escaped unharmed or were lost in the imploding 
rubble; secondly, this was the first major foreign attack on American soil since Pearl Harbor 
and to show such imagery was deemed too disturbing for the general public; lastly, the attack 
was fresh in the collective memory and there was still a palpable fear of upsetting or 
antagonising those involved or invested in the disaster.  
 
The absence of horror was also deliberately cultivated within the media who, according to 
Takacs (building on the work of Richard Grusin, 2010), had become progressively less willing 
to depict the shock of the real. In particular, news media seem to have abdicated their 
responsibility for informing the public in favour of comfort and distraction and, in doing so, 
“sanitize war by refusing to screen unpalatable imagery” (Takacs, 2012, p. 207). For Takacs, 
this reluctance to depict the shock of the real and subsequent sanitization of war, which 
commenced on 9/11 when images of those who leapt from the burning towers were censored, 
is especially problematic as the news media romanticised the memory of war “and violence 
continues to seem like a viable means of securing the peace” (p. 208). However, Takacs 
continues to note, while this may be true of news media, entertainment formats operated 
differently. Instead “Images of human injury repressed in TV newscasts returned with a 
vengeance in other television formats, especially as the insurgency in Iraq picked up steam” 
(p. 208).  
 
This mirrors Brottman’s observation that, “Since television coverage of the events of 9/11 
brought us very few graphic scenes at all, many of us have been compelled to imagine these 
scenes for ourselves” (Brottman, 2004, p. 174). This was the cultural function of the post-9/11 
television drama. As America became increasingly barraged with rhetoric emphasising the 
horrific nature of the attacks, but with little visual material to evidence it, serial drama filled 
                                                          
70 For Brottman, although some footage was initially shown on news reports, from September 12th “there seems 
to have been a general agreement on the part of the media that the use of any images containing human beings 
falling from the towers was inappropriate and distasteful” (Brottman, 2004, p. 172).  
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this void by creating such horrific imagery71. Or, at the very least, horrific imagery became 
progressively more palatable within mainstream media because of this surrounding rhetoric – 
an extra-textual rubric (as will be discussed in Chapter 4) – had primed the viewer and shaped 
their interpretative framework. Television drama depicted fictional and representational 
accounts of violence in order to replace the little actual footage available in news media, 
presenting it in a narrativised context which sought to lend meaning and comprehension to the 
crisis of 9/11. In short, the repressed horror of 9/11 was displaced onto other media forms, such 
as the serialised drama. In particular, such taboo imagery, censored in documentary or news 
media, found articulation in the cop show (and especially the scientific/forensic subgenre) in 
the form of bodily trauma, cadavers and autopsied bodies.  
 
This was especially evident in the scientific/forensic detective/specialist subgenre72 which 
grew in prevalence in the early 2000s. Emblematic of this subgenre, and one of the most 
profitable media texts in history, CSI: Crime Scene Investigation (2000-2015, CBS) ran for 
335 episodes plus a two-hour long TV movie. This programme was structured by an episodic 
and linear narrative logic in which a crime or act of deviancy is committed by a dangerous and 
degenerate ‘Other’ and the agents of the state (the investigators) must apprehend the 
perpetrators to restore the symbolic order73. With such reassuring logics, it is not surprising 
that this subgenre saw unprecedented popularity following the attacks of 9/11. Indeed, Sue 
Turnbull (citing Michael Allen, 2007) notes that shows such as the CSI franchise embrace 
certainty, both moral and scientific, in an uncertain world. This helps to explain their popularity 
following 9/11 in which American national security was replaced with an undercurrent of 
victimisation (Turnbull, 2014, p. 134)74. This certainty is instantiated via the genre’s recurring 
theme/device of collecting microscopic evidence at crime scenes which, while irrevocably 
                                                          
71 This might also explain the short-lived popularity of torture-porn films (or ‘gornos’) such as Saw (2004) and 
Hostel (2005). 
72 For a brief discussion on the role of the specialist in the crime drama, from Quincy to CSI and Dexter, see 
Turnbull (2014) pp. 125-52. 
73 For a more thorough analysis of the CSI franchise, see Michael Allen’s (2007) edited collection Reading CSI: 
Crime TV Under the Microscope. 
74 While briefly referenced in other shows (such as The Shield or The Sopranos), and considering its cultural and 
political significance, it is interesting that many TV programmes refrain from referencing 9/11 via returning major 
characters or seasonal arcs (although it is evoked more frequently in specific scenes/episodes or via guest 
characters). Instead, most texts negotiate this national trauma via allegory (implicitly rather than explicitly). CSI: 
NY was one of the few shows to actively address the events of 9/11 as the wife of protagonist Mac Taylor dies in 
the attacks. However, as Turnbull notes (building on Janet McCabe, 2007), this was a short-lived thematic 
exploration as it proved to be too depressing for a primetime network audience and so became less explicit from 
the second season onwards (Turnbull, 2014, p. 135). 
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proving the perpetrator’s guilt, also gives the viewer an omnipresent sense of power. This, in 
turn, negates their (and America’s) sense of victimhood and vulnerability.  
 
Importantly, coinciding with industrial deregulation, the narrative logics and role of forensics 
experts “enabled the crime drama series to portray graphic images of the body legitimated by 
the ‘scientific’ gaze of the specialist” (Turnbull, 2014, p. 151). This echoes Lorna Jowett and 
Stacey Abbott’s observation that the forensic science genre can show graphic imagery of bodily 
disintegration “because of their focus upon realism and their promise of authenticity, which 
moves their representation of the body beyond spectacle and lends these series an aura of 
respectability” (Jowett & Abbott, 2013, p. 19).  
 
Consequently, in John Ellis’s terms, the forensic detective narrative sought to ‘work through’ 
the national trauma of 9/11. Here, investigators (embodiments of the state) endeavour to 
apprehend those responsible for such carnage and, by the episode’s conclusion, ensure public 
safety; thereby alleviating the collective cultural anxieties which characterise an age of 
terrorism. In this sense, the forensic detection narrative gave comprehension to an uncertain 
world. Indeed, Andrew Tudor notes that “texts appeal to their audiences in part because they 
express in accessible and entertaining popular cultural terms the characteristic fears of their 
time” (Tudor, 2002, p. 51)75.  
 
The Return to Old Gender Paradigms 
Americans were not only victims of brutality and violence on 11th September 2001, they were 
also powerless in their witness of the mediated events. This powerlessness and victimisation 
became inverted within the serial drama, leading to a proliferation of narratives whose 
protagonists exert violence and re-appropriate the power to brutalise76. In doing so, characters 
                                                          
75 While Tudor is discussing the horror genre, one could add the forensic detective/serial killer subgenre to his 
discussion. Indeed, Roger Sabin argues that CSI was influenced by Thomas Harris’s Hannibal Lecter novels and 
movie adaptations (primarily horror texts, as will be discussed in the final chapter). For Sabin, “The emphasis on 
serial killers, body horror, ‘deviance’, forensic science and criminal profiling were especially important. As it 
happened, William Petersen [who also played Gill Grissom in CSI: Crime Scene Investigation] had played a cop 
in the best of the Lecter movies, Manhunter (1986), directed by Michael Mann, who had executive produced 
Miami Vice” (Sabin, 2015, p. 139). See both Lorna Jowett & Stacey Abbott (2013) and Matt Hills (2005) for a 
more comprehensive analysis of horror and its long and embedded history in TV. This existing work also outlines 
the cultural significance of horror and its (erroneously) perceived limitations on the small screen. In particular, 
refer to Jowett & Abbott for a consideration of the ways in which the specificities of television enable horror 
narratives to be told in innovative ways. 
76 In addition to those shows listed in this thesis’s introduction, such programmes might also include: Firefly (Fox, 
2002-2003); Sons of Anarchy (FX, 2008-2014); Spartacus: Blood & Sand (Starz!, 2010-2013); Vikings (History 
Channel, 2013-); Preacher (AMC, 2016-); and The Punisher (Netflix. 2017-). 
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and audiences were reframed, moving from victim to aggressor, something which mirrored 
America’s global role in the aftermath of 9/11. Indeed, Susan Faludi cites a Human Rights First 
study which “found that acts of torture on prime-time television had gone from fewer than four 
a year before 9/11 to more than a hundred – and the torturers, who in the past were almost 
entirely villains, were now often the show’s heroes” (Faludi, 2008, p. 139). This can also be 
seen in detective dramas during interrogation scenes, which not only feature CCTV cameras 
(mediation) but also a powerful American exerting their autonomy and influence over 
degenerate ‘Others’. The following chapters of this thesis explore this in explicit detail, using 
quantitative data to discuss the use of violence by American (White male) TV cops: Vic 
Mackey (The Shield), Jack Bauer (24), Dexter Morgan (Dexter) and Will Graham (Hannibal). 
 
Indeed, as Faludi points out, men assumed a “hard-boiled comportment last seen in post-World 
War II cinema. […] They were men prepared to mete out ‘torture’ and ‘focused brutality,’ take 
‘nasty and brutish means,’ and chuck the ‘niceties’ of avoiding civilian casualties” (p. 4). 
Moreover, Faludi continues, in the autumn of 2001, the attacks on the World Trade Centre and 
Pentagon were allegorised as a new Pearl Harbor. However, such illusions were unsustainable 
and soon cultural and political rhetoric reprised notions of another threat in recent U.S. history: 
the Cold War. As such, “the cultural troika of media, entertainment, and advertising declared 
the post-9/11 age an era of neofifties nuclear family ‘togetherness’, redomesticated femininity, 
and reconstituted Cold Warrior manhood” (pp. 3-4). Of course, as Faludi avers, this re-creation 
of prior narratives or re-inscriptions of previous paradigms of gender behaviour (female 
passivity and patriarchal protective agency) didn’t emerge solely from 9/11 but had a deeper 
and more entrenched lineage within American culture: 
 
Long before the towers fell, conservative efforts to roll back women’s 
rights had been making inroads, and the media had been issuing 
periodic pronouncements on “the death of feminism”. In part, what that 
attack on the World Trade Centre did was foreground and speed up a 
process already under way.  
(pp. 21-2) 
 
In doing so, post-9/11 television increasingly returned to models/narratives of the past, those 
in which the authority of the White patriarch was more entranced and stable. Consequently, 
9/11 provided a renewed justification to reposition women within subjugation and contain them 
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within roles such as domesticated mother or passive victim requiring male assistance (of 
course, as Faludi notes, this is despite the fact that male victims outnumbered female victims 3 
to 1 in the World Trade Centre). Or, in Hamilton Carroll’s terms, the post-9/11 environment 
“provided the opportunity for a resuscitation or reinvigoration of traditional models of 
masculinity that had previously been problematized by calls for recognition and redistribution 
after the civil rights era” (Carroll, 2011, p. 59)77. This, in turn, not only legitimised problematic 
discursive strategies or behavioural frameworks (those undertaken within the ‘War on Terror’), 
but also alleviated cultural anxieties of powerless vulnerability and mitigated eroding White 
masculine dominance. 
 
The legitimisation of White patriarchal structures of power had become progressively 
challenged throughout the last century, notably by various waves of feminism and calls for 
racial parity. Subsequently, the justifications by which White men marginalised competing 
identity formations were impossible to sustain. Such challenges to White male hegemony 
resulted in confusion and frustration which was, ultimately, expressed through violent acts 
designed to re-establish hierarchical authority and the subordination of competing groups. 9/11 
provided the latest opportunity to negate such challenges through the re-inscription of previous 
paradigms of White masculine heroism which strategically deployed violence in order to 
reclaim and retain hegemony (not only directed against gender and ethnic ‘Others’, but also 
against competing versions of masculinity). At the forefront of such strategies was the 
television cop show, a genre which consists of both the straightforward resolution of episodic 
television and the more complex and ambiguous ongoing structural logic of the serial form. 
 
Televisual cops, especially those in serialised programming, frequently operate via their own 
sovereign exceptionalism and use violence as a form of preventative or retributive vigilantism. 
For example, Dexter Morgan and Will Graham work for law enforcement (both are sanctioned 
agents of the state) but remain peripheral (i.e. sovereign): Dexter being a lab analyst while Will 
is a psychological profiler who is prohibited from being an officially accredited agent due to 
                                                          
77 Both Faludi and Carroll suggest that, particularly illustrative in this regard, is the transition from the pre-9/11 
gender neutral term firefighter to the post-9/11 iteration of fireman through which the media was able to present 
the hero as male and the male as hero (of course, in practice, this was not entirely the case as many precincts 
retained the term firefighter). Like 24’s Jack Bauer, according to Carroll, the New York firemen became “revised 
versions of preexisting ideological paradigms of masculine action” (Carroll, 2011, p. 54). The same process might 
also be seen in other televisual genres, such as hospital/medical programmes in which male doctors offered old 
paradigms of paternal heroism and authority. For example, Scrubs (NBC & ABC, 2001-2010), Nip/Tuck (FX, 
2003-2010) or House (Fox, 2004-2012). 
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his ‘abnormal’ psychology. Likewise, Jack Bauer works outside of institutional sanction or 
must relinquish his official position in order to pursue vigilantism (at the minimum, he operates 
without others’ knowledge or without the explicit/implicit approval of his superiors). In doing 
so, Bauer protects the sanctity of government institutions and thus the legitimacy of the existing 
symbolic order. In turn, his brutal actions are coded as justified and competing discursive 
understandings are mitigated (especially important as challenges began to emerge concerning 
the righteousness of the ‘War on Terror’). 
  
In such instances, this tangential or removed relationship to state/law enforcement works to 
distance the character’s problematic behaviours and insulate institutional authority from 
accusations of wrongdoing. This, in turn, ensures that the righteousness and benevolence of the 
hegemonic power structure is not undermined while, at the same time, enabling the White male 
to continue his work of preventative vigilantism. These televisual cops, such as those who 
populate the diegesis of The Shield, 24, Dexter or Hannibal, often have to reject official and 
draconian rules which only inhibit these champions of social justice. Instead, they must work 
outside of the law (via their own sovereignty) and use violence to protect the citizenry in a way 
which mirrors America’s questionable strategies under the auspices of the ‘War on Terror’ 
(increased militarism, surveillance, rendition, torture and targeted assassinations). 
 
Genre & the Cop Show78 
Glen Creeber notes that, “genre studies argue that literature, theatre, film and television can be 
broken down into different ‘types’ or ‘kinds’, i.e. a group of texts can be linked together by 
similar generic characteristics” (Creeber, 2004, p. 78). In this sense, genre functions by 
organising and categorising texts within a framework of bounded rules79. Moreover, each genre 
contains particular conventions/assumptions which shape the audience’s interpretative 
framework. Consequently, as Chapter 3 of this thesis outlines, genres are thus an extra-textual 
rubric which filter a text’s discursive meaning. However, here it should be mentioned that the 
framework of genre is not without its limitations. Indeed, as Jane Feuer points out: 
                                                          
78 This section is intended to be a conspectus only and doesn’t seek to provide a detailed historiography of the 
police drama. Instead, it is an overview which aims to link a few key developments to wider social contexts in 
order to illustrate how the genre, and its representations/ideologies, has changed over time. For a more detailed 
overview of television’s genres see: Glen Creeber (2001); Jason Mittell (2004); and Lincoln Geraghty & Mark 
Jancovich (2008). For a discussion on the American TV police drama see: Jonathan Nichols-Pethick (2012); Sue 
Turnbull (2014); Roger Sabin et al (2015); and Mareike Jenner (2016). 
79 For Seiter, genre is a structuralist understanding which “stresses that each element within a cultural system 
derives its meaning from its relationship to every other element in the system: there are no independent meanings, 
but rather many meanings produced by their difference from other elements in the system” (Seiter, 1992, p. 32).  
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the taxonomist begins with already existing examples of the type. From 
these, she/he builds a conceptual model of the genre, then goes on to 
apply the model to other examples, constantly moving back and forth 
between theory and practice until the conceptual model appears to 
account for the phenomena under consideration.  
(Feuer, 1992, p. 141) 
 
Jancovich discusses genre in similar terms and points out that previous approaches have 
considered it to be comparable to scientific studies “in which certain elements are put together 
in a particular order to produce a particular predetermined and invariable result” (Jancovich, 
2002, p. 10). Furthermore, Jancovich continues, such an approach would argue that genres “are 
seen as standardized formulas that are used to ensure the efficient replication of texts whose 
differences are purely illusory and which are therefore essentially all the same”. In this sense, 
genres “provide both standardization in production and familiarity in consumption” (original 
emphasis: pp. 10-11). This taxonomic approach results in what Andrew Tudor (1995) has 
referred to as the ‘empiricist dilemma’, whereby “genre critics isolate a group of texts to 
establish a genre’s definitional criteria but, by doing so, merely reproduce the initial 
assumptions that led to establishing their primary sample” (Mittell, 2004, pp. 11-12). In short, 
as Graeme Turner intimates in relation to film theory, “genre criticism is circular: the critic 
constructs their own, perhaps quite idiosyncratic, definition of the genre in question which then 
licenses them to dismiss texts that fail to conform to this definition” (Turner, 2001, p. 6).  
 
Consequently, genre theory has many shortcomings, notably it assumes that genres (the 
framework and constituting texts) are static/rigid and excludes examples which do not conform 
to an initial assumption of the genre’s characteristics. Lincoln Geraghty and Mark Jancovich 
also note two additional criticisms: generic terms are often imposed retrospectively which can 
“abstract texts from the contexts within which they were originally understood and impose 
alternative understandings upon them” (Geraghty & Jancovich, 2008, p. 2); and genre terms 
may not necessarily mean the same thing in each medium in which it circulates. Indeed 
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“different media have very different genre definitions, and even when they appear to share the 
same term, the meaning of that term may differ considerably” (pp. 5-6)80. 
 
Indeed, as Jason Mittell observes, adopting genre theory from literature or cinema (where the 
theory first emerged) cannot account for the specificities of television, such as scheduling, 
serialisation, habitual viewing, channel segmentation and the mixture of fictional and factual 
programming (Mittell, 2004, p. 1). Instead, Mittell proposes three models for analysing 
television genre. Firstly, a definitional model which identifies the core elements that constitute 
a given genre. However, this only uncovers an abstract and idealised core essence and “cannot 
generally explain how that text functions within larger cultural contexts” (p. 3). Secondly, an 
interpretive analysis which approaches texts and genres “as collections of meanings to be 
decoded, analyzed, and potentially critiqued” (p. 4). However, this tends to “treat genres as 
ahistorical and static, ignoring the ways genres shift and evolve in relation to their cultural 
contexts” (p. 5). Thirdly, a historical/contextual approach to genre which considers influences 
outside of the text (cultural, industrial, social etc.)81. Consequently, Mittell advocates looking 
beyond questions of taxonomic (and textual) definitions to the ways in which genres operate 
as cultural categories through media industries, audiences, policy, socio-political environment 
and the texts themselves82:  
 
genres work as discursive clusters, with certain definitions, 
interpretations, and evaluations coming together at any given time to 
suggest a coherent and clear genre. However, these clusters are 
contingent and transitory, shifting over time and taking on new 
definitions, meanings, and values within differing contexts. 
(original emphasis: p. 17)  
 
                                                          
80 Such concerns are important to consider throughout this thesis, which explores the cultural function of the 
American cop drama at a particular point in history. Moreover, this thesis also considers the different paratextual 
fragments which are disseminated across divergent media platforms.  
81 Although Mittell notes that most genre historical models do not provide a history of the genre but rather a 
history of generic texts and, as such, assume that genre is a textual feature (what Mittell refers to as a “textualist 
assumption”). However, Mittell does suggest that “we can place the media text at the center of genre analysis 
without recreating the textualist assumption” (Mittell, 2004, p. 121). Furthermore, a textual interpretation can play 
an important role because the texts, or what Mittell refers to as ‘sites of articulation’, are where generic 
assumptions cluster and where meanings are articulated (p. 123). 
82 Mittell’s argument broadly draws upon that of Andrew Tudor (1995) and Michel Foucault. 
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For Mittell, it is this clustering of meaning that creates the appearance of a generic core. 
However, this core is foundationally transient, unstable and can change at any time or, indeed, 
can mean different things in different cultural contexts. Subsequently, the brutality which 
characterises some contemporary police dramas (particularly The Shield and Dexter) may mean 
different things to different audience niches. For example, violence may have been more 
legitimised immediately following 9/11 within the discursive framework of the ‘War on Terror’ 
(an extra-textual rubric). Alternatively, a viewer from an area of economic and social 
deprivation may be more likely to have been the victim of police brutality and subsequently 
may have an oppositional reading of the violence. Consequently, generic definitions may differ 
significantly depending on the cultural context of the viewer. Moreover, because genres are 
contingent on surrounding cultural assumptions/discourses, a detailed history of the police 
drama is not necessary. Instead, this thesis is solely concerned with how this generic cluster 
(the police drama) culturally operates in the post-9/11 context. 
 
Stuart M. Kaminsky identifies the police drama’s central element as its non-conclusive nature 
in which “tracking down criminals never ends. Very frequently, we are informed that there are 
a number of crimes going on at the same time” (Kaminsky, 1985, p. 66). It is for this reason 
that the police drama is a particularly vocal instantiation of not only serialisation but also the 
post-9/11 environment of perpetual anxiety and imminent fears of attack. Indeed, structurally, 
the police drama is an especially revealing articulation of the wider cultural condition and the 
competing discursive strategies which circulated in post-9/11 America.  
 
For George N. Dove, the contemporary American police story83 dates back to the early 1840s 
when Edgar Allen Poe wrote his three Turpin stories that birthed the ratiocinative tale of 
detection in which mysteries are solved using the rational deductive skills of a perceptive 
individual. Following this, throughout the 1920s and 30s, the figure of the gifted intellectual 
was joined by the emergence of the hard-boiled, tenacious private investigator who more 
frequently used his physicality (Dove, 1982, pp. 1-2)84. The 1940s, as Mittell adds, saw the 
dominance of two variants of the genre. Firstly, a physical or tough (and exceedingly 
masculine) detective operating within a cynical world, an archetype that would become 
                                                          
83 While Dove is almost exclusively concerned with literature, TV and cinema deployed similar conventions and 
even adapted such fictions to the moving image.  
84 Dove does note, however, that we should not see such figures as superseding or displacing their predecessors 
(Dove, 1982, pp. 1-2).  
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emblematic of film noir. Here, the detective is occasionally “part of the law enforcement 
establishment (such as the police), but he solves the crime by working outside social norms 
rather than following strict procedures, leading to the common interpretation of the genre as 
critical of the establishment” (Mittell, 2004, p. 130). The second variant of the crime drama 
which dominated the 1940s was, according to Mittell, the semi-documentary police procedural, 
something which was consonant with the documentary forms popularised during World War 
II reportage.  
 
A good illustration of this latter tradition is Dragnet85 which, for Mittell, reassured its audience 
that the police system was efficient and fair. Importantly, Mittell continues, a show such as 
Dragnet does not feature the crime being committed but only the police reconstructing the 
events, solving the crime and apprehending the perpetrator. The viewer witnesses the world 
only through the limited perspective of the protagonist who restores and maintains order (pp. 
141-2)86. In this sense, police programming of the period was concerned with the restoration 
of order as it frequently followed a traditional narrative trajectory/structure (which still 
circulates today, though less prominently, in episodic programming): the equilibrium is 
disrupted; a hero is assigned to establish how the disorder occurred and by whom; the hero 
struggles with and defeats the antagonist (and the deviancy he/she embodies); the antagonistic 
threat is removed and equilibrium/order is restored; the hero is rewarded, as is the ideology 
he/she represents (frequently the stability of a White, patriarchal symbolic order).  
 
Mittell continues to note that the TV police drama, like most genres, changed throughout the 
1960s to reflect shifting cultural assumptions about law and social order: “Whereas in the 
1950s, the police were culturally represented – if not broadly accepted – as agents of social 
order and harmony, their status as ‘good guys’ had been publicly questioned by the mid-1960s” 
(p. 148). Consequently, pre-1960s (or episodic) police dramas were centrally concerned with 
and structured by demarcation, dichotomisation and minimising transgression: right and 
wrong; good and evil; lawful and unlawful; cop and criminal. This ‘interpellated’ citizens into 
                                                          
85 Dragnet, as Dove reminds us, established the template (pace, rhythms and the procedural genre conventions) 
of the cop shows which followed it (Dove, 1982, p. 12). In addition, as Sue Turnbull notes, Dragnet was also “a 
cross-media phenomenon” as it ran on both radio (where it started in 1949) and television before the creator, 
producer and star Jack Webb made a film of the same name (Turnbull, 2014, p. 33). Consequently, the TV cop 
show, since its popularisation with Dragnet, has been a transmedia endeavour. For an analysis of Dragnet and its 
importance in establishing a number of generic and industrial practices, see Mittell (2004: pp. 125-152). 
86 For a discussion on the conventions associated with the police or detective drama prior to the 1990s, see Stuart 
M. Kaminsky (1985: pp. 53-84). 
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their expected social behaviour by punishing dissent. Here, policemen patrolled the boundaries 
of normative behaviour and gendered identity (maintaining the hegemony of the White, 
heterosexual male).  
 
However, the growing proliferation of more overtly serialised cop dramas (those following 
developments within the American television industry, such as Hill Street Blues or The X-Files 
as outlined in Chapter 1) work to obfuscate simple dichotomies of good/bad and problematise 
this (episodic) structural logic. Indeed, increasingly, the cop is no longer the custodian of order 
but rather its transgressor. Of course, such narrative logics are not new but their increasing 
prominence on mainstream television tells us much about cultural attitudes concerning the 
distrust of authority in a postmodern or post-9/11 epoch. Indeed, as John Fiske notes: “The cop 
show genre, like all genres, modifies its conventions in a dialectical relationship with changes 
in social values” (Fiske, 1987, p. 222). 
 
Conclusion 
Today, television can work as discourse dissemination and the extension of militarised 
hegemony, but it also provides space of dissention. Indeed, Takacs notes that the fragmentation 
of the audience following new decentralised operating models, the proliferation of technologies 
of distribution and reception, multiple taste formations and participatory cultural activities (as 
outlined in Chapter 1), all work against the maintenance of a national consensus. Furthermore, 
television “has given viewers a wealth of opportunities to confront and test the guiding 
assumptions of their society. It has also mobilized viewers in different ways, appealing to 
different sorts of affective investments through different styles of mediation” (Takacs, 2012, p. 
236).  
 
Consequently, television doesn’t simply transmit one ideology but a plurality of perspectives. 
In this way, TV operates as a ‘cultural forum’; a model formulated by Horace Newcomb and 
Paul H. Hirsch which assumes that there is no dominant discourse encoded within a televisual 
text but, rather, television “presents a multiplicity of meanings rather than a monolithic 
dominant point of view” (Newcomb & Hirsch, 2000, p. 564). Television, according to this 
model, “does not present firm ideological conclusions–despite its formal conclusions–so much 
as it comments on ideological problems (original emphasis: pp. 565-6). Here, it should be 
stressed that, for Newcomb and Hirsch, the cultural forum model does not apply to individual 
episodes, series, or even genres. Instead, although “each of these units can and does present its 
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audiences with incredibly mixed ideas, it is television as a whole system that presents a mass 
audience with the range and variety of ideas and ideologies inherent in American culture”. 
Subsequently, for Newcomb and Hirsch, in order to understand the cultural function of 
television, one needs to “examine a variety of analytical foci and, finally, see them as parts of 
a greater whole” (p. 566). The following chapters seek to modify this ‘cultural forum’ model 
by suggesting that such a broad range of foci is not always necessary. Instead, one can look at 
a singular genre or “hyperdiegetic” transmedia text as a ‘cultural forum’ in which socio-
political discourses are ‘worked through’ and understood. Transmedia textual tapestries (which 
utilise the democratisation of the internet) do not just amplify a monolithic discourse but, 
instead, enable a range polycentric strategies. 
 
As the following chapters will demonstrate, the police drama is such a ‘cultural forum’ and 
explores issues of order and disorder while, at the same time, defining normative and aberrant 
behaviour. It is the platform on which hegemonic ideologies and discursive frameworks are 
promoted, negotiated and negated. It is a combative ‘cultural forum’ that “routinely seeks out 
the fault lines of a society in order to reveal the fissures through the refracted lens of fiction” 
(Turnbull, 2014, p. 193). More importantly, the cop show is a space for competing and 
pluralistic discourses that operate as a dialectic in which American post-9/11 anxieties are 
expressed. 
 
The following chapter will argue that the cop show is the postmodern articulation of 
contemporary society’s distrust of authority, in which borders are routinely breached 
(especially those that demarcate cop and criminal) while, at the same time, giving voice to 
pluralistic and polysemic perspectives. However, as The Shield demonstrates, while the cop 
show is rife with competing discourses, the audience is encouraged to identify with the White 
male protagonist and embrace his symbolic use of violence. In short, other dissenting voices 
are given a platform with which to articulate their marginalisation within a patriarchal, White 
culture, but such plurality is closed-off by limited transmedia extensions. As such, to open the 
text up to heterogeneous identity/discursive positions, fans must produce their own texts to 
correct canonical deficiencies. Consequently, the following chapter will demonstrate that a 
textual tapestry is comprised of a range of different transmedia/paratextual fragments - some 
of which may perpetuate a dominant discourse (the re-establishment of White male dominance 
or support for the ‘War on Terror’), while others offer a space for dissent, negotiation and 
pluralistic discursive/identity positions. 
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Chapter 3:  The Shield & Policing Paratextual Plurality 
 
Introduction: Good Cop/Bad Cop 
 
“Good cop and bad cop left for the day. I’m a different kind of cop”  
(Vic Mackey, S01E01) 
 
The Shield (FX, 2002-2008) is a serialised cop drama set in the fictional Los Angeles district 
of Farmington. Due to excessive crime rates, an experimental unit has been established (known 
as the ‘Strike Team’87) commanded by Detective Vic Mackey (Michael Chiklis), a man who 
has both a number of commendations for bravery and citations for brutality. This team “knocks 
down doors other cops don’t want to” (Vic Mackey, S01E02) and their presence has resulted 
in a sharp decline in crime rates, but an even sharper increase in complaints of excessive force. 
Finding their brutality problematic, and suspecting illicit activities, the politically ambitious 
Captain David Aceveda (Benito Martinez) wants to expel the team from the police department 
and, if possible, arrest Mackey (largely to further his own career). However, Mackey is 
protected by Aceveda’s boss, Assistant Chief Ben Gilroy (John Diehl), and so operates largely 
unimpeded under his own sovereignty. However, in order to expose Mackey’s corruption, 
brutality and various illegalities, Aceveda places a mole (Terry Crowley, played by Reed 
Diamond) within the Strike Team but, aware of his duplicity, Mackey shoots Crowley dead at 
the end of the pilot episode; thus establishing the tone and context for the series. 
 
Murdering a fellow officer in order to continue his illicit activities is just the start of Mackey’s 
litany of offenses. He murders three people (one of whom is horrendously tortured first), plus 
another man dies in an accidental detonation after Mackey wires him up to explosives to force 
information out of him. He also beats and electrocutes suspects during interrogations, hands 
informants over to gangs knowing they’ll be killed and facilitates/profits from drug 
distribution. Mackey additionally engages in kidnapping, blackmail, intimidation, planting 
evidence and body disposal. He even shoots the face off a corpse, highjacks police evidence 
                                                          
87 Mackey’s team consists of Shane Vendrell (Walton Goggins), Curtis “Lem” Lemansky (Kenny Johnson) and 
Ronnie Gardocki (David Rees Snell). These men perform the roles of enforcer, anchor and technical specialist 
respectively. Also populating the diegesis are uniformed officers Danny Sofer (Catherine Dent) and rookie Julien 
Lowe (Michael Jace) along with detectives Holland “Dutch” Wagenbach (Jay Karnes) and the moral centre of the 
precinct, Claudette Wyms (CCH Pounder). 
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trucks to acquire incriminating materials, locks two warring gang leaders in a storage container 
(only one of whom can make it out alive) and commits armed robbery when stealing millions 
of dollars from the Armenian mafia. 
 
Despite (or because of) its challenging content, The Shield was a critical success, winning 
Emmys and Golden Globe Awards (along with a host of other accolades). Moreover, originally 
watched by 4.8 million viewers88 on the nascent FX channel (a subsidiary of Fox), The Shield 
set viewership records for basic cable when it premiered on 12th March 2002. Indeed, as Simon 
Brown notes, the show’s subsequent success “changed the fortunes of FX and encouraged it to 
commit to similar product” (Brown, 2010, p. 159). However, as Linda Speidel notes, despite 
this apparent critical (and later commercial) success, The Shield was seen by some to be 
controversial and advertisers even withdrew their sponsorship from the channel due to the 
programme’s content. Importantly, in addition to the above acts of criminality perpetrated by 
a central protagonist (and a cop), the Strike Team also “appeared to echo real-life events in LA, 
a city long associated with aggressive police tactics and corruption” (Speidel, 2015, p. 146).  
 
For Speidel, particularly problematic was the show’s evocation of the infamous 1992 Rodney 
King beatings, which resulted in widespread rioting when the White officers who had 
brutalised a Black man were acquitted. Likewise, the show recalled the Rampart scandal of the 
late 1990s, in which officers of the Rampart Division (and in particular the elite unit called 
Community Resources Against Street Hoodlums - CRASH) tried to reduce gang crime by using 
methods which were disconcertingly similar to those of the criminals they were chasing. 
Indeed, citing Ben Marshall (2004), Speidel continues to point out that Vic Mackey has been 
perceived to be a composite of prominent leaders of this elite unit (Speidel, 2015, p. 146)89. 
Moreover, the Rampart scandal, along with the consequent reduction in crime, was a direct 
                                                          
88 Of course, this is significantly lower than one would expect for a contemporaneous police drama on network 
television. For example, CSI: Crime Scene Investigation regularly had 26 million viewers. However, through The 
Shield, this new cable channel targeted a clearly defined niche/cult/’quality’ audience (as outlined in Chapter 1). 
89 For George N. Dove, unlike cop subgenres as the Super Sleuth, the officers in police procedurals are drawn 
from real-life and have real-world counterparts. As such, they cannot be presented in unrecognisable or unrealistic 
terms, such as super-heroic or mythical figures. Instead, "writers almost inevitably endow their police detectives 
with enough human frailties to keep them at least reasonably in line with the public image of the policeman” 
(Dove, 1982, p. 4). In The Shield, not only do characters resemble real-world counterparts, but real-world racial 
tensions are also explicitly evoked within the show. For example, in S01E03, Gilroy and Aceveda endeavour to 
avoid a repeat of the Rodney King incident or the circumstances surrounding the O.J. Simpson trial. 
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influence for creator Shawn Ryan when conceiving of The Shield which was, at one point, 
called Rampart90.  
 
As this suggests, The Shield explores the central thematic concerns of a distrust of authority 
and White hierarchical dominance achieved via violent suppression of dissent. Such themes 
recur throughout the work of creator and showrunner Shawn Ryan and, as such, it is productive 
here to pause and consider the function of the author. Roland Barthes’s 1967 declaration of 
‘the Death of the Author’ asserted that the meaning of a text is determined more by the 
reader’s/viewer’s decoding of it than through a process of encoding and one-way transmission; 
indeed, a viewer’s reading of a text can even run counter to the author’s intentions.  
 
However, when considering Barthes’s work and a similar approach proffered by Michel 
Foucault, Jonathan Gray notes that the author’s death was more of a “rhetorical killing than an 
actual obituary” as textual studies at the time were too centred on the author and less on the 
construction of the text through the act of individual reception (wherein meaning is created). 
But, Gray continues, the author of TV texts is still significant, a claim which he evidences by 
referring to the proliferation of websites, DVD extras and commentaries, conference 
attendance, interviews, podcasts and fan discourses. Such ‘paratexts’ have made the executive 
producers, writers and showrunners more visible and their inflection more readily accessible: 
“With this visibility, these individuals are more and more able to add their voice to the 
audience’s understanding of their products, and thus are increasingly able to construct 
themselves as authors” (Gray, 2010, p. 108). It is for this reason, Gray continues, that the 
concept of the author still retains a number of uses, particularly as a discursive construction 
and a mediator between the industry and audience (Gray, 2010, p. 113).  
 
For Gray, this discursive author is not necessarily an actual person but rather an ‘author 
function’; a projection of our own hopes, expectations and established reading strategies for 
the text (Gray, 2010, pp. 108-9). Jason Mittell adds that the discursive author provides a filter 
through which to interpret the show and establish an aesthetic framework or horizon of 
expectations for the audience (Mittell, 2015, pp. 96-7). Indeed, for Mittell, inflated audience 
                                                          
90 This is confirmed by star Michael Chiklis who, during an interview for the Academy of Television Arts and 
Sciences, states that The Shield’s initial title was The Barn (in reference to the precinct in which it is set) which 
was then changed to Rampart. However, Chiklis professes to have disliked this title as its reference to the real-
world scandal was too explicit. See YouTube video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-AdTsFaK1OI (4.18 
minutes - 4.58 minutes). 
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expectations based on the author’s reputation can result in negative consequences for the show. 
To illustrate this, Mittell discusses Shawn Ryan who established particularly high expectations 
with The Shield which were not met by his subsequent work on The Chicago Code. The latter 
was aired on the network channel Fox while the former was aired on the cable channel FX. 
Consequently, the style, tone and narrative content of The Chicago Code was more 
conventional compared to its predecessor, and this resulted in audience dissatisfaction and a 
subsequent devaluation of the later text (Mittell, 2015, p. 98)91. Consequently, in a media 
landscape characterised by audience fragmentation and multi-platform transmedia distribution 
(with each platform having its own ontological conventions, practices and texts), the role of an 
author remains important to maintaining canonical consistency across the various transmedia 
paratexts and in establishing a contextual framework for the show. Crucially, for Gray, the 
discursive function of the author is one of many available paratexts which direct the audience’s 
reading strategies and inflects their interpretative framework. In short, much like real-world 
events, the channel on which the show airs and the text’s generic lineage, the discursive author 
(and their oeuvre) may be an element external to the text, but it shapes and filters it’s meaning 
(an extra-textual rubric through which the audience view the text)92. 
 
The Shield’s Extra-Textual Rubrics of Oeuvre & Genre  
Having worked on episodic police drama Nash Bridges (writing eleven episodes between 1997-
2000) and the vampire/noir hybrid Angel (writing five episodes from 2000-2001) prior to The 
Shield, Shawn Ryan went on to be the creator, writer and showrunner/executive producer of a 
number of different series. The thematic concerns evident in this subsequent oeuvre illustrate 
and bring into focus the anxieties at the heart of The Shield and, in this way, such subsequent 
work becomes a retroactive extra-textual rubric. 
 
Firstly, along with playwright and screenwriter David Mamet (who had himself directed an 
episode of The Shield), Shawn Ryan was a co-showrunner/creator of The Unit (CBS, 2006 - 
2009)93. Much like 24, this show is one in which perceived real-world military failings 
                                                          
91 See Mittell (2015: pp. 86-117) for an illustrative discussion concerning authorship within the industrial 
processes of American television, along with an outline of the uses of paratexts in the promotion of an authorial 
voice. 
92 The notion of extra-textual rubrics, a model developed by this thesis, will be discussed in more detail throughout 
the next chapter. 
93 For a brief discussion from Shawn Ryan on the difference between writing for a cable channel (The Shield) and 
a network channel (CBS with The Unit), see podcast episode The Writer’s Panel: Shawn Ryan, Cheo Hodari 
Coker & Amy Berg (recorded 14th June 2012: 1 hr 15.55 minutes – 1 hr 18.04 minutes). 
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following 9/11 are mitigated in favour of American heroism and bravery. However, unlike The 
Shield, The Unit is predicated on a more pronounced (and problematic) gender dichotomisation 
in which men are the active protectors/heroes while their wives are passively contained within 
the domesticated space of the home. The plot features an elite army squad who clandestinely 
handle situations that other organisations cannot. These include assassinating terrorists, 
rescuing highjacked planes and saving Christian missionaries in foreign lands (actions often 
unsanctioned by foreign governments); all of which perpetuate the logics which underpinned 
the ‘War on Terror’ of American superiority, military interventionalism and sovereign 
benevolence. For example, in episode S02E16, elite special forces teams from numerous 
countries compete in a high-stakes game to ascertain which unit is the best (America wins). 
Elsewhere, the team frequently come to the aid of poorly-trained and undisciplined soldiers or 
vulnerable foreign bureaucrats (such as in S02E17 or S03E04 respectively). 
 
Following this, and with Ted Griffin, Shawn Ryan became a co-showrunner/creator of Terriers 
(Fox, 2010)94, a short-lived serialised neo-noir centring on a disgraced cop and unlicensed 
private investigator, Hank Dolworth (Donal Logue). In addition to exploring corruption at the 
highest levels, the show was also underpinned by compromised masculinity and absent 
paternalism, themes instantiated by the protagonist’s attempts to purchase his former martial 
home from his ex-wife and, thus, re-acquire his paternal identity/authority (key themes of The 
Shield)95.  
 
After the cancellation of Terriers, Ryan next created/executively produced The Chicago Code 
(Fox, 2011) in which a female, mixed-race police superintendent instructs her most trusted cop 
                                                          
94 For an outline of the production history/context of Terriers, along with a breakdown of the show’s division of 
labour between Ryan, Griffin and executive production Tim Minear, see podcast Beach Cop Detectives: A 
Terriers Podcast - Interview: Co-Showrunner & Executive Producer Shawn Ryan (7th December 2016: 
podfanatic.com/podcast/beach-cop-detectives/episode/interview-co-showrunner-executive-producer-shawn-
ryan). For another production outline, see the Firewall & Iceberg Podcast, episode No. 42 with Special Guest 
Shawn Ryan (18th October 2010: www.podbean.com/media/share/dir-v3zdd-1643148). Similarly, The TV Dudes 
Podcast: Terriers Interview w/ Ted Griffin and Shawn Ryan (recorded 16th June 2016) offers a brief outline of the 
show’s production process. Here, Ted Griffin also notes that, as a fan of The Shield, he asked to be allowed into 
the writer’s room before shadowing the writers on Season Five, even guest writing episode S05E06 with Chic 
Eglee (3.04 minutes – 3.55 minutes & 10.39 minutes – 13.46 minutes). Also see Phil McCausland’s article for 
The AV Club (4/12/2016: 
www.avclub.com/article/terriers-perfect-one-season-run-defied-description-233042) 
95 What is also notable about Terriers is that it features a prominent and empowered Black character, Detective 
Mark Gustafson (Rockmond Dunbar). Shawn Ryan notes that, when creating the character, he was originally 
Swedish. However, during the casting/production process, they realised that the show needed some diversity and 
so auditioned Black actors (but didn’t change the character’s name). See the ATX Festival Q&A: Terriers, 
recorded 12th October 2016 (9.18 minutes – 9.48 minutes: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6mfKcxbtMM0). 
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(a belligerent but brilliant White Polish-American male) to investigate corruption and the 
duplicity of a Black councilman who has connections to organised crime96. Interestingly, a 
range of characters are permitted to use voiceover which not only embeds the show within the 
generic traditions of noir and gangster narratives, but also offers polysemic and heterogeneous 
perspectives/points of identification (male, female, Black, White, Latino).  
 
Cancelled after only thirteen episodes, Shawn Ryan then went on to become the co-
creator/showrunner of Last Resort (ABC, 2012 - 2013), the plot of which features an American 
submarine crew taking shelter at a secluded island when the captain refuses to launch a nuclear 
attack on Pakistan, having (correctly) questioned the authenticity of his orders (America 
erroneously launch a nuclear attack on Pakistan, killing more than four million people in a pre-
emptive act of self-defence)97. Here, the Black male protagonist (Captain Marcus Chaplin, 
played by Andre Braugher who had previously starred in Homicide: Life of the Street) asserts 
that his refusal to fire on Pakistan is a heroic refutation of tyrannical authority, one which links 
back to America’s founding fathers who overthrew British colonial rule (emphasising 
American sovereign militarism).  
 
Following Last Resort’s cancellation, Ryan went on to co-create/executively produce Mad 
Dogs (Amazon Prime, 2015), a remake of a UK television show in which a group of friends 
visit an old college buddy in Belize. Here, they find themselves caught up in drug-dealing, CIA 
conspiracies and assassinations. Crucially this show, like Shawn Ryan’s other texts produced 
in the immediate aftermath of 9/11, centres on a distrust of institutional power, moral 
ambiguity, unstable masculine identities, absent paternal figures and an attempted 
reclamation/maintenance of hierarchical authority. Moreover, while featuring racial and gender 
pluralism, the autonomous central male protagonist(s) operates under his own state of 
sovereign exceptionalism which mirrors America’s global role in the post-9/11 climate and the 
discursive logics of the ‘War on Terror’. Importantly, while corruption might exist at the 
highest levels of authority, the average American hero works to ensure public safety by any 
means necessary (while the highest levels of institutional authority may be untrustworthy, those 
fighting on the frontlines are valorised).  
                                                          
96 See podcast Kevin Pollak’s Chat Show: 161 Shawn Ryan (recorded 18th November 2012: 49.29 minutes – 51.53 
minutes) for a brief outline of The Chicago Code’s production process. 
97 Shawn Ryan offers a brief outline of the development of Last Resort, along with its purchase by ABC and his 
experiences writing with Karl Gajdusek, during podcast The Writer’s Panel: Shawn Ryan, Cheo Hodari Coker & 
Amy Berg (recorded 14th January 2012: 3.40 – 11.38 minutes). 
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Such ideological underpinnings have become more evident in Shawn Ryan’s most recent work, 
produced as the ‘War on Terror’ became a historical event rather than a contemporaneous 
tragedy. Here, gender and racial pluralism is foregrounded, as is a distrust of authority. 
However, regardless of the failings within institutional or bureaucratic hierarchies, the 
American hero(s) fights to save the world from disorder. For example, with Eric Kripke, Shawn 
Ryan was the co-creator/showrunner on Timeless (NBC, 2016-18). The plot centres around a 
group of diverse characters who race through time to stop antagonists from changing the past 
(and thus the present)98. These diverse heroic characters consist of heterogeneous identities in 
a range of empowered positions. Notably Black men occupy positions of authority (Rufus 
Carlin is the driver of the time-machine and billionaire Connor Mason designed it) while White, 
Indian and Middle-Eastern females are given prominent narrative positions (Lucy Preston is 
the central character and point of narrative focus, Jiya’s parents are Lebanese and Indian-
American Homeland Security agent Denise Christopher, whose sexuality is explored during 
S02E08, lives happily with her wife and children).  
 
As this diverse cast hunt a shadowy and untrustworthy organisation (named Rittenhouse), 
Rufus and Lucy (Black male and female) both routinely recognise their shared subjugation to 
White male authority. Moreover, the show regularly emphasises the significant contributions 
of real-world Black Americans who have been marginalised in history, such as: Katherine 
Johnson, a NASA mathematician (S01E08); honourable lawman Bass Reeves (S01E12); 
NASCAR driver Wendell Scott (S02E02); blues musician Robert Johnson (S02E06); and 
Harriet Tubman, an abolitionist instrumental in freeing slaves (S02E09)99. However, the team 
ultimately work to protect American values and, indeed, during the first season endeavour to 
stop a terrorist (Garcia Flynn) from changing history in a way which would endanger America. 
Examples include: assassinating Abraham Lincoln (S01E02); giving Nazi scientists to Russia 
so that they can win the ‘space race’ (S01E04); helping to defeat American forces at the Alamo 
(S01E05); sabotaging the moon-landing (S01E08); and attempting to kill Henry Ford and 
Thomas Edison (S01E11). 
                                                          
98 During 2016’s San Diego Comic Con, Shawn Ryan and Eric Kripke note that the genre of time-travel enables 
them to explore diversity and racial identities in a way which might seem heavy-handed in other genres. See 
YouTube video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=54-cjcvsXuY (5.37 minutes – 7.33 minutes). 
99 During an interview at the 2016 San Diego Comic-Con for Afterbuzz TV, Eric Kripke notes that history largely 
reflects the perspectives of White men. However, the characters of Rufus and Lucy allows them to explore 
historical stories which remain untold, especially those concerning the cultural experiences of Black or female 
Americans. See YouTube video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E5n3b3BrMgw (1 minute – 3.29 minutes). 
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The same is true of Shawn Ryan’s next TV show, S.W.A.T. (CBS, 2017-)100. S.W.A.T. might 
be seen to be a continuation and subversion of some of the thematic concerns underpinning 
The Shield. Set in LA, the battleground of the Rodney King riots and continually escalating 
racial tensions, the plot focuses on a Special Weapons and Tactics team as they respond to 
various emergencies. Its Black male protagonist, Daniel ‘Hondo’ Harrelson (Shemar Moore), 
encounters systemic and implicit racism within the police force and, indeed, the pilot episode 
opens with the team chasing down perpetrators before engaging in a firefight. But when the 
White team leader, William ‘Buck’ Spivey (Louis Ferreira), accidentally kills a seventeen-
year-old Black civilian, racial tensions escalate. Consequently, in a tokenistic act to pacify the 
public, the White police Captain (Robert Hicks) replaces Buck with Hondo. As such, non-
White characters are marked by their racial difference and exploited. However, unlike The 
Shield, the police in S.W.A.T are valorised and their righteousness is beyond question. For 
example, in S01E09 Hondo is falsely accused of misconduct and police brutality but his 
innocence is proven early in the narrative (the audience are in no doubt as to his benevolence). 
Consequently, the narrative (and show) is thus an exercise in proving his innocence and the 
sanctity of the police force.  
 
Shows such as Timeless and S.W.A.T. are more pluralistic which recodes, in retrospect, Shawn 
Ryan’s earlier work and diffuses some of the more problematic elements in terms of White 
hegemonic authority. Moreover, one can see a discursive shift occurring through the oeuvre of 
Shawn Ryan. While the themes of The Shield (post-9/11) concerned the centralisation of White 
masculinity and a questioning of the legitimacy of existing authority structures, by 2017 (post-
‘War on Terror’), authority structures are largely re-solidified and a pluralism displaces White 
male monotheism. Consequently, the ‘discursive author function’ of Shawn Ryan is a 
significant extra-textual rubric through which to understand The Shield, channelling attention 
onto particular ideological/thematic concerns within the text. In addition, Ryan’s oeuvre also 
draws on particular genre elements which similarly shape the audience’s interpretative 
framework. Consequently, genre becomes another important extra-textual rubric which 
filters/refracts The Shield meanings. 
 
                                                          
100 This show is based on a programme of the same name which aired between 1975 and 1976 on ABC. 
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The Shield evolved from a long tradition of police dramas (as outlined in the previous chapter) 
but, as indicated by Mackey’s excessive brutality, its primary generic precursor is the gritty, 
urban hard-boiled cop narrative. Indeed, Mackey’s generic precursors can be seen in Hill Street 
Blues, which established the serialised nature of police dramas, and NYPD Blue; the latter 
featuring Detective Andy Sipowicz (Dennis Franz), a frequently abrasive, racist, abusive 
alcoholic101. One might also link The Shield to its generic progenitors through the show’s 
creative personnel as its writers include Charles H. Eglee, who had previously worked on 
Murder One, NYPD Blue, LA Law and Moonlighting. Likewise, Scott Brazil (director and 
executive producer of The Shield) began his career on Hill Street Blues where he was 
nominated for four Emmys while another director, Paris Barclay, was nominated for five 
Emmys (winning two) for his work on NYPD Blue. Other important creative personnel include 
Clark Johnson, who directed a number of episodes including the pilot which established The 
Shield’s aesthetic style. Johnson not only directed episodes of NYPD Blue and The Wire, but 
also starred in Homicide: Life on the Street (as Meldrick Lewis). Likewise, Reed Diamond 
(Terry Crowley in The Shield) was also an alumnus of Homicide wherein he played Mike 
Kellerman, a cop who unlawfully shoots an unarmed drug dealer in order to administer his own 
form of justice.  
 
This generic tradition of the urban cop drama is also evoked via elements within the text (inner-
textual rubrics), such as the use of cinematography. Indeed, as confirmed by camera operator 
Richard Cantu102, the show was shot on 16mm film due to its gritty and grainy aesthetic which 
imbued the text with a naturalism, realism and semi-documentary style that linked The Shield 
to another generic precursor, COPS (Fox & Spike TV, 1989-)103. Moreover, this use of formal 
and aesthetic devices associated with the documentary form works to reflect (or refract) the 
post-9/11 cultural anxiety (and frenzied natured) of perpetual securitisation.  
 
                                                          
101 For Speidel “Where Sipowicz does somewhat foreshadow Vic is in the ambiguity surrounding his character”. 
Sipowicz espouses contentious views which, although frequently challenged in the narrative by other characters, 
“nevertheless gives expression to uncomfortable opinions. These views are all the more troubling because 
Sipowicz is by and large a sympathetic central character” (Speidel, 2015, p. 134).  
102 See Season Two DVD extra entitled “Wrap Day”. 
103 That is not to say that The Shield doesn’t regularly subvert established conventions of the genre and, indeed, 
the programme rejects a number of clichés. For example, Shawn Ryan banned shots of cops drinking coffee 
because of their over-use and there is no two-way mirror in the interrogation rooms (indeed there are only two 
interrogation rooms, one coded as soft and one as hard). Likewise, the design of the precinct, a converted church, 
is also markedly different than one might expect with the walls and floors of the booking area having textual 
inconsistencies – going from one pattern to another. See the Season Two DVD extras ‘Raising the Barn’ and 
‘Directors’ Roundtable’. 
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The expression of such post-9/11 concerns via cinematography is immediately evident from 
the opening title sequence, which consists of shaky credits sharply intercut into the diegesis. 
Then, loud Latino-inspired music plays over a shot of a fractured police shield/badge. Not only 
does this opening credit sequence connect the show to its generic lineage (a shield/badge is, 
after all, iconographic of police investigations), but it also frames the show’s primary thematic 
concerns. The credits are abrupt, unsteady and volatile, mirroring a postmodern condition of 
instability and a post-9/11 obsession with continual threat (dangerous ‘Others’ might attack at 
any time). Elsewhere, the music connotes a Latino infringement into urban spaces, fragmenting 
the cultural dominance of White men, while the image of the police shield emphasises broken 
authority. Moreover, for Speidel, the image of a shield “connotes the idea of a battle or war” 
and, more interestingly, the fact that it is shattered implies that “the police are fully implicated 
in the systems they are supposed to uncover and the superior insight of the detective is now 
fractured” (original emphasis: Speidel, 2015, p. 148). Such inner-textual rubrics shift the 
audience from viewers of drama to witnesses of reality. This, in turn, ‘interpellates’ them within 
the diegetic reality of the programme and its discursive logics. This notion of ‘interpellation’ 
will be explored in more detail throughout the next chapter, but here it is worth noting that such 
inner-textual rubrics encourage the viewer to adopt the position of a complicit witness of the 
White man’s brutal and violent subjugation of those who challenge his authority. 
 
The Shield and Violence 
 
“Every killer this world has ever seen started out as somebody’s boy”  
(Dutch, S07E09) 
 
Violence is used in The Shield (and the cop show more generally) as a complex form of 
communication and regulation of social and institutional hierarchies. It is a tool which is used 
to reinforce one particular discursive position over others – the authority of White masculinity 
within structures of power – via the suppression and mitigation of challenges posed by 
competing identities/discursive positions. However, the use of brutality in The Shield is more 
nuanced than this suggests. Mackey is more likely to use casual or mild violence against Latino 
or Black characters than White ones. He is also more inclined to use extreme violence against 
Latinos, with Whites coming in second place. Lastly, the Strike Team and family members 
(namely Vendrell’s wife) are much more likely to kill White characters than Black or Latino 
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ones. For a more comprehensive breakdown of the specific uses of violence, please see 
Appendix A. 
All of which suggests that, although the common perception of the show is that a White cop 
brutalises ‘Others’, this is not necessarily true. Instead, violence is not enacted upon characters 
due to their race but more so due to their gender as male victims outnumber female victims: 
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men comprise 91.30% of the victims of Mackey’s casual assault, 97.87% for excessive assault 
and 90% of the Strike Team’s murders. However, when violence is used against the racial 
‘Other’, it is targeted at gang members who are almost exclusively Black or Latino – the 
collective contagion or pathologised ‘Them’104. Conversely, with the exception of serial killer 
Kleavon Gardner (Ray Campbell), idiosyncratic and individualistic criminals such as multiple 
murderers and paedophiles are White. This indicates American cultural fears about who 
constitutes the degenerate ‘Them’ - a collective and anonymous non-White threat which 
requires policing and regulation by an inclusive (White) ‘Us’. More importantly, the violence 
used by the inclusive group (White ‘Us’) is coded as legitimate and necessary when compared 
to the illegitimate uses of violence by an unsanctioned (non-White) ‘Them’. This sanctified use 
of violence to police the boundaries of acceptable (legitimate) and abhorrent (illegitimate) 
behaviour/discursive positions mirrors the logics which underpinned the ‘War on Terror’.  
 
Consequently, The Shield plays out a dialectic concerning the permissibility of violence to 
maintain public safety. The discursive position articulated by the White Vic Mackey 
(advocating the use of violence as a form of social regulation) is challenged by a competing 
discursive position, one articulated by the Hispanic David Aceveda and the Black Claudette 
Wyms; both of whom, as members of peripheral identity groups, seek to repudiate the White 
man’s questionable actions to acquire/preserve power. However, the textual/narrative logics of 
The Shield favour one discourse (Mackey’s) over the other and so legitimise his actions. For 
example, in the pilot episode (S01E01), Aceveda and Claudette have the following exchange:  
 
Aceveda:  Mackey’s not a cop. He’s Al Capone with a badge. 
Claudette:  Al Capone made money by giving people what they wanted. What people want 
these days is to make it to their cars without getting mugged. Come home from 
work, see their stereo still there. Hear about some murder in the barrio, find out 
the next day the police caught the guy. If having all these things means some 
cop roughs up some nigger, some spic in the ghetto, well as far as most people 
are concerned it’s don’t ask, don’t tell. 
 
                                                          
104 There is one White gang - a biker crew called ‘The Horde’ - who are very difficult to arrest, unlike their Black 
and Latino counterparts. 
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This dialectic structures the first episode and thus provides an interpretive framework through 
which to understand the text. Indeed, when Aceveda, a Latino Captain who has been in charge 
of the Farmington District for the past four months, is first introduced he is in the process of 
giving a press release to various journalists who will report decreasing crime rates (re-
mediating and pre-mediating the news). This is intercut with the White Mackey and his Strike 
Team chasing down a Black suspect. Upon catching him, Mackey casually assaults the man by 
ripping a bag of drugs from his testicles (where they had been taped to avoid detection). Here, 
the White male (Mackey) takes pleasure in humiliating the Black ‘deviant’ (competition for 
his hierarchical dominance) and attacking the symbol of his masculinity. These opening 
moments of the pilot episode, working in conjunction with the title sequence as outlined above, 
establish one of the central dynamics of the show; racial cohabitation within which hegemonic 
White masculine authority uses its physicality to subjugate competing identities (those who 
threaten his hierarchical dominance).  
 
This opening pre-credit sequence also legitimates Mackey’s form of violence as it has reduced 
crime rates while, at the same time, implicating the media in such brutality. In doing so, these 
first few scenes implicitly link a public demand for lower crime rates, which is voiced via 
media reportage, with aggressive police tactics deployed to achieve this objective (this, of 
course, also mirrors the real-life tactics of the Rampart Division described above). More 
importantly, the Latino police Captain is reliant on the White man’s brutality to ensure public 
safety and advance his own political career (he is subjugated to White narrative authority). 
However, conversely, White hegemonic masculinity (Mackey) does not respect the authority 
of competing identities (Aceveda). This is also established in the pilot episode when Aceveda 
states: “In this building, I’m in charge”. To which, Mackey responds: “Well maybe in your 
own mind amigo, but in the real world, I don’t answer to you. Not today, not tomorrow, not 
even on Cinco de Mayo”105. Here, Mackey not only rejects Aceveda’s (Latino) authority but 
he explicitly links this refutation to cultural heritage. 
 
Consequently, White male preventative violence is legitimised and challenges to his 
hierarchical dominance are undermined. This is continued throughout the episode as Dutch and 
Claudette search for a missing child. It transpires that a heroine-addict has sold his daughter 
into a paedophile ring and, eventually, the detectives interrogate a key member, Dr Bernard 
                                                          
105 Mackey and his unit are protected by his friend and White man, Assistant Chief Ben Gilroy. 
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Grady (Jim Ortlieb), who now has possession of the child. However, Dutch and Claudette are 
unable to extract the girl’s location and so Aceveda turns to Mackey for help 
(authorising/sanctioning him to beat information out of the suspect)106. In turn, Mackey 
proceeds to brutalise Grady which results in the safe retrieval of the girl, coding his violence 
as necessary (all alternatives had failed) in ensuring public safety and, within the narrative, a 
cathartic resolution.  
 
This sanctified and apparently necessary use of brutality is taken further when, later in the same 
episode, Mackey acts in an even more problematic way. A new member of the Strike Team, 
Terry Crowley, is working with Aceveda to expose their criminality and obtain incriminating 
evidence that will lead to Mackey’s arrest. However, Mackey is aware of Crowley’s intensions 
and, while on a drugs raid, shoots him in the face – disguising the murder to appear as if 
Crowley had been killed in the line of duty. However, because the episode had already 
established the necessity of Mackey’s brutality (which yields positive results and leads to a 
cathartic resolution), the audience has been primed to view Mackey’s actions as legitimate and 
justified; especially as the episode was broadcast after 9/11 (on 12th March 2002) and such 
brutality mirrored the actions undertaken within the ‘War on Terror’. 
 
Mackey’s extensive litany of offensives are negated by his role as an agent of the state and, as 
such, his violence is represented as a necessity to re-establish order and eliminate public 
anxieties arising from uncontrolled criminality. In this sense, Mackey functions within a state 
of exceptionalism which mirrors America’s role in the post-9/11 environment. He is above the 
law and even uses it in the service of his brutality. The Shield was instrumental in establishing 
this theme, one which other shows have continued (again marking The Shield as significant). 
For example, Mackey also tortures a suspect in episode S01E13 using his shield/badge. 
Elsewhere, in episode S02E02, he is unable to arrest a Latino crime kingpin, Armadillo 
Quintero (Danny Pino), or persuade him to leave town. Instead, Amadillo has an excellent 
                                                          
106 Aceveda enters the Club House (the name given to the room which functions as the Strike Team’s headquarters, 
but one which also connotes inclusivity and exclusivity). As he does so, the team discuss their own upcoming raid 
and, from out of shot, someone asks: “What about attack dogs?” To which another man says: “I hate dogs”. This 
is followed by Aceveda’s dialogue to Mackey: “I need you”. The subtext of this exchange is fairly obvious - 
Mackey is the attack dog which, although some may find him objectionable, is necessary for security (which, of 
course, mirrors America’s self-proclaimed global role following 9/11). Many shows feature a segregated space of 
exceptionalism. For example, Hawaii 5.0 has the ‘Blue Room’ while 24 uses the bullpen, side rooms and 
subbasements in the same way. One might consider the ways in which these sub-basements/spaces of 
exceptionalism link to the collective unconscious, wherein society allows government brutality enacted within the 
‘War on Terror’ while their rational mind might question it. 
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knowledge of US constitutional law and uses it to protect himself from Mackey. However, 
somewhat satirically, Mackey takes Amadillo’s book of American laws (which he had been 
studying) and beats him with it. As this suggests, The Shield works to blur boundaries and 
disintegrate demarcations, especially those that separate cop and criminal or sanctified and 
vilified107. A key tool used in this effacement of boundaries is the strategic deployment of 
violence by White men in order to subordinate those who threaten their hegemonic authority.  
 
The Shield & Multiple Masculinities 
Mackey’s antagonisms arise from challenges posed to his hierarchical authority, rather than 
explicit racial difference. Indeed, Mackey does not exhibit any evident racist attitudes (unlike 
Vendrell who works as a counterpoint to Mackey’s liberalism), as is made clear in S02E12 
when he interrogates a young neo-Nazi and is visibly disgusted with the boy’s ideology. In 
addition, Mackey’s former partner and training officer/mentor is a Black man, Joe Clark (Carl 
Weathers), whom Mackey seeks out for council when, for example, he brutalises Armadillo 
Quintero. Importantly, Clark admits that, on a few occasions, he went too far but it “always did 
more good than bad” (S02E02). However, unlike Mackey’s (White) excessive force which is 
legitimatised/sanctioned, Clark’s (Black) excessive force resulted in his dismissal for police 
brutality and subsequent separation from his wife and children. Here, the White man enjoys a 
privilege and legitimisation which is denied to other identities; a privilege that ensures his 
status as an agent of sovereign exceptionalism congruent with the logics which underpinned 
the ‘War on Terror’. As such, Clark provides a mirror image of what Mackey might become 
without his White privileged status. 
 
This racial pluralism (albeit one which favours the White man) is also evident in episode 
S01E07 in which, following a massacre at a shooting range, Assistant Chief Ben Gilroy 
instructs the Strike Team to work with the North West Division and their lead Detective Carlos 
Zamora (Carlos Sanz); a Hispanic former gang member with the Turros, the same gang to 
which the victims of the shooting belonged. While Mackey deploys his typically aggressive 
approach, Zamora is more empathetic. For example, while Mackey searches them for weapons, 
Zamora consoles the victims’ acquaintances in order to minimise violent reprisals. Here, 
                                                          
107 An example of this occurs in S01E02 in which Terry Crowley’s funeral is intercut with the funeral of Two 
Time – the criminal that the Strike Team had shot moments before shooting Crowley. These two funerals are 
intercut which suggests a connection, albeit one with subtle differences. For example, the mise-en-scène, lighting, 
attire, attendees and formalities are slightly different which reflects the victims’ different position within social 
structures and hierarchies of power. 
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hegemonic White masculinity (Mackey) uses intimidation and brutality to negate potential 
threats and subjugate those who challenge social stability. Conversely, Zamora (the ethnically 
subjugated) recognises his shared subordination within the White-dominated hierarchy of 
social relations. Together, Mackey and Zamora locate a suspect who, according to his sister, 
was once placid but “got fed up being surrounded by all the ‘spics’”. Once again, this 
perpetuates the show’s central thematic concern: the urban landscape is a space in which race 
is clearly delineated/dichotomised and the encroachment of the ‘Other’ has fragmented the 
White man’s cultural authority. In response, the White man expresses his anxiety via violence 
designed to re-hierarchise previous racial relationships/positions.  
 
However, there are acceptable and unacceptable uses of violence – the former is sanctioned by 
the state to be perpetrated against those who are excluded from the inclusive category ‘Us’. 
Ultimately, while the White man attempts to re-establish his cultural dominance, other 
ethnicities must assume his discursive position to be incorporated into the sanctioned category 
of ‘Us’. In turn, these incorporated identities must adopt the practices and perspectives of the 
White man in order to become ‘safe’. However, they must also remain subjugated to the White 
man or risk punishment/exclusion from the boundary of ‘Us’ for destabilising the symbolic 
order. For example, Zamora initially rejects Mackey’s violent methods of crime detection but, 
by the end of the narrative, he adopts such brutality himself and comes close to killing a Latino 
suspect (it is Mackey who pulls him away because the legitimacy of sanctioned violence 
belongs only to the White hegemonic male). Having worked together to solve the crime, racial 
unity under the control of the White man is coded as beneficial. Indeed, for Mike Chopra-Gant 
the assimilation of ‘other’ ethnicities within the White symbolic order, along with the 
promotion of natural justice and exceptionalism embodied by Mackey, suggests that “a 
successfully integrated multi-cultural society [depends] upon the continuing power of a white 
patriarch, who functions as the guarantor of egalitarian multiculturalism” (Chopra-Gant, 2007, 
p. 666). 
 
Mackey’s racial egalitarianism (if it benefits the White man) is also evident throughout Season 
Five, in which he and the Strike Team are subjects of an Internal Affairs Division investigation 
under the close scrutiny of Lieutenant Jon Kavanaugh (Forest Whitaker) – another Black 
character with whom the White Mackey has a complex relationship. Like the Hispanic Aceveda 
(another ‘racial Other’), Kavanaugh is ruthlessly dedicated to uncovering proof which would 
incriminate Mackey but, as the investigation progresses, he becomes frustrated with his 
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inability to uncover substantive evidence. Consequently, he begins to resort to desperate 
measures: planting evidence; coercing witnesses; and even willing to sacrifice Lem’s life in 
order to intimidate the Strike Team. In short, his methods of policing begin to resemble 
Mackey’s. Their shared or duel nature finds its fullest articulation in episode S06E02 when, 
having transgressed too far into the realm of criminality (the exclusive preserve of the White 
man), Kavanaugh is incarcerated for planting evidence to secure a conviction against Mackey. 
Mackey visits Kavanaugh in custody and both men are framed by prison bars – both men have 
used similar methods and, much to Kavanaugh’s disgust, resemble each other. However, 
Kavanaugh’s imprisonment is literal while Mackey’s is figurative as society (especially 
following 9/11) has sanctioned the White man’s exceptional use of criminality while 
condemning the Black man’s (Mackey is permitted to continue his behaviour while 
Kavanaugh’s transgressions are punished). 
 
Consequently, as is illustrated by Joe Clark, Carlos Zamora and Jon Kavanaugh, when ‘racial 
others’ attempt to usurp/appropriate White dominance, they are punished and rendered ‘safe’. 
Conversely, the White man’s sovereign vigilantism is sanctioned not only by the narrative 
logics, but also by the broader ideological framework of the ‘War on Terror’. Interestingly, and 
something that actor Forest Whitaker noted in a Season Five DVD extra (entitled Season 5 
Panel), Mackey was the point of audience identification while Kavanaugh was perceived by 
viewers to be the antagonist, despite the fact that the latter was attempting to take a brutal, 
corrupt, murdering officer off the streets. However, removing Mackey would have fragmented 
the White symbolic order and left the narrative unresolved (Mackey has the sole authority to 
progress the plot towards a cathartic conclusion).  
 
Subsequently, competing points of audience identification (other than the White hegemonic 
version of masculinity embodied by Mackey) are either delegitimised or removed from the 
narrative space. In turn, this channels the viewer into a narrow interpretative framework in 
which they are encouraged to view Mackey’s discursive position as beneficial and necessary - 
a state of exceptionalism in which White men can legitimately enact violence to 
supress/subjugate ‘Others’, thus maintaining support for the logics which underpinned the 
‘War on Terror’. 
 
To emphasise his liberalism (with regard to race) and to channel audience identificatory 
practices into adopting his perspective, Mackey is diametrically juxtaposed to another White 
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man, Shane Vendrell, who strategically uses violence but whose ideologies are, by contrast, 
significantly more problematic. Vendrell provides another perspective, that of implicit White 
supremacy and overt racism which, although running contra to Mackey’s discursive position, 
ultimately reinforces it. Vendrell actively opposes Black men and uses frequent abhorrent racial 
epithets (for example, in episodes S01E03 and S03E04). He routinely attacks both Black 
citizens and Black gang members108 and he even names his child after a Confederate General 
from the American Civil War (Stonewall Jackson). In addition to his attitudes towards race, 
Vendrell intimidates witnesses (such as in episode S01E08), threatens to rape a woman in order 
to force information from her (S02E03) and undertakes all manner of brutalisations. 
Importantly, while Mackey (whose brutality eclipses Vendrell’s) deploys violence for the 
public good (to maintain the social order), Vendrell brutalises for selfish gratification. In coding 
their violence differently (legitimate/illegitimate), interpretive frameworks are restricted: 
Vendrell’s discursive position is closed-off and the audience is encouraged to identify with the 
ideologies Mackey represents (violence for the public good and to maintain the symbolic order 
rather than selfish indulgence). 
 
Considering that Mackey finds parallels/mirrors in Black men and is diametrically juxtaposed 
to an inherent White racist, it is clear that his antagonism (which is articulated through violence) 
arises not from racial difference, but from another contestation – competition from alternative 
forms of masculinity which are attempting to usurp the hegemonic position inhabited by 
Mackey’s version of manliness. Indeed, drawing on Antonio Gramsci’s analysis of class 
relations, R. W. Connell (1995) observed that there is not a singular model of masculinity but, 
instead, various and competing forms of masculinities; those which conform to the dominant 
archetype and those which challenge it. These competing forms of masculinity attempt to 
become the prevailing version (the hegemonic archetype) and, eventually, one form dominates 
the others. Discussing this model of ‘hegemonic masculinity’, Kenneth MacKinnon defines it 
as a “particular variety of masculinity to which women and, among others, homosexual or 
effeminate men were subordinated” (MacKinnon, 2003, p. 9)109. As was noted in Chapter 2 of 
                                                          
108 Particularly in episodes S03E11 and S04E04. Likewise, in S01E07 he kicks a Black man in the testicles and 
proceeds to urinate on him. 
109 It should be noted that Connell also stated that “terms such as ‘hegemonic masculinity’ and ‘marginalized 
masculinities’ name not fixed character types but configurations of practice generated in particular situations in a 
changing structure of relationships” (Connell, 1995, p. 81). Likewise, MacKinnon notes that hegemonic 
masculinity is mutable and “necessarily alters over time and amid changing circumstances. It cannot, by that 
understanding, be a monolith, but is protean – changing shape and emphasis – and also plural” (MacKinnon, 2003, 
p. 11).  
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this thesis, the discursive response to 9/11 (the ‘War on Terror’) enabled a resurrection of a 
traditional heroic masculine identity (the hegemonic archetype). However, since this time, 
American television has been marked by a conflict between competing masculine 
configurations and their attempts to solidify/challenge the existing hierarchical status. 
Furthermore, at the centre of these strategic operations (and the battleground of this discursive 
conflict) has been the cop drama and shows such as The Shield110. 
 
Not only do Mackey and Vendrell (different versions of masculinity) promote different belief 
systems/discursive positions, but the former continually chastises the latter in an attempt to re-
subjugate him within their hierarchical relationship. This is because, as Mike Chopra-Gant 
argues, Mackey is the patriarchal head of a symbolic family, one which allegorises wider 
society (Chopra-Gant, 2007, p. 668)111. However, Mackey’s paternal authority is threatened 
when Vendrell, once Mackey’s subordinate, also becomes a father and seeks to displace 
Mackey’s status. In response, Mackey attempts to re-hierarchise Vendrell which, when he fails, 
leads to the latter’s exclusion from the symbolic family and, ultimately, the diegesis. This, in 
turn, solidifies the authority and dominance of the version of masculinity articulated by 
Mackey. 
 
Another version of masculinity which competes with Mackey’s is that embodied by Dutch’s 
intellectualism and cognitive/psychoanalytic style of policing. Dutch is not only the ‘Super 
Sleuth’ to Mackey’s hard-boiled detective, but he is also the empathetic ‘new man’ which 
contrasts Mackey’s butch traditionalism, exposing its draconian edifice. Dutch rarely exhibits 
physicality as this is a primary characteristic of Mackey’s version of masculinity - the most 
violent Dutch gets is strangling a cat in order to understand the psychological motivation of 
serial killers (S03E11)112. Again, the audience is channelled towards identifying with Mackey 
via a delegitimisation of his competition. In this case, satirising the version of masculinity 
articulated by Dutch. For example, when we first encounter Dutch in the pilot episode he is 
playfully and performatively admiring the breasts of a female corpse (S01E01). Here, he 
objectifies a naked woman, but his objectification is mitigated by incongruity in order to expose 
                                                          
110 For a more comprehensive analysis of the shifting constructions of masculine identity, especially within 
popular cultural forms such as television, see: R. W. Connell (1995); Roger Horrocks (1995); Anthony Clare 
(2001); Kenneth MacKinnon (2003); Rebecca Feasey (2008). 
111 See Chopra-Gant (2007) for a discussion on the role of paternity in The Shield and the competing desires to 
dominate the symbolic family – especially in Vic Mackey and Shane Vendrell’s conflicted relationship. 
112 Instead of violent competition with another man, Dutch enacts violence against a cat and, here, one should not 
discount the multiple connotations of the term “pussy”. 
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the absurdity of traditional and repressive patriarchal authority (hegemonic masculinity). 
Additionally, his attempts to ‘womanise’ are derisory and he is demeaned by almost all of the 
other men in the precinct who, in turn, exclude him from their symbolic community113. In short, 
when Dutch enacts a performance of machismo masculinity or attempts to appropriate its 
signifiers, he is ridiculed.  
 
In addition to Dutch’s intellectualism and Vendrell’s draconian racism, both of which challenge 
for Mackey’s hierarchical dominance, the hegemonic male faces competition from feminised 
or emasculated men: Julien Lowe and David Aceveda. Julien Lowe, a uniformed officer, is 
physically stronger and younger than Mackey and, as such, this Black man poses a threat to 
White hierarchical dominance. However, this threat is neutralised by frequently presenting 
Julien as inauthentic and, on numerous occasions, referring to him as an ‘Uncle Tom’. This 
pejorative term (‘Uncle Tom’) originated from the 1852 novel Uncle Tom’s Cabin which 
focuses on the experiences of the titular character; a valiant, intelligent, compassionate and 
dignified Black slave. While criticised by some for perpetuating and popularising some 
negative racial stereotypes, this best-selling novel of the nineteenth century was written by 
abolitionist Harriet Beecher Stowe. Upon its release, the novel helped many living in the 
northern territories to re-conceptualise their notions of slavery and, in part, this led to the 
commencement of the American Civil War114.  
 
But, while a facilitator of progress in the Northern territories, the novel’s plot was re-enacted 
via minstrel/travelling shows (known as “Tom Shows”) and re-written in mostly Southern 
states. Here, the character of Uncle Tom was re-configured to accommodate the prevailing 
cultural attitudes of the time; shifting him away from the source material’s depiction as a 
courageous hero to a weak and loyal servant, one who is content in his subjugation. Over time, 
the term ‘Uncle Tom’ came to refer to a Black individual who is complicit in their oppression 
and willingly subservient to a White “master”. Such a person sacrifices their ethnic/racial 
identity to become interpellated into White systems of domination. As a consequence, and 
despite its initially progressive function, this re-configuration of the ‘Uncle Tom’ figure 
                                                          
113 It is worth noting that most cops speak Spanish in this LA district in order to communicate with the local 
population, but Dutch doesn’t (at least not until Season Two). 
114 Indeed, it has been said that when Abraham Lincoln met Harriet Beecher Stowe in November 1862, he told 
her: "So you are the little woman who wrote the book that started this great war”. See 
http://ushistoryscene.com/article/harriet-beecher-stowe/ and 
http://www.civilwaronthewesternborder.org/timeline/harriet-beecher-stowe-meets-lincoln 
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worked to re-solidify White hegemony as a strong and positive Black character became recoded 
as docile and servile, mitigating the threat such an individual posed to the existing social order 
(dominated by Whites).  
 
As the example of Julien Lowe demonstrates, along with further instantiations highlighted in 
Chapter 5, a similar strategy of delegitimising racial ‘Others’ has underpinned contemporary 
American storytelling. However, as Chapter 6 points out, television is increasingly offering a 
site of pluralism in which such a monolithic discourse (White male hierarchical dominance) is 
challenged. Indeed, Bryan Fuller’s Hannibal sees a similar re-configuration of the source 
material but, rather than recoding those who threaten the social order as weak, it is White 
heterosexual men who are re-constituted as Black, female or gay characters. In doing so, White 
male hierarchical dominance is undermined in favour of pluralistic and heterogeneous 
identities. 
 
Much like Joe Clark and Jon Kavanaugh, Julien is similarly prohibited from attaining the same 
position of cultural authority/legitimacy congruous with White men as his masculine identity 
is linked to a number of ersatz constructions, particularly his sexuality. Throughout the first 
season of the show, Julien struggles to reconcile his religion with his sexuality115 and, in 
subsequent seasons, he undergoes sexual re-orientation therapy through his church. The 
therapy is seen to be largely successful and Julien marries a woman, becoming a step-father to 
her child116. In doing so, he adopts (however inauthentically) a patriarchal/hegemonic form of 
masculinity which competes with the version embodied by Mackey for status within the 
masculine hierarchy. However, despite this adopted persona (it is rendered as inauthentic), 
ultimately Julien is feminised (desiring a man) which, in the heteronormative logics of this 
narrative, undercuts and delegitimises his claim to masculine hierarchical dominance. This 
strategy of feminisation, much like Dutch’s derision and Joe Clark/Jon Kavanaugh/Shane 
                                                          
115 When discussing Julien, and thus establishing an interpretive framework through which to understand the 
character, paratextual fragment/companion guide Notes from the Barn: The Elite Strike Team states that: “Policing 
is essentially a macho culture, with little tolerance for alternative sexual lifestyles […] In an aggressive, almost 
paramilitary division like Farmington, there were no openly gay officers” (Jacobs, 2004, p. 108). 
116 Problematically this implies that homosexuality can be cured, something which is also explored in episode 
S07E03 wherein an Asian-American man, disgraced to learn that his younger sister is gay, hires another man to 
rape her in order to “turn her straight”. Both the girl and Julien are already coded as ‘Other’ through their ethnicity 
and, in terms of race, the show seems to empathise with their ‘Otherness’. However, this empathetic coding does 
not extend to their sexuality as Julien renounces his homosexuality after his “therapy”, as does the Asian-American 
girl who tells her classmate (and likely lesbian crush) to leave her alone at the end of the episode. 
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Vendrell’s removal from the diegesis, renders this form of masculinity safe/contained and 
solidifies the hierarchical dominance of Mackey’s (White) version of vigilante masculinity.  
 
A similar strategy, to discredit and subjugate competition, can also be seen in the depiction of 
Aceveda and the form of masculinity he represents. A Latino patriarch and Mackey’s boss 
(albeit one who isn’t respected), Aceveda obtains a status of authority within the show and 
challenges White paternal dominance. He is intelligent, ambitious and politically astute but, 
much like Julien, the threat posed by this version of masculinity is negated via a process of 
feminisation and emasculation. Notably, in episode S03E05 (appropriately titled Mum), 
Aceveda is forced to give a Latino gang member (Juan Lozano, played by Kurt Caceres) oral 
sex while being held at gun point. At the same time, Dutch and Claudette search for a rapist 
who preys on the elderly. However, their endeavours are hampered by the victims’ pride which 
prevents them from talking about their ordeal. This secondary plot works to highlight 
Aceveda’s victimisation, vulnerability and, ultimately, de-masculinisation. Importantly, 
Aceveda’s ordeal means that he becomes emotionally distant from his wife and child which, in 
turn, mitigates the threat he poses to the White Mackey’s position of patriarchal authority.  
 
As a reaction against his feminisation/emasculation, Aceveda begins a liaison with a female 
prostitute in episode S04E04 (Sara Frazier, played by Abbie Brammell). With her consent, he 
sexually brutalises her in order to re-establish his male heterosexual dominance; something 
which he also does professionally by lambasting his subordinates Mackey and Claudette (in, 
for example, S03E07). In the same episode, and much to Mackey’s dismay, Aceveda beats 
information out of a suspect, a man who may know the whereabouts of a missing 14-year-old 
girl. Aceveda’s actions mirror those of Mackey during the pilot episode in which he 
brutalised/tortured a child-abducting paedophile. Here, via the strategic use of violence, 
Aceveda attempts to re-acquire a “proper” masculine identity – Mackey’s butch White 
hegemonic version. However, by episode S04E10, Aceveda’s rape fantasy and violent 
reassertion of heterosexual dominance (his attempted reclamation of a hegemonic masculine 
identity by emulating Mackey) has gotten out of control. So much so that the prostitute has to 
remind him of their rules: no bruising, no ripping out hair and to stop when she instructs him 
to. As such, Aceveda is rendered as unstable and unreliable in his attempt to re-acquire 
masculine authority (which is only a performance/imitation of Mackey’s). However, 
ultimately, Aceveda is unsuccessful in his imitation of Mackey, whose masculine identity (the 
hegemonic version) is seen as stable, dependable and authentic by comparison. 
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Consequently, The Shield establishes a dynamic (or dialectic) in which a number of 
masculinities compete with each other to become the dominant archetype: Mackey, Vendrell, 
Dutch, Julien and Aceveda. However, the text privileges one form of masculinity (that which 
is embodied by Mackey) over the others which are, in turn, rendered as inauthentic or 
problematic (and thus subjugated). As such, the hegemonic version of masculinity represented 
by Mackey acquires hierarchical dominance and uses different strategies to ensure the 
subordination of competing forms (rendering them safe): marginalisation, ridicule and an 
undermining of authenticity to expose their artifice. However, when dealing with competing 
formations of masculinity who are outside of the category of ‘Us’, and are thus unsafe due to 
their refusal to enter into the White establishment (i.e. gangs), a different strategy is used – 
violence, which is perpetuated under the state of exceptionalism legitimated by the ‘War on 
Terror’ discourse. Of course, it isn’t just competing versions of masculinity which challenge 
Mackey’s position within hierarchical relations as women also seek to undermine a patriarchal 
symbolic order117.  
 
The clearest instantiation of this challenge to patriarchal dominance is Claudette Wyms who, 
as the moral centre of the division118, is routinely juxtaposed to Mackey’s more problematic 
methods of policing. However, as a Black female detective, she is frequently impeded by male 
superiors who obfuscate her progress within the patriarchal structures of institutional authority 
(the precinct’s hierarchy)119. In doing so, she is progressively marginalised and, much like 
                                                          
117 As Speidel intimates, the police drama and the precinct location are often coded as masculine spaces in which 
women are excluded or marginalised (Speidel, 2015, p. 128). Of course, there are cop shows which feature women 
in leading roles. However, many of these are episodic rather than serialised programmes. One potential reason for 
this might be that the limited and constrained structural logic of episodic programming prohibits female characters 
from developing to any satisfactory degree (a form of structural containment). Such episodic female detectives 
can be delineated into one of two categories: a by-the-book officer who conforms to rules and social conventions, 
such as Cold Case (CBS, 2003-2010), The Closer (TNT, 2005-2012) and Castle (ABC, 2009-2016); or an 
intuitive/emotionally unstable woman whose volatility or lack of objective detachment undermines her credibility, 
such as in Ghost Whisperer (CBS, 2005-2010) or Medium (NBC & CBS, 2005-2011). Men rarely demonstrate 
similar behaviours, instead relying more frequently on their physicality as a symbolic articulation of power. 
118 As is emphasised in auxiliary text Notes from the Barn: The Elite Strike Team (Jacobs, 2004, p. 13). 
119 It should also be noted that, much like Danny Sofer’s androgyny, Wyms’s feminine identity is undermined by 
her masculinisation. Indeed, this is emphasised in The Shield: Spotlight (2004), a graphic novel and transmedia 
extension of the diegetic world. Here, during a brief interview, actress CCH Pounder states that the role had been 
written for a man but, wanting to work with director Clark Johnson, she pushed for the part. Pounder adds that 
she thought it would be interesting to have a woman speak words which were written for a man. “By being the 
best man that she can be, she turns out to be a great woman” (cited in Mariotte & Diaz, 2004, p. 127). Shawn 
Ryan also confirms that Wyms was initially scripted as a male character, called Charles, during podcast Kevin 
Pollak’s Chat Show: 161 Shawn Ryan (recorded 18th November 2012: 1 hr 15.40 minutes – 1 hr 16.20 minutes). 
One might read this as an empowered female character being comprised by her masculinised origins, or that the 
role of moral guardian within the diegesis was initially assumed to be male. However, another reading might see 
this as a progressive female appropriation of masculine roles. 
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Julien Lowe, her authenticity is undermined when her Black identity is questioned120. Here, the 
show reiterates an assumption that one cannot retain a Black identity while being part of 
institutional structures of power (which are coded as White). Instead, Black characters have to 
sacrifice their cultural identity in order to be interpellated within White systems of domination. 
In short, texts such as The Shield suggest that to be in a position of authority in a post-9/11 
America one has to relinquish ethnic/racial identities to become part of the sanctified ‘Us’ (i.e. 
White) who fights against a degenerate ‘Them’ (i.e. those who refuse to be ‘interpellated’ into 
a White social order). 
 
The Shield & Paratextual Interpellation: 
As was outlined in Chapter 1 of this thesis, texts have transgressed beyond the boundaries of 
medium-specific frames and, now, a textual tapestry is comprised of a range of transmedia 
fragments. Jonathan Gray, modifying the work of Gerard Genette (1997)121, refers to these 
fragments or textual proliferations as ‘paratexts’122:  
 
paratexts do the work of texts and are functional parts of them. 
Sometimes they will represent a smaller, specialised component of 
the text; sometimes they are its elite edge. Sometimes they do 
everything the rest of the text does; sometimes they are entrusted to 
conduct very particular tasks and to play very particular roles in the 
construction of the text. 
(Gray, 2015, p. 232) 
 
Importantly, for Gray, one cannot analyse a text without considering its many proliferations as 
each one “holds the potential to change the meaning of the text, even if only slightly” (Gray, 
2010, p. 2). Indeed, Gray argues that paratexts form a constituent part of the text and to ignore 
                                                          
120 For example, in episode S05E07 Dutch and Claudette have a long-standing obsession with bringing a Black 
serial killer to justice (Kleavon Gardner). When they finally arrest and interrogate him, he states that she is “No 
better than a house nigger called up to the master’s room each night”. Julien’s allegiances (the Black community 
or White institutional authority) are similarly questioned in S04E09. 
121 Stacey Abbott summarises Gerard Genette’s (who was exclusively concerned with literature) notion of 
paratexts as the process in which a text is surrounded by a range of accompanying materials that facilitate entry 
into and reception of the text (Abbott, 2015, p. 112). However, while Genette claimed that the paratext is outside 
of the text, and an accessory to it, Gray instead specifies that the paratext is “a contributing, and at times 
constitutive, part of the text (Gray, 2015, p. 231). 
122 For Gray, such paratexts include transmedia storytelling along with promotions on buses, billboards, magazine 
adverts, interviews, podcasts, official and unofficial websites, merchandise, breakfast cereals, happy meals, 
clothing, CDs, DVD extras, tours, fan videos etc.  
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them would be “akin to reading only the third and fourth chapters of a book and feeling that 
this suffices for a full analysis” (Gray, 2015, p. 230).  
 
Here, one should note that Gray’s outline of paratexts challenges the notion of textual 
hierarchies as each component or proliferation significantly contributes to the overall meaning 
garnered by the viewer (Gray, 2010, p. 175). However, shows such as The Shield or 24 
complicate Gray’s argument because the TV text is primary and becomes more discursively 
important than the mobisodes or novelisations (something which is evidenced by the disparity 
in the number of viewers/readers). For example, the majority of those who engaged with 24 
did so via the TV show (what this thesis thus calls the ‘primary textual iteration’). It is this 
primary textual iteration that has informed public understandings of Bauer’s actions and wider 
rhetoric concerning the show (as will be outlined in the next chapter). Consequently, not all 
paratexts are equal and some have more canonical significance or discursive resonance than 
others.  
 
However, Gray’s model still provides valuable insights as it argues that paratexts create frames 
through which a text is understood. Moreover, building on Gray’s work, Jason Mittell 
distinguishes between ‘orientating paratexts’ and ‘transmedia paratexts’123: the former residing 
outside of the diegetic world and functions to help the audience frame their reading of a text, 
making it understandable; conversely the latter concerns the continuation of a story across 
different platforms (Mittell, 2015, pp. 261-2)124. This thesis seeks to contribute to this 
discussion by modifying Gray and Mittell’s approach and shifting their terms into the language 
of rubrics. Each textual tapestry consists of a range of rubrics which filter or refract the 
ideological meaning of the textual whole, shaping the audience’s interpretative framework. 
This includes: elements within the text, such as representational strategies, cinematography, 
editing, mise-en-scène etc. (inner-textual rubrics); trans-textual (transmedia) elements; and 
extra-textual issues which exist outside of the textual tapestry, such as a writer’s oeuvre, 
generic conventions, or wider discursive frameworks. Crucially, these rubrics are not 
                                                          
123 In turn, Gray states that his notion of paratextuality is similar to Jason Mittell’s earlier work in Genre and 
Television (2004), which looked at the ways in which genres are created by extra-textual discourses. For Gray, 
genre and paratexts work in a similar way as both provide an initial context and reading strategy for the text (Gray, 
2010, pp. 35-6). 
124 See Mittell (2015: pp. 261-291) for an outline of ‘orientating paratexts’, both officially produced (canonical) 
and created through unofficial channels of fandom (fanocial). Gray similarly distinguishes between ‘entryway’ 
paratexts, which work to frame and direct our initial interpretations of a text, and ‘in media res’ paratexts which 
“police proper interpretations, insisting on how they would like us to read the text” (Gray, 2010, p. 79). 
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ideologically uniform as some support the textual tapestry’s dominant discourse (here, the 
hegemonic authority of the White male congruent with the logics that underpinned the ‘War 
on Terror’) while others challenge it (providing a space for pluralism which fragments the 
assumed hierarchical dominance of White men). The former serves a proselytizing function 
(termed here as ‘proselytizing paratexts’) while the latter serves a pluralistic function (termed 
here as ‘pluralistic paratexts’). Consequently, a singular textual tapestry plays out a ‘paratextual 
dialectic’ wherein some fragments support the dominant discourse while others subvert it.  
 
This dialectic can be seen in The Shield, a textual tapestry comprising of the primary textual 
iteration (the TV programme), three official fragments/transmedia texts and various unofficial 
fan-produced works. Two of the officially produced fragments, a computer game available on 
the PS2 console (The Shield: The Game, 2007) and a graphic novel entitled The Shield: 
Spotlight (2004), expand the narrative/diegesis of the primary textual iteration (what Mittell 
would term ‘transmedia paratexts’).  
 
A third fragment of this tapestry is more of an auxiliary product, or what Mittell would refer to 
as an ‘orientating paratext’125, named Notes from the Barn: The Elite Strike Team Files (2004), 
which is a fictional report that investigates the Farm126 and the Strike Team. However, rather 
than provide new information, this fragment is merely a narrativised outline of the first two 
seasons of the TV programme. Consequently, rather than a narrative function, it serves an 
ideological one as it ‘orientates’ the viewer to accept the text’s discursive logics. Here, by 
emphasising the violent diegetic world inhabited by these characters, Notes from the Barn 
works to justify and legitimise the actions perpetrated by the protagonist and ‘orientates’ the 
audience to accept/adopt Mackey’s discursive perspective (the need to violently subjugate 
those who threaten public safety). For example, the report opens by quoting Chairman Mao, 
“Political power comes out of the barrel of a gun”, before going on to suggest that in 
contemporary LA “Political power comes out of the barrel of a police officer’s gun” (Jacobs, 
2004, p. 1). The report continues to claim that LA has seven thousand police officers who are 
outnumbered by more than fifty thousand gang members (Jacobs, 2004, pp. 1-2). This not only 
perpetuates public fears of criminality, but also promulgates the notion of a war between a 
                                                          
125 Indeed, Roger Sabin similarly notes that such auxiliary materials have an influence on the ways in which the 
audience interpret a TV programme because “such material shapes in advance the notion of interpretation, as well 
as retrospectively molding understandings of meaning” (Sabin, 2015, p. 12).  
126 The colloquial name given to the district of Farmington which led to naming the police station the “Barn”. 
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deviant ‘Them’ and a heroic ‘Us’127. As such, any extreme measures used against such chaotic 
disorder are legitimised and sanctioned – re-coding the TV show within the logics of the ‘War 
on Terror’ and rendering Mackey’s brutality as less problematic. 
 
The next textual fragment to augment the primary iteration of the TV show is The Shield: 
Spotlight, a graphic novel which extends the narrative following Season Two, telling new 
events from the same diegetic world. Thus, while Notes from the Barn was an ‘orientating 
paratext’ in Mittell’s terms, Spotlight is a ‘transmedia paratext’, but one which also serves an 
orienting function by continuing the thematic concerns established in the TV show. For 
example, Mackey’s use of brutality is again legitimated as it persuades a reluctant informant to 
provide necessary information which advances the narrative towards a resolution. Elsewhere, 
Mackey lawfully shoots dead a suspect who is holding Vendrell hostage. Vendrell, by 
comparison, has gambling problems and, angry, needlessly initiates a bar brawl. This codes 
Mackey’s violence as narratively sanctioned and Vendrell’s as illegitimate (it doesn’t progress 
the narrative or serve the public). A similar strategy can be seen in the graphic novel’s plot 
which concerns the Strike Team scheming to steal money from the sale of stolen art. At the 
same time, Dutch and Claudette investigate the murder of a news reporter while Danny and 
Julien patrol the streets.  
 
The narrative works to close-off potential audience identification with characters other than 
Mackey (and the discourses he embodies). This is firstly achieved in Danny Sofer’s storyline, 
who decides not to arrest a hungry juvenile delinquent for stealing food because, as she tells 
Julien, sometimes it’s better to follow your gut than go by the rule book. However, her decision 
is proven to be erroneous when the same delinquent returns to the scene of her crime and kills 
the man she had previously stolen from (he, it transpires, was her abusive foster father). While 
she initially admonishes herself for bending rigid procedures, her approach (following her 
instincts) is eventually justified when she foils a robbery and saves a man’s life. This, in turn, 
legitimates Mackey’s actions and supports the method of protection he embodies (which is 
representative of a wider post-9/11 securitisation). Here, the inner-textual rubric of Danny 
Sofer’s storyline pre/re-mediates Mackey’s brutality and renders his actions as beneficial (he 
                                                          
127 Indeed, this fictional report makes numerous references to war, with statements such as “Farmington is a low-
income, high-population-density, high-crime area that has been described as a war zone” (Jacobs, 2004, p. 8). Of 
course, this not only refers to the ‘War on Drugs’ which dominated the American political landscape throughout 
the 1980s and 1990s, but also the ‘War on Terror’. 
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too follows his instincts which, as is confirmed by Danny’s experiences, leads to a favourable 
outcome).  
 
This sanctification by proxy is also evident in Aceveda’s storyline who, throughout the graphic 
novel, is solely concerned with media attention. His integrity is further undermined by his 
intervention into Dutch and Claudette’s investigation, as they try to unravel the murder of a 
reporter who had been looking into a possible connection between a high-ranking city official 
and brutal police improprieties which had significantly lowered crime rates (assumed to be the 
Strike Team). However, Dutch and Claudette’s enquiry into political corruption is obfuscated 
by Aceveda, who is approached by a political backer and told to block the investigation in 
exchange for further support. Consequently, Aceveda terminates the investigation before it can 
lead to a corrupt city official, which codes him as antagonistic and an obfuscator of the truth. 
Much like the TV programme, the Latino man’s practices undercut any threat he poses to White 
patriarchal authority. One might also note that the potential threats posed by Dutch’s “new 
man” are similarly negated as he has little narrative agency and even his partner (Claudette) 
refers to him as “son” on a number of occasions; all of which subjugate him within hierarchical 
relationships and shifts the point of audience identification away from Dutch (and the version 
of masculinity he embodies) to Mackey.  
 
Indeed, not only is Mackey the only character to demonstrate explicit valour and heroism 
(drawing the narrative to a cathartic resolution in doing so), but the audience are further 
encouraged to identify with him via an adoption of his point of view as he uses his physicality 
to obtain information (p. 66) - the only character to be offered such a privileged position of 
identification. In adopting his perspective/discursive position, the viewer transitions from 
witness of his actions to active participant. Consequently, the methods of policing deployed by 
this White hegemonic version of masculinity, along with the ideologies he represents 
(congruent with the logics underpinning the ‘War on Terror’), are privileged over competing 
discourses/identity formations (such as those offered by Aceveda which are, instead, restricted, 
delegitimised and closed-off). 
 
This restriction of polysemic perspectives is continued in the final transmedia text, The Shield: 
The Game (2007). This diegetic extension, interestingly produced by a company called Point 
of View, slots into the gaps between Season Three and Four wherein the player has to deal with 
the fallout from the Strike Team’s armed robbery of the Armenian mafia. Structured via a third-
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person narration, the player controls Mackey (fully adopting his discursive position) and is 
required to commit various violent acts of brutality. For example, the player must beat 
information out of a reluctant source while he protests his innocence and murder an unarmed 
assassin, Margos Dezerian. In doing so, the player replicates Mackey’s actions (he had killed 
Margos in S03E15) and, again, becomes an accomplice/participant in his crimes and the violent 
subjugation of competing identities/perspectives/discourse. Crucially, the player has no choice 
but to play the game as Mackey and adopt his subjective perspective. The player is required to 
perpetrate/replicate Mackey’s brutality in order to resolve the narrative and complete the game. 
In doing so, the player (no matter how resistant they are to the ideologies embodied by Mackey) 
is channelled into a narrow identificatory position – the White hegemonic version of 
masculinity. 
  
However, while Mittell’s model differentiates between these textual fragments, Notes from the 
Barn being an ‘orientating paratext’ and Spotlight and The Shield: The Game being ‘transmedia 
paratexts’, this does not entirely explain their discursive function. Indeed, one can instead see 
that they all serve the same proselytising function (all are ‘proselytising paratexts’) and work 
to recruit the spectator into the discursive logics of the text – supporting the hierarchisation of 
masculinities which privileges the violent vigilante (hegemonic White masculinity). 
Consequently, while the TV programme provides alternative perspectives or identity 
formations, they are still subject to the authority of the White hegemonic male. Likewise, the 
computer game (and to a lesser extent the graphic novel and companion guide) work to restrict 
and close-off competing viewpoints; so much so that plurality is all but eliminated. In doing 
so, the viewer is channelled into a narrow identificatory position and encouraged to adopt the 
hegemonic White male’s perspective (and the ideologies he embodies - White patriarchal 
authority maintained via the strategic use of violence).  
 
Because space for marginalised and pluralistic perspectives has been restricted via these 
‘proselytising paratexts’, fans have little choice but to use the democratisation of the internet 
in order to open the text up to heterogeneous discursive positions. Here, fans create their own 
productions (fan fiction), or what John Fiske (1987) referred to as ‘producerly texts’, to negate 
the narrow identificatory position they have been channelled into. In creating these ‘pluralistic 
paratexts’, which supplement/augment the proselytising ones offered by the canon, fans are 
able to challenge the dominant discourse of the textual tapestry (the use of violence to maintain 
White male hierarchical dominance which, in turn, legitimises the ‘War on Terror’). 
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Indeed, the links between canonical production and fan practice are even emphasised by Shawn 
Ryan during an interview contained in The Shield: Spotlight. Here, Ryan states that there were 
restrictions during the production of the television programme (actors getting ill, being unable 
to obtain the right prop etc.) and this resulted in differences between the final aired episode and 
its original script. However, such restrictions were not an issue when producing the graphic 
novel: “A comic can be whatever, and exactly, what it wants to be […] All you need to do is 
draw it”. Ryan continues to note that, “It is because of this that The Shield comic book can take 
you to places and show you things that our television program never can. Its possibilities are 
endless”. Crucially, having not written it himself, Ryan suggests that he is able to consume the 
narrative without any prior knowledge of the storyline and, thus, experience it in the same way 
that fans do: “Seeing characters I love act and talk in unexpected ways is a joy for me. It’s a 
parallel universe, true to its own rules and style, but one that continues the world I imagined” 
(cited in Mariotte & Diaz, 2004, p. 125). The same is, of course, true of fan fiction. 
 
However, as Henry Jenkins points out, there is one crucial difference between canonical 
production and fan production: the distinction between interactivity and participation. In the 
former, the options available to the consumer are “prestructured by the designer”, such as the 
above cited computer game or graphic novel. Conversely, the latter is “less under the control 
of media producers and more under the control of media consumers”. However, Jenkins 
continues to note, “Allowing consumers to interact with media under controlled circumstances 
is one thing; allowing them to participate in the production and distribution of cultural goods – 
on their own terms – is something else altogether” (Jenkins, 2006, p. 137). Consequently, 
canonical production facilitates interactivity, while fan production is predicated on 
participation: the former privileging ‘proselytising paratexts’ and the latter providing a space 
for pluralistic ones, a distinction which will be drawn out further in the next chapter. 
 
Likewise, the final chapter of this thesis will further outline fan practices and their re-mediation 
of texts and characters, rescuing them from problematic representations or discursive strategies 
and redeeming them. However, here it should be noted that fan fiction expands the text and 
opens it up to new meanings. Indeed, as Sheenagh Pugh notes, fan fiction is produced for one 
of two reasons: because the fan wants “more of” a canon, such as when it ends, or they want 
“more from” it as its full possibilities have not yet been realised (Pugh, 2005, pp. 42-3). Indeed, 
for Pugh, “If the original scriptwriters fail to explore ideas or relationships adequately, they 
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leave space for fanfic to do it; if on the other hand they spell everything out, there is little space 
left” (Pugh, 2005, p. 41)128.  
 
This notion of enabling space for fan speculation or closing down opportunities for subversive 
readings/productions will be explored in more detail during Chapter 5’s analysis of Dexter’s 
transmedia texts. However, here it is worth pointing out the ways in which fan fiction (a 
‘pluralistic paratext’) might reinforce or challenge the dominant discourse of the textual 
tapestry (this will be significantly elaborated on during Chapter 6). While examples are too 
numerous to detail here, a few illustrate the points being made. One of the most popular fan 
fiction sites, www.fanfiction.net, has since its inception (in October 1998) provided a platform 
on which more than two million users have published work in more than thirty languages. At 
the time of writing, there are eighty stories concerning The Shield129 written by a handful of 
authors. These include some new criminal investigations, some emphasis of minor characters 
and a re-articulation of the text through the refracted lens of different genres (notably 
supernatural and homoerotic).  
 
What is noticeable is that many of these stories feature male protagonists with female 
characters conspicuous by their marginalisation: Danny Sofer has only a few stories, largely 
concerning her sexual desires, while Claudette Wyms has only one story (one whose humour 
and levity undercuts its significance in relation to cultural subjugation). Indeed, such 
‘producerly texts’ centre not on the role of women, nor on the issues experienced by Black or 
Latino characters (Julien is the protagonist of only one story), but on the decentralisation of 
Mackey and the hegemonic form of masculinity he represents. Mackey is infrequently the 
protagonist of these stories and, when he is, his masculine identity has shifted. Instead, many 
of these fan fiction stories focus on alternative forms of masculinity which battle for dominance 
within the hierarchy of manliness. Consequently, as Mackey’s perspective (that of the 
hegemonic version of masculinity) is privileged within the official transmedia texts 
(‘proselytising paratexts’), fan fiction (‘pluralistic paratexts’) articulates versions of 
masculinity which have been restricted within the official cannon. This illustrates fandom’s 
desire to decentre the hegemonic version of masculinity and explore competing models (those 
limited within the TV show). 
                                                          
128 See Pugh (2005) for an accessible outline of (literary) fan fiction and a discussion of its history and 
contemporary uses.  
129 See https://www.fanfiction.net/tv/Shield/?&srt=1&r=103&p=1 [last accessed 25th July 2018]. 
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Particularly prevalent is the re-mediation of Dutch who becomes recast as lonely, traumatised 
and frequently feminised (either sexually or through an emphasis on his spirituality). In doing 
so, such authors explicitly code him as Mackey’s binary opposite in order to voice a competing 
paradigm of masculine identity – an overt feminisation of the ‘new man’ which 
dislodges/fragments the centrality of Mackey’s butchness. This feminisation can also be seen 
in the gay coupling (a frequent occurrence in fan fiction) of Lem and Vendrell in which their 
butch macho identity (one that too closely resembled Mackey’s) is softened130. Not only does 
this provide another paradigm of masculine identity to counter Mackey’s sanctioned form, but 
it also works to redeem Vendrell (who had murdered Lem in Season Five) and, in turn, negates 
the TV show’s restriction of this version of maleness. Indeed, Vendrell’s fan fiction can be 
delineated into one of two categories: suffering trauma (symbolic punishment)131 and 
redemption/remediation. Here, although the TV programme negates the challenge posed by 
Vendrell to Mackey’s paternal authority by exiling him from the symbolic family, fans are keen 
to forgive him (re-establishing his battle for dominance within the male hierarchy). 
 
By restricting opportunities to identify with anyone other than the hegemonic version of 
patriarchal masculinity embodied by Mackey, the official canonical text (via a range of textual 
fragments and rubrics) attempts to encourage the adoption of a preferred perspective. 
Conversely, fans produce their own ‘pluralistic paratexts’ to open the text up and create more 
than one male paradigm with which to identify (overcoming the restrictions imposed by the 
official canonical text). In doing so, these fan-produced ‘pluralistic paratexts’ facilitate new 
and polysemic reading formations, fragmenting the cultural authority of Mackey’s version of 
masculinity. Moreover, while the official producers disseminated a dominant discourse (one 
congruent with the ‘War on Terror’ predicated on a ‘Us’ vs ‘Them’ dichotomy and the violent 
subjugation of competing positions, solidifying the authority of White men), some fans rejected 
such a monolithic framework in favour of plurality and polysemy. 
 
 
 
                                                          
130 For example, ‘Secrets We Would Find’ by Synnerxx (published 17th December 2011): 
https://www.fanfiction.net/s/7644083/1/Secrets-We-Would-Find [last accessed 25th July 2018]. 
131 For example, ‘Pergatory’ by samanddianefan10 (published 14th March 2014): 
https://www.fanfiction.net/s/10184936/1/Pergatory [last accessed 25th July 2018]. 
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Conclusion 
This chapter has sought to outline the ways in which textual fragments/rubrics have solidified 
the hierarchical authority of a particular type of masculine identity – the violent, White 
hegemonic form of masculinity embodied by Detective Vic Mackey, who brutalises or 
delegitimises competing identities that may undermine his authority. However, the violent and 
problematic behaviours of this agent operating on behalf of the state (via his own 
exceptionalism) are legitimised which, in turn, implicitly sanctions the logics which 
underpinned the ‘War on Terror’ - violence being a social necessity which re-establishes public 
safety and alleviates anxieties arising from uncontrolled criminality.  
 
Crucially, in the text’s perpetuation of the White man’s hierarchical authority, other points of 
audience identification are restricted via a number of inner-textual, trans-textual and extra-
textual strategies. Consequently, the viewer must adopt the perspective and discursive position 
of the protagonist and his value system. However, in order to open the text up to polysemic 
readings and alternative identificatory figures, fans have utilised the democratisation of the 
internet in order to create their own ‘pluralistic paratexts’ (fan fiction), correcting the failings 
or limitations of the official (proselytising) canonical text. Such strategies are explored further 
throughout the next chapter which analyses the many paratextual permutations that comprise 
the 24 textual tapestry; some of which support the text’s dominant discourse (the ‘War on 
Terror’ and White male hegemonic authority) and some of which challenge it to create a 
‘paratextual dialectic’. 
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Chapter 4: 24, Textual Rubrics & Proselytising/Pluralistic Paratexts 
 
Introduction 
Using the case study of The Shield, the previous chapter outlined the ways in which the 
hegemonic version of masculinity retained its authority via the violent subjugation of 
competing forms of maleness. Moreover, a lack of official transmedia paratexts limited points 
of audience identification and channelled the viewer into a narrow identificatory framework 
wherein they were encouraged to adopt the perspective of the White hegemonic male 
(homogeneity). In doing so, the viewer became ‘interpellated’ into the text’s discursive logics 
(the reassertion of White patriarchal authority via the strategic use of violence) and, in order to 
open the text up to polysemic readings and pluralistic identificatory positions (heterogeneity), 
had to turn to the democratisation of the internet and produce their own texts. In order to support 
such an argument, the previous chapter also developed new terms of reference or categories 
which more effectively characterise the discursive functions of different textual fragments. 
These were ‘proselytising paratexts’ (those privileged by ‘traditional apparatuses of content 
distribution’) and ‘pluralistic paratexts’ (those favoured by ‘platforms of transmedia 
engagement’). 
 
This argument is explored in more detail throughout this chapter which also seeks to 
supplement such terms of reference with a further delineation wherein paratextual fragments 
are discussed in terms of ‘inner-textual’, ‘trans-textual’ and ‘extra-textual’ rubrics. In doing so, 
this chapter can better analyse the workings of a TV text and explore the discursive function 
of 24 (Fox: 2001 - 2017) which, like The Shield, reiterates old paradigms of masculine authority 
and re-solidifies the hegemonic position of White men via the subjugation of women and 
demonisation of competing racial identities. However, as this chapter will show, rather than a 
coherent and stable text, 24 is comprised of many different textual fragments, some 
complimenting the dominant discourse (‘proselytising paratexts’) while others challenge it 
(‘pluralistic paratexts’). Consequently, the textual meaning is diffuse and contingent on which 
fragments of the textual tapestry are consumed. Some fragments ‘interpellate’ and recruit the 
viewer into the text’s dominant discourse (supporting the ‘War on Terror’ and the maintenance 
of White male hierarchical authority through preventative vigilantism), while other fragments 
subvert it. It is this ‘paratextual dialectic’ that structures 24 and forms the central focus of this 
chapter. 
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24, a text structured via a real-time conceit, features the exploits of CTU132 agent Jack Bauer 
(Kiefer Sutherland) as he races against the clock to save America from terrorist attacks. 
Throughout the show, Bauer is coded as a heroic protector who is willing to commit violent 
acts to save civilian life. Indeed, he is described by the canon as epitomising:  
 
the sacrifices and moral quandaries confronting those on the front lines 
of America’s ongoing War on Terror, but he’s paid a terrible price for 
his commitment. Once a by-the-book agent, he has evolved into an 
operative with a reputation as a loose cannon all too willing to bend or 
break rules, commit acts of horrifying violence, or even sacrifice lives 
as he pursues the greater good  
(Goldman, 2007, p. 10) 
 
Consequently, the show’s reception ranges from effusive to opprobrious. Some viewers 
valorise its technological and narrative innovations, its stylistic and formal invention, its role 
in the development of high quality American television and its reflection of contemporary 
anxieties. Conversely, others have criticised the show for its ideological and political 
underpinnings and have raised significant objections to its depictions of violence and torture, 
its perpetuation of racial stereotypes (notably Islamic terrorists), its normalisation of 
problematic practices of securitisation and surveillance and its promulgation of a culture of 
fear133. However, here it should be noted that, while 24 depicts a world of ubiquitous threat and 
perpetual anxiety, it might be reductive to see the show as only a contributor to increasing 
public paranoia and apprehension. Instead, it might be more reasonable to suggest that 24 
articulates such real-world concerns and offers a dialectic or cathartic resolution in which such 
anxieties are played out and resolved by the season’s conclusion (alleviating public fear). 
 
Regardless of the show’s reception, 24 offers a compelling case study through which to explore 
paratextual functions and the complexities of transmedia storytelling. Indeed, the textual 
                                                          
132 The official canon of 24 describes the Counter Terrorist Unit (CTU) as: “a fictional elite branch of the Central 
Intelligence Agency (CIA) that is charged with investigating the activities of domestic and foreign terrorist groups 
and individuals operating within US borders, to ultimately prevent any terrorist attack on domestic soil” (Dilullo, 
2006, p. 31). 
133 Indeed, John McCullough notes that 2001 saw the premiere of 24, The Agency and Alias and such 
‘terrordramas’ no doubt contributed to a ‘culture of fear’. McCullough continues to observe that, even after 24’s 
run, other shows “continued to mobilize many of its formal and aesthetic strategies in order to popularize themes 
of fear and paranoia” (McCullough, 2014, pp. 2-3).  
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tapestry of 24 is comprised of an inordinate number of fragments created by numerous authors 
over an expansive array of platforms. This includes 216 television episodes (airing between 
2001 – 2017), along with four short prequel episodes and a feature-length film (not to mention 
an international remake134). There are fourteen novelisations, seven graphic novels, eight 
companion books or official guides and a collection of photos from the show135. There are also 
a number of web-series (both animated and live action), mobisodes, three mobile games, three 
board games and a computer game. Likewise, there are hundreds of hours of DVD extras, 
extensive podcasts (made by both fans and with the cooperation of the producers), numerous 
fan convention panels and extensive fan-produced materials. There are also auxiliary products 
available in the form of a magazine136, action figures137, an interactive amusement park 
attraction138 and energy drinks139. Such transmediality enables the fan to remain engaged with 
the text when the show is not on TV (either original broadcast or re-run syndication). Indeed, 
such transmedia texts became a vital method of filling gaps in engagement and linking the text 
to the audience as, prior to 24: Live Another Day, the show had a limited presence at fan 
conventions (comparable to other popular textual properties).  
 
In addition to such canonical breadth, the show has been parodied innumerable times and has 
been referenced in countless newspaper articles and chat-show segments while also being the 
focus of hundreds of academic works and even being raised in political and judicial debates. 
Indeed, as Rick Moran notes, Jack Bauer has “sparked debate far beyond the confines of the 
show” to “become a political icon” (Moran, 2007, p. 51). An example of this occurred in May 
2007 during a real-world televised debate on Fox featuring candidates running for the 
Republican presidential nomination. When moderator Brit Hume posed a hypothetical question 
regarding the advocacy of using torture to determine a bomb’s whereabouts, some of the 
                                                          
134 24: India ran for two seasons from 2013-16 and stars Anil Kapoor as the protagonist (Jai Singh Rathod). 
Kapoor also appeared in Season Eight of the American 24 as Omar Hassan. 
135 24: Behind the Scenes (Cassar, 2006) combines stills from the episodes with original photography and behind-
the-scenes imagery. It also provides limited anecdotal information and first-hand accounts from the production 
team of the first five seasons. 
136 12 issues of a bi-monthly magazine, titled 24: The Official Magazine, were published by Titan Magazines 
between May 2006 – April 2008. These magazines included news, cast and crew interviews and behind-the-scenes 
information.  
137 In 2006, Medicom created two action figures based on Jack Bauer from Season Four (Dilullo, 2007, p. 101). 
A limited range of action figures were also released by McFarlane Toys in 2007. 
138 In 2007, a theme park in Tokyo, Japan (Joypolis) opened CTU: The Mission, in which visitors played a 
simulated reality as new CTU recruits. 
139 In 2007, Twentieth Century Fox worked with Cott Corporation to produce a branded energy drink. For more 
information, see http://www.licensing.biz/news/read/energy-boost-for-24-fans/038139 and 
http://www.licensemag.com/license-global/fox-offers-first-branded-drink.  
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candidates explicitly evoked Bauer. As Timothy Dunn notes, while Rudy Giuliani and Duncan 
Hunter advocated ‘enhanced interrogation’, as did Mitt Romney who also proposed doubling 
the size of Guantanamo Bay, “Colorado Republican Representative Tom Tancredo responded 
by saying, ‘I’m looking for Jack Bauer at that time, let me tell you.’ The crowd responded with 
thunderous applause” (Dunn, 2008, p. 172)140. In June that same year, as Colin Freeze notes, 
Justice Antonin Scalia, a conservative U.S. Supreme Court Judge at the time of his comments, 
spoke at a legal conference in Ottawa where “The conservative jurist stuck up for Agent Bauer, 
arguing that, fictional or not, federal agents require latitude in times of great crisis”. Scalia then 
asked his fellow judges “Are you going to convict Jack Bauer? […] Is any jury going to convict 
Jack Bauer? I don’t think so” (cited in Freeze, 2007, p. 144). 
 
Consequently, much like transmedia storytelling’s effacement of ontological boundaries, this 
popularist television show is marked as a postmodern, hyperreal text in which the boundaries 
that demarcate reality from its simulation crumble into what Jean Baudrillard identified as 
‘simulacrum’. In doing so, 24 became a language with which to articulate and understand 
America’s post-9/11 experiences. Or, as Eric Greene notes, it became a form of shorthand 
(Greene, 2008, pp. 177-8) with which to negotiate social anxieties and political policies, 
rendering such debates visible and comprehensible. Indeed, Steven Keslowitz makes a similar 
point when noting that 24 plays out the dilemmas and conflicts that characterise the post-9/11 
cultural landscape, such as the justifications of torture and the legitimacy of sacrificing civil 
liberties in the service of national security (Keslowitz, 2009, pp. 154-5). Subsequently, for 
Keslowitz, 24 is the “quintessential post-9/11 television show” (Keslowitz, 2009, p. 5) 141. As 
this indicates, 24 offers a dialectical mirror to the wider discourses surrounding the ‘War on 
Terror’ and became a synecdoche for the post-9/11 epoch and its shifting logics. Crucially, the 
text not only became a way to understand the ‘War on Terror’ but also legitimised and de-
                                                          
140 Also see Rosa Brook’s LA Times article ‘Don't Tell These Guys Torture's Wrong: The GOP Debate was a Jack 
Bauer Impersonation Contest’ (18/05/2007): http://articles.latimes.com/2007/may/18/opinion/oe-brooks18. 
141 Although it should be noted that Keslowitz’s work contains a number of inaccuracies and methodological 
issues which undermine the author’s position. These include: the numerous assertions that Bauer was imprisoned 
by the Chinese authorities for two and half years (i.e. p. 68) when, in fact, it was twenty months; the suggestion 
that Bauer’s nephew Josh was killed on a ship which was blown up by the Americans in order to destroy a 
computer component and avoid war with Russian (p. 93) – presumably the author means the oil rig that Josh is 
rescued from is blown up; the assertion that Bauer, having abducted Charles Logan at the end of Season Five in 
order to obtain the names of his co-conspirators, didn’t kill the president because Logan detailed how such actions 
would adversely affect America (p. 114). This is again inaccurate as Logan’s abduction and release was a ruse in 
order for Bauer to plant a listening device on him and record an incriminating confession. 
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problematised its discursive logics by closing-off competing ideological perspectives in service 
of the hegemonic authority of the White male vigilante and his use of preventative violence.  
 
24, then, is a polysemic text which contains a range of possible readings determined by one’s 
political/ideological predilections and contextual circumstances. However, as this chapter will 
demonstrate, the audience’s interpretative framework is influenced by a range of paratexts and 
rubrics that combine to filter, reflect and refract the ideological meaning of the text. Crucially, 
while some textual fragments or rubrics are fluid, polymorphous and mutable, others are 
discursively fixed and ‘anchor’ (in Roland Barthes’s terms) the audience’s interpretations. 
Such fragments operate in a way that mirrors Louis Althusser’s notion of ‘interpellation’ (1970) 
wherein the ruling class disseminate ideologies that support often inequitable social/power 
relations. This, in turn, transforms the individual into a subject who accepts their subjugation 
to dominant ideologies. In short, for Althusser, audiences consume media texts and become 
absorbed into their ideological world view (‘interpellation’). In the case of 24, the viewer is 
recruited into the text’s discursive logics, those which support the ‘War on Terror’ and, thus, 
maintain the existing social order (one privileging White male authority). 
 
Consequently, within the transmedia flow and differing paratextual permutations, there are 
different textual reading formations/manipulations which this chapter defines as: ‘inner-
textual’ (the formal construction of the text); ‘trans-textual’ (diegetic extensions or textual 
utterances via transmediality); and ‘extra-textual’ (elements external to the diegesis which, 
unlike other authored rubrics, are unstable and perpetually variable as they shift on the waves 
of larger social contexts, such as changing understandings of the ‘War on Terror’ or political 
predilections that may be fluid). These rubrics combine to form the textual whole and, in order 
to understand the ideological and discursive function of such a complex articulation of our 
post-9/11 world, one needs to consider all of the rubrical offerings, stitching them together to 
form a bricolage of meaning or textual tapestry.  
 
24 & Inner-Textual Rubrics 
It should be noted that, as star Kiefer Sutherland142 points out, the pilot episode of 24 had been 
shot almost a year before 9/11 and approximately the first ten episodes had been completed 
before the terrorist attacks of that day. Consequently, for co-creator Joel Surnow, “The first 
                                                          
142 Kiefer Sutherland also became an executive producer from episode S05E19 (Dilullo Bennett, 2007, p. 73). 
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season lived in the world of fiction, and the second season 
lived in the world of post-9/11 America and it has ever 
since” (quoted in Dilullo, 2006, p. 17)143. Consequently, 
as Douglas L. Howard observes, while Season One was 
tame by comparison to later seasons, from Season Two 
“the terms of 24 begin to change” (Howard, 2007, p. 
135)144. Examples of this shift, for Howard, include the 
ways in which Bauer and CTU threaten violence in 
Season One but do not use it. Conversely, Season Two 
pushed the boundaries of legitimate behaviour in a way 
which mirrored the ‘War on Terror’ discourse145. 
However, this is not to say that Season One is 
insignificant in understanding 9/11 and its aftermath. 
Indeed, the image that opens the pilot episode, which 
aired on 6th November 2001 (post-9/11), is a shot of two 
towers accompanied by onscreen text that reads: Kuala 
Lumpur. Local Time 4:00.28pm. Although conceived, 
written, produced and edited before the events of 9/11, 
the image of these towers, identified by McCullough as 
the Petronas Towers, “immediately evoke memories of 
the World Trade Centre” (McCullough, 2014, p. 51). 
                                                          
143 See Tiff Uncut podcast episode Kiefer Sutherland in Conversation With (27th January 2016: 7.40 minutes – 
8.12 minutes). Elsewhere, Dilullo notes that the script of the show’s pilot was completed in October 2000 and 24 
had been picked up by Fox in late January 2001, going into production that summer before debuting on 6th 
November 2001 (Dilullo, 2006, pp. 15-16). Providing slightly different information, McCullough states that the 
pilot episode was shot in March 2001 and, having been picked up by Fox, the show went into production in July 
that year, completing several episodes prior to the attacks of 9/11. Regardless of any disparity, McCullough makes 
the interesting observation that “In order to avoid controversy that might come from association with 9/11, the 
first episode was slightly edited to omit images of an exploding plane, and the premiere was postponed from 
October 30 to November 6, less than two weeks after the USA PATRIOT Act was passed by Congress and signed 
into law by President George W. Bush on October 26” (McCullough, 2014, p. 8). 
144 Likewise, on a supplemental DVD featurette offered with 24: The Official Companion Season 6, entitled 
‘Changing All The Rules’, Joel Surnow notes that the first season, in production prior to 9/11, “really wasn’t the 
show because of 9/11 the show became something else after season one […] That first season really wasn’t 
terrorism as we know terrorism now after 9/11. It’s just coincidental that we had already identified ourself [sic] 
as a Counter Terrorist Unit then we really went into much more terrorist-orientated stories”. Or, as Anne Caldwell 
and Samuel A. Chambers note, it is the second season that “marks the first post-9/11 representation of counter-
terrorism on the show (and also, in a sense, to American audiences)” (Caldwell & Chambers, 2007, p. 97). 
145 Season Two opens with the torture of a Korean terrorist before Bauer murders and decapitates a state witness 
in order to prevent a terrorist attack. President David Palmer also has Roger Stanton, the director of the NSA, 
tortured while Bauer threatens to kill the family of a suspected terrorist (Sayed Ali), faking the execution of his 
child, before torturing other terrorists (Marie Warner).  
 
 
 
 
 
The opening shots of 24 (S01E01) 
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Crucially, as these towers serve no narrative purpose, such imagery could have been removed 
before the episode’s broadcast. However, the editorial decision to retain the image 
consequently anchors the audience’s interpretative framework and frames the show within a 
post-9/11 context, a context which thus becomes an extra-textual rubric through which the 
series is understood146.  
 
The framing device of 9/11 is further solidified via the show’s signature split-screen format as 
the image of the towers retracts to be joined by another pane featuring a crowded local 
marketplace147. As McCullough argues, showing the local Indian population as living in 
crowded cities amid an ominous air of illicit activity “represents these spaces and characters as 
homogeneous and malevolent […] 24’s first few seconds, then, cast it as a conservative 
ideological text” (McCullough, 2014, p. 53). Following this, a full-screen shot of an ominous 
alley retracts to be joined by another panel in which a White American CTU agent (Victor 
Rovner, played by Jeff Ricketts), suspecting he is being followed, hurries into a safe house 
where, via global satellite, he relays information to Los Angeles concerning an imminent threat 
to U.S. Senator David Palmer. The full-screen image of Rovner splits into two shots of the 
same character, filmed from different perspectives, as he undertakes the same action of turning 
his head. For Mittell, this use of split-screen serves no narrative function and offers no story 
information. Instead, showing multiple frames of the same actor from different angles “teaches 
viewers that 24 will use split screen to present multiple perspectives on the same action, both 
creating redundancy and maximizing viewer knowledge” (Mittell, 2015, p. 62).  
 
While Mittell is correct to suggest that the use of split-screen ‘orientates’ the viewer to read the 
text as an expression of multiple perspectives, one might also add that this multitudinous way 
of seeing privileges the centrality of White masculinity as he traverses a world filled with 
dangerous and homogeneous racial ‘Others’ that threaten American security – something 
                                                          
146 Although one could also argue that retaining this shot of two towers works to establish a context for the show 
as existing in a time before or outside of 9/11 (before the Twin Towers fell). For a more thorough deconstruction 
of the pilot episode’s opening shots, see John McCullough (2014: pp. 47-75). Also see John McCullough (2014: 
pp. 15-46) for a very brief but illustrative outline of 24, its production processes and its cultural context. Steven 
Peacock (2007, pp. 1-5) also offers a discussion on the ways in which the text’s themes are established via the 
show’s initial stylistic elements. 
147 See Michael Allen (2007) for a good discussion on 24’s use of split-screen and its position within the lineage 
of similar multi-frame formats, such as medieval diptychs, early filmmaking practices, contemporary television 
news and comic books.  
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which can be ameliorated via global communications and surveillance148. Subsequently, in 
addition to establishing spatial contexts and character relations/antagonisms, the split-screen 
format functions as an inner-textual rubric which ‘orientates’ the viewer and guides them to 
hierarchise certain perspectives despite the many on offer, directing their interpretative 
framework and encouraging them to adopt the identificatory position of the White male.  
 
In encouraging the audience to frame the show as existing within a post-9/11 epoch and within 
the logics which underpinned the ‘War on Terror’, such inner-textual rubrics imbibe the viewer 
within the diegesis’s discursive assumptions (‘interpellation’) before aligning them with Bauer 
and the ideologies he embodies. For example, in addition to occasionally seeing the narrative 
action via Bauer’s point of view (such as when he crouches behind a bin in episode S06E02), 
the text’s structure and formal devices position the viewer to support Bauer’s actions and adopt 
his discursive position. Indeed, as Stacy Takacs observes, the show’s structural conceit of real-
time and the use of a digital clock, which bookends the commercial breaks and accommodates 
their timing, synchronises “the time-space of the program with the time-space of everyday life” 
(Takacs, 2012, p. 89).  
 
Furthermore, the experiences of the audience and those of the protagonist are linked at the start 
of each episode in which, via voice-over narration, Kiefer Sutherland announces: “The 
following takes place between … Events occur in real time”. This privileged relationship, in 
which the audience is permitted access to Bauer’s interiority, encourages the latter to adopt the 
former’s perspective and ideological framework, something which is further compounded by 
the show’s cinematography and visual design. Indeed, 24’s camera is rarely stable, an 
instability which not only visualises a central thematic concern of the show (distrust and 
unstable social relations) but also imbibes the viewer within the diegetic realm in much the 
same way as the show’s structural logics had done. For example, frequently shots are obscured 
or obfuscated (such as looking through doorways or windows which impede or obstruct the 
                                                          
148 Indeed, as Allen observes, 24 utilises a range of strategies to encourage the audience to look at specific frames 
within the split-screen at certain times, such as using colour/light density or camera angles and movements (Allen, 
2007, p. 40). Such a strategy is reiterated by Stephen Hopkins who, as director of twelve episodes of Season One 
including the pilot (establishing the show’s aesthetic), states that the split-screen format could be used to “tell the 
audience where to look and where to pay attention” via sound and editing. See Season One DVD extra ‘The 
Genesis of 24’ (9.17 minutes – 9.38 minutes). 
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view) which works, as director and later executive producer Jon Cassar notes, to evoke a 
voyeuristic spectatorship position and implicate the viewer in the act of spying on the action149.  
 
Subsequently, in addition to emphasising the show’s wider ideological framework of 
normalising securitisation/surveillance, the viewer is directed to adopt the same investigative 
strategies as the protagonist. This functions in conjunction with the show’s format and use of 
split-screen wherein, as Deborah Jermyn observes, “the spectator’s experience comes to 
parallel that of the characters; forced to scan multiple frames for information, the viewer 
mirrors the agents’ investigative pursuits – they must adopt the hero’s sense of distrust and 
CTU’s compulsion to remain alert”. Jermyn then links this to the show’s cinematography in 
which the frenetic camerawork reflects “a narrative point of view which is constantly assessing, 
moving and vigilant” (Jermyn, 2007, p. 52)150. Moreover, the split-screen, real-time format and 
cinematography not only align the viewer with the investigative role of the protagonist but 
“lead the spectator to experience some of the urgency and anxiety felt by Bauer and those 
around him” (Jermyn, 2007, p. 53).  
 
In such ways, then, the text uses numerous inner-textual strategies to recruit or conscript the 
viewer into the diegesis and ‘interpellate’ them within its ideological framework, channelling 
the spectator to adopt Bauer’s perspective and his discursive logics (those which ultimately 
underpin the White male symbolic order and its maintenance through preventative violence); 
something which is further compounded by the use of various extra-textual and trans-textual 
rubrics which also encourage a prescriptive identificatory position.  
 
24 & Extra-Textual Rubrics 
An increasingly pervasive extra-textual rubric which prescriptively filters/refracts a text’s 
discursive meaning is the use of social media. Such platforms not only enable a form of textual 
dialectics between media producers (the canonical guardians who own the means of ‘official’ 
                                                          
149 See Season Two DVD extra 24 Exposed: Part 1 (27.33 minutes – 27.48 minutes) and YouTube video Mary 
Lynn Rajskub and Jon Cassar 24 Inside Interview (20.16 minutes - 21.33 minutes): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZscvloPS13o. Also see YouTube video "24" - Behind the Scenes (2 minutes, 
31 seconds – 4 minutes, 8 seconds): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iQkwB1lLwyo. 
150 See Jermyn (2007) for a discussion on 24’s use of split-screen and its function in engendering audience 
interactive engagement. Also see McCullough (2014: pp. 47-75) for a consideration of 24’s stylistic elements 
(namely cinematography, framing, composition/split-screen, and sound) wherein a similar argument is offered - 
that the show’s multi-frame composition means that the viewer must search each panel for information, shifting 
from one frame to another to gather details: “This is another example of how the visual style of 24 encourages the 
viewer to become a detective” (McCullough, 2014, p. 55).  
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production) and media consumers (those who participate in the construction and circulation of 
the text151), but also has profound ideological implications. An illustration of this can be seen 
in 24’s various uses of Twitter and Instagram in order to promote later seasons of the television 
show. Such platforms served not only marketing and promotional functions, but also worked 
to ‘interpellate’ the viewer within the programme’s textual logics and influence the audience’s 
interpretative framework. For example, during the broadcast of 24: Legacy (2017), Twitter and 
Instagram were both deployed to encourage viewers to see the actions of the protagonist (Eric 
Carter played by Corey Hawkins) and his CTU colleagues as heroic and patriotic (thus coding 
such actions within the terms of sanctioned legitimacy).  
 
Such a strategy de-problematises the actions of such characters and, in valorising violence and 
recoding it within the bounds of jingoistic benevolence, the extra-textual rubric of social media 
legitimises/sanctifies such behaviour (and, by extension, the real-world behaviours of agents 
                                                          
151 Indeed, 24’s executive producer Jon Cassar states that he regularly checked message boards/forums on the Fox 
website while also connecting with fans via Twitter. This enabled him to identify audience preferences more 
effectively than the traditional ratings systems. Moreover, Cassar continues, creative personnel reacted to audience 
tastes which led to the return of the apparently dead Tony Almeida as fan sites demonstrated an evident demand 
for the character. See YouTube video Inspiring Filmmakers: Jon Cassar - Part 2: Technology and Social Media 
(3.20 minutes - 5.47 minutes): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-B1Dppqs-y0. Also see YouTube video Mary 
Lynn Rajskub and Jon Cassar 24 Inside Interview (13.07 minutes – 13.58 minutes): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZscvloPS13o. 
  
      
The use of Twitter and Instagram by 24: Legacy to de-problematise violence perpetuated under the auspices of 
national security 
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of the state). In turn, this works to maintain support for American militarism and emphasises 
the munificence of the ‘War on Terror’, solidifying its logics and practices152. In addition to 
legitimating and advocating characters’ behaviours congruent with the ‘War on Terror’, social 
media also blurred the boundaries which demarcate the real-world of the viewer and the 
diegetic space of the narrative, synchronising the experiences of the characters with those of 
the spectator (recruiting them into the narrative’s discursive logics in much the same way as 
the show’s digital clock, structural devices and cinematography had done). For example, when 
promoting 24: Live Another Day (2014), fictional 24 character Chloe O’Brian sent a series of 
tweets in order to call attention to abuses of power by authoritative structures with the intention 
of instigating a social revolution153. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
152 This is congruent with other trans-textual rubrics that seek to establish and maintain the ideological framework 
of the text (what Mittell referred to as ‘orientating paratexts’). This can be seen in a DVD extra for 24: Legacy, 
entitled ’24: The Legacy Lives On’, in which Eric Carter’s status as hero is emphasised on a number of occasions. 
For example, in discussing the genesis and conceptualisation of the season, writer and executive producer Howard 
Gordon notes that the idea came from an article that Manny Coto had read concerning “a soldier who was part of 
the Bin Laden team who came back to the States, and how these guys who have lived such an adrenalized, heroic 
life, came back and had less-than-heroic lives here in the States”. Similarly, actor Corey Hawkins comments that 
Eric Carter “is an American hero. He’s a patriot, he’s a soldier”. Later, Gordon adds that, as writers, they ask 
themselves why people work in places such as CTU: “And I think they are, first and foremost, these incredible 
patriots. But they also are people who thrive on the adrenaline and on the action. And maybe even have some 
darker parts of them that get expressed heroically and patriotically”.   
153 While the boundaries that separate the worlds of the fictional Chloe O’Brian and the viewer have crumbled 
into Jean Baudrillard’s ‘hyperreality’, one should remember that such tweets were not part of a collective and 
participatory social movement or a call for reformation of unequal social structures. Instead, such communications 
were a promotional campaign designed to serve the commercial interests of a media conglomerate (a co-option of 
online participatory activism). 
 
 
Tweets from the fictional Chloe O’Brian during the promotion of 24: Live Another Day 
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A similar strategy was evident in two promotional campaigns for 
24: Legacy on Snapchat and Instagram which both recruited the 
viewer into the text’s narrative and discursive logics. Firstly, fans 
were encouraged to add their own faces to CTU ID badges (thus 
positioning them to view themselves as the protagonist’s 
colleague). This was mirrored in another campaign in which fans 
were tasked with undertaking a twenty-four-hour challenge 
wherein, having completed a range of trials, they were required to 
upload ‘selfies’ to Instagram as evidence. Here, the audience were 
prescriptively instructed to replicate and mimic the protagonist’s 
actions (within the same time pressures) and thus adopt his 
discursive position. As these examples illustrate, extra-textual 
rubrics such as social media filtered and ‘anchored’ the text’s 
discursive meanings (‘orientating’ the viewer to understand the text 
within a prescribed framework).  
 
Another extra-textual rubric that impacted the text’s discursive meaning was the support 
afforded 24 from various military agencies which, consequently, influenced their depiction 
within the show. Indeed, Takacs details the provision of: Marine One piloted by navy 
personnel; an F/A-18 Hornet fighter plane (S05E17); a stealth fighter jet (S04E16); an army 
C-130 cargo plane and crew (S06E01); and onsite locations of a submarine stationed at Naval 
Base Loma Point in the final two episodes of Season Five (Takacs, 2012, pp. 256-7). One might 
also add to this list a statement included in the closing credits of episode S05E22, which 
featured an attack on a submarine docked at a naval base: “This episode could not have been 
made without the support and generosity of the United States Department of Defense […and 
the] United States Navy Office of Information West”154. Likewise, one might also note that 
episode S06E02 was dedicated to the memory of the aircrew of Gunshot 66, whose Marine 
Corps helicopter was shot down over Western Iraq on 2nd November 2005.  
 
                                                          
154 To ensure the unquestioned valorisation of the Navy, episode S05E23 features a character (Mike Novic) 
explicitly stating that a Russian submarine (called The Natalia) was attacked by Russian separatists at a civilian 
port rather than a navel one, where security would have been more substantial. This mitigates any assertion that 
the U.S. military (and Navy) might be vulnerable to attack.  
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Further instantiations of the relationship between the military and 24 would include the author 
of the novelisation 24: Trail by Fire (2016) being an ex-marine (Dayton Ward)155, along with 
the various evocations of the military in DVD extras (trans-textual rubrics which emphasise 
the military’s canonical significance and integration). For example, Season Three’s ‘Boys and 
their Toys’ details the use of F18 fighter jets and pilots whereas ‘Lock and Load’ (Season Four) 
outlines the ways in which real marines were used during the production of episode S04E06. 
Indeed, this latter paratext functions more of a hagiography for the U.S military wherein the 
marines (all of whom had served in Iraq or Afghanistan) are afforded a platform from which 
to promote their skills and abilities156.  
 
Consequently, the cooperation between the text and the U.S. military (an extra-textual rubric) 
forms a constituent component of inner-textual elements (plot, military personnel/resources 
within the diegesis, mise-en-scène, acknowledgments in closing credits etc.) and is emphasised 
via trans-textual iterations (DVD extras). Rather than articulating counter discourses which 
might be critical of the logics which underpinned the ‘War on Terror’, the inclusion and 
emphasis of American militarism within various fragments of the textual tapestry suggests a 
support for such logics. Crucially, as opposed to a viewer who had only watched the show 
during its initial broadcast, an audience member who had viewed these DVD extras may be 
more cognisant of such a collaboration and the integration/promotion of American militarism 
which, in turn, might differently shape their understanding of the text’s ideological function. 
Such trans-textual rubrics thus enable the viewer to question any claims to objectivity and 
impartiality in terms of the benefits of military engagement.  
 
In addition to production and marketing, another significant extra-textual rubric which refracts 
the text’s ideological function is the platform and method of distribution and consumption. 
Glen Creeber observes that, as advertised in the show’s title, the narrative of 24 is predicated 
on its own promised closure (within 24 hours) and “it explicitly set out in advance its precisely 
defined beginning (zero hour) and conclusion (the climatic twenty-fourth episode)” (Creeber, 
2004, p. 10). In promising closure, the show guarantees a cathartic resolution to the threats 
posed, something which alleviates the anxiety felt by the viewer (one aroused within the post-
                                                          
155 For a brief but illustrative background on the author and this novel’s publication, see 24 Faithful Podcast – 24: 
Trail by Fire with Author Dayton Ward (12th September 2016). 
156 During a direct address to the camera/audience, a marine (USMC Public Affairs Officer Major Terry Thomas) 
even gives a subtle recruitment pitch by stating that he is happy if a young person watching the show at home says 
they’d “like to rise to that challenge” or “I’d like to serve my country” (14.27 minutes - 14.50 minutes). 
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9/11 climate). However, when viewed on American broadcast television, the audience must 
wait for twenty-four weeks or longer before such cathartic resolution can be realised (for 
example, Season One premiered on 6th November 2001 but the finale did not air until 21st May 
2002, some 28 weeks later)157. Indeed, building on Ina Rae Hark’s (2004) suggestion that 24’s 
real-time format and broadcast schedule forces the viewers to watch the 24-hour season over 
several months, McCullough notes that “The dominant viewing experience in 24, then, is 
characterized by intensified anticipation, anxiety, and frustration” (McCullough, 2014, p. 29).  
 
However, while this might characterise the experience of those consuming the text via 
broadcast or syndicated television, this is not the case with the ‘binge’ viewer who, via DVD 
boxsets, streaming or downloading, can consume the text in significantly less time and thus 
reduce their anxiety in favour of a more expedient cathartic resolution. Consequently, viewing 
the programme on broadcast TV keeps the viewer captive to their anxiety while ‘binge 
viewing’ via DVD or download liberates them from it. Here, power shifts away from the 
gatekeepers of content (TV schedulers) to the consumers.  
 
One might see this as an instantiation of Michel De Certeau’s delineation between ‘tactics’ 
(which he terms an ‘art of the weak’) which consumers develop in order to combat the 
‘strategies’ deployed by the ruling classes. Within this model, those who own the means of 
production utilise their privileged status to disseminate particular ideological messages 
supportive of their authority. Consumers, on the other hand, develop tactics of resistance and 
subversion, often raiding the dominant culture to find/generate their own meanings in a process 
that Henry Jenkins has termed ‘textual poaching’ (see Chapter 6 for a more detailed account of 
this). Consequently, binge-viewing via streaming, downloading and DVD might be seen as a 
comparable tactic to empower those excluded from the means of official canonical 
production158.  
                                                          
157 Of course, both 24: Live Another Day (2014) and 24: Legacy (2017) were compressed into twelve episodes 
due to industrial logics/reasons. As such, the audience’s anxiety is lessoned as narrative resolution occurs much 
sooner (after twelve episodes rather than twenty-four). This links to emerging developments within American 
television, in which the mini-series is gaining popularity (aided by the cheaper costs of production), and to shifting 
audience appetites and desires. This, in turn, might illustrate changing cultural attitudes as society moves from the 
post-9/11 period, in which anxiety was ubiquitous and pervasive, to a post-‘War on Terror’ epoch wherein levels 
of fear and anxiety have subsided. 
158 For a more detailed analysis concerning the ways in which audiences become absorbed within a media text via 
binging (or ‘marathoning’), see Lisa Glebatis Perks (2015) Media Marathoning: Immersions in Morality. Here, 
Perks outlines the degree to which patterns of consumption (binging) maximise viewer immersion and emotional 
investment/reward and its links to issues of morality. 
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In this way, the mode of viewing becomes an extra-textual ideologically-framing rubric which 
shapes the viewer’s experience of the text and their interpretative framework. Indeed, not only 
does ‘binge-viewing’ via downloading, streaming or DVD facilitate a more intensive and 
affective engagement with the storyworld, but it also liberates the viewer from the commercial 
and ideological interests of network television. However, if an audience member were to 
consume the text upon its initial broadcast rather than ‘binge-viewing’, their interpretative 
framework would be shaped by the institutional logics of Fox. Of course, it should be noted 
here that Fox the broadcast network is vastly different to Fox News. While the latter is more 
contentious, the former has produced/broadcast a range of subversive shows which undermine 
institutional authority, fragment male hegemony or challenge existing structures of power159. 
However, what is of interest here is the public perception of Fox, one which shapes the 
audience’s understanding of 24. Indeed, as actor James Morrison (who played Bill Buchanan 
on 24) states:  
 
it’s ridiculous to assert that the storylines of 24 are agitprop. I think the 
only reason this has become an issue at all is because the network that 
airs the show is Fox and Fox has a propaganda channel masquerading 
as a news channel […] this makes everything Fox does that might be 
considered the least bit political completely suspect.  
(cited in Burstein & De Keijzer, 2007b, p. 120) 
 
With this in mind, it is important to note the extra-textual rubric of Fox. For Jennifer Gillan, 
when considering the effects of ‘timeshift’ technologies, such as DVD viewing or 
downloading, watching the programme outside of its original broadcast enables the consumer 
(whom she calls ‘viewsers’ as a contraction of viewers/users) to avoid advertising and 
circumvent the deliberate corporate branding strategies of Fox This, for Gillan, “expanded the 
audience to include those who would not normally consume Fox’s products given its right wing 
reputation” and made 24 “more palatable to those who do not share the Fox News’ conservative 
politics” (Gillan, 2011, p. 20). Consequently, Gillan continues, in order to extend the brand to 
                                                          
159 For example: The X-Files (1993-2018); Ally McBeal (1997-2002); Family Guy (1998-); Firefly (2002-2003); 
Dollhouse (2009-2010); and Brooklyn Nine-Nine (2013-). Likewise, owned by 21st Century Fox, FX has similarly 
produced/broadcast subversive and nuanced programming. For example: The Shield (2002-2008); Rescue Me 
(2004-2011); Sons of Anarchy (2008-2014); The Americans (2013-2018); and Atlanta (2016-). Such shows did 
not promote the Fox brand which undermines Gillan’s forthcoming argument. 
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viewers who may be hostile to it in other contexts, the Republican ideologies of Fox were 
progressively integrated into the diegesis of 24 via its story segments, mise-en-scène and DVD 
supplementary features160. With particular reference to Season Four, Gillan suggests that the 
mise-en-scène featured TV sets with blurry or fake network identifiers with the occasional 
television tuned into Fox News. However, she continues, “By season six the story segments 
include multiple HD TVs tuned to Fox News featured in the background of many shots, 
sometimes positioned in the space between characters in a two-shot” (Gillan, 2011, p. 77).  
 
While Gillan is correct to observe the prominence of Fox on the TV monitors populating the 
diegesis, such channel branding is more nuanced than she acknowledges. Indeed, while Fox is 
evoked in thirty-six episodes, fictional channel CNB News is emphasised in forty-one episodes 
(with Sky News appearing in seven episodes and other news channels being featured in ten 
episodes)161. Consequently, one might think that the privileging of conservativism and Fox is 
undercut through a pluralism of news providers (namely CNB News). However, as the official 
companion guide to Season Three and Four points out, video computer playback operator Dan 
Murbarger created the TV news footage that runs on the screens in CTU “using real anchors 
from Los Angeles Fox affiliates” (Dilullo, 2007, p. 77)162.  
 
As a result, a viewer who had not read the trans-textual companion guide might presume that 
the show promotes journalistic balance through the use of different news channels within the 
diegesis. However, a viewer who had read this companion guide would have the intertextual 
knowledge that CNB News and Fox are linked and, rather than journalistic balance, the show 
is predicated on homogeneity and a monopoly of news distribution wherein the same ideology 
is disseminated which, in turn, becomes all-pervasive and omnipresent. In short, the viewer 
                                                          
160 See Gillan (2011: pp. 76-134) for a more detailed discussion of this topic. For Gillan, 24’s signature ticking 
clock has a subtle connection to the ‘Big Fox’ brand identity because Fox News “makes the claim that it is ‘on 
the clock’ 24 hours a day, keeping abreast of breaking news, even when we are not watching” (Gillan, 2011, p. 
90). Moreover, by looking at 24’s DVD featurettes, Gillan notes that the CTU set shares a colour scheme first 
with Fox Sports and then with Fox News. To illustrate this, Gillan specifically discusses Season Four DVD extra 
‘Breaking Ground: Building the New CTU’, in which production designer Joseph Hodges notes that the set of 
CTU used in the pilot episode was shot at Fox Sports and so he was stuck with an orange colour scheme, even 
after they had moved to their own soundstage in order to maintain continuity (0.52 minutes – 1.13 minutes). Of 
course, the CTU set of Season Eight does not share these colours and is instead a blue hue, something which will 
be discussed later in this chapter.  
161 See Appendix B for a breakdown of the specific references of such branded channels within the diegesis.  
162 This not only promotes the Fox brand, but is also another example of the show’s hyperreal blurring of the 
boundaries that demarcate reality and simulation. The link between Fox News and CNB News is suggested in 
episode S06E01, which opens with a shot of a Fox News broadcast concerning ongoing terrorist strikes against 
America. This is then followed by a shot in which a crowd of people watch different news reports on CNB News 
and WCN News, both of which contain the Fox News voiceover/narrator. 
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armed with the trans-textual knowledge revealed in the companion guide is better equipped to 
understand the text as one founded upon the promotion of Fox’s conservative ideologies. 
Subsequently, such a viewer is better enabled to identify and negotiate the show’s devaluation 
of liberalism when compared to a viewer of only the TV show who, unaware of such branding 
strategies, might be further imbibed into the conservative ideology articulated by the Fox 
network.  
 
As this indicates, one’s political predilections, shaped, framed and tested within the post-9/11 
climate, become an extra-textual ‘orientating’ rubric through which to filter the show’s 
ideologies. Indeed, as Steven Rubio notes, “our personal politics affect how we react to the 
series” (Rubio, 2008, p. 24). As such, the text deploys numerous strategies to negate such biases 
in favour of an apparent political impartiality. For example, an article written by Jane Mayer 
for The New Yorker magazine (appearing on 19th & 26th February 2007) discussed a meeting 
during November 2006 wherein, accompanied by three experienced interrogators from the 
military and FBI, the dean of West Point military academy (U.S. Army Brigadier General 
Patrick Finnegan) visited the creative team of 24 to raise objections concerning the show’s 
depictions of torture and the transgressions of law. Such depictions, they claimed, were 
adversely influencing new army recruits (those who would soon be deployed to Afghanistan 
and Iraq)163.  
 
In response to this extra-textual rubric which might shape the viewer’s interpretative 
framework, various trans-textual elements were deployed to ‘anchor’ the show’s meaning and 
emphasise political impartiality. Indeed, as Dan Burstein & Arne J. De Keijzer observe, “The 
publicists of 24 take pains to point out that only two of fourteen members of the current 
writing/producing team [leading up to Season Seven] are conservatives; the rest consider 
themselves one or another shade of liberal or moderate” (Burstein & De Keijzer, 2007d, p. 
                                                          
163 For a brief consideration of the military’s oppositional response to the show’s depiction of torture, see Mayer 
(2007: pp. 22-31). Of course, such an argument is predicated on the simplistic assumption that media adversely 
influences an audience which, in turn, shifts the blame for more problematic issues (such as the demonisation of 
‘Others’ trickling down from government and institutional authority, imperial aggressions to precure resources, 
the expression of frustration via violence etc.) onto an observable phenomenon (TV). Rather than recognising 
TV’s role as a ‘cultural forum’ on which such concerns are debated, arguments such as these reductively assume 
that TV is an instigator rather than a reflector of social ills. A more nuanced argument is offered by Steven Rubio, 
who suggests that concerns with 24’s depictions of torture arise not from the sense that viewers might emulate 
these actions but that such scenes might anesthetize the public who might become more acquiescent to its use 
(Rubio, 2008, pp. 21-2).  
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87)164. For example, executive producer Manny Coto (via a Season Six DVD extra entitled ‘24 
Season 6: Inside the Writer’s Room’) repudiated Mayer’s article which, he claimed, had 
initiated the controversy concerning the show’s use of torture and had the agenda of linking 
right-wing policy and conservatism to the show by emphasising the politics of co-creator Joel 
Surnow165. Indeed, Coto states that people reading the article “came away with the notion that 
we were condoning torture because of Joel’s [Surnow] politics […] In reality I don’t think the 
show has ever condoned torture […] There’s a staff of, what, eight writers? Seven writers? And 
there’s two conservatives”. Another executive producer, Evan Katz, also adds that Season Six 
received criticism for a perceived perpetuation of right-wing policies, such as the use of torture, 
“which was an inaccurate portrayal of the balance of the writing staff”166.  
 
Elsewhere, during a podcast, Jon Cassar states that, as co-creator Joel Surnow was an obvious 
right-wing Conservative and Howard Gordon was a left-wing Liberal, the writer’s room was 
split in their political predilections and so the programme contained presidents which 
represented both sides of the political aisle167. Likewise, in an official companion guide, 
executive producer Howard Gordon states that “No one ever accused us of being a mouthpiece 
for the Bush administration until Joel’s [Surnow] politics became public [...] From the 
beginning, this show could have been accused of having unabashedly left-leaning ideas, like a 
black president” (cited in Burstein & De Keijzer, 2007a, p. 98)168. This political impartiality is 
reinforced via another trans-textual rubric, a DVD featurette entitled ‘24 and the War on Terror: 
Can Truth Learn from Fiction?’, wherein the show’s creative personnel participate in a panel 
discussion169. Here, it is not insignificant that the first question posed by the moderator 
                                                          
164 Although, commenting on co-executive producer David Fury’s assertion that the writing staff contains political 
diversity, with both right and left-leaning production personnel, Gillan notes: “Fury is cagey on the exact liberal 
credentials of the writing staff. Like Surnow, Manny Coto, a co-executive producer for seasons six and seven, is 
identified as a ‘staunch Republican’ and Bon Cochran is a ‘more moderate’ Republican. The closest Fury gets to 
defining someone on staff as a true liberal is his description of co-executive producer Evan Katz, whom he deems 
‘leaning more toward the left’”. Gillan continues to note that Fury, a registered Democrat, considers himself to be 
either a liberal Republican or conservative Democrat, while Howard Gordon (also a registered Democrat) is a left-
leaning centrist (Gillan, 2011, p. 130). 
165 For an overview of Joel Surnow’s career and his right-wing/Republican predilections, see Mayer (2007: pp. 
31-36). 
166 See Season Six’s DVD extra entitled ’24 Season 6: Inside the Writer’s Room’ (5.40 minutes – 9.15 minutes).  
167 See The Empire Film Podcast episode 24: Live Another Day Special – Jon Cassar (16/7/14): 32.36 minutes – 
35.04 minutes. 
168 Although the political affiliations of Senator/President David Palmer are not explicitly stated in the TV show 
(being broadcast on Fox), they are emphasised in other paratexts. For example, the booklet accompanying 24: The 
Game (on PS2) specifically states that he “performed the role of Democratic Senator of Maryland” (p. 18). 
Elsewhere, 24: The Ultimate Guide (2007) notes that, during Season One, David Palmer “fought for the 
Democratic nomination” (Goldman, 2007, p. 58). 
169 This featurette is contained on a bonus DVD provided with 24: The Official Companion Season 6. 
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concerns the show’s political underpinnings and, when asked if he is trying to express a 
conservative viewpoint, Joel Surnow notes that he believes the show has a wide political 
spectrum (they “are not trying to push any political agenda”) while Howard Gordon concurs 
and claims that they are “agnostic”, politically speaking.  
 
Here, the extra-textual rubric of Mayer’s New Yorker article which emphasised the politics of 
a creator/showrunner (which itself might be considered to be an extra-textual rubric) shaped 
the audience’s interpretative framework by emphasising certain (negative) aspects of the text. 
In response the text deployed various trans-textual rubrics in order to mitigate such negative 
aspects which, in turn, entered into a dialectical exchange, prescriptively re-framing, re-
channelling and ‘anchoring’ the show’s discursive meanings. In doing so, such trans-textual 
rubrics attempted to direct the viewer towards to a sanctioned and preferred understanding of 
the textual whole (one which is predicated upon an apparent political impartiality). 
Subsequently, then, one can see the policing of paratextuality and the regulation of discursive 
understandings wherein the viewer’s interpretative framework is re-modulated and re-
configured. 
 
However, much like the privileging of certain frames within the split-screen or the apparent 
journalistic balance facilitated by various news providers, political impartiality is only 
illusionary as the text encourages a monolithic and prescribed perspective. Indeed, as will be 
demonstrated below, inner-textual, trans-textual and extra-textual rubrics combine to solidify 
a particular ideological position - one which mirrors the logics that underpinned the ‘War on 
Terror’, predicated on securitisation, jingoism, military imperialism and problematic practices 
of rendition, detention and torture170. Problematically, via such rubrics, the text ‘interpellates’ 
the viewer into its discursive logics and directs them to identify with the violent White male’s 
ideological position as he precipitates violence against a range of identities who challenge his 
hierarchical position within the symbolic order. 
 
                                                          
170 Greene makes the observation that, despite the political inclinations of some of the writers, the show does not 
“blindly follow a conservative line or celebrate the Bush administration” but, instead, dramatises a liberal critique 
of it (Greene, 2008, p. 178). Aaron Thomas Nelson offers a similar analysis by arguing that 24 contains elements 
which both support and challenge the ‘War on Terror’ and, furthermore, the reason why the show is embraced by 
those on both the left and right side of the political spectrum is that it “critiques Bush’s ‘War on Terror’ while at 
the same time lending credence to it” (Nelson, 2008, p. 78). However, Nelson concludes, although providing 
elements that challenge the ‘War on Terror’, 24 ultimately privileges support over subversion of such logics 
(Nelson, 2008, p. 81). 
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24 & Trans-Textual Rubrics (Recruitment) 
Much like the use of split-screen, cinematography and social media, the viewer is recruited into 
the diegesis’s discursive framework via the show’s many trans-textual iterations. Such a 
strategy is immediately evident in the first trans-textual paratext to be published, 24: The House 
Special Subcommittee's Findings at CTU (2003), which outlines the fictional findings of a 
subcommittee formed to investigate allegations of misconduct at CTU during Season One171. 
Importantly, in providing transcribed testimony and explanations of the day’s events, this trans-
textual rubric enables Bauer to legitimise his own actions/discursive position and, through a 
valorisation and de-problematisation of his behaviour, thus close-off competing 
interpretations172.  
 
This recruitment of the viewer into the discursive logics of the text is also achieved in the 
second trans-textual rubric, The Official CTU Operations Manual (2007)173; an employee’s 
instructional manual issued to new CTU recruits. Here, the reader is positioned as Bauer’s 
colleague (and subordinate) and thus aligned with his ideological perspective (the importance 
of securitisation and government agencies to protect and maintain national security). Moreover, 
the manual, literally recruiting the viewer into the diegetic text and its underpinning logics, 
uses Bauer’s actions as illustrations of exemplary conduct which not only valorises his 
behaviour but also re-configures/anchors it within the realm of sanctioned legitimacy174.  
 
Crucially, the reader is thus encouraged to support Bauer’s violent and preventative 
vigilantism, as is evident in a section instructing new CTU recruits on the process of 
interrogation (Kiernan & D’Agnese, 2007, pp. 142-167). Here, the recruited audience member 
is informed that, whether or not they personally agree with CTU’s policy of ‘enhanced 
interrogation’, they are expected to comply with it and fail to do so will result in their dismissal 
                                                          
171 This paratext includes transcribed interviews/testimonies from fictional characters, official memorandums, 
newspaper articles/clippings etc. 
172 An example of this would be a newspaper clipping whose headline reads: ‘“Heroic” CTU Agent Saves Palmer’. 
Although, it should be noted Kim Bauer’s testimony states that, when terrorist Andre Drazen had informed her of 
her father’s questionable actions, “I sort of knew he was telling me the truth. I thought maybe my dad does do bad 
stuff” (Cerasini, 2003, p. 206). 
173 This manual outlines procedures for a range of instances, including: fire evacuations; childcare provision; 
fraternisation policy; wound treatment; combat training; surveillance techniques; undercover protocols; the 
procedure for identifying a ‘mole’ or removing superiors due to physical or psychological incapacity; hostage 
negotiation; dealing with the release of biological weapons and radiation exposure; and strategies to fake one’s 
death and “go dark”. 
174 See, for instance, Section D for ‘Undercover Ops’ (Kiernan & D’Agnese, 2007, pp. 87-109). 
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from the mission (Kiernan & D’Agnese, 2007, p. 157)175. Or, to put it another way, refuting 
Bauer’s ideological position will result in an eviction from the diegetic realm. Thus, this 
paratext not only channels the reader into a tacit identificatory position, aligning them with the 
protagonist, but also works to reframe and recode Bauer, away from accusations of rogue 
vigilantism to a functionary of systemic and institutionally sanctioned authority (the symbolic 
order). Consequently, while an audience member who has viewed only the TV show may find 
Bauer’s actions excessive or objectionable (i.e. unlawful), the viewer who has also been 
recruited into the diegetic logics via these trans-textual paratexts is positioned to perceive such 
behaviours – the same preventative vigilantism which underpinned the ‘War on Terror’ – as a 
sanctioned adherence to governmental policy (i.e. legitimised).  
 
Having recruited the viewer into the diegetic realm and directed them to align themselves with 
the protagonist, the trans-textual rubrics of 24 then work to solidify the symbolic order of White 
masculine hegemonic authority through the subjugation of competing identities (galvanising 
and maintaining support for the logics which underpinned the ‘War on Terror’). This is 
achieved via three strategies: an undermining of the ideological positions which challenge the 
‘War on Terror’ and question American militarism; a re-inscription of male dominance and 
female subordination; and a demonisation or assimilation of racial others.  
 
24’s Trans-Textual Rubrics: Ideological Foreclosure 
The process of ideological homogeneity, in which counter discourses are 
undermined/foreclosed in favour of U.S. superiority and White male hierarchical dominance, 
is evident in all of the fragments that constitute 24’s textual tapestry. For instance, the graphic 
novel entitled 24: Stories features Bauer (White America) defeating antagonists from Latino 
cartels (the Salazars) along with stopping Islamic extremists/Soviet threats (the Chechen 
Liberation Front). In another graphic novel, 24: Midnight Sun, Bauer must defeat an 
environmentalist/eco-terrorist group who threaten retaliatory attacks after President David 
Palmer opens the Alaska Wildlife Refuge to oil rigging (his intention is to ensure that America 
is not reliant on foreign oil providers who might want to influence U.S. policy). However, one 
                                                          
175 However, this section also notes that: “It is understood by District that excessive-force interrogations are 
routinely used in the field and may go well beyond the scope of those conducted on CTU premises. Shocking 
subjects with a frayed lamp cord or shooting a subject in the kneecap may seem necessary while operating in the 
field and against the clock, when the lives of millions are at stake. However, such activities are unacceptable […] 
You may believe the end justifies the means, but those means may still result in your suspension from duty” 
(Kiernan & D’Agnese, 2007, p. 160). 
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of the architects of the attacks (Kristin Doehring) works for a Middle Eastern interest which, 
by aligning them with terrorism, invalidates and delegitimises the counter discourse offered by 
this subversive environmentalist group. 
 
Such strategies are also evident in the novelisations. For example, in 24 Live Another Day: 
Deadline (2014) the reader is permitted an extended insight into the perspective and interiority 
of Russian agent Arkady Bazin. Bazin has a deep distrust of America, which he views as 
inferior, and sees his work as a necessary evil which corrodes America’s imagined superiority. 
Moreover, he considers Bauer’s missions to be an embodiment of America’s arrogant 
assumption that it has the right to impose its will on the world. This interiority/perspective 
initially provides a counter-discourse, one which is critical of America’s imperialist 
aggressions. However, the counter discourse articulated by Bazin is mitigated by the victorious 
American Bauer, who kills his Russian foe (Swallow, 2014, p. 307), thus foreclosing the 
discursive position he articulates176. 
 
This process of ideological foreclosure is also a structuring principle of the TV text. For 
instance, as both Gillan and Takacs observe, there are numerous occurrences in which liberal 
characters appear in order to be invalidated/delegitimised. An example of this is episode 
S04E18, in which CTU agents (Curtis Manning and Richards) interrogate a suspect, Joe Prado, 
who works with terrorist Habib Marwan. However, in order to prevent CTU from obtaining 
information via ‘enhanced interrogation’ which may hinder his plot, Marwan calls Amnesty 
Global (a fictional organisation modelled on Amnesty International) and ensures that they send 
a lawyer (David Weiss) to impede the interrogation. Weiss, who is described by Edgar Styles 
(a moral centre and empathetic point of audience identification) as a “slimy lawyer”, seems 
resolute in upholding the American constitution. However, because the suspect’s guilt has 
already been established in the show, this liberal lawyer is framed as unwittingly obfuscating 
Bauer and CTU’s efforts to prevent a terrorist attack. Subsequently, in order to obtain the 
required information and prevent an imminent attack, Bauer is forced to resign his position 
within CTU (freeing himself from liberal bureaucratic restrictions) and has Prado released from 
custody so that he can torture him as a private citizen (thus mitigating Prado’s constitutional 
                                                          
176 Although it should be noted that there are two types of Russians in this novel: the negative antagonistic force 
which opposes America, one which characterised Cold War logics (Bazin); and a positive and progressive 
depiction of ‘new’ Russia (embodied by agent Galina Ziminova). Similarly, American intelligence is also 
presented as both positive and negative (Jorge Kilner and an abusive and unhinged Thomas Hadley respectively). 
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rights to legal representation). Such action yields results and progresses the narrative towards 
an anticipated resolution. Consequently, the audience capitulate to the undermining of liberal 
sensibilities (which weakens security and leaves America vulnerable to attack) and instead 
endorse logics which underpinned the ‘War on Terror’177. 
 
Elsewhere, the ideological ‘Other’ shifts to non-Americans. For example, Victor Drazen’s 
(Dennis Hopper) quest for vengeance during Season One, which is precipitated by a failed 
Special Forces mission (Operation Nightfall led by Bauer) that resulted in the death of his wife 
and child. However, rather than sympathising with Drazen (and thus questioning American 
military imperialism), he is presented as a tyrannical war criminal which, in turn, recodes 
Bauer’s actions as legitimate and righteous. Here, the audience is channelled towards a 
preferred and prescribed interpretative framework through the delegitimisation of a counter 
discourse, something which is also evident during Season Three as terrorist Stephen Saunders 
(Paul Blackthorne) threatens to release a bio-weapon. Saunders is a former MI6 agent who was 
on loan from Britain to America for their mission to kill Victor Drazen (Operation Nightfall). 
However, assumed killed-in-action, Saunders was left behind, only to return in Season Three 
to extract vengeance. Such ‘blowback’ might articulate a critical reading of American military 
engagement. However, again, such a counter-discourse is mitigated by Bauer who ensures the 
ongoing stability and maintenance of the symbolic order178. Similarly, in episode S03E19, 
David Palmer (Dennis Haysbert) asks Saunders for his reasoning behind releasing a toxic virus 
and blackmailing the United States. In response, Saunders declares that he wants:  
 
                                                          
177 This storyline, for Lorie Byrd, captured American’s frustrations with those human rights advocates who favour 
perpetrator’s constitutional rights over those of the citizenry while, at the same time, also depicting “a fantasy 
scenario where hero Jack Bauer worked around the rules to counter the efforts of just such a human rights group” 
(Byrd, 2008, p. 73). 
178 Indeed, while the text supports the logics that underpinned the ‘War on Terror’ (preventative violence to 
maintain the symbolic order), one might discern a critique of such logics as violence frequently leads to 
‘blowback’. Indeed, in the paratext 24: The Official Companion Season 6, executive producer Manny Coto argues 
that the season’s plot (in which terrorist Abu Fayed attacks America in a quest for vengeance after Bauer had 
tortured his brother to death) was “an example of the consequences of torture […] A theme that drives this show 
is that violence begets violence. And although you may need to use violence to stop a terrible incident, there is 
some part of it that still goes on because of the violence” (original emphasis: cited in Bennett, 2008, p. 113). This 
theme, of violence begetting violence, can also be seen in the graphic novel 24: Cold Warriors (2014) in which 
Bauer and Chloe O’Brian are sent to Alaska in order stop Russians uploading a virus which would destroy 
communications systems. Here, the antagonist has had previous dealings with Bauer which results in a hostile 
encounter. While such an emphasis on the negative repercussions of America’s interventionalism might 
undermine the legitimacy of the ‘War on Terror’, another reading might suggest that Bauer (the symbolic order) 
would have benefited from killing his opponents upon their previous encounter. This then works to justify fatal 
preventative-vigilantism and targeted assassinations, endorsing the logics which underpinned American 
militarism in the post-9/11 climate. 
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To make America clean again. You see, Mr President, the world hates 
America. And for good reason. I won’t bother going into the details. 
You know better than I the atrocities your nation commits. But we’re 
gonna change all that. You and I together are going to dismantle the 
military machine that exports its ugliness across the globe  
(Stephen Saunders, S03E19) 
 
While this might appear to voice a counter-discourse which challenges American global 
imperialism, this perspective is articulated by a character explicitly coded as a terrorist 
(pathologised) whose deviancy is pitted against the good American values embodied by Jack 
Bauer and David Palmer - values which eventually defeat such a dissenting ideological 
position, thus delegitimising it. Season Four features a similar strategy of ideological 
delegitimisation as antagonist Habib Marwan (Arnold Vosloo) is also explicitly coded as a 
terrorist seeking the destruction of America (rendering his perspective un-American, 
criminalised, dangerous and, thus, illegitimate). Moreover, not only must Bauer’s discursive 
position (pro-America and militarism) defeat the counter discourse articulated by Marwan 
(anti-American imperialism), something which is enforced by the narrative and structural 
logics of the text, but the latter is often prohibited from articulating his point of view. This 
silencing of a discursive position can similarly be seen in episode S04E01 as Secretary of 
Defense James Heller (William Devane), who would later become President and thus dominate 
the symbolic order, tries to prohibit his son, Richard (Logan Marshall-Green), from speaking 
at an anti-American, pro-environment protest as it would endanger national security: 
 
Richard Heller:  What could be more dangerous than 2500 missile delivery systems? 
James Heller:  Spare me your sixth-grade Michael Moore logic. The world is a little bit 
more complicated than that, Richard. We do not live in a utopia. 
America has enemies. 
Richard Heller:  Enemies who were our friends a year ago, and in another year, it’ll 
change again, unless people stop supporting your psychotic need to 
control the world. 
James Heller:  Psychotic need? We serve our country! We serve the cause of freedom. 
What do you do? 
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Richard has no answer to this and, much like Stephen Saunders or Habib Marwan, the text 
withholds dialogue that might defend his discursive position (silencing competing discourses). 
Instead, Richard smokes marijuana which criminalises his anti-American perspective, 
something which is further undermined by his sister, Audrey Raines (Kim Raver), who tells 
their father that Richard doesn’t “even know the first thing about the politics of all this. He’s 
just doing it to rebel against you […] Richard’s acting like a spoilt child. He’s gonna have to 
grow up someday” (S04E01). By silencing, criminalising and infantilising anti-American 
discourses, the text delegitimises such counter-perspectives which, in turn, solidifies the 
existing symbolic order (one supportive of the logics which underpinned the ‘War on Terror’).  
 
This ideological foreclosure is continued into the twelve-part mini-series 24: Live Another Day 
(2014), the plot of which features a terrorist cell taking command of U.S. military drones to 
target the British government, the American army and President James Heller (the very 
structures of power and institutional authority that characterise the symbolic order)179. Initially, 
this season appears to establish a discursive dialectic concerning drone warfare that articulates 
different ideological positions180. However, such a dialectic is regulated/policed by Bauer 
(America) and, ultimately, conservative politics are privileged and competing frameworks are 
discredited/foreclosed. For example, although Heller is frequently followed by anti-drone 
protestors, such crowds are largely arbitrary or obfuscate Bauer’s progress, endangering 
national security which thus de-legitimises their discursive position. Further opposition to 
drone warfare and American militarism is most clearly articulated through the character of 
Adrian Cross (Michael Wincott) and his hacker collective (called Open Cell), which includes 
Chloe O’Brian (Mary Lynn Rajskub). Cross and O’Brian, who has been charged with treason 
following the release of over 10,000 classified Department of Defense files which jeopardised 
national security (E01), embody the discursive position of the real-world Julian Assange and 
                                                          
179 It is worth noting that the architect of the terror attacks, Margot Al-Harazi (Michelle Fairley), is charged with 
being a senior Al Qaeda leader with links to other terrorist groups, including Basque Separatists and members of 
the IRA. Moreover, in episode four and via CIA agent Jordan Reed’s computer monitor, it is revealed that Al-
Harazi was associated with left-wing student groups when attending Cambridge – such left-wing politics threaten 
the symbolic order as is emphasised by their association with Islamic extremism. 
180 This reflects the different discursive positions of the production staff. Executive producer Brian Glazer notes 
that, while they have been highly effective in the Middle East over recent years, “drones can many times strike 
innocent people or crowds of innocent people. And what it does is actually produces more terrorists. So its 
proliferation of terrorism that comes from the capability of a drone strike right now” [sic]. Conversely, executive 
producer Manny Coto believes that legitimate or warranted drone strikes ultimately save lives as they limit civilian 
casualties when compared to alternative military actions such as a ground invasion. See the DVD extra for 24: 
Live Another Day (available on the Italian imported Blu-ray) entitled ‘World’s Collide: When Reality Becomes 
Fiction’ (1.42 minutes – 3.40 minutes).  
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Edward Snowden (anti-American military imperialism)181. This dissenting discourse is 
juxtaposed with Bauer’s ‘legitimate’ patriotic nationalism: the latter perspective being 
victorious while the former is discredited, repudiated and criminalised. For example, in E02, 
Bauer forces O’Brian to help him find a former member of their hacking group (Yates) before 
President James Heller is assassinated using a device he had designed. O’Brian asks Bauer why 
he is helping Heller and his daughter Audrey: 
 
Chloe O’Brian:  Audrey and her dad are part of the same system that screwed us both. At 
least I’m doing something to fight against it. 
Jack Bauer:  How? By leaking classified information? Military secrets? People are 
out there dying in the field, Chloe. 
Chloe O’Brian:  Intelligence agencies keep secrets because what they’re doing is 
criminal. 
Jack Bauer:  You’re smarter than that. I can see you talking, but all I can hear is 
Adrian Cross. 
 
To this, O’Brian has no response – again she is provided no words with which to articulate a 
counter-discourse. Instead, her discursive position is denigrated, infantilised and silenced. 
Similarly, later in the same season, Adrian Cross is revealed to have been selling information 
to China (via the Latino Steve Navarro) and, as such, the ideologies he articulates (those that 
threaten the symbolic order by challenging the discursive underpinnings of the ‘War on Terror’ 
- militarisation and securitisation) are framed as illegitimate, unpatriotic and treasonous.  
 
This strategy is also evident in Season Two of 24. Here, an Arab-speaking man of Middle 
Eastern-British descent (Reza Naiyeer played by Phillip Rhys) is about to marry a White, 
blonde American (Marie Warner played by Laura Harris). The Warner home, preparing for the 
imminent wedding, is abundantly white, as are the clothes worn by the Warner family, 
connoting their innocence and the sanctity of heteronormative American suburbia (the 
                                                          
181 Mary Lynn Rajskub notes that by 24: Live Another Day her character (Chloe O’Brian) has become anti-
government and an Edward Snowden/Julian Assange figure who is a free information hacker. See YouTube video 
24: Interview - Live another Day - Kiefer Sutherland & Mary Lynn Rajskub (0.48 minutes – 0.58 minutes: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6lUUEDaTlWo). The character’s embodiment of the discursive position 
articulated by Snowden is also confirmed by executive producer Manny Coto who notes that, in Live Another 
Day, she has become a “darker version of Edward Snowden”. Likewise, Howard Gordon states that Adrian Cross’s 
character was “loosely modelled on Julian Assange”. See DVD extra for 24: Live Another Day (available on the 
Italian imported Blu-ray) entitled ‘World’s Collide: When Reality Becomes Fiction’ (4.30 minutes – 5.42 
minutes). 
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‘American Dream’). However, while Reza is initially framed as suspicious, it is revealed in 
S02E13 that he is not the Islamic terrorist but rather his fiancé, Marie, is. Here, her clothing 
shifts to reds and blacks as she has relinquished her White/suburban identity by converting to 
a competing ideological framework. Indeed, congruent with the logics of the text, the agent of 
the White symbolic order (Bauer) pursues and apprehends her (policing discursive positions). 
After which, she is punished for her transgression, even sobbing and screaming in pain as Bauer 
later demeans and interrogates her in S02E14. While initially appearing to be a progressive 
representation (it is not the Middle Eastern man who is the terrorist, but a White woman), this 
is undercut as Marie Warner was a law-abiding citizen but had since converted to Islam and 
has thus been radicalised. Consequently, the competing ideological framework of Islam is seen 
to have contaminated and corrupted the very fibre of White American suburbia (and thus needs 
to be regulated/eliminated)182.  
 
Crucially, any possible counter readings are closed-off via the narrative and structural logics 
of the text, along with a number of paratexts (notably DVD extras). For example, a deleted 
scene for episode S02E13 (offered as a DVD extra) seeks to frame the text’s ideological 
meaning and enforce a prescriptive interpretative framework. Here, Bauer asks Kate Warner 
(Sarah Wynter) what might have happened to her sister, Marie, that radicalised her. Kate 
explains that, as children, they lived with their father in Cairo but, when Marie and a friend 
walked through a backstreet, the latter was raped by off-duty American soldiers. The editorial 
choice to cut this scene from the episode, a scene in which American violence on foreign soil 
has resulted in radicalisation and extremism (‘blowback’), forecloses any anti-American 
discourse, ensuring that Marie Warner’s actions are depicted as pathologically dangerous 
which thus legitimising Bauer’s preventative vigilantism. Consequently, the viewer of the 
broadcast episode has a narrow understanding of Warner’s behaviour as scenes outlining her 
motivations are withheld (an inner-textual rubric). Conversely, the DVD viewer having 
watched the deleted scene might view her actions in more nuanced ways and question 
American military imperialism on foreign soil. As such, the extra-textual rubric of the method 
of viewing (DVD as opposed to broadcast scheduling) allows the spectator to consume a trans-
                                                          
182 A similar theme is also evident in 24: Live Another Day in which the Al-Harazi family (Islamic terrorists) live 
in a rural British home, the UK idealistic equivalent to American suburbia. Here, much like Marie Warner, terrorist 
Simone Al-Harazi (Emily Berrington) is White which infers that it is not her race which codes her as antagonistic, 
but rather her Islamic identity.  
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textual fragment (a deleted scene) which, in turn, shifts the text’s meaning from a reinforcement 
of the ‘War on Terror’ to a challenge to its logics.  
 
The trans-textual significance of deleted scenes in coding Muslim characters and establishing 
the ideological framework of the text can also be seen in Season Four. Here, a scene for episode 
S04E09 features a Muslim CTU analyst (Azara Nasir) wearing a hijab which signifies her 
Islamic faith. Nasir receives information regarding a possible terrorist and, consequently, 
informs Edgar Styles (a White man). In return, Styles is antagonistic towards her due to her 
Islamic faith (he claims not to be prejudiced but legitimises his hostility as his mother had 
recently been killed in a nuclear meltdown instigated by Muslim terrorists). While sympathetic, 
Nasir reprimands Styles for his persecutory attitude and informs him that she too despises 
terrorists as her brother had been killed in an attack in Riyadh three years earlier. Consequently, 
she had joined CTU to help stop terrorism or, as she tells Styles, “We’re on the same team here, 
Edgar”. Here, the White man (and fan favourite and point of audience identification) is 
chastised for his prejudicial behaviour while the Muslim is presented in more positive terms. 
However, this scene was cut from the episode and the character was removed from the 
narrative. In doing so, the ideological work performed by this scene (positive Muslim 
depictions and chastisement of White prejudice) is lost and negated.  
 
More problematically, having removed the Muslim character, her narrative function of 
receiving intelligence and providing it to CTU in order to avert a terrorist attack is transposed 
onto the White (non-Muslim) Chloe O’Brian. As such, the virtuous and patriotic Muslim is 
whitewashed, with such strategies being compounded by the audio commentary accompanying 
the deleted scene which functions to ‘anchor’ and direct the viewer’s interpretative framework. 
Here, the White (non-Muslim) Jon Cassar notes that the producers had wanted to include a 
Middle Eastern-American character working at CTU (congruent with real-life agencies) as 
such a character would be capable of understanding not only the language but also the customs 
of terrorists. Adding to this inference that all Middle Eastern-Americans or Muslims have an 
innate understanding of a terrorist’s way of life, one which non-Middle Easterners/non-
Muslims cannot understand for they are not the alien ‘Other’, Cassar continues to note that part 
of the reason for removing this character was that she wore a hijab (what Cassar calls a “head 
dress”) which, for him, might have been “too much” and “too on the nose”.  
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Consequently, part of the reason for removing a positive Muslim character from the episode 
(and the progressive representational function she embodies) was due to her Islamic identity. 
This, in turn, restricts any opportunities for the audience to identify with a Muslim female and 
question White prejudicial behaviour. Consequently, such scenes have significant 
representational and ideological import and their removal from the episode negates the 
discursive position they might articulate, something which becomes available only to the 
viewer of the DVD boxset (and only those who choose to watch the deleted scenes). As such, 
24 is not an expression of ideological plurality or discursive dialectics, nor is it an exercise in 
political agnosticism as the producers might claim via trans-textual and extra-textual rubrics. 
Instead, this text is predicated upon ideological homogeneity and a hierarchisation of discursive 
positions, privileging the American symbolic order and the logics which underpinned the ‘War 
on Terror’.  
 
The superiority of the American symbolic order is also solidified via the denigration of non-
Americans and those from socialist/communist regions (namely Russia, China and 
Latin/Central American countries such as Peru, Columbia and Mexico). Such instances are too 
numerous to be detailed here, but examples would include the first novelisation, 24 
Declassified: Operation Hell Gate (2005). Here, when referring to a Ukrainian (Georgi 
Timko), the author characterises the former Soviet Union as an economically repressive nation 
with a corrupt and dangerous police/state apparatus. By comparison, America is a more 
prosperous country where “the police were much less of a problem, and a fascist organization 
like the KGB non-existent” (Cerasini, 2005, p. 57). This deprecation of Russia is also explicit 
throughout the TV show. Indeed, by episode S08E21, Bauer uses pliers, knives, chemicals and 
a blowtorch to torture and beat a Russian antagonist (Pavel Tokarev, played by Joel 
Bissonnette) in order to obtain the names of the coterie involved in that season’s conspiracy 
and the death of Bauer’s love interest, Renee Walker (Annie Wersching). The language Bauer 
uses during the torture is not insignificant and includes lines such as: “what I want to know is 
the name of the Russian pig inside your government that gave the order”, “you people are so 
stupid” and “You’re nothing” (Jack Bauer, S08E21). Such brutality and demeaning language 
works to dehumanise his Russian foe and, thus, legitimise Bauer’s actions/position of authority.  
 
Elsewhere, in 24 Declassified: Vanishing Point (2007), the people of a rural Chinese town are 
described as “perpetually poor” and, due to “the Communist’s government’s Draconian birth 
control laws … most female babies … were placed outside to die of exposure” (Cerasini, 2007, 
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p. 136). Later in the same novel, Chinese operatives Jong Lee and Anh Hsu are said to despise 
the West for its “phenomenal wealth and economic might” (p. 138) while a Colombian cartel 
leader (Pizarro Rojas) arrives in Las Vegas and is astonished by its luxury - traveling in a 
spacious sports utility vehicle with ample leg room and air conditioning which was a “much 
better ride than the steel box he and his two bodyguards had ridden in across the U.S./Mexico 
border” (p. 152). This same elevation of America through the denigration of geographical 
‘Others’ can also be seen in the later novelisation 24 Live Another Day: Rogue (2015), in which 
Bauer pursues stolen nuclear missiles through Somalia noting that, if these neighbourhoods 
“shared a defining quality, it was abject poverty. He doubted anyone stuck living in these dusty 
ghettos had ever owned a car in their lives” (Mack, 2015, p. 148). The author later notes that 
the dirt roads of Burao resemble “an uncovered landfill more than a town” (p. 209). In such 
instances, non-Americans are depicted as emaciated, penurious and inferior to a supercilious, 
strong and affluent (White) America183. This same hierarchisation (privileging the American 
symbolic order over challenges that might fragment its hegemony) is also achieved via the re-
inscription of female subjugation and male superordination, something which can be seen in 
the generic underpinnings of the show (an inner-textual rubric) and their emphasis via various 
trans-textual elements.  
 
24’s Trans-Textual Rubrics: Female Subjugation 
 
You are going to tell me everything I wanna know. Or I swear to God 
I will hurt you before I kill you. And no one will stop me  
(Jack Bauer to Nina Myers during her interrogation in S02E06) 
 
24 deploys a range of genre frameworks - action/adventure, detective, noir, Westerns and soap-
operas – with each containing different modalities of representation and connoting different 
ideological meanings. However, via a range of paratexts, particular generic traditions are 
emphasised to create a hierarchy that works to channel the audience’s interpretative framework 
and ‘anchor’ the text’s discursive meaning. For example, DVD extras frequently emphasise the 
show’s action genre orientations, such as ‘24 Season 6: Opening with a Bang’ which details 
                                                          
183 This process mirrors Edward Said’s notion of ‘Orientalism’ (1978), in which Eastern culture is represented by 
the West as savage, primitive and impoverished. For Said, such depictions do not function to present a realistic 
image of the East or work to understand such cultures but, instead, serve to reinforce assumptions that benefit the 
West who appear better by comparison. In short, the ‘Orient’ becomes an inversive mirror to dominant Western 
values (the West’s ‘Other’) which solidifies the West’s sense of superiority. 
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the filming of a bus explosion in S06E01 (complete with multiple angles and action replays). 
Likewise, a series of short vignettes, entitled ’24: Webcast Diaries’ (elsewhere known as ‘24 
on 24: Behind the Scenes’) offers an insight into the production process with specific reference 
to action set pieces and practical stunt work performed on the show184, as does a series of short 
documentaries entitled ‘Scenemakers’185. Importantly, for Tara McPherson, this incorporation 
(and subsequent emphasis via trans-textual rubrics) of action genre conventions, along with the 
technical and formal elements of the show (inner-textual elements such as rapid editing, 
unstable cinematography, obsessive use of technology), works to mitigate 24’s feminised 
elements associated with the soap-opera and long-form serial. In doing so, such strategies work 
to “distance the show from its debased and feminised narrative form” (McPherson, 2007, p. 
175)186. Consequently, generic underpinnings and their emphasis via numerous trans-textual 
rubrics become a strategy to contain the feminine and subjugate it to male authority. This 
reassertion of male authority via the ideological subjugation of women is also evident in the 
text’s representational strategies and can be seen not only in the TV show187 (what we might 
call the primary textual utterance) but also in a range of trans-textual paratexts.  
 
For example, the novelisations frequently use adjectives which emphasise the female’s 
appearance and attractiveness, speaking to the voyeuristic pleasures of male characters and 
                                                          
184 An example of this can be seen in ‘Stunts & Special Effects’, a brief look at the work of Special Effects 
Coordinators Scott and Stan Blackwell and Stunt Coordinator Jeff Cadiente. 
185 These documentaries were released as special features on the Season Seven and Season Eight DVD boxsets. 
Particular ‘Scenemakers’ for Season Seven emphasising action are too numerous to name, but examples include: 
‘Car Flips in Midair’ (5.00pm – 6.00pm); ‘1.00am – 2.00am: Missile Silo Explosion’; and ‘4.00am – 5.00am: 
SUV Explosion’. Similarly illustrative ‘Scenemakers’ from Season Eight would include: ‘5.00pm – 6.00pm’, 
which looks at a helicopter explosion in S08E01; ‘7.00pm – 8.00pm’ which concerns a car explosion/crash in 
S08E03; ‘2.00am – 3.00am’ which details the filming of a stunt in which a terrorist’s bomb-vest detonates in a 
hyperbaric chamber, sending Bauer tumbling through the air in S08E11; and ‘6.00am – 7.00am’ which outlines 
the staging of a stunt in which Tarin Faroush (Hassan’s treacherous Head of Security) drives his car off a parking 
garage roof in S08E15. This same process of directing the audience’s attention to the show’s action genre 
underpinnings can also be seen in Season Two DVD featurette ‘On the Button: The Destruction of CTU’, which 
provides a behind-the-scenes look at the filming of the CTU bombing in S02E03. Season Three similarly contains 
the special features ‘24: On the Loose’, which concerns the filming of a prison riot sequence in episode S03E05, 
and ‘Boys and their Toys’ which outlines the set-piece of S03E22 wherein two F18 jet fighters blow up Stephen 
Saunders’s helicopter. Likewise, Season Four’s DVD extras include ‘Blood on the Tracks’, which outlines the 
staging of a train crash in S04E01, and ‘Lock and Load’ which looks at the filming of the Marine’s raid to save 
James Heller in S04E06. 
186 See John Fiske (1987: pp. 198-223) for a comparison of masculine TV genres/texts and the assumed femininity 
of the soap opera (a distinction which, by now, has been broken down by cult TV programming and the serial 
form, as was outlined in Chapter One). 
187 See Janet McCabe (2007) for a discussion on some of the different females/female subjectivities within 24 and 
their relationship to power. Here, McCabe suggests that all the female characters are subjugated to male agency 
and authority, serving the male’s role or being punished for not doing so. 
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readers. This is best illustrated in the second novelisation188, 24 Declassified: Veto Power 
(2005), in which Bauer saves an exotic dancer (Tina) who, while performing in a strip-club, is 
dressed as a schoolgirl (thus infantilising and sexualising her simultaneously). Here, while 
receiving a (albeit reluctant) lap-dance from her, Bauer spots a suspect and gives chase, leaving 
“the hot-bodied girl in the schoolgirl outfit behind” (Whitman, 2005, p. 214). Other examples 
of the subjugation of women via objectification can be seen in 24 Declassified: Cat's Claw 
(2006) in which, when describing Bauer’s impressions of Detective Mercy Bennet (someone 
with whom he had had a past relationship with), the author writes:  
 
She was a fascinating combination of shapes – a sharp nose on a round 
face framed by straight dark hair. It all came together in a way he found 
attractive … She was wearing a dark blue pant suit with a white blouse 
that offered just the slightest hint of her nearly perfect breasts  
(Whitman, 2006, p .24) 
 
A further example can be seen in 24 Declassified: Vanishing Point (2007) as another exotic 
performer (Stella Hawk) flashes a tantalising glimpse of her bronzed thigh and “eye catching 
cleavage” that mesmerises a doorman of the Cha-Cha Lounge (Cerasini, 2007, p. 55). Hawk 
then refers to herself as belonging to Jaycee Jager – Jack Bauer’s undercover identity (p. 56) – 
before the author informs us that, previous to meeting Bauer/Jager, she “belonged” to his rival, 
Hugo Bix (p. 79)189. Elsewhere, in 24 Declassified: Storm Force (2008), a female character 
(Susan Keehan) is described as “Long-limbed, high-breasted, with a pertly rounded rump and 
long legs”. In contrast, her male partner (Raoul Garros) is described as “thirty-five, handsome, 
athletic, of good family, a playboy and a power player in the hierarchy” of a state-owned oil 
conglomerate (Jacobs, 2008, p. 160)190. One final example of such female subjugation via 
                                                          
188 Unlike many other paratexts, the novelisations are episodic and bounded, aside from 24 Live Another Day: 
Deadline (2014) which is the only novel to progress and extend the TV show. Indeed, one needs to have watched 
Season Eight of the TV show prior to reading this novel as it provides contextual information and character 
motivations. As such, some novels are auxiliary prequels while others are narrative continuations. 
189 The character would later claim that she is “not property” and that neither men “own” her (p. 81). However, 
she nonetheless has male bosses throughout the narrative and is later saved by the male Bauer (p. 313). 
190 The author also notes that Keehan is owned by her male partner, Raoul Garros: “She belonged to him. She was 
his love, his fiancé, and she stood naked in his embrace” (p. 159). This is not to say that gender roles are not 
subverted here. For example, the male (Garros) is abducted and a ransom is demanded from the female (Keehan). 
Similarly, Keehan rejects a formal title in her organisation in favour of “Coordinator” as the concept of leadership, 
of corporate hierarchies, is antiquated - a “holdover from the patriarchal hierarchy of the Bad Old Days when 
power was concentrated at the top, rather than the progressive, future-forward model of power sharing among 
equals” (pp. 174-5). 
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objectification can be seen in 24 Declassified: Death Angel (2010) as a female character (Sylvia 
Nordquist) is described as “a tall, leggy platinum blond with a sensational figure”. The dialogue 
provided by one of the characters within the diegesis, Orne Lewis, further compounds the 
objectification and de-humanisation of women as he describes her to (a reluctant) Bauer as a 
“Fancy piece of machinery. An expensive toy”. Lewis also describes another female character 
(Carrie Carlson) as “Good-looking, and is she built! As hot as Sylvia but a lot lower-
maintenance” (Jacobs, 2010, pp. 86-87).  
 
In addition to objectification, various other strategies are used within the different trans-textual 
rubrics to subjugate women. For example, set prior to Season One of the TV text, animated 
web-series 24: Day Zero191 features Bauer and CTU colleagues (namely Nina Myers, Tony 
Almeida and George Mason) endeavouring to stop the sale of classified security codes. During 
this web-series, one can see a reinforcement of the text’s preferred discursive framework as 
White men (Bauer and his superior George Mason) talk privately in the CTU director’s office, 
an opaque room that overlooks the CTU bull-pit. Via the signature split-screen format, we then 
see Tony Almeida and Nina Myers (Hispanic male and White female respectively) excluded 
from hierarchical authority. Similarly, while Myers is actively working against Bauer as a 
double-agent, other female characters in this paratext (Bauer’s wife and daughter - Teri and 
Kim respectively) obfuscate the male’s progress by distracting him at work with banal domestic 
quarrels. In doing so, women threaten national security (the symbolic order), delay narrative 
resolution and postpone cathartic anxiety-alleviation. Consequently, the viewer whose first 
entry point into the textual tapestry is this web-series would view the TV text with a pre-
existing interpretative framework which is predicated on female subjugation to male authority 
and a demonisation of autonomous women (Season One similarly frames subsequent seasons 
in this way). This interpretative framework then becomes the rubric through which other textual 
fragments, and their discursive functions, are filtered.  
 
White male hierarchical authority and female subjugation is also maintained throughout the 
graphic novels. For example, 24: One Shot (2004) focuses on Bauer’s first day at CTU Los 
Angeles. Here, he is assigned the task of escorting an IRA member-turned-informant (Moira 
O’Neal) to a safe location for debriefing. However, when their convoy is attacked, the male 
                                                          
191 Consisting of eight short episodes (totalling 17 minutes and 7 seconds in length but conveying a narrative time 
of 10.17pm - 11.49pm), 24: Day Zero debuted on 21st May 2007 following the Season Six finale of the TV text. 
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(Bauer) must protect the female (O’Neal), who is shackled and so doubly subjugated to his 
authority192. Likewise, the graphic novel 24: Underground (2014) features Bauer’s female 
romantic interest being held hostage and used as bait to lure him into danger, a structuring 
principle which is also evident in the novelisations and TV show (all of which similarly enforce 
a monolithic ideological position by subjugating the female to patriarchal systems of power).  
 
Indeed, in the TV show Jack Bauer’s daughter, Kim (Elisha Cuthbert), has diminished narrative 
agency and her passivity emphasises the hegemonic authority of the patriarch. Indeed, her 
narrative function is one of containment and captivity within male power. Season One sees her 
being kidnapped and bound in Rick Allen and Dan Mount’s van before being imprisoned in Ira 
Gain’s compound and threatened with rape. She is then kept in police custody (by male 
officers) before being held captive by Dan’s brother (Frank Allard) and, later, held hostage by 
Victor and Andre Drazen. In Season Two, Kim is pursued by an abusive male patriarch (Gary 
Mathison) before being arrested by a male police officer (being shackled by him in S02E18). 
She is also held captive by a male survivalist (Lonnie McRae) and, during a liquor store 
robbery, is taken hostage by another man (Ramon Garcia). In Season Three, Gael Ortega 
catches Kim snooping on him and, again, she is bound by a man (S03E07). Later, when she 
returns in Season Five, Kim is embroiled in a romantic relationship with her psychiatrist (Barry 
Landes), a relationship predicated on an unequal distribution of power.  
 
As was outlined in Chapter Two, Susan Faludi (2007) argued that 9/11 facilitated a re-
inscription of traditional paradigms of female vulnerability and male heroism which worked to 
negate a perceived male weakness and powerlessness193. Crucially, for Faludi, when challenged 
for hierarchical dominance, White masculinity circulates cultural fictions which maintain its 
                                                          
192 This is mirrored in a side-story in which Nina Myers is subject to the male authority of her CTU boss, Richard 
Walsh. 
193 Hamilton Carroll (2011) made a similar point when observing that 9/11 enabled a “resuscitation or 
reinvigoration of traditional models of masculinity that had previously been problematized by calls for recognition 
and redistribution after the civil rights era” (Carroll, 2011, p. 59). However, Rather than a recent development, 
Faludi convincingly observed that such a dichotomy, that of invincible and heroic masculinity and vulnerable 
maidens, reached back beyond the 1950s and “belonged to a long-standing American pattern of response to threat” 
(Faludi, 2008, p. 13). Consequently, 9/11 did not eventuate the re-inscription of female passivity but, instead, 
rendered such practices visible. In this sense, the early seasons of 24, those which negotiated the immediate 
aftermath of 9/11 and the commencement of the ‘War on Terror’, can be positioned within a larger cultural 
endeavour to re-solidify not only White authority but also the hierarchical dominance of men. Of course, this is 
not to say that all spy dramas participated in such a process. Indeed, other texts promoted female agency and 
autonomous and empowered femininity. Notable examples of such shows include: Le Femme Nikita (1997-1998), 
V.I.P (1998-2002), Alias (2001-2006), She Spies (2002-2004), Nikita (2010-2013), Covert Affairs (2010-2014), 
Charlie’s Angels (2011), Homeland (2011-) and Quantico (2015-). Regrettably, the restrictions of this chapter 
preclude a more detailed discussion of such texts. 
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authority. One such fiction, Faludi continues, is the female captive narrative194, one of 
America’s oldest mythic traditions which was re-evoked following 9/11 and served to 
perpetuate male heroism/authority and female passivity. In such a narrative, “the abducted 
women were enlisted into a new duty: their job was to defend their men from suspicions of 
insufficiency, to buttress America’s frail sense of security by amplifying American 
masculinity. Amplification was achieved by contrast” (Faludi, 2008, p. 246). This is the 
discursive function of Kim Bauer. 
 
This juxtaposition of masculine authority and feminine subjugation is mirrored in the many 
male/female relationships contained in the show. This is illustrated in Season One which 
features relationships privileging male status 
and authority: Jack Bauer/Nina Myers195; 
Kim Bauer/Rick Allen and Dan Mounts; 
David Palmer/Sherry Palmer and Patty 
Brooks196; Ira Gaines/Mandy. Likewise, if 
one were to hierarchise the delegation of 
responsibilities within CTU (institutional 
authority) during Season Three, one would 
see a male dominance of the symbolic order 
while females occupy subordinate roles. Here, the role of racial or ideological ‘Others’ (Black 
males, Muslim threats, Soviet antagonists etc.) performs a crucial function as it corrects an 
apparent paradox: in order to reposition women within subjugation and reassert patriarchal 
dominance, women are coded as victims which necessitates a male aggressor. The role of the 
aggressor is projected onto the pathologised ‘Other’ who brutalises the female (subjugating her 
to his male authority), after which time another male (the White American Bauer) is able to 
perform his role of heroic saviour – thus facilitating the post-9/11 recuperation of male 
                                                          
194 Faludi names tropes such as captive narratives, Westerns and threats of rape against female soldiers in Iraq 
while fighting the ‘War on Terror’. In each case, the White woman’s decency and innocence is threatened by an 
‘ethnically Other’ male and it is up to the White heroic man to save her. 
195 Sarah Clarke, who played Nina Myers, states: “I know on this show, particularly, to be a man is very powerful. 
So the fact that they sort of made me like a man means I got to do a lot of great things” (cited in Dilullo, 2007, p. 
60). Here, in order for the female to be empowered, she is required to relinquish her femininity and adopt a 
masculine identity. This speaks to the position of women within the institutional and industrial confines of 
(patriarchal) American TV. 
196 Sherry Palmer is denied access to power and authority on her own terms and so must experience this vicariously 
through the male authority of her husband (Senator and later President David Palmer). Here, the symbolic order 
permits the entry of a Black male into hierarchical positions of power but women are prohibited as they would 
fragment patriarchal authority.  
 
Season Three’s Male Dominated Symbolic Order of CTU 
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authority along with the valorisation of White American masculinity. When villainy is 
perpetrated by Whites, American benevolence (embodied by Bauer) is preserved in one of two 
ways. Firstly, the threat emanates from a non-American White, such as Season One’s Victor 
Drazen or Season Three’s Stephen Saunders. Secondly, when (White) Americans do perform 
acts of terrorism, they are frequently depicted as patriots driven by jingoistic beliefs that their 
actions will maintain national security by changing governmental policy. For example, Season 
Five’s Walt Cummings, Season Six’s Reed Pollock/Carlson and Season Seven’s Jonas Hodges. 
Conversely, non-White or non-American terrorists are presented as pathologically obsessed 
with the total destruction of American (and, thus, the symbolic order).  
 
24’s Trans-Textual Rubrics: Racial Coding & Demonisation 
In much the same way as femininity is emphasised via the use of adjectives, racial difference 
is also marked throughout the different fragments of the textual tapestry. Here, non-Whiteness 
is coded while Whiteness is not. This, in turn, positions the latter as the normative standard 
from which others deviate, maintaining a White symbolic order congruent with Barthes’s 
notion of ‘exnomination’197. Indeed, as Richard Dyer notes: 
 
Whites are everywhere in representation. Yet precisely because of this 
and their placing as norm they seem not to be represented to themselves 
as whites but as people who are variously gendered, classed, sexualised 
and abled. At the level of racial representation, in other words, whites 
are not of a certain race, they're just the human race.  
(original emphasis: Dyer, 1997, p. 3)198 
 
Such instances occur most notably in the novelisations199. For example, in 24 Declassified: 
Trojan Horse (2006) Laney Caulder is described as a “slender young African-American 
                                                          
197 For Barthes, this is the process whereby the bourgeoisie refrain from referring to their status in order to 
naturalise and maintain the ideology which ensures their privileged position. 
198 Refer to Chapter 2 for a broader discussion on this. 
199 It should be noted here that, like the TV show, the paratexts’ authors are mostly White men (with only two 
being White women). For example, the novelisations are written by White men: Marc Cerasini; David Mack; 
James Swallow; Dayton Ward; and John Whitman. Likewise, the graphic novels are authored by White men: Ed 
Brisson; Christopher Farnsworth; Mark L. Haynes & J. C. Vaughn; and Beau Smith. Other paratexts are similarly 
written by White men (Joe D’Agnese and Michael Goldman) with White women authoring only the companion 
guides (Tara Bennett) and 24: The Official CTU Operations Manual (Denise Kiernan who co-wrote this with 
Joseph D’Agnese). However, the ethnicity of David Jacobs (author of three novelisations) and Kevin M. 
Townsend (writer of web-series The Rookie: CTU) is unclear. 
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woman”, while another character to whom she is talking (Rita Taft) is described as “a heavyset 
black woman in her late fifties”. After this, Caulder talks with a bus driver who is “a mother of 
five with cocoa skin” (Cerasini, 2006, pp. 56-7). Later, another character (Lonnie Nobunaga) 
is described as “tall for a Japanese-American” (p. 65) while a murder suspect (Ibn al Farad) is 
“Middle Eastern” and speaks “some form of Arabic” (p.78).  
 
A similar strategy occurs in 24 Declassified: Cat's Claw (2006) in which Al-Libbi is described 
as “looking like no more than a second- or third-generation son of Middle Eastern or Latino 
immigrants” (Whitman, 2006, p. 61). Here, non-Whiteness is both marked and homogenised 
as Middle Eastern and Latino cultures become interchangeable. Later, Jessi Bandison is said to 
have “light chocolate-colored skin” (p. 99), an adjective which is then repeated with the 
ascription of “chocolate-skinned (p. 128)200. Likewise, in 24 Declassified: Trinity (2008), 
Bauer’s Whiteness remains unmarked while another detective’s race (Harry Driscoll) is 
evoked: the former being described as “A blond man, nice-looking I guess […] The other man 
was short, a black man. Looked like a weight lifter” (Whitman, 2008, p. 247). Elsewhere, in 
24 Declassified: Head Shot (2009), Bauer is described as being “in his mid-thirties, sandy-
haired, clean-shaven, athletic”. Conversely, on the same page, another investigative agent, 
Frank Neal, is described as “a heavyset, fortyish African American” (Jacobs, 2009, p. 4). A 
final example of this ‘exnomination’ might be seen in 24 Live Another Day: Rogue (2015) in 
which Bauer, attempting to locate and retrieve stolen nuclear missiles, is assisted by Agent 
Abigail Harper of the Australian Intelligence Service, a woman described as “young, attractive, 
of African ancestry” (Mack, 2015, p. 109). She is later said to have a “dark brown complexion” 
(p. 149) and is “A black female operative from Australia” (p. 276)201.  
 
However, more problematic than the emphasis on signifiers of race is the explicit demonisation 
and criminalisation of racial ‘Others’ which, in turn, solidifies the legitimacy of the White 
(American) symbolic order. Again, while this is evident in all of the textual fragments, the 
novelisations provide the clearest instantiation of this strategy. For example, 24 Declassified: 
Chaos Theory (2007) features an imprisoned White supremacist who is a trouble magnet in a 
                                                          
200 It should be noted that Whiteness is also mentioned in this novel (but less frequently) as Russian agent 
Anastasia Odolova is described as: “Her face was angular and pretty, framed by straight blond hair. Oddly, she 
wore heavy black mascara under her blue eyes. Set against the stark white of her outfit and skin, the heavy eye 
makeup looked disturbing and hypnotic” (Whitman, 2006, p. 196). 
201 Again, it should be noted that Bauer is referred to as White on a few occasions, but Harper’s Blackness is 
evoked much more frequently. 
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“jail full of blacks and Latinos” (Whitman, 2007, p. 24). Here, a White criminal is singular (an 
anomaly) while non-White deviants (who fill the prison) are ubiquitous and homogeneous. A 
similar strategy occurs in 24 Declassified: Collateral Damage (2008), in which a community 
of ex-convicts, having converted to Islam during their incarceration, plot to attack New York 
under the guise of a jihad. The reader is informed that the dilapidated settlement/commune 
inhabited by this community (called Kurmastan) had been founded by an Islamic cleric (Ali 
Rahman al Sallifi202) but has since fallen under the control of Ibrahim Noor, a former gang 
leader and convicted felon who is described as “A powerfully built African American in his 
forties” (Cerasini, 2008, p. 94).  
 
Noor addresses his congregation of terrorists in which “There were men of many races present–
Middle Easterners, Albanians, Afghanis, and Saudis among them–but the vast majority of the 
men in this room were African Americans” (p. 95). Noor proceeds to tell his acolytes that the 
world has rejected them for two reasons: they do not follow its doctrines (capitalist acquisition 
and fornication with ‘tainted’ women); and the colour of their skin (p. 96). While this might 
have otherwise been a powerful challenge to the inequality that underpins institutional and 
systemic structures of U.S. society, in which Black Americans are disproportionately 
incarcerated when compared to their White counterparts, such subversive counter-discourses 
are once again mitigated through the group’s depiction as a threat to the symbolic order which 
requires regulation by Bauer’s White preventative violence203.  
 
This violent mitigation of the threats posed by racial ‘Others’ can also be seen in the plot of 
24: Redemption (a feature length film which proceeds Season Seven). Here, a coup d’état is 
                                                          
202 Two things should be noted here. Firstly, Morris O’Brian tells Bauer that “They might use the jargon – jihad, 
Khilafah, and all that – but what Ali Rahman al Sallifi was preaching wasn’t Islam at all” – it is more like a cult 
(original emphasis: Cerasini, 2008, p. 183). Secondly, when Bauer converses with a New York agent, Layla 
Abernathy, a woman who was born in Iran but grew up in America, he is more supportive of Islam than she is. 
Abernathy calls jihadists “perverted throwbacks to the seventh century. Medieval monsters who hearken back to 
a dark and terrible time” and an embarrassment to Muslims (p. 104). Moreover, she rejected her faith because she 
had no desire to spend her life “in a burka, or in an arranged marriage, or traded for a goat”. To this, Bauer 
responds: “There are bad seeds in every race, creed, and religion” (p.105). However, he does not reject her 
characterisations of Islam and she is not repudiated for her persecutory attitude. 
203 Indeed, this group are depicted as animalistic savages. For example, a bus containing a Christian Reverend 
(James Wendell Ahern) and his congregation are attacked when they visit the terrorist’s compound by a “howling 
mob” who “swarmed” the bus. When one of the passengers kicks an attacker to the floor, “Clawing and screaming 
like animals, the rest of the pack crushed her in an effort to get at the passengers” (p. 123). Later on, the Christians 
are mercilessly tortured and executed, as is the tolerant Reverend: his “ravings about interfaith harmony and 
reconciliation morphed into howls of tortured agony” (p. 142). Here, not only have Christians tried to live 
compatibly with Muslims, but the latter are dangerous, animalistic and primitive murderers (foreclosing the 
competing discursive position they articulate).  
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underway in the fictional African country of Sangala wherein General Benjamin Juma (Tony 
Todd) is attempting to overthrow Prime Minister Ule Matobo (whom Juma believes to be a 
puppet for White masters/imperialists)204. Consequently, the Black Matobo asks the White 
American President (Noah Daniels) for military assistance who, despite the encouragement to 
intervene by the more philanthropic President Elect Allison Taylor (a female played by Cherry 
Jones), refuses to intercede205. Consequently, without American military intervention, the 
White sovereign vigilante (Bauer) must work autonomously to defeat the threat posed by the 
Black General Juma. However, Bauer is only partially successful and Juma returns in Season 
Seven to seek retribution, storming the White House via subterranean waterways/tunnels to 
hold the staff hostage.  
 
For McCullough, building on Robin Wood (1985)206, Juma (the ‘Other’) is depicted as “the 
return of the repressed, the Id, that presents both a physical and psychological threat […] Juma 
emerges from below as the subterranean threat to the dominant order” (McCullough, 2014, p. 
96). Importantly Wood, himself building on Roland Barthes (1972), observed that “Otherness 
represents that which bourgeois ideology cannot recognize or accept but must deal with”. This 
is accomplished in one of two ways: “either by rejecting and if possible annihilating it, or by 
rendering it safe and assimilating it, converting it as far as possible into a replica of itself” 
(Wood, 2002, p. 27). Similarly, within 24, Bauer’s ‘Others’ (those who threaten the symbolic 
order) must either be eliminated from the diegetic space (annihilation) or become assimilated 
within its discursive logics via an acquiescence to their demonisation and the erosion of their 
civil liberties. 
 
 
                                                          
204 Juma’s refutation of White imperialist authority is undermined when it is revealed that he is receiving weapons, 
resources and financial backing from a White American, Jonas Hodges. 
205 Taylor advocates the commitment of military assistance and American intervention in a foreign country, 
something which the text depicts as a legitimate and altruistic response. Indeed, the denial of American militarism 
is disastrous because, as is revealed in S07E01, Juma would later undertake a campaign of ethnic cleansing in 
which 200,000 – 300,000 people are killed; an atrocity which would have been prevented with American 
interventionalism (thus reinforcing the logics which justified the ‘War on Terror’). 
206 Robin Wood’s model concerns the monsters (the ‘Other) of American horror cinema which embody the things 
that have been culturally repressed. Furthermore, it is only by confronting these figures that we can negotiate and 
relieve that which has been sublimated. For Wood, horror cinema functions as our collective nightmare which 
negotiates the things we have repressed to re-establish the symbolic order with “the happy ending (when it exists) 
typically signifying the restoration of repression” (Wood, 2002, p. 28). Crucially, Wood notes, the psychoanalytic 
significance of the ‘Other’ “resides in the fact that it functions not simply as something external to the culture or 
to the self, but also as what is repressed (though never destroyed) in the self and projected outward in order to be 
hated and disowned” (Wood, 2002, p. 27). 
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24 & Delegitimising Competing Discourses 
 
You’re gonna tell me what I want to know or you’re gonna start losing 
your fingers one-by-one  
(Jack Bauer to Russian Consul Anatoly Markov, S06E12) 
  
It’s not a good day to be a Muslim  
(Jibraan Al-Zarian, S07E20) 
 
With the vast majority being male (90.38% of the 291 antagonistic characters), Bauer’s 
antagonists come in eight forms: African Warlords (Season Seven); White men seeking 
vengeance (Season Three); Hispanic drug cartels (Season Three207); hackers (24: Live Another 
Day); the Chinese (24: Live Another Day); an insidious corporation headed by White men 
seeking to expand commercial interests (Seasons Two, Five, Six & Seven); Cold War or Soviet 
threats (Seasons One, Five, Six, Eight & 24: Live Another Day); and a decentred and 
pathologised Islamic/Middle Eastern terror network (Seasons Two, Four, Six, Eight, 24: Live 
Another Day & 24: Legacy)208. However, across all of the seasons, the primary threats to the 
American symbolic order (as embodied by Jack Bauer and, later, Eric Carter) emanate from a 
regurgitation of pre-9/11 Cold War antagonisms and a post-9/11 perpetuation of Islamic 
extremism (‘War on Terror’): 28.87% of antagonists being Muslim (84 out of 291)209 and 
15.81% being Soviet antagonists or working on their behalf (46 out of 291). 
                                                          
207 Although Joel Surnow has stated that “A lot of stuff comes out of necessity on this show. We were short on 
Middle Eastern actors so we thought, ‘Okay, there are a lot of Hispanic actors here in Los Angeles, so let’s set up 
a South America drug story’” (cited in Dilullo, 2007, p. 10). This is another instantiation of non-White characters 
being homogenised. It is also interesting to note that, for the Republican Surnow, in order to create a narrative 
featuring Hispanic actors, it needed to be a story about drugs and criminality. 
208 See Appendix C for a detailed breakdown of each season’s antagonist characters. 
209 This should come as no surprise given that the commencement of CTU (and thus the diegesis) was predicated 
on the demonisation of Islam and the apprehension of Muslim extremists. Indeed, as the canonical text makes 
clear via the trans-textual novelisation 24 Declassified: Collateral Damage (2008), CTU was established 
specifically in response to Muslim threats following the bombing of the Twin Towers in 1993 “by a blind Muslim 
cleric and his insane flock” (Cerasini, 2008, p. 6). This is further emphasised in the novelisation 24 Declassified: 
Trinity (2008) when a police detective (Mercy Bennett) is left a message to call CTU. Unfamiliar with this 
acronym, she asks her captain what CTU is. He informs her that this agency is a newly established department to 
which she must refer any information regarding religious fundamentalists: “Really, we’re talking about Islamic 
nutcases who want to blow themselves up … But we can’t say that on the record” (Whitman, 2008, p. 308).  
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Such statistics run counter to the show’s protestations and various trans-textual endeavours to 
proclaim impartiality and mitigate or defuse any negative portrayals of Muslims. For example, 
during a podcast, Kiefer Sutherland states that, in order to produce eight seasons of the show 
(at the time of the podcast’s recording), “everybody was a terrorist. We had neo-Nazis in the 
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States, we had the Chinese, we had the Russians … we were equal opportunity employers”210. 
Elsewhere, during a DVD extra, executive producer Evan Katz notes that the show offered 
positive and negative depictions of Muslims: “If we have a Muslim terrorist, we depict Muslims 
that aren’t terrorists, that are patriots. More frequently than not, the ultimate villains tend to be 
white men running corporations […] After oil”211. Similarly, via The Official Companion: 
Seasons 1 & 2, Joel Surnow also asserts that Muslims are depicted in both positive and negative 
terms: “We showed really positive Muslim families and that a Muslim accused of being a 
terrorist in fact wasn’t” (quoted in Dilullo, 2006, p. 87).  
 
Likewise, The Official Companion: Seasons 3 & 4 responds to concerns with Season Four’s 
depiction of Islamic extremism (the Araz family212) raised by The Council on American Islamic 
Relations. To address their protests, the producers “reacted by working with Muslim rights 
groups to create public service announcements (PSAs) featuring Sutherland that denounced 
racism” (Dilullo, 2007, p. 26). In these PSAs, which aired during a commercial break in 
February 2005, Sutherland explained that “American Muslims are patriots and good American 
citizens and shouldn’t be stereotyped as terrorists or viewed with suspicion” (Burstein & De 
Keijzer, 2007c, p. 112)213. Indeed, Evelyn Alsultany notes that Sutherland also informed the 
audience that “the American Muslim community stands firmly beside their fellow Americans 
in denouncing and resisting all forms of terrorism” (cited in Alsultany, 2013, p. 86). However, 
while Alsultany sees this as a positive strategy in combatting negative depictions of 
Muslims214, one might also see this as creating a demarcation between Americans and Muslim-
Americans, solidifying a dichotomy which positions the latter as something ‘Other’ than 
American. 
                                                          
210 See Tiff Uncut podcast episode Kiefer Sutherland in Conversation With (27th January 2016: 15.34 minutes – 
15.47 minutes). 
211 See Season Six DVD extra ’24 Season 6: Inside the Writer’s Room’ (9.15 minutes – 10.28 minutes). 
212 Dilullo cites Jon Cassar to suggest that the Araz family are purposefully attributed no country of origin (Dilullo, 
2007, p. 115). However, Dina Araz is played by Iranian actress Shohreh Aghdashloo, Behrooz Araz is played by 
Jonathan Ahdout (of Iranian descent) and Navi Araz is played by Puerto Rican actor Nestor Serrano (as is claimed 
on www.nytimes.com/1990/01/22/arts/ethnic-and-disabled-actors-ask-for-a-chance.html). For Burstein & De 
Keijzer, “While their religion, ethnicity, and nationality are never explicitly stated, the show plays on the viewer’s 
post-9/11 assumptions and biases to imply that the Araz family are Islamic jihadists from somewhere in the Middle 
East” (Burstein & De Keijzer, 2007c, p. 111). Here, the cultural and political context of the show’s broadcast (and 
the viewers’ biases) becomes an extra-textual ideologically-shaping rubric that structures the audience’s 
interpretative framework. 
213 Kiefer Sutherland elsewhere adds: “The last thing in the world that we would want coming out of season four 
is someone to watch our show and think Muslims are bad or people from the Middle East are bad. At the same 
token, it would be absolutely ludicrous to pretend that a large proportion of terrorism is not coming out of the 
Middle East. It would be silly and irresponsible as well, so there’s a balance. In that specific instance, the PSAs 
were helpful” (cited in Dilullo, 2007, p. 27). 
214 Indeed, for a more positive interpretation of the text’s depictions of Muslims in general, see Alsultany (2013). 
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Consequently, trans-textual fragments such as podcasts, DVD extras and companion guides are 
used in conjunction with extra-textual elements (PSAs) to correct or ‘anchor’ the viewer’s 
interpretative framework, reshaping/reconfiguring the discursive meaning formed via inner-
textual rubrics (the negative depictions of Muslims as antagonists). In this sense, rubrics or 
fragments of the textual tapestry (whether inner-textual, trans-textual or extra-textual) enter 
into a paratextual dialectic with each other to solidify or challenge a dominant discourse (the 
logics which underpinned the ‘War on Terror’). However, despite the re-framing protestations 
of trans-textual and extra-textual rubrics, inner-textual elements legitimise Bauer’s behaviour 
and the dominant discourse is maintained - Muslims and Russians constitute the primary 
antagonistic force in 24, an ‘Otherness’ which requires regulation by Bauer’s (America) violent 
subjugation/elimination. This, in turn, legitimises the ‘War on Terror’ and ‘interpellates’ the 
viewer within its discursive logics.  
 
Moreover, inner-textual rubrics foreclose any other discursive position which might challenge 
the one embodied by Bauer. For example, in the opening episode of Season Seven (S07E01) 
Bauer, the subject of a senate investigation, provides testimony regarding the unlawful 
detention and torture of Ibrahim Haddad, a member of a sleeper cell that CTU had been 
monitoring in 2002215. Representing ‘the people’, Senator Blaine Mayer (Kurtwood Smith), 
whose surname works as an inner-textual delegitimisation of Jane Mayer’s New Yorker article 
discussed earlier in this chapter, enters into a dialectic with Bauer who feels no need to justify 
his strategies of interrogation. Instead, Bauer states that Haddad had targeted a bus carrying 
forty-five people, ten of whom were children, and was prevented from committing mass murder 
via the use of torture: 
 
Senator Mayer:  So basically, what you’re saying, Mr. Bauer, is that the ends justify the 
means, and that you are above the law. 
                                                          
215 Executive producer Manny Coto notes that this was an attempt by the show to respond to criticisms concerning 
the depiction of torture: “Why not actually put Jack on trial at the beginning of the season? […] Put Jack in front 
of a senate committee of these people who are saying the same things that were being said about the show in the 
press”. Executive producer David Fury adds: “So we were able to now address all the criticism we received in 
year six for glorifying torture, which was never our intent but that’s how some people perceived it”. See Season 
Seven DVD extra, ’24-7: The Untold Story’ (4.47 minutes – 5.23 minutes).  
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Jack Bauer:  When I am activated, when I am brought into a situation there is a 
reason. And that reason is to complete the objectives of my mission at 
all costs. 
Senator Mayer:  Even if it means breaking the law? 
Jack Bauer:  For a combat soldier, the difference between success and failure is your 
ability to adapt to your enemy. The people that I deal with, they don’t 
care about your rules. All they care about is a result. My job is to stop 
them from accomplishing their objectives. I simply adapted. In answer 
to your question, am I above the law? No, sir. I am more than willing to 
be judged by the people you claim to represent. 
 
Before Mayer can offer a rebuttal (a competing discourse), the senate hearing is interrupted 
when FBI agent Renee Walker enters the room and sequesters Bauer to help stop another threat. 
Here, a competing perspective is again silenced while Bauer is able to articulate his discursive 
position which then becomes solidified and legitimised (a discursive position which is 
congruent with the ‘War on Terror’). Indeed, this delegitimisation of a competing discursive 
position is repeated in episode S07E11 when Bauer interrogates a suspect – Senator Mayer’s 
chief of staff Ryan Burnett, the man who had initially built the federal case against Bauer. 
Bauer abducts Burnett and, inside the White House (the home of the symbolic order), proceeds 
to brutally torture him. However, just as Burnett begins to reveal information linked to the 
collision of two planes orchestrated by Ike Dubako (working on behalf of General Juma), 
Bauer’s interrogation is interrupted by Mayer and President Allison Taylor who burst into the 
room and arrest Bauer. Mayer is shocked and appalled by Bauer’s violence while Taylor is 
more moderate: 
 
Senator Mayer:  Nothing justifies what went on in this room. 
President Taylor:  Even if he’s right, Blaine? Even if it means we could save lives? 
Senator Mayer:  Look at that [Burnett’s injuries] and tell me it’s not barbarism. Is that 
something you can live with? 
Jack Bauer:  Earlier today, Madam President, two airplanes were brought down. Is 
that something you can live with? 
Senator Mayer:  You’re reprehensible, Bauer. 
Jack Bauer:  And you, sir, are weak! Unwilling and unable to look evil in the eye and 
deal with it! 
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Here, characters within the diegesis engage in a dialectic concerning America’s response to 
9/11, with Bauer (the hero and point of audience identification) articulating a discursive 
position that supports the practices precipitated under the auspices of the ‘War on Terror’. 
Crucially, Bauer’s discursive position is reinforced and the counter-discourse articulated by 
Mayer is delegitimised by, firstly, revealing Burnett’s guilt and complicity and, secondly, 
demonstrating the negative consequences if torture were not used to obtain information. In this 
case, General Juma and his men storm the White House (S07E12), killing many of the staff 
and taking the others hostage, including the President’s daughter Olivia Taylor and, later, the 
president herself (endangering the symbolic order). Moreover, Mayer himself is later killed 
and removed from the diegetic space, thus finally silencing the discursive position he 
articulated216. In short, Bauer’s preventative violence becomes the only viable and legitimate 
option in maintaining national security. 
 
24 & Eliminating the ‘Other’ 
Bauer’s violence is a constituent element of the text and, indeed, the text is contingent on his 
brutality. As Eric Greene notes, this ticking bomb scenario works not to understand the debate 
concerning the legitimacy of torture, but to foreclose competing discursive positions by 
eliminating any recourse other than torture (Greene, 2008, p. 176)217. Similarly, as Lindsay 
Coleman observes, not only does torture and violence progress the narrative by revealing the 
next clue which Bauer must follow, but the ethical choices surrounding his violent actions “are 
effectively neutralized by the pounding thriller logic of the series”. Coleman continues to note 
that the audience “must identify with his desire to extract information so that the genre logic 
of the 24 thrill machine may reactivate itself. Effectively, the producers force a tacit consent in 
the audience to torture” (Coleman, 2008, pp. 203-4). Takacs makes a similar point when 
observing that the programme depoliticises violent behaviour and even makes such deportment 
desirable as it progresses the narrative towards a resolution which may alleviate the audience’s 
anxiety: 
 
 
                                                          
216 Such inner-textual legitimisations are consolidated via trans-textual and extra-textual elements which 
emphasise the righteousness and validity of Bauer’s actions, as discussed earlier in this chapter. 
217 Dónal P. O’Mathúna makes the similar observation that the show’s style, frenetic pace and ticking bomb 
scenario contribute to “the urgent need for torture and its apparent legitimacy” (O’Mathúna, 2008, p. 97).  
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The regularization of torture not only helps normalize it; it engages 
the audience in such a way as to make them virtually cry out for more 
torture since it is torture that elicits the information necessary to send 
Jack off in a new direction. The narrative stalls when torture is not 
applied, and any moral debate about the legitimacy or utility of 
torture only feels like a frustrating delay  
(Takacs, 2012, p. 93) 
 
Consequently, the ticking clock works to endorse and sanctify Bauer’s actions because, as 
Slavoj Žižek notes, the show’s all-pervasive sense of urgency (created via the ticking clock and 
the use of formal devices such as handheld cameras) means that the “pressure of events is so 
overbearing, the stakes are so high, that they necessitate a kind of ethical suspension of ordinary 
moral concerns” (original emphasis: Žižek, 2007, p. 203)218. Consonant with Žižek, Hamilton 
Carroll similarly intimates that “The sense of real-time immediacy compels the forward 
momentum of the plot and manipulates the viewer into a state of constant nervous tension” 
(Carroll, 2011, p. 40). As such, the viewer’s mentality not only mirrors the protagonist’s but, 
in order to alleviate the ubiquitous threat, the spectator must support Bauer’s logics to bring 
about resolution and a restoration of national security (regulating and protecting the symbolic 
order).  
 
In short, Bauer’s strategic deployment of violence to mitigate the threats posed by antagonists 
is endorsed and legitimised within the various inner-textual (the temporal and structural logics 
of the show along with its formal design), trans-textual and extra-textual rubrics that comprise 
the textual tapestry. In doing so, while foreclosing opposing or dissenting positions, the text 
‘interpellates’ the viewer within the logics of the ‘War in Terror’. Such logics are predicated 
on the legitimacy of the White man’s use of violence in the name of national security. Indeed, 
throughout the course of the show, Bauer kills antagonists to save civilian life, unlawfully 
                                                          
218 Takacs makes a similar point by arguing that counterterrorist narratives such as Threat Matrix and 24 construct 
‘threat’ in its abstract sense rather than objectively. In doing so, such texts remedy perceived failings of real-life 
U.S intelligence agencies while, at the same time, normalising a state of emergency and exception which 
encourages the audience to acquiesce to questionable policies of surveillance, detention and even torture. See 
Takacs (2012: pp. 59-96). Also see Caldwell & Chambers (2007) for a discussion on 24 and the ‘state of 
exception’, which includes a good outline of the subject and its application to a post-9/11 climate. 
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executes suspects219, and routinely deploys torture or brutality as an investigative tool. What 
becomes important, then, is the target of such brutality (See Appendix D for a detailed 
breakdown and list of the victims of Bauer’s violence, torture and kills. This appendix also 
includes more statistical data to illustrate the points made here).  
 
Demarcating Bauer’s brutalisations into three categories (assault/violence, acts of torture and 
kills) reveals the function of such actions. When looking at violence or assault perpetrated by 
Bauer, there is no doubt that the majority of recipients are White (66.11% or 119 out of 180 
characters) and male (90.56% or 163 out of 180 characters). However, moving beyond 
signifiers of race to consider ideology, one sees that Muslims (including White Muslims) 
                                                          
219 For example, Bauer executes Nina Myers (S03E14), Dana Walsh (S08E20), Conrad Haas (S05E01), 
Christopher Henderson (S05E23), Margot Al-Harazi (Live Another Day: E09) and Cheng Zhi (Live Another Day: 
E12); all unarmed individuals that had surrendered or posed no imminent threat to Bauer. However, Bauer’s virtue 
is ensured via various trans-textual rubrics. For example, 24: The Ultimate Guide exonerates and legitimises his 
execution of Nina Myers who is blamed for her own death: “She not only betrayed Bauer, she also killed his wife, 
and in the long run, paved the way for her own death at Bauer’s hands during Day 3” (Goldman, 2007, p. 26). 
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constitute 11.67% of the recipients of Bauer’s violence, while Soviet antagonists comprise 
11.11%. The same is true of Bauer’s use of torture, with the majority 37.50% (6 out of 12 
characters) being Muslim. 
 
This corresponds with the ideological 
constituency of those killed by Bauer. 
Throughout the nine seasons of the TV show 
which feature Bauer (including the mini-series 
24: Live Another Day), he kills 303 people. 
Although it should be noted that there is a 
disparity between the statistics compiled for 
this study, in which Bauer kills 303 people, and 
those stated by the official canon (on 27th 
August 2014 via Twitter) which credit him with 
309 confirmed kills220. This disparity arises as 
the official canon bases its number of 
confirmed kills on a list produced by a fan wiki 
page221 (http://24.wikia.com/wiki/On-
screen_kills_by_Jack_Bauer)222.  
                                                          
220 The disparities are: 24.wikia.com states that an additional two people were killed by Bauer during Season Five, 
one at 9.45am and one at 12.54am (which the statistics obtained by this thesis do not recognise); 24.wikia.com 
claims that seven people were killed in S06E17 before Bauer kills Abu Fayed, but only six are evident on screen; 
24.wikia.com states that, at 2.26pm of Season Seven (S07E07), one of Nichols's mercenaries falls to the floor and 
dies during an explosion, but there is no confirmation of his death in the show. This same website also asserts 
that, when Bauer hits a Korean market cashier at 3.57pm (S07E08), it is a lethal blow. However, no confirmation 
of his death is given (although Bauer would later inform President Taylor that all of Dubako's men are dead, it is 
unclear whether this includes the Korean cashier); 24.wikia.com assumes that Berkov died from his wounds in 
S08E22, however his death is not seen on screen (five bodies are shown in addition to an alive Berkov, who asks 
Jason Pillar to send an ambulance); in E06 of 24: Live Another Day (4.54pm), Bauer explodes a gas canister which 
kills two of Gabriel's henchmen but 24.wikia.com states that another henchman had also died; in E11 of 24: Live 
Another Day, Bauer shoots three Russian agents during a firefight at 9.04pm, along with exploding a propane tank 
which kills two more. However, 24.wikia.com states that only two agents died along with the two agents killed in 
the propane explosion. 
221 See Jason Mittell (2013) for an overview of wikis (and especially Wikipedia) and an outline of their history, 
development and significance (particularly fan wikis). 
222 This is reinforced during a podcast in which Jon Cassar states that, rather than produce their own list of Bauer’s 
kills for a graphic used in 24: Live Another Day (E01), the production team used one compiled by a fan. See The 
Empire Film Podcast episode 24: Live Another Day Special – Jon Cassar (16/7/14: 31.02 minutes – 32.36 
minutes). In turn, this fan-generated information is integrated into the canon and becomes canonically endorsed 
and perpetuated. An example of this can be seen in the novel 24 Live Another Day: Rogue (2015), which is set 
between Season Eight of the TV show and 24: Live Another Day. Here, Agent Abigail Harper of the Australian 
Intelligence Service reads a dossier that her agency holds on Bauer, crediting him with 270 confirmed kills (Mack, 
2015, p. 285). However, the statistics recorded for this thesis confirm that this figure should actually be 264 
confirmed kills. 
 
 
 
Tweets from the official canon 
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However, using the number of Bauer’s confirmed kills recorded for this study, one can see that 
the majority of victims are once again White (45.54% or 138 out of 303 characters) and male 
(98.35% or 298 out of 303 characters). But, again, looking beyond race to ideology, Bauer’s 
kills consist of mostly antagonists from former Soviet states or employed by them (22.44% or 
68 out of 303 kills) or Muslims (18.49% or 56 out of 303 kills). 
 
As this indicates, much like depictions of antagonistic characters, the recipients of Bauer’s 
violence are predominantly linked to Islam or Russia. This becomes more pronounced if one 
were to only consider depictions within the post-9/11 climate and discount Season One (in part 
produced prior to 9/11). Here, 19.80% of Bauer’s kills are from former Soviet states or 
employed by them (58 out of 293) with 19.11% (56 out of 293) being Muslim.  
 
As these statistics illustrate, the American symbolic order (embodied by Bauer) must police 
and regulate (or violently eliminate) threats posed by either Russian (or socialists) or Muslim 
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antagonists. Indeed, Islamic terrorists are frequently aligned with Soviet antagonists which 
regurgitates Cold War ideologies while, at the same time, linking such rhetoric to the ‘War on 
Terror’ in which an ideological ‘Other’ is defeated by a heroic America. For example, in Season 
Six Islamic terrorist Abu Fayed has acquired a compact/suitcase nuclear bomb which was made 
by the Soviets and supplied to him by a former Soviet general (Dmitri Gredenko)223. Likewise, 
in Season Eight, Omar Hassan, the president of a fictional nation (the Islamic Republic of 
Kamistan), is almost usurped by his brother (Farhad) whose plan is to acquire weapons-grade 
uranium from a Russian crime syndicate (headed by Sergei Bazhaev, a man with access to 
decommissioned Soviet stockpiles). Here, then, violence is more than merely a consequence 
of generic conventions (action) or an expedient way to propel the narrative. Instead, violence 
performs an ideological function as it privileges one discursive position (America) over another 
(non-America). Or, as John Fiske & John Hartley note:  
 
Violence enacts social, rather than personal relations; it takes place 
between personalized moralities (good v. bad, efficient v. inefficient, 
culturally esteemed v. culturally deviant) rather than between 
individual people per se. There is perhaps no more economical and 
visually arresting way of enacting social conflicts which are in 
essence abstract and located in the mind than by means of an enacted 
slugging match  
(Fiske & Hartley, 1978, p. 145) 
 
Crucially, via a number of inner-textual, trans-textual and extra-textual rubrics, the viewer is 
recruited into the diegesis and ‘interpellated’ into the discursive framework of the text. In doing 
so, they are channelled towards supporting a dominant discourse – one predicated on the 
subordination of women, the denigration of ideological/racial ‘Others’ and the violent 
suppression of those who threaten the symbolic order (one which perpetuates the logics that 
underpinned the ‘War on Terror’).  
 
 
                                                          
223 See Daniel Herbert (2007) for a discussion on 24’s use of nuclear bombs which, he argues, no longer represents 
total destruction (as they had done during the Cold War). Instead, threats of nuclear bombs are frequently mitigated 
by Bauer or their devastation is contained and limited. Consequently, for Herbert, the changing depiction of the 
nuclear bomb, from total destruction to containable, expresses the post-9/11 climate of survival, sacrifice and, 
ultimately, victory. 
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24: Trans-Textual Rubrics & Transmedia Dialectics 
Importantly, this is not to say that all of 24’s transmedia texts offer only monolithic 
identificatory positions and discursive frameworks. Indeed, traditional apparatuses of content 
distribution (novelisations, TV shows) might be structured via homogenous monotheism and 
may articulate a dominant discourse in more accentuated terms. For example, the novelisations’ 
monotheism and denunciation of pluralism is evident in 24 Declassified: Storm Force (2008) 
in which the author writes:  
 
Handicapping the U.S.’s military intelligence apparatus was the fact 
that it was stretched and stressed to the breaking point. So many 
persons of interest were wandering loose and abroad in the nation that 
it was impossible for the home team to keep track of them all at any 
one time. America’s open society provided an incredible advantage for 
the aggressor  
(Jacobs, 2008, p. 89).  
 
Likewise, in a later novelisation, 24 Declassified: Trinity (2008), a Muslim terrorist, Abdul 
Rahman Yasin, “smiled to himself, satisfied in the knowledge that it was America’s pluralism 
that would help defeat it. The United States had too many open doors, too many faces, too 
many acceptable modes of behavior, to keep them out” (Whitman, 2008, p. 49). Consequently, 
one might see 24’s literary texts (novelisations, graphic novels) and TV show as being more 
ideologically restrictive and fixed. Conversely, texts designed for new media and distribution 
via the democratisation of the internet (web-series, mobisodes) are more nuanced and offer a 
space for polymorphism, pluralism and heterogeneity.  
 
As such, establishing new terms of reference, this thesis delineates between ‘transmedia 
interpellation’ (novelisations and the television show disseminated via ‘traditional apparatuses 
of distribution’) and ‘transmedia dialectics’ (paratexts circulated via ‘platforms of transmedia 
engagement’ such as web-series, mobisodes and computer games). The former performs a 
prescriptive or proselytising function which recruits or ‘interpellates’ the viewer into the text’s 
discursive logics, namely those which support the symbolic order and the hegemonic authority 
of the White male (what are termed here as ‘proselytising paratexts’). Conversely, ‘transmedia 
dialectics’ offer a more pluralistic experience and articulate diverse ideological positions, 
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offering a site of resistance against the tyranny of the tapestry’s dominant discourse (what are 
termed here ‘pluralistic paratexts’). 
 
An example of a ‘pluralistic paratext’ would include the computer game 24: The Game (on 
PS2), the significance of which to the textual tapestry is emphasised in a Season Four DVD 
extra entitled ’24: The Game Behind the Scenes’. Here, Kiefer Sutherland directly addresses 
the audience with rhetorical questions, such as: “Have you ever wanted to know more about 
the world of 24?” and “Ever wonder what it would be like to live 24 hours in the life of Jack 
Bauer?”. Later, Sutherland promises that, during the game, “you step into the role of Jack Bauer 
and his fellow CTU agents, playing out the story”. In doing so, these trans-textual fragments 
recruit/’interpellate’ the viewer into the diegesis and its discursive logics (securitisation, 
anxiety, paranoia and preventative action). However, the game’s 58 missions facilitate 
pluralistic identificatory positions as, although Bauer undoubtedly features in more missions 
than other characters (privileging the White male’s perspective), the gameplay shifts between 
characters in parallel storylines. Here, the pre-structured gameplay forces the player to adopt 
the narrative perspectives of male, female, White and Hispanic characters as the player’s 
identificatory position oscillates between Bauer, Chase Edmunds, Tony Almeida, CTU 
analysts Sean Walker and Adam Kaufman, Michelle Dessler and Kim Bauer. 
 
Indeed, the game is played via third-person narration but Kim’s character offers the only 
approximation of a first-person perspective as she momentarily sneaks through an air-
conditioning vent. Here, the space is too narrow for a third-person view and so we temporarily 
see the diegesis through her eyes224. Moreover, in the computer game, Kim has more narrative 
agency and becomes a more significant character than she is in the TV show. In doing so, the 
computer game re-codes and re-configures her and expands her diegetic presence. In this sense, 
a trans-textual rubric (a computer game) corrects some of the primary text’s (the TV show) 
failings in terms of female passivity (offering a trans-textual reclamation and character 
expansion)225.  
 
                                                          
224 Interestingly, here a male player is required to adopt the perspective of a female character, reversing the general 
trend of computer games at the time and anticipating imminent tends in the gaming industry (as will be alluded to 
in the thesis’s conclusion). 
225 However, it should be said that another female character (Kate Warner) is kidnapped towards the end of the 
narrative and needs to be rescued by the male hero (Bauer) – perpetuating the dichotomy of female passivity and 
male heroism. 
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A similar example of paratextual pluralism can be seen in the web-series The Rookie: CTU226 
which follows a new recruit, Hispanic male Jason Blaine227. While Blaine was the lone hero in 
the first two seasons of the web-series, the final six-episode season (entitled ‘Extraction’) is 
more illustrative. Here, Blaine and his CTU superior (a White male, Alton Maxwell) travel to 
Mexico so that the latter can apprehend Esteban Salazar, a cartel leader who has rebuilt the 
family’s criminal empire following the death of his brothers in Season Three of the TV show. 
Initially, this web-series seems to perpetuate the same logics as the TV show as Blaine’s CTU 
superior is a White male (Maxwell), who occupies a leading position within the hierarchical 
order while other identities (Hispanic men and Blaine’s CTU colleague, a White female 
subordinate named Angie Lawson) are subjugated to his authority. However, when the White 
Maxwell is captured by Salazar, the Hispanic Blaine must save him (aided by his female 
colleague). Here, one can see an appropriation of narrative agency (by Hispanic men and 
females) which was once the exclusive preserve of the White male Jack Bauer.  
 
A similar pluralism might also be seen in 24: Debrief (released on 21st May 2007), a five-part 
mobisode series which takes place thirty-five hours after the detonation of the nuclear bomb 
during Season Six.228. These modisodes also feature a prominent Hispanic character, Special 
Agent Jorge Ramirez (Esai Morales229) who interrogates Bauer (the White man) after 
erroneously believing him to have jeopardised national security while imprisoned by the 
Chinese. While this paratext does ultimately reinforce the benevolence of the White male 
                                                          
226 During Season Six of the TV show, director of photography Rodney Charters directed this web-series 
(comprising of twelve short films occurring over three seasons/days). Along with the webisodes, the producers 
also released behind-the-scenes featurettes (called The Making of the Rookie) which endeavoured to link the web-
series to the primary text (the TV show) through an emphasis on the shared crew, locations (CTU) and aesthetic 
construction. For example, instalments entitled ‘The 24 Connection’ and ‘Part 2: The Crew’ specifically state that 
personnel who worked on the TV text also worked on the web-series. This includes: Rodney Charters; camera 
operator Guy Skinner; editor Scotty Powell; stunt coordinator Jeff Cadiente; script supervisor Anne Melville; 
special effects supervisors Stan & Scott Blackwell; and graphics director Olivier Benamou. In doing so, these 
featurettes work to maintain canonical continuity by linking the paratext to the primary text. 
227 Although, somewhat inconsistently, the actor who plays Jason Blaine (Jeremy Ray Valdez) had also appeared 
in Season Five of 24 (episode S05E23) as another character - Tim Rooney, a petty officer on a submarine which 
is highjacked by Vladimir Bierko. Bauer contacts Rooney and guides him through killing one of Bierko’s guards 
so that he can gain entry to the submarine undetected. Rooney is later the only survivor on the submarine and lone 
witness to Bauer’s execution of Christopher Henderson. 
228 This was not the only mobile content forming part of the 24 textual tapestry as 24: Conspiracy was released in 
2005. This was, for Elizabeth Evans, “the first attempt by a major US studio to create original content for mobile 
phones” (Evans, 2011, p. 10). 
229 Morales also co-founded the National Hispanic Foundation for the Arts in 1997 which aims to raise the profile 
of Hispanic artists working in the media industry. 
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vigilante, it also indicates a discursive shift230; one continued in the primary textual iteration of 
the TV show which, initially, may have been exclusively proselytising but eventually became 
more nuanced, mutable and responsive to changing social discourses. 
 
Here, one should note the extra-textual rubrics of two television shows that starred Kiefer 
Sutherland after 24: Touch (Fox, 2012-2013) and Designated Survivor (ABC, 2016-2018). 
Both shows might be seen to be an extra-textual recoding/correcting of Kiefer Sutherland’s 
politics and a retroactive ‘anchoring’ of 24’s discursive logics. In Touch, Sutherland plays 
Martin Bohm, a former journalist whose wife died in the Twin Towers on 9/11. Continuously 
searching for answers in this post-9/11 landscape, Bohm has difficulties communicating with 
his mute son who, via pattern-solving, can map the future and recognise human connections. 
During each episode, Bohm works to expose/stop untrustworthy individuals or institutions 
from exploiting their positions of power231. For example, in S01E08, Bohm works to prevent 
a White male doctor from selling babies of the under-privileged to the wealthy elite. Likewise, 
in S01E09, he stops a White male probation officer from forcing his charge (a thirteen-year old 
Black boy and carer for his brain-damaged brother) to steal money for him. What marks Touch 
as significant to a discussion of 24 is the emphasis on the White male hero’s benevolence (even 
though he lives in a world of corruption and wrongdoing). Indeed, episode S02E09 features 
Annie Wersching (24’s Renee Walker) as a woman whose estranged father is on death-row for 
killing three men232. With Bohm’s help, it is revealed that these were operatives working on 
behalf of an insidious private company which threatened the man’s family (the patriarch had 
to kill to protect his family/symbolic order). Here a White patriarch is initially judged to be 
violent but is ultimately redeemed and recoded as a reluctant protector (thus recoding Bauer 
via the extra-textual personae of Kiefer Sutherland). 
 
Likewise, a similar recoding can be seen in Designated Survivor, the plot of which centres on 
the enactment of a contingency plan wherein a low-ranking member of the government (the 
                                                          
230 Of course, conversely, rather than offering a site of re-appropriated authority and new forms of masculine 
heroism, one might read these mobisodes and web-series as an incorporation of Hispanic men into the model of 
White masculinity embodied by Bauer. Rather than subversion, then, both White and Hispanic men occupy the 
same position of ‘toxic masculinity’ (perpetuating the logics which structure the patriarchal symbolic order). 
231 While the first season is more episodic, the second is more serialised and concerns a corrupt conglomerate who 
perform experiments on children able to see the future (emphasising a distrust of conglomeration which was also 
present in 24). 
232 Indeed, Wersching is not the only evocation of 24 as episode S02E13 features fictional news channel CNB 
News while, in S02E11, Bohm seeks help from the only detective he can trust - Detective Lang played by Mykelti 
Williamson (who also appeared in 24 as Brian Hastings). 
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designated survivor) becomes president following a terrorist attack which kills the other senior 
members of government. Here, Sutherland plays Tom Kirkman, a registered Independent 
politician (S01E06)233 charged with rebuilding the nation234. The show’s seasonal arc offers a 
criticism of the ‘War on Terror’ while episodic narratives engage in a range of contemporary 
issues, such as immigration (S01E06), gun control (S01E15) and broader concerns of freedom 
of speech. Crucially, unlike 24 which endorsed such practices, Designated Survivor challenges 
the indiscriminate and unjustified targeting, detention and suppression of Muslims (S01E02). 
Indeed, when a video emerges in S01E03 that erroneously credits the terror attack to Muslim 
extremists, Kirkman is reluctant to act. Conversely, his Republican counterpart, Kimble 
Hookstraten (Virginia Madsen), advocates going to war in order to bond the nation through a 
common enemy.  
 
Moreover, while Kirkman advocates for more robust security/background checks (S01E15), 
torture is prohibited and, when an aid suggests renditioning a suspect (Majid Nassar) to foreign 
soil for “enhanced interrogation” (in S01E06), it is rejected as such methods are ineffective 
(upon the suggestion of the CIA director). Instead, questioning yields more productive results 
and exposes the conspiracy behind the terrorist attacks. Here, it is revealed that Islamic 
extremists were not responsible for the terrorist attack but, rather, it was perpetrated by a 
consortium of White elites headed by a Homeland Security advisor (Jay Whitaker) in 
conjunction with a private military provider (Patrick Law) whose plan is to usurp authority and 
stoke racial tensions for their own nefarious ends. While such themes were explored in 24, 
ultimately the show supported the logics which underpinned the ‘War on Terror’ (White male 
heroism and American sovereign exceptionalism in which violence is used to maintain the 
symbolic order)235. Conversely, Designated Survivor is a challenge to such a dominant 
discourse, something which is emphasised in an episode entitled ‘The Enemy’ (S01E04). Here, 
against the orders of Kirkman, a state Governor (the White male John Royce) implements 
prejudicial actions against his state’s Muslim population. Consequently, he is not only 
chastised for this (and his discursive position rebuked), but he is arrested for treason as his 
                                                          
233 However, in S01E16 Kirkman tells Democratic representatives that he is aligned with them in relation to their 
concerns with tax cuts for the rich and the erosion of health care provision or social security. 
234 Like many contemporary American espionage dramas such as Homeland (Showtime, 2011-) or Quantico 
(ABC, 2015-2018), this show is not concerned with averting disaster but, rather, dealing with its consequences in 
order to rebuild social and political structures following a catastrophic attack.  
235 Although, one could also argue that Bauer (much like Kirkman) attempts to ascertain the truth behind a terrorist 
attack before the country is committed to military action. This, in turn, might indicate a challenge to some of the 
logics which underpinned the ‘War on Terror’. 
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actions endangered national security (it is the White man who is a danger, not the Muslim 
population). A final example of this challenge to the dominant discourse perpetuated by 24 is 
the casting of Muslim rights campaigner Kal Penn as Seth Wright (he is also credited as a 
consultant on the show). Penn played a Muslim terrorist in 24, Season Six’s Ahmed Amar 
(2007), perpetuating post-9/11 racial stereotypes236. However, in Designated Survivor he is a 
more sympathetic character who is the victim of racial abuse. In doing so, Consequently, 
Penn’s appearance in Designated Survivor can be read as a similar re-coding or correcting of 
his politics/persona, going from a terrorist in 24 to a victim of racial profiling/abuse in 
Designated Survivor which also indicates a discursive shift from the post-9/11 environment to 
a post-‘War on Terror’ epoch. 
 
Consequently, while in the immediate aftermath of 9/11, Bauer became an expression of 
America’s need for heroic (White male) protectors and a metonym for their valour and 
benevolence, by 2008 an apparent shift appears to be occurring; away from an acquiescence to 
the ‘War on Terror’ and its role in solidifying a patriarchal symbolic order to a refutation of its 
logics. This discursive shift commenced from 24: Redemption (released on 23rd November 
2008) in which, although reinforcing White hegemonic authority, a negotiation of changing 
gender dynamics is underway237. From this point, one can see an ascension of female agency 
as Allison Taylor is about to be inaugurated as president of the United States, appropriating the 
authority of (patriarchal) President Noah Daniels. However, this female ascension within the 
institutional hierarchy is illusionary and is undercut in the following season. For example, in 
S07E13, while being held hostage with the other White House staff by General Benjamin Juma 
(the repressed racial ‘Other’), Bill Buchanan sacrifices his life to cause a distraction which 
                                                          
236 Although he considers himself to be a political independent who has voted for both Republicans and 
Democrats, Kal Penn worked on the Barack Obama election campaign and in his presidential administration for 
two years from 2007. See the Nerdist Podcast: Kal Penn (27th March 2015: 6.23 minutes – 11.09 minutes). When 
considering his role of terrorist Ahmed Amar in 24, Penn was quoted in The New York Magazine (in an article by 
Jade Yuan) as stating that: “I have a huge political problem with the role. It was essentially accepting a form of 
racial profiling. I think it’s repulsive. But it was the first time I had a chance to blow stuff up and take a family 
hostage. As an actor, why shouldn’t I have that opportunity? Because I’m brown and I should be scared about the 
connection between media images and people’s thought processes?” (cited in Yuan, no date given: 
http://nymag.com/movies/profiles/28866/). When later discussing this The New York Magazine article, Penn adds: 
“I think my words were taken a bit out of context in that article, and I probably should have taken the time to 
elaborate a little more on that particular issue”. Penn, while acknowledging the ease with which racist stereotypes 
can be created and perpetuated, continues to add that he disagrees with the belief that there is only one way to 
interpret his character, that of promulgating distrust of Asian or Muslim neighbours. For Penn, “Such a reading 
of the character is not only morally repulsive, more importantly, it’s overly simplistic” (cited in Burstein & De 
Keijzer, 2007, p. 117).  
237 Indeed, the name of this feature-length instalment (Redemption) is suggestive as it implies the need to atone 
for something. 
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allows Larry Moss to overrule Vice President Mitchell Hayworth and storm the White House. 
Together, with Bauer, they impede Juma’s assault. Crucially, each of these rescuers are male 
and, moreover, President Allison Taylor (the ‘empowered’ female) and her daughter Olivia 
hide behind secret service agent Aaron Pierce - cowering on the floor as he protects them from 
Juma’s men238.  
 
Female autonomy is further undermined during the next season (Season Eight airing from 
2010) in which President Taylor (and the America she embodies) is no longer altruistic and 
benevolent but is, instead, problematic. Here, corrupted by male authority (influenced by 
Charles Logan who, in turn, has ties to Russia), Taylor covers up the assassination of a political 
leader by the Russian state and threatens a widow and new leader of the Islamic Republic of 
Kamistan (Dalia Hassan) with American military aggression (S08E23). Moreover, while 
Taylor is president of America and Dalia Hassan is the new leader of her country, it appears 
that women have acquired the authority which once belonged to men. However, their authority 
is predicated on male approval and facilitation. For example, Dalia’s ascension comes from the 
suggestion of a man (Jamot) while Taylor has male advisors (by S08E18 this is Charles Logan 
and Ethan Kanin). Crucially, both women are dependent on Bauer’s effectiveness and success. 
Consequently, while a discursive shift is initiated by 24: Redemption, it is a gradual process 
which still privileges the authority of White men. However, this discursive shift becomes more 
pronounced and culminates in the final instantiation of the textual tapestry, 24: Legacy (2017), 
a twelve-part miniseries broadcast sixteen years after the commencement of the ‘War on 
Terror’239.  
 
24’s Legacy 
While the original 24 existed and even characterised the post-9/11 epoch, 24: Legacy (airing 
between 5th February 2017 – 17th April 2017) explores the post-‘War on Terror’ period240. 
                                                          
238 Indeed, President Taylor has already been forced to acquiesce to Juma’s demands previously and read a 
statement via a live internet stream which admitted America’s supposed atrocities in Sangala. Here, an 
‘empowered’ woman is subjugated to male authority and, rather than projecting patriotic heroism, her weakness 
undermines U.S. moral superiority. A similar plot occurs in Season Eight when President Taylor is compromised 
when her actions are influenced by the immoral Charles Logan. 
239 For a brief discussion in which executive producers Manny Cotto and Evan Katz consider the conceptualisation 
and development of 24: Legacy, see podcast Remote Controlled with Debra Birnbaum: Ep 20 – ‘24: Legacy’ Cast 
and Producers on Rebooting the Hit Series (3/2/2017: 1.07 minutes – 6.19 minutes). 
240 Indeed, this is confirmed by executive producer Manny Coto. See YouTube video: aTVfest 2017 Q-and-A: 
'24: Legacy' cast (16.50 minutes – 17.27 minutes: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uKvaYE23uEo). Also see 
24 Faithful Podcast episode ‘Manny Coto and Evan Katz Interview’ (1/2/2017: 4 minutes – 4.36 minutes).  
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Here, Bauer is absent and his protagonist function is acquired by a Black male241, Eric Carter 
(Corey Hawkins)242.  
 
Indeed, the original TV show had always seemed to enable pluralistic and peripheral identities 
to obtain positions of hegemonic authority, provided they had been ‘interpellated’ into the 
sanctioned terms of the symbolic order. Such identities include Black (David and Wayne 
Palmer, Curtis Manning), Hispanic (Tony Almeida243) and female (Chloe O’Brian, Michelle 
Dessler, Renee Walker and President Allison Taylor). However, this pluralism was, until 24: 
Legacy, illusionary as such forms of ‘Otherness’ were variously contained within established 
power structures (those which privilege White male hegemony). For example, Black characters 
were routinely subjugated to White authority (Bauer) which, in turn, solidified his 
(‘exnominated’) position within the institutional hierarchy. An illustration of this is President 
David Palmer who, before being assassinated by Whites (Christopher Henderson working on 
behalf of a cabal of conspirators that include Charles Logan, Graem Bauer and Alan Wilson), 
is almost usurped by the White Vice President Jim Prescott. This attempted appropriation of 
his authority is mirrored when his brother, President Wayne Palmer, is likewise almost usurped 
by the White Vice President (Noah Daniels); both Black men must rely on Bauer’s (White) 
assistance to prevail. Other examples of this narrative subjugation to White authority include: 
Agent Richards being killed by the White Marie Warner; Agent Curtis Manning being killed 
by the White Jack Bauer (to prevent him from executing a reformed terrorist); Marianne Taylor, 
a duplicitous traitor, being killed by a White henchman (working for the White male, Forbes); 
                                                          
241 Refer to the introductory chapter for a discussion on the dominance of White actors/protagonists within the 
American television industry (especially during 2017), which marks Eric Carter as an especially significant 
character in terms of progressive representation. Eric Carter’s race enables a more nuanced reading of the text’s 
ideological work and might be seen to problematise the racial antagonisms underpinning some of 24’s textual 
fragments. However, as is suggested above there has been a discursive shift and, by 2017, race was no longer an 
important component for 24. Instead, ideology became the primary structuring device as this was seen to be 
fundamental to the maintenance of the existing American symbolic order. As such, the show’s dichotomies rest 
on a delineation of those who support American militarism and those who undermine such a discourse. 
242 It was the ethnicity of the hero that attracted Corey Hawkins to the project. See podcast Remote Controlled 
with Debra Birnbaum: Ep 20 – ‘24: Legacy’ Cast and Producers on Rebooting the Hit Series (3/2/2017: 42.55 
minutes - 45.22 minutes). Also see this podcast for a discussion on the importance of race to the text. 
243 Although Tony Almeida is asked in the novel 24 Declassified: Chaos Theory if he is the “token white guy” 
(Whitman, 2007, p.144), his Hispanic ethnicity is emphasised in other paratexts. He is described as Latino, 
originally from Chicago, in 24 Declassified: Operation Hell Gate (Cerasini, 2005, p. 5) while, during a podcast, 
actor Carlos Bernard states that, when auditioning for the role, the character was a Jewish corporate backbiter 
named Andrew Gellar. However, both Joel Surnow and himself felt that the character should have a Hispanic 
name. See 24 UK Podcast: Carlos Bernard Interview (4/4/09: 4.25 minutes – 6.15 minutes). Elsewhere Bernard 
also notes that, minutes before his first scene was shot, he and Joel Surnow changed the character’s name to Tonio 
Almeida (short for Antonio) but Kiefer Sutherland was unable to say it, so just called him Tony (quoted in Dilullo, 
2006, pp. 46-7). 
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and Brian Hastings, director of CTU New York, being replaced by the White Chloe O’Brian 
upon the orders of their White superior, Tim Woods.  
 
In such instances, empowered Black characters are thus contained or usurped by White 
individuals which undermines their claims to authority244. However, by 24: Legacy, the text’s 
discursive logics begin to shift. Here, no longer is the centre of narrative action a White male, 
to whom other identities are subordinate. Instead, the symbolic order is opened-up to enable 
the entry of those previously excluded from it. Indeed, 24: Legacy is predicated on diverse 
cultural identities: a Black protagonist, Eric Carter (along with significant assistance from his 
Black wife Nicole and brother Isaac245); a White female (Rebecca Ingram) who, as the former 
head of CTU and overall facilitator of Carter’s actions, has appropriated the narrative function 
of Jack Bauer246; a Latino Senator and Presidential candidate, John Donovan; his Muslim 
campaign manager, Nilaa Mizrani; a Hispanic CTU analyst, Mariana Stiles (cousin of fan 
favourite Edgar Stiles)247; and a gay CTU tech Andy Shalowitz along with his lover Thomas 
Locke, head of field operations. Moreover, to emphasise the significance of featuring gay 
characters on this broadcast TV show, actor Dan Bucatinsky (who plays Andy Shalowitz) also 
wrote a weekly blog for Entertainment Weekly offering behind-the-scenes information for each 
episode of 24: Legacy (http://ew.com/author/dan-bucatinsky/). Here, a gay actor playing a gay 
character is provided with a platform from which to articulate his experiences/identity, a 
                                                          
244 The only prominent Black character not to be usurped or killed by a White person is Sherry Palmer, a 
manipulative and conniving individual who is killed by another Black woman, Julia Milliken who, herself, then 
commits suicide – removing both characters from the diegetic space. 
245 However, one should not forget that Isaac Carter is a criminal and drug dealer who lives in the ‘projects’. 
Indeed, Eric used to work for his brother’s criminal enterprise and, consequently, the ‘progressive’ Black character 
has his roots in criminality, roots which he must reject in order to be assimilated into the (White) symbolic order. 
In doing so, 24: Legacy glosses over institutional racial inequalities and, instead, suggests that antagonism towards 
an oppressive system should be channelled into military service - serving the institutions that oppress and 
marginalise Black citizens. 
246 In addition to performing Bauer’s previous role of CTU Station Chief, Ingram also runs ‘off the books’ 
operations and tazers the current head of CTU (Keith Mullins) when he tries to impede her progress (Bauer had 
similarly tranquilised his boss, George Mason, in S01E01). Ingram also facilitates the ‘enhanced interrogation’ of 
her own father-in-law, Henry Donovan, in order to obtain information that might prevent a terrorist attack. Ingram 
even has him released from CTU’s custody so that he can be snatched by Tony Almeida’s team and interrogated 
without implicating CTU (Bauer performed a similar tactic in S04E18). In addition to the White female Ingram, 
Bauer’s duties as field agent are also appropriated by the Black male Eric Carter. However, executive producer 
Manny Coto notes that it is Rebecca Ingram’s job to interrogate suspects and it is her, not Carter, that fulfils 
Bauer’s role of having to compromise values for the greater good. See 24 Faithful Podcast episode ‘Manny Coto 
and Evan Katz Interview’ (1/2/2017: 9.37 minutes – 11.59 minutes). 
247 During an aTVfest 2017 panel discussion at The Savannah College of Art and Design (recorded on 2/2/2017), 
Evan Katz notes that the characters of Mariana Styles (Coral Peña) and Nilaa Mizrani (Sheila Vand) were not 
‘diverse’ on the page; something which is confirmed by Coral Peña who adds that actors from a range of ethnicities 
were auditioned for the role and, in fact, her character of Mariana Styles was initially Italian (named Gia). See 
YouTube video: aTVfest 2017 Q-and-A: '24: Legacy' Cast (12.38 minutes – 16.42 minutes: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uKvaYE23uEo). 
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platform (or extra-textual rubric) that is endorsed by the canonical text, demonstrating the 
plurality and multi-accentuality of 24: Legacy248.  
 
As this indicates, hierarchical positions of authority within the diegesis, those which had 
previously been occupied by White hegemonic males, have been appropriated by diverse 
cultural identities. This is signalled at the commencement of each episode as the voiceover 
narration (“The following takes place between…Events occur in real time”), which was once 
provided by the White Kiefer Sutherland, is now offered by the Black Corey Hawkins. 
Consequently, as 9/11 became a historical event (rather than a contemporaneous catastrophe) 
and social understandings of the ‘War on Terror’ shifted, a corresponding transition appears to 
be evident in the textual tapestry of 24. This transition is signalled by a change in protagonist 
as 24 became 24: Legacy. Here, heterogeneous and polysemic discursive positions were 
permitted to articulate their diversity. As such, the function of the TV show appeared to shift 
from a ‘proselytising paratext’ to a ‘pluralistic paratext’.  
 
However, although this pluralisation occurred in terms of gender and ethnicity, it was not the 
case with ideology. While the boundaries of the symbolic order may have become more porous 
and the protagonist has changed, the antagonists remain the same. The ideological or discursive 
‘Other’, those recipients of the state’s violence, are unchanged. The plot of 24: Legacy is 
predicated upon Islamic extremism and, thus, the demonisation of Muslims who require 
regulation and containment. In short, the symbolic order may have expanded to include women, 
Black men, Latinos and members of the LGBTQ+ community, but Muslims remain peripheral. 
This is confirmed by the antagonists of the season, 70.59% (or 12 out of 17) of whom are 
Muslims. These antagonists, acolytes of Islamic extremist Sheik Bin-Khalid along with White 
Chechen Muslims Amira and Khasan Dudayev, plan to attack America. But, much like Marie 
Warner or Simone Al-Harazi, it is not their race that codes them as dangerous to the symbolic 
order but rather their ideological viewpoint (Muslim)249.  
 
                                                          
248 For an outline of Bucatinsky’s role as a gay actor in America, see http://deadline.com/2014/09/dan-bucatinsky-
gay-coming-out-in-hollywood-sag-town-hall-833166/.  
249 It should be noted that Muslims are not depicted in wholly negative terms. In addition to Mizrani (who 
acquiesces to her own subjugation), Khasan and Amira’s abusive father, Mikhail Dudayev (Ivo Nandi), attempts 
to deter his daughter from committing acts of terrorism: “Do you know what our religion is really about? The 
reason we prey? Family and peace. This is what we seek. Anything else is a twisted perversion” (Mikhail Dudayev, 
E06). 
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These antagonists are, again, violently regulated by the state and, indeed, 21.44% of the assaults 
perpetrated by Carter are directed against Muslims (with 28.57% perpetrated against those of 
Middle Eastern descent). Moreover, 33.33% of his confirmed kills are Middle Eastern and 60% 
are Islamic. Consequently, this final iteration of 24 perpetuates many of the same logics which 
structured previous seasons and paratexts (the demonisation of Muslims who become 
America’s ideological ‘Other’ and need to be policed by the symbolic order).  
 
As such, while 24: Legacy expands the text’s discursive dialectics to allow pluralistic identities 
to occupy positions of hierarchical and narrative authority, different ideological perspectives 
are restricted. This can also be seen in the criticisms of American militarism, which are 
articulated in slightly more accentuated terms. For example, U.S. Army Ranger Ben Grimes 
suffers from addiction and mental health problems following his experiences in war and, in 
E01, Carter acknowledges that the country has let him down. Furthermore, in episode E02, 
while looking for Grimes, Carter asks for assistance from a homeless man who, it transpires, 
is a former marine (although, in such instances, it is not a criticism of the logics which 
underpinned the ‘War on Terror’, but rather its execution). However, again such counter 
discourses are only superficial and, while providing a criticism of the American military 
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system, such subversive thematic dialectics are ultimately foreclosed in favour of a 
perpetuation of the text’s dominant ideology – its conservative underpinnings which maintain 
the symbolic order. Here, the agent of the state (Carter) works to preserve national security by 
militating against the threats posed by ideological ‘Others’ (Islamic extremists).  
 
This foreclosure of thematic dialectics is realised at the season’s conclusion when former head 
of CTU, Rebecca Ingram (a re-gendered approximation of Bauer), is accused by Bin-Khalid of 
being a war criminal following airstrikes she had authorised on the Yemeni towns of Al Bayda, 
Harad and Marib. Bin-Khalid’s accusations are reiterated by Director of American National 
Security (Donald Simms) – a member of the symbolic order – who, following Ingram’s heroic 
death, reveals that she had illegally abducted a ten-year old child (Asim Naseri’s daughter, Ara) 
and threatened to kill her if the terrorist did not provide information (again appropriating tactics 
that Bauer had previously used in S02E12). Simms states that “Once Rebecca goes to trail at 
The Hague, or wherever they wind up prosecuting this, every good thing she’s ever done gets 
undone. And you know what you’re left with? Rebecca Ingram, war criminal” (E12). 
Consequently, 24: Legacy explicitly acknowledges (or articulates a competing discourse) that 
America’s actions to prevent terrorism were illegal and immoral (a refutation of the logics 
underpinning the ‘War on Terror’). However, this counter discourse is somewhat neutralised 
and obviated by Ingram’s heroic death (redemption) and the suicide of Simms. As such, there 
is no one left to prosecute the case or be held accountable for America’s problematic practices 
(thus establishing and disavowing dissenting discourses). In short, while pluralistic identities 
may have acquired positions of hierarchical authority and criticisms of American militarism 
may be expressed, the symbolic order is ultimately maintained through a subjugation of 
competing ideological frameworks (Islam). 24: Legacy may be a show of gender and racial 
heterogeneity, but it is also one of ideological homogeneity. 
 
Conclusion 
Todd Gitlin (1979) argued that TV texts work to articulate social crises but render them more 
compatible with dominant ideological systems (what he termed the ‘hegemonic process’). 
Here, crises are resolved in a way that favours the symbolic order through the mitigation of 
competing discourses or interpretations. This has been the structuring foundation of this thesis, 
which has considered the ways in which a TV text utilises a range of inner-textual, trans-textual 
and extra-textual elements (some of which are structured by homogeneity and some by 
heterogeneity) as rubrics through which the broader ideological work is filtered. In the case of 
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24, these rubrics combine to support/legitimise the preventative vigilantism that underpinned 
the ‘War on Terror’ and the maintenance of the symbolic order (hierarchically dominated by 
White men). This perpetuation of White male hegemony is achieved through three 
agnotological strategies: the denigration and subjugation of women; the demonisation of racial 
‘Others’; and the restriction/prohibition of competing (anti-American) ideological frameworks.  
 
However, rather than the coherent and stable text this might imply, 24 is comprised of an 
inordinate number of textual fragments created by many authors and distributed via an 
expansive array of platforms. This makes a unified and consistent discursive position difficult 
to maintain, especially given the extensive sixteen-year time frame of the text (going from post-
9/11 to post-‘War on Terror’ periods). In short, as this chapter has shown, while some textual 
rubrics may be ideologically fixed (such as the formal features of a TV show or novelisations), 
other rubrics are more fluid and polymorphous (such as the temporal context in which the text 
is produced and consumed).  
 
In this way, then, the different rubrics that constitute 24’s textual tapestry offer a ‘paratextual 
dialectic’ in which a range of discursive positions may be articulated. However, in literalising 
abstract discourses, 24 privileges one modality over another and so offers a visualised cognitive 
dissonance (the ‘hegemonic process’). In short, 24 functions as a ‘cultural forum’ (Newcomb 
& Hirsch, 2000). However, Newcomb & Hirsch’s original model argued that it is not simply 
individual episodes, series or even genres that constitutes this forum. Instead, “it is television 
as a whole system that presents a mass audience with the range and variety of ideas and 
ideologies inherent in American culture”. As such, Newcomb & Hirsch continue, to understand 
the cultural function of television one needs to “examine a variety of analytical foci and, finally, 
see them as parts of a greater whole” (Newcomb & Hirsch, 2000, p. 566).  
 
Using the case study of 24, this chapter has sought to reconfigure the ‘cultural forum’ model 
and re-apply it to today’s practices of transmedia storytelling and ‘textual tapestries’. Here, 
each textual fragment (‘analytical foci’) functions as an utterance of the tapestry’s discursive 
meaning or, in semiotic terms, one can discern the text’s ideological function only by linking 
together inner-textual, trans-textual and extra-textual fragments (‘paratextual paradigms’) into 
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the ‘canonical syntagm’250. Importantly, in order to understand the cultural function of a 
television show, especially one produced in the changing socio-political landscape of shifting 
hierarchical structures, fluid and contested hegemonic positions and a fragmented symbolic 
order, one cannot analyse just the programme in isolation as a bounded text. Instead, one needs 
to consider each fragment of the textual tapestry to understand the holistic discursive meaning 
of the canonical bricolage.  
 
With this in mind, a distinction could be productively made between a ‘super fan’ and 
‘regular/casual consumer’, both with different reading positions. The former has a more 
complicated and nuanced understanding of the text while the latter has a narrower ideological 
framework (shaped by only one textual element). In the case of 24, if a consumer were to only 
watch the TV show or only read the novelisations, they would have a different understanding 
of the text compared to someone who has only played the computer games or watched only the 
webisodes. The former spectatorship position will view 24 as a solidification of White male 
authority while the latter would see the text as an undermining of it. Both understandings of 
the text would then be different compared to someone who has consumed all of the paratexts 
and is, thus, in a better position to understand and negotiate the differing (and at times 
conflicting) meanings of the textual whole. While all of the rubrical elements ultimately 
channel the audience’s interpretative framework to engender support for the logics which 
underpinned the ‘War on Terror’, not all fragments support White male hegemonic authority251. 
 
Ultimately, the fragments of 24’s textual tapestry legitimised the ‘War on Terror’ by 
sanctifying preventative violence (thus maintaining the existing symbolic order). The next 
chapter explores this further through an analysis of Dexter in which White male hierarchical 
dominance is re-affirmed through the violent subjugation of ‘racial Others’. However, while 
the limited transmediality of The Shield restricted points of audience identification and 24’s 
textual tapestry enabled a paratextual dialectic, Dexter offered many prescribed paratexts, 
leaving little room for fan speculation or subversive readings. Instead, the pluralism that 
                                                          
250 When considering paradigms and syntagms, Fiske & Hartley state: “a paradigm is a ‘vertical’ set of units (each 
unit being a sign or a word), from which the required one is selected. A syntagm is the ‘horizontal’ chain into 
which it is linked with others, according to agreed rules and conventions, to make a meaningful whole” (original 
emphasis: Fiske & Hartley, 1978, p. 34). Fiske & Hartley provide the example of letters of the alphabet 
(paradigms) which may be combined to form syntagms (words). 
251 This is the original contribution of this chapter to existing scholarship on 24. While others have considered its 
representational strategies and its significance in the post-9/11 cultural climate, no one has yet considered how 
the different fragments that comprise its textual tapestry differently negotiate or enforce a dominant ideology.  
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characterises fan practice becomes commodified and integrated into the commercial logics of 
mainstream television. Here, monotheism is privileged over polysemy and the viewer is aligned 
with a violent White hegemonic form of masculinity, again channelling them to support 
increasingly contested policies implemented during the ‘War on Terror’. 
 
Crucially, The Shield and 24 were both produced in the immediate aftermath of 9/11 and the 
commencement of the ‘War on Terror’ (thus existing within a ‘9/11 chronology’). These case 
studies identified the ways in which White male authority was re-solidified via a range of 
strategies designed to re-subjugate competing identities (strategies which were congruent with 
the logics underpinning the ‘War on Terror’). However, although 9/11 moved from a 
contemporaneous tragedy to a historic event and the ‘War on Terror’ underwent challenges to 
its legitimacy, the re-hierarchisation of White male dominance continued to be a prominent 
thematic concern on American television. This is 9/11’s ongoing thematic legacy, one which 
is explored further in these next two chapters (on Dexter and Hannibal). 
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Chapter 5: Dexter, Orientated Audiences & the Dark Defender of the Symbolic Order 
 
Introduction: Dexter, the Serial(ised) Killer 
This thesis has thus far sought to demonstrate the ways in which television has expanded 
beyond the ontological limits of its frame with each fragment of the textual tapestry (inner-
textual, trans-textual and extra-textual) contributing to the canonical bricolage. Importantly, 
this thesis has also endeavoured to outline the different rubrics, some within the text and some 
external to it, which shape the audience’s interpretative framework and directs them to a 
particular meaning. In doing so, the audience is recruited into the discursive logics of the text 
(those which support the ‘War on Terror’ and maintain the existing symbolic order 
hierarchically dominated by men). However, while many fragments of the textual tapestry 
support this dominant discourse (‘proselytizing paratexts’ disseminated via ‘traditional 
apparatuses of distribution’), some offer a site of resistance against such logics (‘pluralistic 
paratexts’ disseminated via ‘platforms of transmedia engagement’). 
 
While both The Shield and 24 utilised various paratextual configurations, the former offered 
only a narrow identificatory position and channelled the viewer into an adoption of the violent 
White male vigilante’s perspective (and the ideologies he embodies). Consequently, fans 
utilised the democratisation of the internet in order to open The Shield up to heterogeneous 
articulations (creating their own ‘pluralistic paratexts’ as these were not provided for them). 
Conversely, via a range of different rubrics, 24 offered both ‘proselytizing paratexts’ and 
‘pluralistic paratexts’ which provided a space wherein marginalised and peripheral 
perspectives/discursive positions could articulate their multi-accentuality. In doing so, while 
‘proselytizing paratexts’ reinforced the tapestry’s dominant discourse (the hegemonic authority 
of White masculinity), ‘pluralistic paratexts’ challenged it. However, in both case studies, the 
existing symbolic order was maintained via the violent subjugation of competing 
identities/discursive positions.  
 
The television show Dexter (2006-2013, Showtime) initially seemed to offer a different 
ideological framework, one which reflected shifting assumptions concerning the ‘War on 
Terror’ as violence became increasingly seen as a self-serving endeavour, cloaked in the façade 
of righteousness. However, upon closer inspection, Dexter is an instantiation of the ongoing 
legacy of 9/11, wherein problematic behaviours are re-configured and the violent strategies 
with which the White male maintains his authority are legitimised. Here, the White male’s 
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hegemonic authority may be initially decentred, but it is subsequently re-inscribed and the 
stability of the social order is maintained through preventative vigilantism. Dexter achieves 
this by offering a range of sophisticated paratexts and transmedia extensions which, in turn, 
inadvertently limit fan speculation and restrict the text’s discursive perspectives. Consequently, 
this chapter will argue, while Dexter seems to provide a ‘cultural forum’ in which a number of 
positions are presented, the text ultimately articulates 9/11’s ongoing thematic legacy: the 
hierarchical authority of hegemonic White masculinity. 
 
Dexter, a serialised American TV show (airing on premium cable channel Showtime) which 
has spawned many initiators and influenced a new generation of antiheroic characters, centres 
on an apparently mild-mannered blood spatter analyst who works for the Miami Metro 
Homicide Department. However, following a traumatic experience as a child in which he saw 
his mother brutally murdered, and under the tutelage of his adoptive father Harry whose code 
of ethics he follows, the titular character is also a serial killer. The show is significant for a 
number of other reasons, such as the discursive dialectics expressed within the text along with 
the production context of the show. As Douglas L. Howard notes, the Writer’s Strike of 
2007/2008 had a tremendous impact on production and, correspondingly, scheduling 
practices252. In order to supplement its own programming absences, CBS (which owns 
Showtime) aired episodes of Dexter from February 2008 which, as Howard (citing the 
Showtime website) notes, was the first time a premium cable drama had transitioned onto 
network television (Howard, 2010a, p. xviii-xix). Furthermore, for David Schmid, the fact that 
Dexter was rebroadcast on CBS is indicative of not only the narrowing of the gap between 
cable and network television (something which would become further narrowed with NBC’s 
production of Hannibal, as will be discussed in the following chapter), but it also speaks to the 
mainstream appeal of a sympathetic serial killer (Schmid, 2010, p. 142). Indeed, rendered less 
problematic by 9/11’s legacy, the complex relationship between the murderer and the flawed 
                                                          
252 From November 2007 – February 2008, The Writer’s Guild of America went on strike and 12,000 writers 
working in film, TV and radio refused to work, suspending production on scripted American TV shows and 
creating a four-month hiatus of new programming. Ultimately, the strike sought to correct the exploitation of 
creative personnel in two ways. Firstly, they demanded a better deal on ‘residuals’ (the residual payments for 
DVD sales or TV syndication deals). Secondly, they sought to end the exploitation of free labour as, previous to 
the strike, writers for TV were also expected to write transmedia content for the web (web-series or webisodes), 
which was deemed to be promotional material and therefore a contractual obligation. However, The Writer’s 
Guild of America viewed such endeavours as an extension of the narrative (rather than promotion or marketing) 
and so demanded appropriate remuneration. The strike would have an impact on Shawn Ryan (the 
creator/showrunner on The Shield) who, as a member of the guild, missed the final day of shooting on the show 
due to protests. 
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detective who hunts him continues to be a prominent thematic concern on American television 
(network, cable and streaming): The Mentalist (2008-2015, CBS); Hannibal (2013-2015, 
NBC); The Following (2013-2015, Fox)253; Those Who Kill (2014, A&E)254; True Detective 
(2014-, HBO); Bosch (2014-, Amazon Video); Aquarius (2015-2016, NBC); Wicked City 
(2015, ABC)255; Eye Candy (2015, MTV)256; Scream (2015-, MTV/Netflix)257; Slasher (2016-
, Chiller); and Mindhunter (2017-, Netflix).  
 
However, far from abhorrent and repulsive, the character archetypes of the fictional serial killer 
and the investigating detective arouse tremendous audience intrigue, empathy and even 
identification. Moreover, these character types serve a number of very specific cultural 
functions: they seek to challenge, undermine and dislodge societal complacencies and question 
the cultural/political frameworks that structure our everyday experiences; they give voice to 
our (often subconscious) dreams, fears and anxieties, especially those pertaining to alienation 
and social isolation or fragmentation; and they work to expose our various national traumas, 
especially during post-war periods, allowing us to vicariously negotiate that which we find 
                                                          
253 In The Following, FBI agent Ryan Hardy (Kevin Bacon) hunts down a serial killer (Joe Carroll played by 
James Purefoy) who recruits others into a murder cult. Here, the behaviours of a White male protagonist (torture, 
transgressing legal and ethical boundaries, kidnaping and murder) are ultimately exonerated by the legal system 
and become legitimated or sanctioned by the state as they lead to the apprehension of the perpetrators. 
254 Those Who Kill features a female homicide detective, Catherine Jensen (Chloë Sevigny), who tracks down 
perpetrators of violent homicide (usually committed by male killers sadistically targeting women) with the help 
of a psychological profiler, Thomas Schaeffer (James D’Arcy). Schaeffer can think like a killer but, in adopting 
their psyche, he also acts out their actions (such like Hannibal’s Will Graham). What might distinguish this show 
is the behaviour of the female detective who, following childhood trauma at the hands of an abusive patriarch, is 
driven to self-harm, alcoholism and sexual promiscuity. Crucially she also shoots dead a male serial killer in cold 
blood at the end of the pilot episode (one who had been sadistically dominating and killing women) – thereby 
rejecting the tyranny of the patriarch. 
255 There has been an interesting recent trend of remaking older texts or situating the narrative in previous decades 
(namely the 1960s-1980s), as exemplified by Aquarius, Wicked City or even Vegas (2012-2013, CBS, starring 
Michael Chiklis). This serves an ideological function as such shows perpetuate/challenge the logics of previous 
decades, a time before the fragmentation of male authority. In such texts, the hegemonic version of masculinity is 
often given the leading role in murder investigations and is contrasted with subordinates who represent competing 
versions of manliness. Here, systemic and institutional authority privileges White hegemonic masculinity and 
legitimises his problematic preventative vigilantism. 
256 Eye Candy features a young female hacker (Lindy Sampson, played by Victoria Justice) who becomes the 
unwitting obsession of a male serial killer, one which uses the profiles of a dating app to select his victims. This 
text not only demonstrates the ubiquity of serial killers on American television (appearing on MTV), but also 
suggests that the use of intrusive state surveillance is desirable as it ensures citizen safety – another instantiation 
of 9/11’s ongoing legacy. Moreover, although the viewer experiences the diegesis through the subject-position of 
the female protagonist, there are also numerous shots from the killer’s point of view and the audience hear his 
inner-monologue as he stalks and kills his prey. This complicates audience identificatory practices in much the 
same way as Dexter had done. 
257 Shows such as Eye Candy and Scream feature young women who have been victimised by male aggressors. 
Here, the slasher genre cross-pollinates with the investigative narrative of a detective story and re-popularises 
Carol Clover’s ‘Final Girl’ (1992) paradigm, along with the same misogynist underpinnings that Barbara Creed 
(1993) was so critical of – that in order to survive the female must adopt a masculine persona. In doing so, such 
texts privilege White masculinity within hierarchical systems of power. 
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threatening. This, in turn, enables a cathartic resolution which alleviates collective anxieties by 
restoring the symbolic order258. In short, as society negotiates conflict and struggles to come to 
terms with the trauma of war, artistic endeavour sees an over-saturation of images of violence 
and brutality; something which is also true of the post-‘War on Terror’ period and the artistic 
endeavour which is the American cop show.  
 
But, while law enforcers such as Jack Bauer and Vic Mackey enacted violence for a common 
good, over time other investigators articulated increasing ambiguity; such as Dexter Morgan 
(Michael C. Hall) or Hannibal Lecter: embodiments of the state but whose brutal criminality 
disrupts the symbolic order. Anti-heroes such as these perpetrate violence for personal 
gratification: brutalising, torturing and murdering under the pretence of sovereign legitimacy. 
But rather than a criticism of the ‘War on Terror’, questioning its sanctified righteousness and 
practices of securitisation, rendition, “enhanced interrogation” and targeted executions, Dexter 
instead exists within its legacy. Here, the extra-textual rubric of 9/11 primed the audience to 
perceive such practices in a less contentious way while, at the same time, sanctifying the re-
inscription of White masculinity’s hegemonic authority. Consequently, Dexter is a 
continuation of 9/11’s ongoing thematic legacy rather than a challenge to it. Although the use 
of violence by White men is exposed as a self-serving strategy (which ultimately re-subjugates 
those who threaten the White male’s hierarchical position) it is sanctified within the legacy of 
9/11 where it came to be seen as serving a beneficial social function.  
 
Here, it should be noted that the show was adapted from a Jeff Lindsay book, Darkly Dreaming 
Dexter (2004), by James Manos Jr (who had also worked on The Shield as a consulting 
producer during Seasons One and Two, 2002 - 2003). Manos Jr is credited as being the 
executive producer for the first season, although his involvement in the show ended after the 
completion of the pilot episode (Howard, 2010c, p. 14). Because of his short tenure, and 
although the pilot ‘orientated’ the viewer to read the programme via certain textual and generic 
frameworks, Dexter had a less pronounced authorial voice than, say, The Shield, Hannibal or 
even 24.  
 
                                                          
258 For more comprehensive accounts concerning the prevalence and popularity of violent, psychopathic killers, 
see Paul Kooistra (1989), Richard Sparks (1992), Philip L. Simpson (2000), David Schmid (2005) and Scott Bonn 
(2014). 
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Other significant personnel that might claim the authorial voice of the show include Clyde 
Phillips, who became the showrunner/executive producer for the first four seasons (2006-
2009). After this, Chip Johannessen, who has also been a writer and producer on 24 (2009-
2010) and Homeland (2011-2018), became the showrunner/executive producer during Season 
Five (2010). Upon his departure, Scott Buck was promoted from co-executive producer to 
executive producer/showrunner from Season Six to Season Eight259. While each of these 
individuals provided the show with a unique style during their tenure, this shifting showrunner 
function/authorial voice has, at times, undermined the show’s coherence and fragmented a 
singular ideological focus. This is compounded by the fact that the novels have a different 
authorial voice, as do transmedia extensions such as the web-series and computer games. As 
such, much like 24, a unified and consistent discursive position difficult to maintain and 
analyse. However, a broad theme which structures all of the seasons and fragments that 
comprise Dexter’s textual tapestry is the use of preventative/retaliatory violence perpetrated by 
a White man to ensure public safety. 
 
Dexter & Inner-textual Rubrics 
 
“Hello, Dexter Morgan”  
(Arthur Mitchell, S04E11) 
 
Throughout the show’s eight-season run, Dexter Morgan murders sixty-six people and is an 
accomplice to a further three other killings. Moreover, in Season Two, he is also suspected of 
being the Bay Harbour Butcher guilty of slaughtering another thirty-three people; totalling a 
body-count of 102 victims, and this doesn’t include any murders committed in the novels or 
transmedia extensions. Dexter is thus the quintessential anti-heroic text which negotiates 
epochal anxieties, articulates diverse cultural identities/discourses and, ultimately, re-inscribes 
White masculine dominance within a landscape increasingly characterised by fragmentation. 
 
Such issues are immediately evoked in the show’s opening credit sequence, an inner-textual 
rubric that shapes the audience’s interpretative framework. Indeed, as Stacey Abbott observes, 
the title sequence of a TV programme serves a number of different textual functions. Not only 
                                                          
259 Of course, others might also claim that star Michael C. Hall, who became a co-executive producer from Season 
Three and an executive producer from Season Four, provided more of an authorial voice for the show and 
maintained canonical consistency across all eight seasons. 
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do such sequences construct a brand identity for the text or emphasise its generic signifiers, but 
they are paratexts which establish frames and strategies through which the text is interpreted 
and understood: “The title sequence therefore provides audiences with the lens through which 
much interpretation of the series is made” (Abbott, 2015, p. 118). Moreover, Abbott also notes, 
the title sequence is a threshold between the diegetic and non-diegetic world, inviting the 
audience into the text. Crucially, Abbott continues, the title sequence places the onus on the 
viewer who must choose whether or not to enter (Abbott, 2015, pp. 112-3). As such, the credit 
sequence demands that the audience cross the threshold into the diegesis, but this 
enables/requires active audience agency and engagement. In the case of Dexter, the choice to 
cross the threshold is also a choice to be a witness (and even accomplice) to the anti-hero’s 
actions (the violent maintenance of the symbolic order).  
 
The title sequence of Dexter, produced by Digital Kitchen, features the morning routine of the 
central character: waking up, shaving, preparing breakfast, getting dressed and leaving for 
work. Here, we see him swat a mosquito, cut himself shaving (after blood drips onto a white 
sink to stain its sterility, the tissue he uses to stem the bleeding become saturated by it), cut 
plastic-wrapped meat, break/cook eggs, grind coffee beans and slice a grapefruit (to name only 
a few moments from the credit sequence)260. Abbott notes that such a paratext (Dexter’s title 
sequence) seduces the audience into the diegesis while the “emphasis upon close-ups, both 
visually and sonically, of mundane morning routines (getting dressed, flossing teeth, preparing 
breakfast) highlights in their grotesque exaggeration the violence that underscores Dexter’s 
world” (Abbott, 2015, p. 119).  
 
Consequently, in the world of Dexter, violence can be found in all aspects of the lived 
experience and the viewer enters willingly into such discursive logics, ones which parallel 
9/11’s ongoing legacy climate of perpetual anxiety (this is similar to the process of 
recruitment/‘interpellation’ as outlined in the previous chapter’s discussion on 24). Abbott’s 
analysis is congruent with Karpovich’s deconstruction of this credit sequence which not only 
conditions the viewer to recognise that violence is a constituent part of Dexter’s everyday life 
(and therefore the viewers’), but also expresses vulnerability and mastery: 
  
                                                          
260 For an analysis of Dexter’s opening credit sequence, especially in terms of an expression of control, see Lorna 
Jowett & Stacey Abbott (2013: pp. 136-142).  
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What is powerful about this study in fragility is that on every occasion 
the audience gets to see the object just before the moment when it is 
cut, broken, or otherwise destroyed. It is that repeated glimpse of 
completeness before the moment of destruction that illustrates just how 
fragile Dexter himself, and the world around him, is. The moment of 
destruction is also a moment of liminality, and the opening seconds in 
particular illustrate a fluidity of movement between categories, as 
Dexter and the mosquito switch between the roles of hunter and prey, 
victim and perpetrator of violence 
(Karpovich, 2010, p. 36) 
 
While Karpovich stops short of extending this analysis to the post-9/11 American climate, such 
an extrapolation would yield productive results. In the shadow of 9/11’s legacy, one 
characterised by perpetual terror threats and continual anxiety/paranoia, life is underpinned by 
fragility, the ubiquity of violence and the spectre of danger (even within the domestic 
environment of the home). However, this sense of vulnerability can be mitigated through an 
assertion of power and aggression which negates potential victimhood. In this way, one might 
read the opening credit sequence (an inner-textual paratext) as a microcosm for thematic legacy 
of the ‘War on Terror’ discourse. Here, 9/11 reconfigured the viewers’ relationship to violence 
(shifting from abhorrent to legitimate and preventative) which, in turn, became an extra-textual 
paratext that pre-conditions the way they view the titular character’s behaviour. For example, 
the mosquito that preys on the White male body needs to be crushed (White America is superior 
to a terrorist parasite). Likewise, the drops of blood in the credit sequence, first falling into a 
white sink and then saturating white tissue, signifies violence. Its sudden eruption 
contaminates, stains and destroys the innocence connoted by whiteness. In this sense, one 
might see terror attacks symbolised in the blood droplets (eruptions of violence) which 
soil/threaten the White symbolic order. Consequently, the inner-textual rubric of the title 
sequence emphasises the need for the White man to use preventative violence to reacquire 
power, mitigate his own vulnerability and maintain the stability of the symbolic order. 
 
Dexter’s Inner-Textual Rubrics: Maintaining the Symbolic Order 
As was argued in previous chapters, only White men are permitted to restore power and defend 
against vulnerability as this ensures their hierarchical dominance. Consequently, women have 
to be comparably subordinate in order to negate the challenge they pose to patriarchal 
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hegemonic authority; something which is achieved by perpetuating notions of female passivity 
or by punishing transgressions of expected gendered behaviours. Such a female subjugation 
occurs within Dexter via a number of strategies. Firstly, the characters of Lila Tournay (Jaime 
Murray) and Rita Bennett (Julie Benz) perform the role of ‘whore’ and ‘virgin’ respectively in 
Season Two. The former (who undermines patriarchal authority and destabilises the symbolic 
order by refusing to conform to gendered expectations) is destroyed by the male protagonist261 
while virtuous women such as Rita are protected and celebrated for perpetuating gendered 
stereotypes of domesticity. In this sense, Lila is Rita’s darker double or ‘shadow self’ and, 
when Rita is murdered at the end of Season Four, her virtuous function shifts to other blonde 
women such as Lumen Ann Pierce (Julia Stiles). 
 
Importantly, as Beth Johnson notes, Rita bears a striking resemblance to Dexter’s mother Laura 
Moser. Both Rita Bennett and Laura Moser require saving from male violence, both are 
mothers desperate to save their two young children, and both married addicts - Paul Bennett 
and Joseph Driscoll, Dexter’s biological father, respectively (Johnson, 2010, pp. 83-4)262. 
Indeed, Dexter is drawn to damaged and abused women, professing love for Rita, Lumen and 
another blonde female, Hannah McKay (Yvonne Strahovski) – all embodiments of his dead 
mother and all have been subjugated to masculine dominance263. If there are strong and 
autonomous women in the show, they are presented as dangerous castrators264. Indeed, the role 
of a castrating woman is evoked numerous times throughout the show. For example, when 
                                                          
261 For Alison Peirse, Lila’s death at the end of Season Two is inevitable as she must be contained. “She is a 
dangerous, volatile, and sensual woman, and patriarchal society will not allow her to escape her misdemeanors” 
(Peirse, 2010, p. 199). 
262 One might suggest that Dexter continually searches for both parental approval (which explains the 
flashbacks/apparitions of his foster father Harry) and the opportunity to save his mother. Indeed, as he says while 
standing over the dead body of Dr Evelyn Vogel, his ‘spiritual mother’, “The last time I was in a pool of my 
mother’s blood, I was too young to do anything about it, but I’m no longer a child” (Dexter Morgan, S08E11).  
263 The casting of Julie Benz as Rita Bennett is significant as she brings with her an intertextual persona which 
might contradict this reading. Benz is perhaps best known for playing a vampire (Darla) in Buffy the Vampire 
Slayer (1996-2003), a sexually aggressive, dangerous creature who gives birth to a vampire/human hybrid in spin-
off show Angel (1999-2004). One could argue that the audiences’ perception of Rita is influenced by their 
knowledge of her intertextual persona (an extra-textual rubric) – someone who may at first have been 
abused/victimised (murdered and turned into a vampire) but discovers strength, independence and sexuality. 
Similarly, Yvonne Strahovski brings intertextual connotations as an independent and autonomous woman from 
her role in Chuck (NBC: 2007-2012, playing the character of Sarah Walker) and 24: Live Another Day (as Kate 
Morgan), and as a woman who conforms to the system of female subjugation/male domination and perpetuates 
its logics in The Handmaid’s Tale (Hulu: 2017-). Such texts might inform how these characters are read, and the 
same is true of actor Sam Underwood (who plays Zach Hamilton, Dexter’s protégée in Season Eight) who also 
played serial killer Luke/Mark in The Following. 
264 For a discussion on the vagina dentata or castrated/castrating woman, see Barbara Creed (1993), pp. 105-121. 
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Dexter’s sister, Detective Debra Morgan (Jennifer Carpenter) speaks with Captain Maria 
LaGuerta (Luna Lauren Velez) in episode S06E12: 
 
LaGuerta:  I know that you think that I’m some heartless bitch, and sometimes I have to be. 
But everything I do is always in the best interest of Miami Metro. 
Debra:  Matthews might disagree with that. 
LaGuerta: Well, Matthews put his dick before his department. 
Debra:  Yeah, and you cut it off. 
 
Ultimately, the threat of this castrating figure is mitigated by her removal from the diegesis. 
Similar to the castrating woman is the ‘archaic mother’, whose evocation likewise works to 
demonise strong women and maintain male dominance. In Season Eight, for example, it is 
revealed that Harry did not create the ‘Code’ of ethics which govern Dexter’s behaviour by 
himself. Instead, the ‘Code’ was developed in consultation with Dr Evelyn Vogel (Charlotte 
Rampling), whom Harry had approached when Dexter was ten years old265. While she sees 
herself as Dexter’s ‘spiritual mother’ who developed a framework for his survival, he comes 
to see her as more of an ‘archaic mother’: 
 
Vogel:  I know almost everything about you, Dexter. Not just because I heard it from 
your father, but because I helped create you. 
Dexter:  Create me. You sound like Dr Frankenstein266. 
  (S08E02) 
 
The next strategy to maintain the hegemonic authority of men is to masculinise empowered 
female characters. For example, in order to succeed within the institutional and systemic 
structure of American authority (the police department), a strong woman such as Debra 
                                                          
265 This final season reveals two things: it was Dr Vogel (not Harry) who had created Dexter; and Dexter is not 
psychopathic (rejecting the text’s previous structuring logics of the ‘Dark ‘Passenger’). This not only distances 
the TV show from the novels, but also functions as a form of revisionist writing. In turn, this might be seen as an 
attempt to reclaim the character or retrofit his backstory to serve different ideological needs - namely, the shifting 
understandings of the ‘War on Terror’. Such shifting understandings, and their negotiation in Dexter, will be 
discussed in more detail towards the chapter’s conclusion. 
266 See Howard (2010d: pp. 61-77) for a comparison of Dexter to Frankenstein’s Creation (with Harry being Victor 
Frankenstein) and the ways in which both texts seek to work through the character’s Oedipal Complex. 
Interestingly, in Season 3, Dexter is equally appalled when he inspires Miguel Prado (Jimmy Smits) to participate 
in vigilantism and, in doing so, creates a monster who rampages out of control. Here, Dexter adopts Harry’s role 
as creator. 
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Morgan267 must relinquish her femininity and adopt a masculine persona268 via sartorial display 
and linguistic features. She also uses her colleague Joey Quinn for sexual gratification and 
resists any emotional attachments which might have arisen during their intimate encounter (as 
is evident from her refusal to kiss him or communicate after sex because, as she says, “We’re 
fuck buddies, that’s it” (Debra, S05E04).  
 
Other revealing lines of Debra’s dialogue which indicate her ‘phallicisation’ include: “Me in a 
dress. I feel like a transvestite” (S03E12); “A good theory totally gives me a girl boner” 
(S07E06); and, when tentative about telling LaGuerta her theory concerning the identity of her 
shooter due to a lack of evidence, she states “I don’t want to step on my dick”. This is then 
repeated moments later when she is similarly tentative about proving her father’s infidelity, 
stating “I don’t want to step on my dick with that either” (S04E06). Of course, this might be 
read as a progressive subversion of gendered expectations/dichotomies in which women can 
assume any identity configurations/deportments they wish. However, this reading (subjugating 
the female via a process of masculinisation thus preserving male hierarchical dominance) is 
informed by the show’s other representational strategies which become inner-textual rubrics 
shaping interpretative frameworks.   
 
The final strategy through which masculine authority is retained is via a re-inscription of the 
heroic male/vulnerable female dichotomy. This occurs most notably in Season Five when 
Lumen witnesses Dexter kill his latest victim (Boyd Fowler, played by Shawn Hatosy), the 
man who had been holding her captive (S05E03). Lumen, one of many victims of a rape-ring 
(the others having been killed), has been variously brutalised by men (patriarchy). This 
oppression and violent subjugation fills her with an implacable rage and she seeks vengeance 
against such tyrannical patriarchy, even stabbing Dexter without provocation. Here, Lumen 
may be seen as a female avenger akin to those found in the rape-revenge narrative wherein, as 
Carol Clover notes, men have been disenfranchised by shifting economic systems and blame 
women for their emasculation (economic redundancy and female emancipation having 
                                                          
267 Within the diegetic reality, Debra is the youngest woman to reach the rank of detective (according to Officer 
Costillo in S05E08) and the youngest officer to become Lieutenant in the department’s history (S06E02). 
However, her achievements might have been more recognised/celebrated if she had been a man and such 
accomplishments would have become a defining feature of her character. 
268 See Carol J. Clover (1992) for a discussion of how this strategy works in horror cinema via the character type 
of the ‘Final Girl’. Then see Barbara Creed’s refutation of Clover’s model as such ‘phallicization’ “appears to be 
based on the argument that only phallic masculinity is violent and that femininity is never violent – not even in 
the imagination” (Creed, 1993, p. 155). 
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fragmented male authority). As such, rape in these films (often) has more to do with reclaiming 
power than sexual gratification and, as Clover continues to observe (citing Susan Brownmiller, 
1975), rape is a “violent act of degradation and possession on the part of a would-be conqueror, 
designed to intimidate and inspire fear” (cited in Clover, 1992, p. 153). In this sense, sexual 
assault is a punishment for an assumed transgression of expected gender behaviours, 
perpetuated by men who have lost their authority and so seek to reposition women within 
subjugation.  
 
Rejecting and avenging this re-subjugation, Lumen actively hunts down her aggressors but, it 
should be noted, she firstly needs to be saved by the White male (Dexter) and guided by him 
to get her retribution. For example, in episode S05E04 Dexter tries to dissuade her from finding 
the men who had assaulted her, but Lumen asserts her independence and proceeds. However, 
she erroneously targets a man who is innocent of this crime and Dexter stops her from making 
a catastrophic mistake. Likewise, in S05E07 Dexter instructs Lumen to eat something and, 
when she says that she wants to be involved in dispatching her assailant, he says “we’ll see”. 
Such examples illustrate Dexter’s paternal authority over her and instantiates the show’s theme 
of presenting empowered women as subservient to masculine ideology/authority269. 
Consequently, Dexter negates the risks posed by female independence to male hierarchical 
power and hegemonic authority via four strategies: subjugating women via domestic passivity; 
demonising women for their threat of symbolic castration; masculinising empowered women; 
and reframing avenging females as damsels-in-distress that require a male hero. 
 
Dexter’s Inner-Textual Rubrics: The Dark Defender 
 
“If I do nothing, another woman dies”  
(Dexter Morgan, S02E03) 
 
Much like Vic Mackey and Jack Bauer, Dexter Morgan is part of a vigilante tradition which 
traces its lineage back to film noir and saw a re-popularisation in the 1970s. Noir has 
historically been a genre/style that has negotiated turbulent times and expressed social 
anxieties, especially in post-war periods wherein systems of power are unreliable, corruption 
                                                          
269 Although it should be noted that Lumen, after killing one of her attackers (Alex Tilden whom she straddles 
thereby dominating the visual hierarchy), initiates a sexual encounter with Dexter. Here, she briefly ties his hands 
behind his back before relinquishing control consensually to the man (in S05E10). 
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is systemic, crime is endemic and the trauma of conflict can be seen throughout social spaces. 
In such periods, and critical of bureaucratic government along with fallible institutions, the 
vigilante must work individualistically to uncover the truth and ensure security, safety and 
social stability. Consequently, it is no surprise that noir-inflected characters such as Dexter 
Morgan have gained prominence and popularity in recent years as their vigilante actions mirror 
America’s post-9/11 global role and perpetuate the logics which underpinned the ‘War on 
Terror’. Moreover, 9/11’s thematic concerns and ongoing legacy have influenced the ways in 
which audiences react to such characters as social understandings of brutality and violence (and 
its necessity to maintain safety) have been reconfigured. Subsequently, the extra-textual rubric 
of 9/11’s legacy provides a filter which renders such archetypes more palatable and 
permissible, facilitating a re-popularisation of noir conventions.  
 
One example of such a re-popularisation is Dexter which, as Alison Peirse observes, adopts 
many of the genre’s conventions: chiaroscuro lighting, obscure camera angles, femme fatales 
(such as Lila Tournay and Hannah McKay) and the genre’s structuring/narrational device of 
flashbacks or first-person voiceover which permits access to the protagonist’s interiority or 
subjectivity. Consequently, Peirse continues, “Dexter Morgan is the archetypal noir 
protagonist: solitary, unstable, and dangerous, a city-dweller who solves crimes beyond the 
remit of the law” (Peirse, 2010, pp. 191-2)270. However, while the broader thematic concerns 
of noir are articulated within Dexter, the show also subverts the genre’s aesthetic expectations 
by relocating the drama to the sunshine of Miami; a bright environment which contrasts the 
dark predilections of the protagonist and the killers he hunts.  
 
This relocation is evocative of what Mareike Jenner refers to as the ‘sunshine noir’ cycle. Here, 
investigative/cop dramas of the 1980s drew on the hard-boiled detective traditions of the 
1920s/30s along with film noirs of the 1940s, but moved the genre’s themes (especially 
corporate and institutional ambiguities) and aesthetic features “to sunny locations like Miami 
or Hawaii” (Jenner, 2016, p. 104). Accordingly, Jenner continues, unlike ‘social-realist’ cop 
shows such as Hill Street Blues or the ‘quirky cycle’ of procedural dramas embodied by Twin 
                                                          
270 Although, as Peirse also observes, it should be noted that the noirish underpinnings of the show diminish as 
the seasons progress and other genre elements become more prominent. In fact one could argue that each season 
is inflected with different generic undertones: Season One is a traditional serial killer narrative; Season Two 
integrates elements of noir (the hard-boiled cop and femme fatale); Season Three contains soap-opera or 
legal/courtroom undercurrents; Season Four considers domestic abuse; Season Five is a rape-revenge narrative; 
Season Six is a religious quest/parable; Season Seven explores elements of the gangster genre; and Season Eight 
is a negotiation of psychological trauma.  
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Peaks, programmes such as Miami Vice and Magnum PI were more upbeat in tone and featured 
bright aesthetics.  
 
This is not to say that such visuality undermined the programmes’ expression of themes 
associated with noir. Instead, drawing on Steven Sanders (2010), Jenner asserts that a show 
such as Miami Vice engages with themes of chaos and fragmentation via its aesthetics, style 
and visual commodity fetishism (p. 110). Here, like much of film noir, protagonists are 
presented as outside the confines of the police station and, thus, removed from bureaucratic 
regulations/impositions. However, for Jenner, the ‘sunshine noir’ differs from its generic 
predecessors as the latter featured characters who were more paranoid, alienated and critical of 
institutional systems. Conversely, the ‘sunshine noir’ cycle was more celebratory of 
unencumbered business practices and freedoms from organisational oversight. This, in turn, 
reflected the laissez-faire capitalism of the Reagan era and characterised the regulatory and 
economic shifts occurring throughout 1980s America.  
 
However, by the early 2000s (a time by which, according to Jenner, this ‘sunshine noir’ cycle 
had largely disappeared) the underpinnings of laissez-faire capitalism became replaced by the 
thematic legacy of the ‘War on Terror’. Here, freedom from institutional oversight came in the 
form of sovereign vigilantism. Within this new epoch, the lone White male anti-hero who 
makes sacrifices for the collective good while working outside of bureaucratic impositions 
became a common-sense assumption. Such a figure enacts violence to ensure public safety and 
the stability of the social order. These are the assumptions which became legitimised and 
embedded in the cultural psyche by the rhetoric and practices of the ‘War on Terror’. Moreover, 
such assumptions (9/11’s legacy) re-configured the public’s understandings of violence and 
reshaped their reception of such problematic characters. Here, sovereign vigilantism and 
preventative or retributive violence was rendered as a necessary endeavour; themes explored 
throughout post-9/11 ‘sunshine noir’ texts such as Dexter.  
 
These ‘sunshine noir’ texts also use aesthetics to draw attention to the fetishisation of the image 
and the constructed edifices/reality of the now contested ‘War on Terror’ discourse. Indeed, as 
Steven Peacock notes, the use of surface materials, veneers and reflections (water, glass and 
plastics) in Dexter expose the character’s inauthenticity, superficiality, shallowness, complex 
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emptiness and isolated detachment271. This, in turn, mirrors the untrustworthy, dispassionate 
and shallow (noir) world that the anti-hero (and audience member who identifies with him) 
inhabits. In doing so, the hybridisation of noir themes and the veneer of ‘sunshine’ aesthetics 
expose the edifice of the ‘War on Terror’ discourse and challenge it logics. At the same time, 
its legacy is perpetuated: the permissibility of violence by White men to ensure the stability of 
the social order, behaviours which are linked to the calls for patriotic vigilantism and sovereign 
exceptionalism that circulated following 9/11. 
 
Such thematic concerns are explicitly articulated in Dexter. For example, in episode S04E01 
the titular character sings ‘America the Beautiful’ down the phone to his son as a lullaby. As 
he does so, he looks at photos of the victims of Benito Gomez, a man that he will shortly kill 
after his error in court (while sleep deprived) facilitated his escape from prosecution for beating 
at least two people to death. Here, fallible institutional authority (the legal system) is corrected 
by Dexter’s (patriarchal) retributive/vigilante violence, actions which are linked to American 
patriotism – the thematic legacy of 9/11 and the ‘War on Terror’ in which violence is 
legitimised. 
 
An example of this legitimisation occurs in episodes S07E03 and S07E04 in which a sadistic 
killer, Ray Speltzer (Matt Gerald), lures women to his house (modified to be a deadly maze) 
and brutally stalks and murders them. Dexter illegally obtains incriminating evidence which 
proves Speltzer’s guilt but, as it had been acquired unlawfully, his sister Debra (now Captain 
of the Homicide Department) cannot obtain a warrant to search his property. Frustrated by the 
confines of the legal framework, Debra goes to Speltzer’s house where she must run for her 
life. Having been saved by Dexter (the heroic man saving the female damsel), the police then 
apprehend Speltzer. However, he is knocked unconscious during his arrest and so did not 
hear/understand his Miranda rights. Consequently, despite confessing to his crimes, the police 
are forced to release Speltzer. Here, again, bureaucratic failings/impositions within the legal 
system result in a criminal evading prosecution. This, in turn, necessitates/legitimates the use 
of vigilante violence (Dexter Morgan) to ensure the safety and stability of the social order.  
                                                          
271 See Steven Peacock (2010: pp. 49-58) for a detailed discussion on Dexter’s aesthetics and the use of surfaces, 
reflections and colours to illuminate the character’s interiority (specifically in relation to Dexter’s first onscreen 
kill in the pilot episode, Mike Donovan). Here, Peacock links the mise-en-scène (vases, glass and surface 
reflections) to the character’s disconnection from humanity, which is then linked to the programme’s textual 
precursors, namely Martin Scorsese’s neo-noir Taxi Driver (1976) and Michael Mann’s neon-noir Miami Vice 
(NBC, 1984-1990). 
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Indeed, Dexter is convinced that Speltzer will kill again and lures Debra to a bar in order to 
justify his actions and the benefits of working outside the law: 
 
Dexter: Deb, I lured you here because I thought maybe if I let you in on my process, 
you’d appreciate that there is some value to what I do. 
Debra:  I don’t believe this. You want my approval? 
Dexter: I want to continue to be honest with you, Deb, but I have to be free to be who I 
am. 
Debra:  It is a capital offense to be who you are, Dexter. 
Dexter: I’m taking out the trash. The trash that would otherwise be left to putrefy. 
Debra: I know I’ve said this before, but there is a legal system for that. And just because 
Speltzer got off that doesn’t mean it doesn’t work. 
Dexter: If it worked as well as you think it does I wouldn’t be so busy. Dad knew that. 
Dad taught me that. 
Debra: What is it about your personal law that is so much better than the one that the 
rest of us agree to live by? 
Dexter: Sometimes it is. 
Debra:  How? 
Dexter: Speltzer would have to murder somebody again for you to arrest him. I can stop 
him before. 
Debra:  Are you trying to tell me that’s why you do this, so you can save lives? 
Dexter: The end result is the same. Some girl is going to be dead soon if I don’t take 
Speltzer out. 
(S07E03) 
 
This exchange articulates the central thematic concern of the show: that violent vigilantism 
protects society while draconian laws and governance jeopardise safety. Debra is convinced 
and glad when Dexter finally does kill Speltzer in S07E04 and, in doing so, sanctions his 
actions in much the same way as Harry (Dexter’s adoptive and Debra’s biological father) 
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had272. As a cop and father, Harry represents both patriarchal and institutional authority. His 
role and function is then assumed by the masculinised Debra who even re-enacts the behaviour 
of her father by instigating an intimate relationship with her Confidential Informant. This 
parallels Harry’s own unprofessional relationship with his informant, Laura Moser, Dexter’s 
mother whose death he may be responsible for. Crucially, both of these characters are 
embodiments of the state who legitimise/sanction Dexter’s violence; Debra even goes as far as 
to specifically ask Dexter to kill Hannah McKay when she cannot legally prove her guilt 
(S07E07). 
 
Dexter is also sanctified by numerous other agents of the state, such as FBI Special Agent 
Frank Lundy (a surrogate, at least as far as Debra is concerned, for Harry). Indeed, throughout 
Season Two, Lundy articulates the morality/legitimacy of preventative violence: 
 
Lundy:  The worst killers in history are usually the ones who think their murders were 
somehow…just. Even deserved. Leaders have slaughtered whole populations 
for the same warped reason. 
Dexter: But there’s never any justification for killing. 
Lundy:  No. Well, one, of course. To save an innocent life. 
Dexter: To save an innocent life. 
Dexter (V.O): How many more bodies would there be had I not stopped those killers? I didn’t 
do it to save lives but save lives I did. 
(S02E03) 
 
                                                          
272 Harry Morgan was the police officer who had found Dexter sitting in a pool of his mother’s blood after her 
murder. He then adopted Dexter and, upon recognising his psychopathy, tried to channel his urges by developing 
a ‘Code’ in which he only kills those who deserve it. However, for Lisa Firestone, Dexter is not a psychopath but 
a victim of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder after witnessing his mother’s murder and dismemberment. For 
Firestone, a symptom of this is a need to repeat themes or aspects of the trauma; something Dexter does by 
dismembering his own victims. Firestone continues to suggest that, following the traumatic event, the subject 
transports him/herself from a helpless position of victim to an identification with the aggressor in order to mitigate 
their own vulnerability. As such Dexter identified with his mother’s killer. However, rather than providing Dexter 
with psychiatric help to deal with this trauma, Harry encouraged/channelled his murderous urges and pushed him 
further toward homicidal violence (Firestone, 2010, p. 23). This is supported by the fact that, in Season Eight, Dr 
Evelyn Vogel is surprised to hear that Dexter has emotional attachments to his family as this is rare for people 
diagnosed with psychopathy (S08E02 & E03). As such, this season throws into question Dexter’s diagnosis of 
psychopathy, something supplemented by his displays of emotion during each of the preceding seasons. Instead, 
one might ask whether or not Dexter has been conditioned to kill by Harry and Vogel (a flawed patriarch and 
monstrous matriarch) to suit their own agendas. 
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To further prove the necessity of vigilantism, there are numerous instances in which the refusal 
to brutalise or murder a dangerous ‘Other’ results in negative consequences. For example, in 
episode S01E07, Dexter refrains from murdering Jeremy Downs (a juvenile who had killed a 
man for, what he claims, raping him) who then goes on to murder again. A similar example 
occurs in episodes S02E01 and S02E02 in which Dexter, suffering from performance anxiety 
following the death of his brother in the previous season, bungles a kill and a violent criminal 
(Little Chino, played by Matthew Willig) is able to escape and arrange the murder of a potential 
witness against him. A final example can be seen in the penultimate episode (S08E11) in which 
Dexter, now in love with Hannah McKay, no longer feels the urge to kill. Subsequently, instead 
of murdering Oliver Saxon (guilty of committing numerous violent slayings) leaves him 
incapacitated so that Debra can take him into police custody. However, an unsuspecting U.S. 
Marshall (Clayton, played by Kenny Johnson) erroneously frees Saxon from his bonds who 
then murders the Marshall and shoots Debra; a shot that would ultimately prove fatal (via 
Dexter’s euthanasia273). If Dexter had killed Saxon rather than turn him over to a fallible legal 
system, both Debra and Clayton (representatives of the state/society) would still be alive and 
the social order would have been protected.  
 
The implication of such instances, and many more, is very clear: the White male has the power 
to protect the citizenry through the strategic deployment of violence and, if he doesn’t practice 
protective vigilantism, the social order is endangered. Much like 24’s Jack Bauer and, to a 
lesser extent The Shield’s Vic Mackey, Dexter Morgan’s brutality is legitimised and rendered 
necessary by 9/11’s legacy. This same dialectic is continued, albeit through the prism of 
another generic framework, in S02E04. Here, following the discovery of a number of bodies 
disposed of in the ocean, murdered by a man the media dubs the ‘Bay Harbour Butcher’ (whom 
the audience know to be Dexter), a news reporter asks whether the perpetrator is a serial killer 
or an avenging force for good.  
 
I never really got the whole superhero thing. But lately, it does seem 
we have a lot in common: tragic beginnings, secret identities, part 
human, part mutant, archenemies  
(Dexter Morgan via voiceover, S02E05) 
                                                          
273 After euthanising Debra, Dexter disposes of her body in the ocean as he sees her as ultimately one of his victims 
(due to his negative impact on her life). But unlike Dexter’s other victims, who are dumped in the ocean wrapped 
in black garbage bags, Debra is wrapped in a white sheet to connote her innocence. 
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Tapping into another iconic figure of heroic White masculine vigilantism, the show frames its 
character (and the ideologies he embodies) within the context of super-heroism274. This is 
achieved in a number of ways. For example, in episode S02E04, Cody (Rita’s youngest child 
who had himself been traumatised by the abusive actions of his father) is scared of the recent 
news reports concerning the Bay Harbour Butcher. In order to alleviate his fears, Rita makes 
him a superhero costume – ‘Butcher Man’. Here, again, a boy who is fearful of violence, 
impersonates/identifies with the perpetrator to alleviate his vulnerability. This is further 
expressed in the following episode, entitled ‘The Dark Defender’ (S02E05), which opens with 
Dexter waiting in line for coffee where he overhears customers discuss the potential 
merits/legitimacy and illegitimacy of the Bay Harbour Butcher’s actions (citizens verbalising 
the show’s central debate in clear dialectical terms). At the same time, a newspaper headline 
can be seen asking whether or not this vigilante is friend or foe (a debate of such issues within 
the media).  
 
From here, Dexter goes to a crime scene at a comic book store in which the owner (Denny 
Foster) has been bludgeoned to death. Dexter discovers that Foster has turned the Bay Harbour 
Butcher into a comic book hero called The Dark Defender: “Stalker of the night, his blade of 
vengeance turns wrong into right”. This graphic novel not only references fan art/production – 
a fan of a killer appropriating him and transporting him into his own narrative (as will be further 
discussed below) – but also continues the show’s valorisation of Dexter’s brutality rather than 
a condemnation of it. Once again, the show ‘orientates’ (in Mittell’s terms) the viewer to see 
the titular character as a vigilante hero rather than a murdering criminal.  
 
 
 
                                                          
274 The Season 7 DVD extra ‘Writer’s Roundtable’ contains a conversation regarding Dexter’s generic lineage of 
vigilante heroes and comic book characters. Here Executive Producer and writer Tim Schlattmann explicitly states 
that Dexter is an extension of such generic precursors and emphasises his shared characteristics with the superhero 
comic book genre: the origins story, the seasonal nemesis, the fact that he has to assume a secret identity and he 
even refers to wearing a mask in the early seasons. Likewise Stan Beeler notes that Dexter Morgan’s public 
identity, his deliberately shy and unassuming persona, is more like a superhero’s alter-ego than the hard-boiled 
detective (Beeler, 2010, p. 223). Similarly, Howard also notes that Dexter’s backstory, his creation at the hands 
of Harry who then dies leaving his creation to search for meaning while putting his skills to good use by punishing 
criminals, echoes the secret origin story of a superhero (Howard, 2010d, p. 64). In this sense, we might see Dexter 
as an embodiment of a number of different vigilante archetypes: a superhero and his alter-ego; a crusader for 
justice and champion of the vulnerable; a private investigator (stalking his prey); and a sleuth who has a tangential 
relationship to official law enforcement.  
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Dexter’s Inner-Textual Rubrics: The White Defender 
Writing up until the end of Season Three, and providing the examples of Miguel Prado and 
George King (aka The Skinner) who are both Latino men that refuse to abide by Dexter’s 
(White) rules, Michele Byers notes that Dexter’s antagonists consist of racial ‘Others’ whose 
comparable monstrosity works to valorise/sanctify the titular character and, by extension, 
White masculinity (Byers, 2010, p. 152). However, looking at Dexter’s onscreen kills 
throughout the remaining seasons, such an assertion is difficult to maintain, especially given 
the ethnic diversity and high levels of immigration from Hispanic countries living in Miami275. 
During the eight seasons of Dexter, the titular character kills sixty-six people onscreen. He also 
assists in the murder of three other people and is suspected in the slaying of a further thirty-
three. Looking at his victims, it is clear that Dexter Morgan disproportionately kills White men 
(71.21% of his victims are White and 87.88% are male). See Appendix E for a specific 
breakdown of the racial and gender constituency of his victims276.  
 
As such, unlike the episodic and seasonal antagonists who tend to attack women, children or 
immigrants, Dexter does not target vulnerable or peripheral identities/communities. Instead he 
is their champion and crusader for justice (the White male is strong while racial and gender 
‘Others’ are vulnerable prey for the city’s many predators). For example, Dexter’s first 
onscreen kill is a paedophile (Mike Donovan) and this establishes the central frame through 
which the audience judge his actions. Elsewhere, in episode S01E05, Dexter murders Jorge 
Castillo and his wife Valerie who smuggle Cuban immigrants into Miami before holding them 
for ransom and murdering anyone who is unable to pay. Likewise, in episode S01E08, Dexter 
kills a male therapist (Dr Emmett Meridian) who targets autonomous and independent women 
and encourages them to commit suicide.  
 
A last example might be seen in episode S05E09, the season in which Dexter helps the 
victimised Lumen avenge her sexual assaults, where Dexter assaults the abusive stepfather of 
Astor’s friend (Astor being Rita’s daughter and Dexter’s stepchild). Such instances, what might 
                                                          
275 The current demographic composition of Miami-Dade County is: 68% Hispanic, 14% White, 16% Black, 2% 
Asian (with men only comprising 49% of the population). See Census Reporter: 
https://censusreporter.org/profiles/05000US12086-miami-dade-county-fl/. These statistics correlate with those 
produced by United States Census Bureau: 
https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/miamicityflorida,miamidadecountyflorida/RHI725217. 
276 Byers’s claims are difficult to maintain in the first place as 56% of Dexter’s confirmed victims in Season Three 
were White and only 33% were Hispanic. If one considers the first three seasons which Byers discusses, such 
claims seem even less sustainable as 59% of Dexter’s victims were White, 31% were Hispanic, 4% were Black, 
and mixed or unknown race each constituting 3%. 
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be seen as inner-textual rubrics, reframe the audience’s interpretative framework and legitimise 
Dexter’s actions, rendering him as a champion of the vulnerable and a protector of the innocent. 
As such, Dexter maintains the symbolic order under the pretence of being a hero for diverse 
cultural identities and a facilitator of social plurality277. However, although a champion of 
diversity, one should remember that Dexter only kills for his own gratification and it is still 
White masculinity which is privileged (as is his discursive position - the use of violence to 
solidify his authority).  
 
Dexter & Discursive Shifts 
 
My father might not approve, but I’m no longer his disciple. I’m a 
master now. An idea transcended into life  
(Dexter Morgan’s voiceover, S02E12) 
 
Here, it should be noted that, as the ‘War on Terror’ progressed and its legitimacy was called 
into question, a similar discursive shift occurred within Dexter (commencing from Season 
Two, 2008). This discursive shift, which was mirrored in both The Shield (commencing from 
Season Four in 2005) and 24 (commencing from 24: Redemption in 2008, as was outlined in 
previous chapters), was visualised by an undermining of the father and a challenge to the 
patriarchal logics which structure American society. Indeed, Howard notes that, if one were to 
look at the contemporary television landscape, one would find it littered with flawed patriarchs, 
absent fathers and deadbeat dads who are addicts, liars, cheats, imposters or sadistic narcissists; 
all of which have adversely impacted their children. Howard continues to observe that, rather 
than a mere plot device, this “speaks to that constant and particularly relevant cultural need to 
plumb the depths of the myth of origins and to understand exactly what the patriarchs of the 
past have done to get us to this point” (Howard, 2010d, p. 77).  
 
In addition to The Shield’s Vic Mackay and 24’s Jack Bauer, both absent fathers, Dexter is 
similarly underpinned by problematic patriarchs as various characters are linked by flawed and 
                                                          
277 The same is true of not only age, gender and ethnicity, but also sexuality. For example, when Dexter and Isaak 
Sirko (Ray Stevenson) are attempting to murder each other in Season Seven, they find a shared connection (both 
had found someone to love them). Isaak leads Dexter into a gay bar where they can talk civilly. Here, Isaak tells 
him: “We’re outsiders, you and I. On the periphery. Watching everybody else, pretending we’re just like them but 
knowing we’re not […] It’s a shame really. Under different circumstances I think we could have been great 
friends” (Iaask Sirko, S07E08).  
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unreliable paternal/authority figures whom they must rebel against278: Dexter and Brian both 
had absent fathers; Harry ignored Debra which left her perpetually seeking parental approval; 
Miguel Prado’s father was abusive; Hannah McKay’s dad was emotionally manipulative; even 
Arthur Mitchel (the Trinity Killer) had issues with his father whom he blamed for turning him 
into a tyrant. Even marginal secondary characters are affected by negative parental figures as 
Jacob Elway admits that he only became a cop to spite his father (S08E04). However, the most 
evident repudiation of the patriarch comes via Dexter’s rejection of Harry and a questioning of 
his ‘Code’ from episode S02E05 (which aired on 28th October 2007), in which Dexter discovers 
that Harry had been having an inappropriate relationship with his Confidential Informant, 
Laura Moser (Dexter’s mother). Here Harry’s patriarchal benevolence is undermined and 
Dexter begins to reject the master-narratives and universal “truths” that Harry had constructed 
for him - the patriarchal ideologies which structure his world279.  
 
Dexter, in his rejection of Harry - his creator and, as Howard notes, a God-like figure whose 
code serves as a form of Ten Commandments (Howard, 2010d, p. 65) – articulates a 
postmodern refutation of master-narratives. Howard continues to note that, because Dexter’s 
God is dead, he must resurrect him via delusions and apparitions in order to continue with their 
Oedipal conflict and reach a cathartic resolution (Howard, 2010d, p. 71). Indeed, from episode 
S03E02, Harry no longer appears to Dexter via flashbacks or memories but, instead, appears 
as an apparition or spectre. This allows Dexter to cognitively interact with the patriarch and 
express his inner-thoughts, frustrations and rejections of him; something which had been 
denied by Harry’s death when Dexter was in his late teens280.  
 
                                                          
278 Even Dexter himself is seen struggling to be an effective father. For example, in S04E01, fatigued by his 
obligations to his son, the episode replays the opening credit sequence with a parodic spin. Here, looking generally 
exhausted, Dexter tries to swat a mosquito but misses, the white t-shirt he pulls over his head (showing a moment 
of suffocation) is stained and the lace snaps when he ties his boots. Here, Dexter’s vigilantism has been disrupted 
by his patriarchal duties and his professionalism is undermined when an error in court (caused by exhaustion) 
results in a guilty perpetrator walking free. 
279 In this season, via flashback the audience see Harry horrified by what he had created in Dexter and, ultimately, 
commits suicide (precipitating Dexter’s rejection of him).  
280 Episode S04E05 is even called ‘Dirty Harry’, emphasising the unreliable authority and credibility of the 
patriarch while evoking Clint Eastwood’s infamous vigilante cop (Harry created Dexter to rid the streets of 
criminals). Although Harry (or his apparition) is only in this episode briefly to encourage Dexter to kill Trinity 
(another untrustworthy father), his rifle plays a more significant role. When Dexter is reticent about moving in 
with Rita and her children, she discovers that he has kept his apartment. Dexter explains that the apartment was 
retained so that the children couldn’t find/play with Harry’s rifle - a phallic symbol of Harry’s brutal and corrosive 
upbringing of Dexter which, in this sense, is accurate. However, the actual reason is that Dexter wants to retain 
his independence in order to keep his kill tools and trophies. In both cases, the violent legacy of Harry is 
emphasised. 
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As such, this recurring negotiation of the patriarch is not only a further expression of a 
‘postmodern condition’, but is a specific rejection of authorial figures and a fragmentation of 
their dominant discourses. Here, Dexter has been manipulated into perpetuating violent 
vigilantism in the name of protecting the citizenry but, ultimately, questions such logics. This 
can be extrapolated to a post-‘War on Terror’ environment and, as such, one might see the early 
seasons of Dexter as an attempt to reframe the behaviours of violent White America as 
legitimate and sanctified vigilantism (the initial strategies of the ‘War on Terror’). But, as the 
seasons progress, this façade fades and Dexter questions the reasons for such 
preventative/retributive violence (the challenges to the ‘War on Terror’ discourse which 
subsequently emerged). However, although its logics may have been questioned, the ‘War on 
Terror’s’ ongoing legacy is ultimately perpetuated as the White man’s use of violence and 
preventative vigilantism remains necessary to maintaining security, safety and the symbolic 
order (hierarchically dominated by White male authority). To ensure that the audience valorise 
such violent actions, the show deploys a number of strategies (or inner-textual, trans-textual 
and extra-textual rubrics) to encourage them to identify with the eponymous hero281. 
 
Dexter’s Inner-Textual Rubrics: Audience Identification 
 
“I’ll have you know I have a major following on Twitter”  
(Vince Masuka, S07E04) 
 
The audience are encouraged to identify with Dexter (and the ideologies he embodies) from 
the very start of the pilot episode, wherein they travel with him as he kills a paedophile. Here, 
the viewer must align themselves with either a vigilante crusader or a dangerous paedophile 
(The Shield’s pilot episode used the same strategy while 24 juxtaposed the jingoistic hero with 
a degenerate, un-American terrorist). Indeed, Dexter is proactive (not reactive) and his violent 
vigilantism not only protects the social order but also progresses the narrative towards a 
cathartic resolution in much the same way as Jack Bauer’s actions had done (as discussed in 
the previous chapter). This is further compounded by the narrative perspective in which the 
diegetic world is seen through the titular character’s subjectivity; the audience see the world 
through Dexter’s eyes, hear his inner-monologue/voiceover, and have access to his fantasies, 
                                                          
281 See Mittell (2015: pp. 118-163) for a consideration of the ways in which audiences identify with characters 
and antiheroes. 
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fears and memories. Similarly, the use of shot composition and cinematography facilitate a 
sense of intimacy as the point of view (POV) shot is used to align the audience with the central 
character. Examples of this include: episode S01E02 in which the spectator sees Debra from 
Dexter’s POV; in S03E02 the viewer adopts Dexter’s perspective as he stalks a victim 
(Freebo); and in S03E04 the audience see through the POV of Dexter’s camera as he takes 
photographs at a crime scene. The most obvious use of this technique occurs in episode S04E06 
wherein Dexter tries to antagonise a serial killer, Trinity, by grabbing an urn containing the 
ashes of his dead sister, Vera. Furious, Trinity pins Dexter against the wall and, through 
Dexter’s eyes, the viewer sees a menacing Trinity282. Here, Trinity threatens not only Dexter, 
but also the audience who share his point of view – again legitimising Dexter’s vigilantism and 
emphasising his role of social protector/champion of the vulnerable283.  
 
Linked to this is the frequent direct glances between Dexter and the camera (and thus the 
audience)284, in which the text seeks to breach the boundary which demarcates diegetic reality 
and the real-world of the viewer (something which is further effaced by transmedia 
permutations such as the Alternate Reality Game, which will be discussed below). This 
playfully acknowledged relationship (between character and viewer) also works to implicate 
the audience as not only witnesses to Dexter’s murderous vigilantism, but as willing 
participants or accomplices. In doing so, such inner-textual rubrics (open credits, 
representational strategies, subjective perspectives and shared glances) recruit and 
‘interpellate’ the viewer within the text’s discursive logics.  
 
The viewer also becomes ‘interpellated’ into the text’s discursive logics via extra-textual 
rubrics. For example, on 1st October 2016, to celebrate the ten-year anniversary of Dexter’s 
premiere, Showtime aired a number of favourite episodes in a ‘fan marathon’, with the top ten 
                                                          
282 In a Season Four DVD extra entitled ‘Dexter: A Sitdown with Michael C. Hall and John Lithgow’, the latter 
(who played the Trinity Killer) notes that the murder of Rita worked to re-emphasise Trinity’s monstrousness and, 
at the same time, re-establish the audience identification with Dexter because his actions are recoded as necessary 
and beneficial.  
283 On occasion the audience is, however, forced to adopt the perspective of characters other than Dexter. Two 
prominent examples are: episode S03E10 in which the viewer sees through the binoculars used by The Skinner 
as he spies on Dexter; and S04E11 wherein Dexter and Trinity meet for the first time knowing the others’ true 
identity and motivation. Here, the point of view shifts back and forth between them. However, in such instances, 
rather than force the viewer to identify with both characters, the programme has already used various strategies in 
order to align them with Dexter. 
284 For example, in episodes S01E01, S01E04, S01E06, S01E07, S03E09, S06E12, S07E11 and S08E12 to name 
only a few. Indeed, the final shot of the final episode is a direct glance to the camera. However, this glance is 
more morose than the previous playful ones as a self-sacrificing Dexter has chosen to remove himself from society 
in order to protect his family/social order. 
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being voted for by fans on Twitter (thus establishing a link between fans and their object of 
fandom). Similarly, from 21st November – 2nd December 2016, The Prop Store held a Dexter 
auction (promoted by Showtime) in which the public could purchase and own the actual 
props/costumes used in the show. This included Dexter’s kill suit, stalking outfit and daytime 
clothing285. Such practices not only enable fans to participate in a character 
appropriation/impersonation286, but also completes their identification with the violent 
vigilante and immersion into the text’s logics287. Another form of extra-textual character 
appropriation/‘interpellation’ occurred with the 2013 release of the Blu-ray boxset, Dexter: 
Complete Series Collection. Here, the packaging was designed to replicate Dexter’s decorative 
wooden blood-slide box, which allows fans to impersonate Dexter as they too could keep 
treasured memories (the text rather than blood-slides) in a similar ceremonial box. This not 
only imbued the DVDs/text with a value (as they become trophies), but also further channelled 
audience identification with Dexter as the viewer adopted his ritualistic behaviours. In such 
instances, the viewer is directed to adopt the ideological position of the White male protagonist, 
one based on the violent subjugation of competing perspectives/identities which re-asserts his 
hierarchical authority.  
 
Dexter’s Proselytising Trans-Textual Rubrics: 
In addition to structuring the primary textual iteration of the television show, such strategies 
(narrowing identificatory positions and encouraging the audience to adopt the violent White 
male’s perspective) are also key components of the many trans-textual fragments that comprise 
this textual tapestry. This tapestry is comprised of TV show (the primary iteration which was 
nationally syndicated and internationally distributed via digital and DVD platforms), 
novelisations, graphic novels288, webisodes, Alternative Reality Games, board games, 
computer games, trivia and puzzle games and numerous fan texts. All of these different 
                                                          
285 See http://us.propstoreauction.com/view-auctions/info/id/59?platform=hootsuite 
286 See Matt Hills (2002: pp. 158-171) for a discussion on performance and fandom, particularly in relation to 
costuming and impersonation. As Hills notes, the icon being impersonated or performed doesn’t subordinate the 
fan’s existing identity and, when impersonating a celebrity, the star’s persona is not merely replicated. Instead the 
impersonation allows the fan to maintain their existing identity, but one which is supplemented by the star’s. As 
such, the fan does not suffer from a total loss of self, but rather integrates elements of other identities via 
“performative consumption”; a term which is useful as it “refers to the oscillation between intense ‘self-
reflexivity’ and ‘self-absence’ which is characteristic of fan cult(ure)s” (Hills, 2002, p. 171). 
287 One might also read this as a way for the show to remediate its ending and correct/negate some of the negativity 
expressed by fans following the final episode – an extra-textual correction of failings within the primary textual 
iteration (the TV show). 
288 The graphic novels are published by Marvel which reframes Dexter’s violent vigilantism as super-heroic. 
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paratextual permutations significantly affect how the viewers interpret the text and shapes their 
understandings of Dexter’s preventative vigilantism.  
 
The first season of the television show was adapted from the first novel (Darkly Dreaming 
Dexter, 2004). However, subsequent seasons diverge significantly from the novels and, in 
doing so, the TV iteration moves from an adaptation to a re-appropriation of the source material 
(something which will be discussed in more detail throughout the following chapter in the 
context of Hannibal). While there are similarities between the novels and the TV show289, and 
although both share diegetic spaces and characters, there are also significant differences. Minor 
disparities include: different methods of disposing of Dexter’s victims; the pronunciation of 
Vince Masuka’s name (pronounced by the author Jeff Lindsay when narrating the audiobooks 
as Mas-u-oka); the spelling of Debra’s name (Deborah in the novels but Debra on the TV show) 
who becomes a mother only in the novels; both of Dexter’s stepchildren (when married to Rita) 
are psychopathic in the novels but this is only inferred occasionally in the TV show (and more 
with Cody); and the different name given to Dexter and Rita’s child (a girl in the books called 
Lilly Anne but a boy in the TV show called Harrison). More major differences would include 
the fate of sadistic serial killer Brian (known as the ‘Ice Truck Killer’ in the TV show but as 
the ‘Tamiami Slasher’ in the novels). Brian is killed by Dexter in the first season of the TV 
show but is allowed to live in the novels and returns in the fifth book, surviving until the final 
novel in which he dies heroically while saving Dexter. Moreover, sadism isn’t punished in the 
novels but is more protracted (especially when compared to the TV iteration). This similarly 
applies to Dexter who is more sadistic in the novels290 compared to the TV show’s kill scenes 
which are more sanitised and clinical to suit the genre of scientific forensic detection.  
 
                                                          
289 Plot similarities between the books and the TV show include: Season Three of the TV show contains a character 
named George King aka The Skinner, a man from a central American country (Nicaragua) who may have learned 
his brutality when serving in the military - a similar backstory underpins the character of Dr Danco in the second 
novel, Dearly Devoted Dexter (2005); in episode S05E02, the police investigate a case in which the victim has 
been decapitated with signs of a ritualistic and sacrificial killing (ascribed to devotees of Santa Muerta) - similar 
sacrificial decapitations are also performed in the third novel, Dexter in the Dark (2007); in both the books and 
the TV show, upon finally discovering Dexter’s vigilantism, Debra understands Harry’s reasoning and even asks 
Dexter to murder those who have escaped prosecution; lastly, in Season Seven of the TV series, Dexter is pursued 
by Isaak Sirko because he had murdered his lover Vikta - a male killer also targets Dexter because he had murdered 
his male lover in the fourth novel, Dexter by Design (2009). 
290 For example, in Darkly Dreaming Dexter (2004) the eponymous character tortures a confession out of a victim 
by slicing off his ear. Elsewhere, in the final book (Dexter is Dead, 2015) he and his brother Brian torture a cartel 
member to locate Dexter’s kidnapped stepchildren. In both instances, extreme practices such as torture yield 
productive results, actions which have been rendered less problematic by the legacy of the ‘War on Terror’. 
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Other apparently innocuous disparities include the death of LaGuerta at the end of the first 
novel (whereas she survives until Season Seven of the TV show) and Angel Bastista, whose 
rank within the police force shifts from a forensic geek in the novels to a detective, and later 
Detective Sergeant and Captain of Homicide, in the televisual text. Such small differences may 
seem inconsequential but are, in fact, substantive when one considers the importance of 
representing culturally diverse characters. Here, female, Hispanic, Black or gay characters go 
from the margins (novels) to a position of prominence (TV show) – albeit under the direct 
authority of the White man, Dexter and Captain Matthews – the latter has institutional authority 
(dominating the hierarchy of the police department) while the former has narrative 
agency/control (dominating the structure, subjectivity and points of identification in the story). 
 
Some of these digressions demonstrate the desire for each permutation/fragment to distinguish 
itself from the other. In other instances, such disparities speak to the different ontological 
specificities of the medium. For example, both mediums have different regulatory requirements 
and formal features: novels allow for a more sustained use of first-person narration whereas 
the TV text must also use its visuality to convey the character’s interiority. However, some 
differences between the literary and TV iterations also reveal a more cultural dimension. 
Firstly, emphasising issues of representation, there is less sexualisation and racial demarcation 
in the TV show. Indeed, not only is Rita more subjugated via her function (cooking for the 
male, Dexter, who regularly becomes belligerent if she hasn’t done so) but the novels routinely 
mark Debra’s attractiveness and the ethnicity of non-White characters. In such instances, the 
TV show provides a space for diverse identities, albeit before ultimately privileging the White 
male’s authority.  
 
Significantly, perhaps what most differentiates the books from the TV show, and something 
which might explain the primacy of the latter over the former within fan discourse, is that 
Dexter has more narrative agency in the television text and demonstrates more active 
vigilantism291 compared to the books in which he is more passive/reactive. Indeed, throughout 
the novels, the eponymous ‘hero’ is rescued by those who would otherwise be considered more 
vulnerable or peripheral within a social hierarchy. For example, Debra (or Deborah in the 
novels) saves him in Dearly Devoted Dexter (2005) by shooting a deranged surgeon before he 
                                                          
291 Indeed, David Schmid proposes that one of the reasons why the television show is more popular than the novels 
is that the programme emphasises the positive outcomes of vigilantism more than the books do (Schmid, 2010, p. 
137). 
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can amputate Dexter’s limbs. She also saves him in Dexter is Delicious (2010) by shooting 
cannibals before they can eat him (Dexter is then later saved by Brian), and in Dexter is Dead 
(2015) by shooting a cartel boss. Elsewhere, Dexter is saved by his stepchildren in Dexter in 
the Dark (2007), in which Cody rescues him from a cult who worship a demonic entity, and 
Dexter’s Final Cut (2013) wherein Astor saves him from being bludgeoned to death by a 
murderous paedophile. Dexter is even saved by a bound and kidnapped Rita in Dexter by 
Design (2009)292. In such instances marginal identities are denigrated or specifically marked 
and subjugated to White heterosexual masculinity293. This, along with the passivity of the 
central character and the problematic representation/objectification of women, might explain 
why some fans discount the novels from the canonical text. As such, the books (which serve a 
proselytising function that solidifies the existing symbolic order dominated by White male 
authority) and the TV programme (more pluralistic) should be considered less as 
transmedia/paratextual fragments within the same textual tapestry, but rather as separate 
entities which traverse separate trajectories.  
 
Dexter’s Pluralistic Trans-Textual Rubrics: 
The web-series, entitled Dexter: Early Cuts (2009-2012), proves to be little more 
heterogeneous and discursively open than the novels. Distributed on both the official Showtime 
website and the YouTube channel for Machinima294 (which describes itself as a YouTube 
network for gamers, creators and fans), these webisodes are illustrated and structured (told via 
                                                          
292 This creates an interesting paradox which might be seen to problematise the forthcoming argument (and so 
should be acknowledged here). In the novels, women, children and non-White characters are marked by their 
‘Otherness’. However, the White male requires them to rescue him and, as such, everyone is rendered powerless 
at particular times. Conversely, in the TV show, peripheral identities are given more agency, albeit under the 
authority of the White man (whose power has also increased). Consequently, everyone is rendered powerful at 
particular times. This demonstrates the discursive differences between the TV show and the novelisations, which 
will be outlined in more detail shortly.  
293 In Dexter’s Final Cut, Dexter believes that the actor shadowing him in order to learn the correct forensic 
procedure (Robert) might be gay. This makes the central character and point of audience identification 
uncomfortable as he assumes the actor might be attracted to him (something which has not previously concerned 
him with female associates). This problematic depiction is compounded even further when it is revealed that 
Robert isn’t gay but is, instead, a paedophile. Here, gay culture is equated to paedophilia. 
294 Jonathan Gray states that ‘machinima’, an elision of machine, cinema and animation, is a form of storytelling 
in which open-ended games/platforms such as The Sims are used by the fans to create avatars to tell stories using 
characters from the shows they love. As such, one might see ‘machinima’ akin to the use of toys by children 
(Gray, 2010, p. 197) or fan-fiction. Citing Louisa Stein (2006), Gray continues to note that because platforms such 
as The Sims provide props and settings which are predominately domestic, such a platform enables the user to 
explore the intimate and personal lives of the characters. As such, “If videogames allow considerable possibilities 
for the exploration of narrative space, machinima artists, by repurposing them to create machinima, also open up 
considerable room for the exploration of character” (Gray, 2010, p. 198). For examples of Dexter machinima 
texts, see: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GTsiY4YRbN4; 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jthk01F7o2I; and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Y4-bf_5u4I 
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chapters) in much the same way as the graphic novels295. However, the Dexter comics and 
novels were all written by the same author, Jeff Lindsay, and so the former is an extension of 
the latter. Conversely, using the same central actors (Michael C. Hall and Jennifer Carpenter), 
the webisodes extend the televisual text rather than the novels.  
 
The three seasons of the web-series explore Dexter’s early kills. The first season consists of 
three murders, all of which had been previously seen via a brief flashback in an episode of the 
TV show (S01E06). The first instalment is set in October 2003 and concerns Alex Timmons, 
a marine sniper who deliberately killed three civilian children while deployed in Iraq, all 
without the consent or authorisation of his commanding officer296. Flashing back to June 1993, 
the next instalment sees Dexter kill Gene Marshall, an arsonist who set fire to one of his 
apartment complexes which killed seven people297. The final instalment of Season One features 
Dexter’s murder of Cindy Landon in March 2004, a woman who had killed at least two 
husbands298. While the second season of the web-series explores the immediate impact of 
Harry’s death on Dexter299, the third and final season (entitled All in the Family) features only 
one of Dexter’s kills. Set during December 2000, Dexter hunts a man (Coleman Lindquist) 
who, along with his father, kills prostitutes and their clients (both men were traumatised when 
Coleman’s mother left with another lover and, consequently, seek to restore the patriarchal 
symbolic order by brutalising women). Here, the absence of the matriarch creates an impulse 
to kill and, in this way, this father and son team mirror Dexter and Harry to some degree 
(continuing the theme of doubling). What is interesting about these webisodes is that Season 
One reiterates information previously revealed in the TV show (albeit providing new details), 
while Seasons Two and Three contain kills which are not part of the TV text. As such, the latter 
                                                          
295 Both graphic novels are written by Jeff Lindsay. The first is simply titled Dexter (2015) while the second is 
called Dexter Down Under (2016).  
296 From this kill, Dexter developed his obsession with collecting blood slides as trophies, with Timmons being 
his first.  
297 In the episode, Dexter discovers that Marshall had bribed a psychiatrist to testify at his trial wherein a defence 
of diminished responsibility lessened his sentence. This psychiatrist sells Dexter his boat (the Slice of Life) which 
he then uses throughout the TV show to dispose of his bodies (but not in the novels). 
298 Much like the other webisodes, her guilt is proven via flashback but, interestingly, this is the only webisode to 
complicate the audience’s identificatory practices as her voiceover narration is given in addition to Dexter’s. 
299 This season, named Dark Echo, features only one of Dexter’s kills and continues the text’s central thematic 
concern of doubles and doppelgangers. Here, Dexter murders Dr Robert Milson, an Associate Professor of 
Criminal Justice responsible for the disappearance of seven missing students. However, he is witnessed by Peter 
Thornton, a man who sees himself as a kindred spirit in need of guidance. When Dexter targets his next victim 
(Jenna Lincoln), he finds that she has already been killed by Thornton. Consequently, Dexter realises that without 
‘the Code’ Thornton is dangerous and must be stopped (a similar theme is explored throughout the TV show).  
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seasons are more narrative/character extension while the former is narrative/character 
explication.  
 
This strategy of extension/explication can 
also be seen in the video game Dexter: The 
Game (produced by Marc Ecko 
Entertainment and released on mobile 
devices and PC in 2009). Here, the player 
controls Dexter either via a first or third-
person perspective and must uncover 
evidence of perpetrators’ guilt before 
dispatching them. Crucially, the game is a re-
enactment of the narrative established in the 
first season of the TV show (itself an 
adaptation of the first novel). Here, the player 
can interact with the diegetic world and 
converse with characters, but only via one of 
three pre-programmed responses. If the 
player selects the correct response, they can 
recreate the conversation that these characters had in the TV text. However, the player can also 
depart slightly in their chosen response and reshape, even minimally, the TV text - although 
this is discouraged in the game and results in a loss of points which could, ultimately, lead to 
failing the mission/game while the correct response progresses the narrative. As such, although 
the game offers a degree of interactivity, it is a prescriptive interactivity rather than open-ended 
participation. This, in turn, again recruits or ‘interpellates’ the consumer within the diegetic 
logics as they are discouraged from deviation and reworded for conformity300. 
 
                                                          
300 Likewise, as Jowett & Abbott point out, a 2008 advertising campaign which featured Dexter on the covers of 
real-life magazines (such as GQ and Vanity Fair) presented the character as a real serial killer (Jowett & Abbott, 
2013, p. 220). This has the similar function of linking the diegetic world of Dexter to the audience’s real-life 
experiences. In doing so, the viewer is again ‘interpellated’ into the storyworld and its discursive logics.  
 
  
 
Dexter the TV show and Dexter: The Game 
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This same ‘interpellation’ occurs in another game, Dexter Slice 
(released in 2016 on Apple and Android devices)301. Here, during 
an extended pre-game video, the viewer is positioned to see the 
world through Dexter’s eyes as an imagined Harry returns to 
speak with him/us. Not only does Harry address the player as 
Dexter but, to satiate his murderous cravings, Harry suggests that 
he plays a game on his iPad - the same game that the audience 
now plays (Dexter Slice). Consequently, the audience fully 
adopts Dexter’s point of view. This type of prescriptive paratext, 
in which fans can recreate the narrative but only in pre-designed 
ways while being ‘interpellated’ into the text’s discursive logics 
via an adoption of Dexter’s point of view, can also be seen in 
Dexter: The Board Game (released by GameDevCo Ltd in 2010). 
 
But while the novels are outside of the textual tapestry and the webisodes, although providing 
narrative extension/character explication, are just as prescriptive as the games (which offer 
only limited interactivity), a final transmedia paratext works to encourage participatory activity 
rather than foreclose it, the Dexter Alternative Reality Game (ARG)302. ARGs are multi-
platform, communal puzzle-solving games in which players work together via collective 
intelligence to uncover clues which could be embedded in computer codes, rendered in foreign 
or dead languages that require translation, or located in visual content which demands close 
textual analysis.  
 
The Dexter ARG was launched at San Diego Comic Con between 21st and 25th July 2010 and 
was targeted primarily at those living in New York, LA, Chicago, Seattle and Atlanta (although 
                                                          
301 The game is set after the final episode of the TV show. Here, Dexter wonders if he should return to his former 
murderous ways. As such, one might see the game as a way to reclaim or salvage the canonical text following 
some fan’s negative reception of the show’s ending.  
302 As Mittell notes, there are challenges when studying transmedia texts outside of their initial 
production/transmission. For example, some websites go offline and cannot be accessed by future researchers, 
some content disappears in the digital ether while other materials aren’t distributed or circulated in particular 
geographic regions. A good example of this is the Dexter-related website mentioned by Gray 
(http://www.icetruck.tv), in which the user can insert a name and message into a mock television news item that 
warns the public about a serial killer’s next victim (Gray, 2010, p. 214). Sadly this site is no longer active and 
cannot be researched further. In the case of ARGs, Mittell notes that such a paratext is “experiential more than 
textual, making it impossible to re-create the narrative moment of participation. Thus as researchers, we must rely 
on either our own experiences or secondhand accounts of transmedia consumption rather than being able to revisit 
a story for analytical purposes” (Mittell, 2015, p. 303). 
 
Adopting Dexter’s perspective in Dexter 
Slice (2016) 
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others could also participate online, albeit to a lesser degree). Using SCVNGR (a location-
based mobile gaming app) along with the website www.dextergameon.com, users were 
required to work collaboratively (either onsite or online) to complete tasks in real and virtual 
locations, with each successfully completed task earning badges which could be redeemed for 
merchandise303.  
 
Once 100,000 collective tasks had been 
completed by the community, 
exclusive content was released ahead 
of the Season 5 premiere. The favoured 
way to amass these completed tasks 
was to upload photos featuring people 
with cheek slashes, mirroring Dexter’s 
method of collecting blood/trophies 
slides from his victims. This not only 
facilitated and necessitated collective 
participation, but it also positioned the 
player directly in the mind-space of a 
serial killer (specifically Dexter). Here, 
the player is again 
recruited/‘interpellated’ into the text 
and made to identify with Dexter 
(along the ideologies he embodies) in 
order to progress through the game. In 
doing so, the player goes from 
complicit witness of Dexter’s 
preventative vigilantism to active 
participants in it.  
 
                                                          
303 For a summary of the ARG, see http://popcultureworldnews.com/dextergameon/. For a brief but illustrative 
video overview of the ARG, see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=epbYbudg1EA. For a much more detailed 
outline see http://www.work.xavierteo.com/Dexter-Alternate-Reality-Game, while an exhaustive fan blog about 
the ARG can be found at https://angelnorelation.com/f8/ 
 
 
Images of Dexter’s ARG (inviting the audience to play and 
examples of cheek slash photos) 
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As the game continues, players are sent via SCVNG to a crime scene/kill-room and discover 
that a new murderer is on the loose, ‘The Infinitely Killer’. In setting up a real kill-room, the 
ARG ruptures the demarcation between diegesis and reality, crossing into the (hyperreal) world 
of the viewer which, in turn, allows them full immersion into the text. In this kill-room, players 
uncovered jumbled letters which, when re-arranged, spelt out the first clue - Sleep Superbly. 
Upon visiting a website (www.sleepsuperbly.com), the players discovered a sleep therapy 
clinic where they could elect to take a free trial. When doing so, they unlocked the profile of a 
client known only as F8 (later revealed to be connected to the ‘Infinitely Killer’). Piecing 
together clues from F8’s weekly videos304, players then searched for other victims of the 
‘Infinitely Killer’ and, having solved more puzzles and unearthed further clues, they are given 
access to audio files of the victims’ death305.  
 
At the same time, players are also encouraged to visit the blogging site of ex-FBI agent, Dee 
Pratt aka ‘The Serial Huntress’306, who is hunting the ‘Infinitely Killer’ and uploads short 
vlogs/clues while proposing a new model of “crowd-sourced crime solving”. Here, players can 
choose to either help the cop (the ‘Serial Huntress’) by collectively uncovering clues or they 
can go after the killer themselves. In either case, players actively affect the story and, 
eventually, determine the outcome of the ARG during a live-streamed finale in which the users 
were offered the opportunity to vote for who lives and who dies - the ‘Serial Huntress’ or the 
‘Infinitely Killer’ (the former receiving 65% of the vote and thus survived)307. Consequently, 
while Dexter’s ‘proselytising paratexts’ privilege the hegemonic authority of the White male, 
players of this ‘pluralistic paratext’ instead favoured the autonomous female. As such, this 
textual fragment challenged the tapestry’s dominant discourse (the hierarchical dominance of 
                                                          
304 Some of these ARG videos can be found at 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHsnkTVdlK2SE_f3MjueJbw 
305 Infinity’s victims are listed as Santos Jimenez (whom Dexter killed in S02E08), Joe Wellmont, Matthiew 
Clarke and Judge Sarah Zeizel: at least one of which was a murderer (see https://www.wired.com/2010/08/the-
hunt-for-the-infinity-killer-heats-up-in-the-new-dexter-arg/). Moreover, the ‘Infinity Killer’ also issued short 
videos to bloggers in which his narration resembled the tone and content of Dexter’s voiceovers, all of which 
complicates audience identification as the player may wonder whether the ‘Infinity Killer’ is in fact Dexter 
Morgan. They might further question whether tracking him down is the right thing to do as it might terminate the 
canonical text. 
306 www.serialhuntress.com, a site on which players can also leave comments and communicate with others via a 
dialectical exchange. 
307 The ARG’s final moments were streamed live and archived on YouTube: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YM-MCcgebPQ 
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White masculinity) while other prescriptive fragments reinforced it (thus maintaining the 
symbolic order). 
 
In addition to the complex identificatory strategies occurring here, also of interest is the level 
of sophistication and engagement required from the user to uncover and decode clues (and thus 
participate in the experience). Players were required to visit real-world locations and use 
various social media platforms, micro blogging sites and fake websites308. Players also needed 
to uncover clues hidden in Facebook profiles, Craigslist posts and a YouTube contest called 
‘Rip Your Heart Out’. Players also had to decipher numbers 
rolled on dice during one of F8’s videos (which corresponded 
to a server address) and locate scrambled videos before re-
editing them. Moreover, players had to piece together sixty-
four Twitter handles to form a QR code which then needed 
to be printed and assembled into a pyramid in order to be 
read. Players also participated in live streamed events, such 
as a massive Rock, Paper, Scissors contest or a live twenty-
two hour streamed shot of a street in which passers-by 
revealed a phone number which, when called, connected 
players to a homeless person who then provided the next 
clue. Other instances of this complex boundary transgression 
include: adverts being placed in real newspapers; packages 
left at real-world geographies (the abandoned Linda Vista 
Community Hospital), the location of which was hidden in a 
recipe found at www.myhearthealthyrecipes.com309; other 
packages were sent to real-world players from fictional 
characters within the ARG, provided they had successfully 
purchased the item at an eBay auction; similarly, some 
players also received phone calls from characters and one 
player was even sent an urn with a clue hidden in the ashes. 
Lastly, to blur the distinction between paratextual fragments 
                                                          
308 For example, a site for trading used cars (www.messuausedauto.com) or a zodiac site in which players 
connected stars to form a constellation which spelt out clues (www.everythingiswritteninthestars.com). 
309 The package contained a phone number which, when called, activated a nearby beeper leading to another clue. 
 
Images from Dexter’s ARG: The YouTube 
contest; the QR code; live-streamed events; 
and newspaper adverts 
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even further, the logo which ‘Infinity’ leaves at his crime scenes also appears in the background 
of episode S05E01. 
 
This ARG is more active and participatory than the other transmedia permutations, such as the 
computer game which is bound by prescribed rules that cannot be circumvented. This, in turn, 
facilitates a different affective relationship between the fan and textual fragment (when 
compared to other ‘proselytising paratexts’). Indeed, when considering physical locations of 
fandom (or physically manifest places of fandom), Cornel Sandvoss states that such sites are a 
search for ‘the real’: “it is a search for unmediated experience, of putting oneself, literally, in 
the place of the fan text and thus creating a relationship between the object of fandom and the 
self that goes beyond mere consumption and fantasy” (Sandvoss, 2005, p. 61). This is the 
function of paratextual fragments such as the Dexter ARG or, to a lesser extent, computer 
games (especially those for 24 and The Shield) which immerse the spectator within a spatial 
diegetic world wherein they can navigate and control their own experiences.  
 
However, such officially produced transmedia paratexts only offer limited and pre-
programmed ways of experiencing the text. Consequently, fan-produced paratexts (fiction or 
‘machinima’) allow audiences to use characters in order to articulate something meaningful to 
them without being restricted by a prescribed ideological framework310. Indeed, fan fiction 
enables the writer to challenge hegemonic discourses of heroic White masculinity and the 
violent subjugation of competing identities. Here, fans can use characters like puppets or 
mannequins which articulate particular discursive meanings. Via fan fiction, the viewer can 
inhabit a character and wear them like a persona. This might explain why fan activity is drawn 
to serial killer narratives in which psychopaths are perpetually trying to wear a persona 
(figuratively with Dexter Morgan or literally with other killers such as Buffalo Bill from 
Silence of the Lambs). However, Dexter has routinely sought to integrate fandom into the fabric 
of the canonical bricolage where it is commodified and contained. While this speaks to the 
text’s interest in fan cultures, it also minimises the space available for fan speculation and 
dialectics, especially those which might promote competing discursive viewpoints and cultural 
experiences. 
                                                          
310 Although, for Gray, one should not see fan-generated and producer-generated content as competition for each 
other. Instead, increasingly media producers are providing policed spaces in which fans are invited to create and 
contribute materials, but within specified boundaries in which fans are offered prescribed opportunities to 
participate in the production of meaning. However, in doing so, such policed spaces perpetuate and reinforce the 
producer’s desired interpretative readings (Gray, 2010, p. 165).  
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Dexter & Integrated Fandom 
Many of the strategies of integration, wherein the fan is ‘interpellated’ into the text, have been 
mentioned above (shared glances between Dexter and the audience, the Dark Defender, and 
transmedia permutations such as webisodes, the ARG and computer games etc.) – all of which 
diminished the boundary between fan and fiction. This boundary transgression is also evident 
within the diegetic space itself and the novels regularly incorporate the notion of fan art. For 
example, in Dexter by Design (2009) one of Dexter’s kills is recorded and circulated on 
YouTube, along with an incriminating fanvid, which therefore renders this platform of fan 
activity dangerous. The same witness also uses Photoshop and sketches out potential art 
exhibits which could be used to expose Dexter’s secret. However, once the initial narcissistic 
thrill has waned, Dexter soon finds such fan art banal and articulates his antipathy to 
delegitimise fan productivity. Elsewhere, in Double Dexter (2011), the titular character is 
taunted by the blogpost of a killer (who had also witnessed one of his murders). Once again, as 
this nemesis is antagonistic towards the hero (and point of audience identification) he is coded 
as dangerous and must be eliminated. A similar negation of fan practices and the platforms on 
which fans congregate/interact can be seen in Dexter’s Final Cut (2013) wherein Dexter 
criticises Facebook while he and Debra both work as technical consultants for a cop TV show 
being filmed in Miami. Here, they are shadowed by two actors who will impersonate them on 
the show (an imitation/impersonation that Dexter finds infuriating). At the same time, the 
female star is being stalked by an obsessive, illiterate and deranged fan who murders innocent 
women.  
 
In such instances, the novels depict fans as pathological and degenerate. Likewise, the TV show 
integrates and delegitimises fan culture/productivity, such as when Travis Marshall believes 
Dexter to be the devil and paints his face into a mural of Satan (S06E11). Before this, in 
S02E04, Lila is revealed to be an artist whose work features mannequins and various sections 
of the deconstructed human body (Dexter’s brother Brian, aka the Ice Truck Killer, also created 
prosthetic art and deconstructed the human body). Lila also works with “found art” wherein 
she steals other people’s property and uses these acquired materials in her own work – a form 
of ‘textual poaching’ (which will be discussed in more detail throughout the next chapter). By 
depicting Lila as appropriating and poaching other people’s (intellectual) property and turning 
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it into her own art, she may be read as a proxy for fan productivity311. In such instances, these 
embodiments of fan artists (Brian, Lila and Travis) are depicted in negative terms – as threats 
that require regulation and policing.  
 
Presented in similarly negative terms is ‘Professor Gellar’ (Edward James Olmos) and his use 
of a blog wherein he receives fanatical comments from his fans (S06E09). Later in the episode, 
once the blog is revealed to have been maintained by Travis rather than Gellar, the former is 
shown searching the posts for disciples (or fanatics), those who are pathological and deranged 
in their admiration of their object of fandom. Similarly, in S02E07, Dexter sends a fake 
manifesto to the press in order to divert attention away from him when the police hunt for the 
Bay Harbour Butcher. This manifesto is deliberately filled with ramblings and pretentious 
musings taken from various internet blogs. As the detectives pour over the details, they identify 
a number of literary, cultural, psycho-linguistic and religious references. Angel Batista (David 
Zayas) is convinced that some of the references are taken from literary sources, such as the line 
he thinks to have originated from Mark Twain: “You can’t depend on your eyes when your 
imagination is out of focus”. However, Vince Masuka (C. S. Lee) corrects him by stating that 
the reference is, in fact, from Star Trek: Deep Space Nine. Their discussion is interrupted when 
an FBI agent interjects: “Twain was never on Deep Space Nine. He was on [Star Trek] Next 
Generation”. This parodic exchange is finally terminated by Special Agent Frank Lundy (Keith 
Carradine) who suggests that the line is from ‘A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court’. 
This scene not only corrodes the demarcation between high and low culture, but it also 
mirrors/ridicules the practices of online communities and discussion forums in which 
fragments of information are dissected and (erroneously) analysed.  
 
The TV show’s integration of fandom can also be found in the character of Louis Greene (Josh 
Cooke). Louis is a memorabilia collector and, when he shows Jamie Batista (Angel’s sister and 
the nanny Dexter had hired to care for Harrison) around his apartment, the audience see that it 
is filled with collections of art and popular culture (S06E09). In a later episode, Dexter thinks 
that Louis has been deliberately sabotaging him and so breaks into his apartment to find out 
why. Whilst there, he marvels at the collectables and says: “I can appreciate the mind-set of a 
                                                          
311 A Season Five DVD Special Featurette, entitled ‘Interview with Artist Ty Mattson’, continues the text’s 
emphasis on fan art and its canonical integration. Here, fan Ty Mattson created a number of graphic prints 
depicting key visual moments from each season. These prints were then sold on the Showtime website as official 
merchandise. Both the inclusion of this artist on the paratextual DVD extra and the commodification of his work 
for commercial gain suggests the primacy and integration of fan within the canonical text. 
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collector but toys? Seems like a waste of a good obsession” (Dexter Morgan’s voiceover, 
S07E12). Comments such as these, along with the above negative expressions of fandom 
(however parodic), demonstrate a disconnect between the fans and the show312.  
 
This disconnect is instantiated in episode S06E07, in which it is revealed that Louis is a 
computer game designer/programmer who is doing an internship at the forensics lab in order 
to research a new game he is developing. The game is called Homicidal Tendencies, a first-
person narrative which is differentiated from other games as the player can choose to either 
take a leading role in the police investigation or play as the serial killer, picking Jeffrey Dahmer, 
Jack the Ripper or the Bay Harbour Butcher (a parody of the ways in which Dexter uses the 
serial killer archetype to differentiate itself from the numerous other forensic detection shows). 
Building up the courage to ask Dexter for his opinion, Louis shows the game to Jamie and the 
audience see a point of view shot of Angel. The design and clothing of Angel’s avatar matches 
that of the actual Dexter PC game. Moreover, Louis has recreated the diegesis via a computer 
simulation, much like a piece of ‘machinima’. 
 
When Louis does ask Dexter for his opinion, desperate for his validation, Dexter feigns disgust 
and states: “I think this is offensive. Who would choose to be a serial killer?” Louis counters 
this by suggesting that it is a vicarious thrill, leaving Dexter to ask: “How could you possibly 
know what it’s like to take a life? Why would you even want to? It’s a bad idea, do something 
else” (S06E10). Seemingly more offended by the fact that someone has narrativised (or 
                                                          
312 Although more positive is the way in which fan fiction is evoked via the melodramatic plots and relationships 
which would otherwise have been expressed only in slash literature (such as Debra’s lust for her adoptive brother, 
Dexter). The same is true of the characters’ backstory which is revealed in the webisodes rather than speculated 
within fan discourse. A good example of this integrated fan fiction occurs in episode S06E02 in which Dexter’s 
son (Harrison) asks for a monster story. However, instead of a fairy tale, Dexter chooses to regale the story of 
how he disposed of Little Chino (whom he killed in S02E02).  
  
      A shot of Louis’s game Homicidal Tendencies (S06E07)    A shot from the Dexter: The Computer Game 
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trivialised) his experiences by creating an avatar, Dexter directs his criticism towards Louis 
(the embodiment of fandom) while he is positioned next to the camera, almost pointing his 
condemnation towards the fans and their practices. A simplistic reading might suggest that such 
an exchange is critical of fan cultures, especially given the tone with which the actor/executive 
producer delivers the line. This reading is informed by the other negative depictions of fan 
culture in the canonical text which act as inner-textual rubrics through which to understand this 
exchange313.  
 
Conclusion 
This thesis has sought to suggest that transmedia extensions, such as producer-created 
paratexts, work to hierarchise meaning and channel the audience towards a preferred 
interpretative/identificatory framework. However, these producer-created permutations find 
competition in the form of fan-produced paratexts. Consequently, in order to understand the 
discursive function of such textual fragments, this thesis has sought to create a distinction 
between ‘proselytising’ and ‘pluralistic paratexts’. The former seeks to impose a preferred or 
dominant discourse on the text while the latter enables peripheral and polysemic perspectives 
to express their multi-accentuality (challenging the dominate discourse). This paratextual 
dialectic can be read in Marxist terms of cultural resistance and a challenge to the existing 
distribution of power. Here, ‘proselytising paratexts’ produced by those with access to the 
official means of production (i.e. the canonical text) disseminate a dominant discourse. The 
dominant discourse explored throughout this thesis has been the sanctification of violent White 
male vigilantism whose brutality works to maintain the symbolic order (retaining White male 
hierarchical dominance).  
 
Conversely, fan cultures seek to resist such endeavours and use fan texts (‘pluralistic 
paratexts’) as a way to refute such dominant discourses in favour of articulating peripheral 
perspectives (something which has been facilitated by the democratisation of the internet). 
However, unlike other TV shows, Dexter provided so many prescriptive transmedia paratexts 
                                                          
313 Of course, another reading might view this scene in a more playful and comedic/parodic context, as a comment 
on audience identification expressed from a show that has spent several years deliberately aligning viewers with 
a serial killer. A final reading might yield a more nuanced analysis as Dexter has spent his life conforming to 
societal expectations and avoiding the expression of dissenting opinions in order to remain inconspicuous. As 
such, Dexter echoes wider views which condemn violence while, at the same time, perpetuating brutality under 
the guise of security and protection. In this way, one might instead view Dexter’s reaction as an attempt to expose 
the hypocrisy of moralistic and conservative campaigners who have condemned the show while, at the same time, 
perpetuated the legacy of the ‘War on Terror’ (the hierarchical dominance of White men maintained via violent 
subjugation of competing identities). 
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via both ‘traditional apparatuses of distribution’ and ‘platforms of transmedia engagement’ that 
it left little room for fan speculation and subversive reading strategies. Only the Alternative 
Reality Game embraced pluralism (the only ‘pluralistic paratext’ of this textual tapestry) while 
the other fragments reinforced the central agency of hegemonic White masculinity (thus being 
‘proselytising paratexts’). But, while the ARG might enable a form of collective participation, 
such activities are contained within the confines of prescribed ideological and discursive 
boundaries. Likewise, fan productivity was similarly contained via its 
integration/commodification into the officially sanctioned ideological framework of the textual 
tapestry. By foreclosing competing points of audience identification, the viewer had little 
choice but to adopt Dexter’s discursive position which ultimately reinforced White male 
hierarchical dominance. Consequently, although providing a dialectical forum, the Dexter 
textual tapestry ultimately privileges monotheism over heterogeneity and the maintenance of 
the symbolic order (dominated by White men) over pluralism. 
 
The final chapter of this thesis analyses the TV adaptation of Hannibal to further explore the 
integration of fan-produced ‘pluralistic paratexts’ (and their diverse and dissenting ideologies) 
into the official realm of canonical production. Premiering on 10th June 2013, the initial 
broadcast of Hannibal coincided with the final season of Dexter (which aired from 30th June – 
22nd September 2013). However, although there are several similarities between these two 
texts, there are also marked differences. Both programmes contain characters whose 
psychology sets them apart from mainstream society (Dexter Morgan and Hannibal Lecter lack 
empathy while Will Graham has it in abundance) and, much like Dexter, Will perpetually 
searches for a sense of self. Moreover, both Dexter and Will have the proverbial angel and 
devil on their shoulders - Dexter has Harry and his ‘Dark Passenger’ while Will has Jack 
Crawford and Hannibal Lecter314. Lastly, Will’s darker double or shadow-self (Hannibal), 
much like Dexter’s ‘Dark Passenger’, enacts his own form of vigilante justice by eating the 
rude. However, while Dexter commodifies fan practice (limiting ideological pluralism), 
Hannibal blurs together official and unofficial modes of production to create the ultimate piece 
of commercial fan fiction. 
 
                                                          
314 Hannibal Lecter’s role as the proverbial devil is confirmed via various paratexts. For example, during a podcast 
series creator Bryan Fuller notes that Lecter is both human and devil, which is why his footsteps make no sound 
(because, as the devil, he is made of smoke). See podcast Shock Waves Episode 31: For the Love of Horror (31 
minutes, 18 seconds – 32 minutes, 15 seconds). Also see Joseph Westfall (2016a) for an interesting comparison 
between Lecter and Dracula and, later, Lecter and the Devil. 
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Chapter 6: Hannibal, Paratextual Plurality, Cannibalising the Canon & Integrating 
Fandom 
 
Introduction 
 
This is my design  
(Will Graham, Hannibal, S01E01) 
 
The final case study of this thesis provides a consideration of what happens when peripheral 
voices are permitted to speak from the official platform of media conglomeration and 
mainstream broadcasting (rather than the narrowcasting which characterises cable TV or the 
micro-casting which underpins the new media epoch of amateur production, participatory 
communities and collaborative online networks of information/content exchange). Here, this 
chapter seeks to ask: How might the practices which underpin platforms of transmedia 
engagement (pluralism) be productively integrated into traditional apparatuses of content 
distribution (network television)? What happens when a fan (a member of the periphery) is 
granted access to “legitimate” production and given control of a canonical text? How might 
this peripheral voice differently negotiate the re-inscription of White masculinity’s hierarchical 
authority and how might it differently effect the subjugation of marginalised identities? In 
short, what happens when the ‘fanon’ becomes the canon? For Pugh, what constitutes canon is 
difficult to clearly define315. However, she suggests that canon can be thought of as the source 
material which is accepted as authentic. Moreover, Pugh continues, depending on whether or 
not it can be expanded by the originator, the canon can be either open (able to evolve and grow) 
or closed (Pugh, 2005, p. 26). Conversely, occasionally “a fanfic writer’s addition to canon 
seems so apposite to other writers in that fanfic universe that it becomes ‘fanon’ – i.e. although 
it was never part of the canon it is generally accepted and used by other writers” (Pugh, 2005, 
p. 41). It is this concept which is expanded and re-applied to Hannibal (NBC, 2013-2015), a 
rare televisual text in which subjugated perspectives move from the marginal to the mainstream 
and from the periphery to the centre (albeit a centre with a White masculine core). 
                                                          
315 Pugh argues that, prior to the seventh century and the introduction of copyright protections, writers freely used 
existing characters and re-wrote existing stories. Indeed, for Pugh, hero figures such as Robin Hood or King 
Arthur had no singular author but accreted numerous stories over different generations. As such, their “legend 
grows and changes according to what each set of new readers and listeners needs from it” (Pugh, 2005, p. 9). 
Consequently, in such instances, Pugh notes that it is difficult to ascertain what is canon (part of the original text) 
and what has been added later (Pugh, 2005, p. 10) For a longer discussion on this, see Pugh (Pugh, 2005, pp. 9-
12). 
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Hannibal (the television show) continues the thematic underpinnings which have structured 
the other case studies considered throughout this thesis: the disintegrating delineation between 
legitimate and illegitimate, sanctioned and unsanctioned behaviour; the effacement of the 
boundaries which demarcate the police officer (regulator of the symbolic order) and the 
criminal (transgressor of the symbolic order); the ways in which televisual cops or agents of 
the state operate via their own sovereignty and autonomy to enact violent vigilantism in order 
to maintain the symbolic order’s stability; and the negotiation/re-evaluation of the institutional 
policies deemed socially and politically permissible in order to ensure national security (and 
which discursive position such policies ultimately benefit). Hannibal, a television show in 
which fan practices are integrated/commodified within the sanctioned realm of network 
programming, is thus a particularly useful case study with which to conclude this thesis and 
stitch together all of the disparate threads discussed thus far. 
 
Becoming Hannibal 
Originating in the novel Red Dragon (Thomas Harris, 1981), Hannibal Lecter has inhabited 
the world of literature, cinema and television, with each platform offering a different 
permutation of the iconic character316. Such permutations range from the psychopathy evident 
in the originating novel and its first cinematic adaptation (Manhunter, 1986), to the more 
psychologically nuanced depictions populating the sequel novels Hannibal (1999) and 
Hannibal Rising (2006), along with their subsequent film adaptations (2001 and 2007 
respectively). Throughout his many permutations, and congruent with his increased popularity 
and cultural resonance, Lecter has moved from a peripheral character to a central point of 
audience identification. Indeed, during his first iteration (the novel Red Dragon), Lecter was 
only of minor significance and provided the protagonist, FBI special investigator Will Graham, 
with arbitrary details to help him catch the narrative’s antagonist (the killer Francis Dolarhyde 
aka the Tooth Fairy)317. However, Lecter subsequently became more prominent in the sequel 
novel, The Silence of the Lambs (1988), and its cinematic adaptation (1991) but remained 
secondary to the investigating FBI agent, Clarice Starling, who too hunted for a serial killer 
(Jame Gumb aka Buffalo Bill). By the time of the next novel, entitled Hannibal (1999 with a 
                                                          
316 See Joseph Westfall (2016a) pp. xii – xx for a brief discussion of the different incarnations of Hannibal Lecter, 
along with a brief overview of his general characterisation.   
317 Some characters names differ in the film adaptation of Manhunter when compared to the other textual 
permeations, including the source novel of Red Dragon. For example, Francis Dollarhyde is named in the film as 
Dolarhyde while Hannibal is referred to as Lecktor rather than Lecter. 
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cinematic adaptation being released in 2001), Lecter had increased in prominence to become 
the eponymous character whose narrative significance was equal to (if not eclipsed) that of 
Starling’s. Lecter’s primacy became further emphasised in the second adaptation of the Red 
Dragon novel (a film of the same name released in 2002) in which, unlike Manhunter and 
despite using the same source material, Lecter (here played by Anthony Hopkins) dominated 
advertising and distribution strategies and, despite performing only a peripheral role in the 
narrative, Anthony Hopkins featured heavily on DVD covers, streaming thumbnails and film 
posters.  
 
Consequently, the marketing materials for these cinematic adaptations (extra-textual paratexts) 
signal not only Lecter’s cultural resonance but also mark his shifting importance to the 
canonical text. Indeed, while promotional materials for the first cinematic adaptation of Red 
Dragon (Manhunter) privileged the cop (Will Graham, played by William Petersen), as did 
those for The Silence of the Lambs (which featured Clarice Starling, played by Jodie Foster), 
marketing strategies for later films emphasised Lecter. As such, by the time of the second 
cinematic adaptation of Red Dragon, released only sixteen years later, the criminal has 
supplanted the cop in terms of canonical significance318 and the former acquires the latter’s 
position/authority within the visual hierarchy: 
 
Lecter’s increasing significance is confirmed by the second cinematic adaptation of Red 
Dragon which not only ends with scenes featuring Lecter but also opens with him attending a 
symphony before hosting a dinner party in which he serves questionable foods to his 
                                                          
318 While a range of posters and marketing materials were released for each film, each with differing design 
elements, these are indicative of the overall tone of such promotional strategies. 
             
       Manhunter (1986)      The Silence of the Lambs (1991)            Hannibal (2001)                  Red Dragon (2002) 
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unsuspecting guests. By opening and closing with Lecter, and not Will Graham (as had been 
the case with the source material and Manhunter), the audience’s first and final point of 
identification becomes Lecter. Indeed, Lecter is one of the few recurring elements within the 
canon. Although Will Graham is the protagonist of the novel Red Dragon, he does not appear 
in the sequels and the protagonist function shifts to Clarice Starling, who herself is absent after 
the third novel (entitled Hannibal). Consequently, the detective figure (Graham, Starling, 
Rinaldo Pazzi and Inspector Popil) is mutable while Lecter provides a stable locus of canonical 
consistency and a point of ongoing audience engagement/identification.  
 
Lecter’s canonical and identificatory significance is solidified in the final literary and cinematic 
iteration of the character, the novel Hannibal Rising (2006) and its film adaption of the same 
name (2007). Here, the narrative is framed via Lecter’s subjectivity and explores his formative 
years in which he is psychologically traumatised by the death of his family and the murder and 
cannibalisation of his sister, Mischa, by rogue Nazi collaborators (something which Hannibal 
himself may have unwittingly participated in)319. These traumatic experiences, resulting in 
disassociation and Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder, recode Lecter and shift him away from the 
pathological “other” which defined his early iterations (the novel Red Dragon and its first 
cinematic adaptation, Manhunter) and, instead, renders him in more nuanced and sympathetic 
terms as the viewer is permitted access to his interiority, motivation and psychology. In doing 
so, the final novel and film adaption functions as a paratext which re-channels and re-frames 
the audience’s understanding of earlier narratives and iterations of the character. For example, 
as Richard McClelland observes, aware of the psychological underpinnings revealed in 
Hannibal Rising, the audience might revisit The Silence of the Lambs and view Lecter as 
someone who shares Clarice Starling’s desire to save lambs from the slaughter as he too had 
desperately tried to save his beloved sister from a similar fate. Moreover, rather than gratuitous 
psychopathy, this final literary and cinematic iteration of the character recodes Lecter as having 
an innate vigilantism and sense of justice, as such brutalising bullies or releasing captive birds 
before they can be eaten in Kolnas’s restaurant (McClelland, 2016a, pp. 90-3). When 
combined, such psychological traumas and innate vigilantism enable Lecter to migrate from 
                                                          
319 While holding a young Lecter and his sister captive, Nazi-collaborators and war criminals (led by Vladis 
Grutas) face starvation and so kill and cannibalise Mischa, feeding her remains to an unsuspecting Lecter. As an 
adult, Lecter too feeds unsuspecting dinner party guests unidentified meats which might be seen as a latent 
Stockholm Syndrome wherein Lecter identifies with his captures and re-creates their actions as a way to mitigate 
his own victimhood and vulnerability. 
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psychopathic and cannibalistic embodiment of abject horror (his early iterations) to a locus of 
audience empathy and identification (his later iterations).  
 
Hannibal Rising thus marks the culmination of Lecter’s shift from secondary character to 
antagonist and, finally, to antihero. In doing so, over the different literary and cinematic 
iterations of the character, Lecter has migrated from the margins to the mainstream and from 
the periphery to the centre. This is indicative of the increasing prominence of the criminal over 
the cop within contemporary American drama as problematic characters acquire a greater 
degree of narrative significance. Lecter, in short, exemplifies audience’s increasing appetites 
for flawed anti-heroes and such a character articulates wider social discourses concerning the 
permissiveness of violence and brutality (the legacy of 9/11). Consequently, his ability to 
embody the zeitgeist, it is unsurprising that Hannibal Lecter found his way onto TV screens in 
the television show Hannibal (which ran for 39 episodes on NBC between 2013-2015 and 
whose title indicates Lecter’s ongoing primacy to the canonical text). 
 
However, what is of significance is not the TV show’s fidelity to its literary or cinematic 
precursors, but its differences. By seeing what has changed within the different permutations 
of the canonical text, one can identify what has changed within society (the canon thus becomes 
a cultural barometer). It is for this reason that the TV permutation of Hannibal should not be 
seen as an adaptation of the source material, but rather a paratextual reconfiguration. As Bould 
notes, an approach using ‘adaptation theory’ “reifies the prior text as a fixed object with a set 
meaning rather than treats it as an ongoing site of multiple contested meanings” (Bould, 2012, 
p. 145). Likewise, Sherryl Vint observed that adaptation theory “is often concerned with 
fidelity to the source and thus is anxious to understand the new text as a version of, commentary 
on, or analogue to the original”. However, Vint continues, fidelity as a marker of worth has 
proven to be unproductive. “Instead of comparing a work to its source text, the emphasis in 
postfidelity adaptation theory has fallen on noting medium specificities and analyzing each text 
as its own kind of original, drawing on the features of its medium” (Vint, 2012, p. 68). In this 
sense, then, the source material is a palimpsest which is built upon by a later text, the televisual 
retelling of Hannibal. In turn, this re-appropriated fan fiction becomes fully integrated into the 
official channels of media production/distribution (and its commercial logics) wherein the 
‘fanon’ is transformed into the ‘canon’, shifting the audience’s understanding and interpretative 
framework of the original material.  
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Set before the events of the first novel (Red Dragon), the TV text is more of a televisual 
retelling than a prequel. Here, the head of the FBI’s Behavioural Science Unit, Jack Crawford 
(Laurence Fishburne), asks a former field agent and teacher at the academy, Will Graham 
(Hugh Dancy), for help in tracking down a serial killer. However, concerned for Will’s mental 
stability, Crawford employs the services of practicing psychiatrist Hannibal Lecter (Mads 
Mikkelsen) to undertake regular psychological evaluations, unaware of Lecter’s predilection 
for murder, cannibalism and feeding human ‘delicacies’ to unsuspecting acquaintances320. 
Soon, Hannibal is drawn to Will and begins to manipulate him in order to create a partner in 
crime. In turn, Will is similarly drawn to Hannibal’s darkness and both come to see the other 
as a mirror to their self321. Or, as Hannibal informs Will: “You’re applying yourself to my 
perspective as I’ve been applying myself to yours” (Hannibal Lecter, Hannibal, S02E12). 
 
This convergence of cop and criminal is not a recent development within American 
storytelling. Indeed, writing in 1985, Stuart Kaminsky considered the convergence of cop and 
criminal to suggest that the fragmented psychotic personality (the deranged killer) is seen by 
the protagonist (the investigative detective/officer) as a reflection of his own dark side. 
Consequently, the officer is “impelled toward operating the way the madman operates” 
(Kaminsky, 1985, p. 57). In such instances, the law enforcer must act like the law transgressor 
in order to ensure public safety. However, although not a recent development, this thesis has 
sought to demonstrate that such a convergence of cop/criminal and the confluence of 
sanctioned/unsanctioned behaviour received renewed significance following 9/11 and amid the 
ongoing legacy of the ‘War on Terror’. This renewed significance has reached its fullest 
expression in Hannibal wherein the distinctions between legitimate/illegitimate and 
right/wrong have crumbled and easy dichotomisations are undermined.  
 
 
                                                          
320 The basic premise of the TV show is a peripheral part of the source material (the novel Red Dragon), in which 
it is briefly mentioned that, prior to the events of the novel, Will Graham had consulted a psychiatrist (Lecter) 
when profiling a serial killer, only to realise that Lecter was the killer he had been hunting. 
321 See Selena K. L. Breikss (2016) for an outline of the complex relationship between Will Graham and Hannibal 
Lecter within the TV show. Applying the work of Georges Bataille and Marcel Mauss, Breikss argues that this 
relationship is based on an unequal distribution of power in which Lecter uses cultural capital (culinary skills) to 
exert symbolic and social dominance over Will. Also see Andrew Pavelich (2016) for a good discussion of the 
friendship between Will and Hannibal using the work of Aristotle and Nietzsche; the former promoting equality 
and reciprocity among participants, while the latter concerns mutual betterment and growth. Applying both 
frameworks to Hannibal, Pavelich argues that Will or Hannibal are not friends in either model and this 
unobtainable friendship forms the tragedy of the show. 
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The Convergence of the Cop/Killer and Sanctioned/Unsanctioned Behaviour 
 
Hannibal Lecter:  Crossing boundaries is different than violating them. 
Alana Bloom: Boundaries will always be subject to negotiation. 
(Hannibal, S02E10) 
 
Will Graham, the protagonist of the TV show Hannibal, is a liminal character who transgresses 
legal/moral boundaries and commits questionable acts in the service of protecting the citizenry. 
This mirrors the behaviours of Vic Mackey, Jack Bauer and Dexter Morgan who utilise 
brutality and violence in order to solidify their hierarchical authority and mitigate the threats 
posed to their hegemony. As previous chapters have argued, the actions of these characters 
were presented in less problematic terms following 9/11 which reframed the public’s 
understanding of violence. However, what distinguishes Hannibal is the depiction of the 
legitimacy of such actions and the targets of such brutality. While White male American heroes 
such as Jack Bauer and antiheroes such as Vic Mackey and Dexter Morgan were routinely 
pitted against pathologized and dangerous racial/gendered “Others”, Hannibal marks a 
discursive shift. Here, the White protagonist (Will Graham) is pitted against a pathologized and 
dangerous White antagonist (Hannibal Lecter), who provides a mirror to the hero’s aberrance.  
 
This shift from a pathologised racial/gender “Other” to a pathologised White male threat, 
although being a fundamental component of the source material from which these characters 
originate (the novel Red Dragon), can be seen as indicative of a larger proliferation of such 
thematic concerns on American television. In turn, this signals the public’s interest in such 
discursive dialectics and illustrates a potential re-consideration of the legacy of 9/11 and the 
‘War on Terror’. While similar behaviour was more discursively sanctioned immediately 
following 9/11, as is evident in The Shield, 24 and Dexter, by 2013 such actions had become a 
source of apprehension for the fictional White male protagonist of the detective genre. 
Consequently, there are two ways in which the show’s use of violence might be interpreted. 
Firstly, Hannibal might be read as a text about embracing the ‘Other’. Here, violence 
perpetuated by White men (which was legitimised in the immediate aftermath of 9/11) is 
projected onto the dangerous ‘Other’ (Hannibal Lecter). However, the audience’s diegetic 
proxy (Will Graham) embraces the ‘Other’ and the violent tendencies/strategies he embodies. 
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As such, Hannibal might be read as the audience’s acceptance of such violent strategies and 
adherence to the legacy of the ‘War on Terror’. 
 
However, a more nuanced reading might consider the ways in which such violence is 
disavowed and undermined. Here, the White male (Graham) is increasingly drawn towards the 
murderous predilections as embodied by Lecter, a darkness which is feared as it necessitates 
becoming the degenerate ‘Other’ who is outside of sanctioned authority. This fear of becoming 
the pathologised ‘Other’ is evidenced in the three people killed by Will Graham; all of whom 
are White males. This is especially pertinent as his victims are all antagonists that require 
regulation via vigilante violence. Unlike the other case studies explored throughout this thesis, 
in which a White male frequently regulates the symbolic order by mitigating the threats posed 
by racial/gendered ‘Others’, the White male of Hannibal is explicitly the dangerous threat 
which requires regulation.  
 
This is further iterated by Graham’s shadow-self322 (Hannibal Lecter) who, along with killing 
innocent people, has a particular predilection for ‘eating the rude’. In doing so, Lecter functions 
as both ‘pathological Other’ while also enacting his own form of vigilante justice by targeting 
those who violate civility (transgressor and regulator of the symbolic order). The audience 
witness (and, via an occasional adoption of his perspective/point of view, become unwitting 
accomplices/participants in) Lecter’s murder of twenty-eight people throughout the three 
seasons of the TV show, 79% of whom are White and 86% are male323. Thus, while his innocent 
victims represent a wide diaspora of genders and ethnicities, his acts of vigilante justice target 
primarily White men with only one victim falling outside of this category (the Black male 
Tobias Budge in episode S01E08).  
 
Consequently, the antagonistic characters of Hannibal, those who are dangerous and require 
regulation, are White males. It is this process of becoming dangerous and pathological, of 
transgressing sanctioned behaviour, that Will Graham is both drawn to and dreads. This is 
symbolised by the recurring apparition which haunts Will: the spectre of Garret Jacob Hobbs, 
a man that Will had to shoot in the pilot episode to prevent him from killing his daughter, 
                                                          
322 For Carl Jung, primitive behaviours which are deemed unacceptable or denied within our conscious minds 
(greed, envy, anger, sexual lust etc.) are subconsciously repressed, becoming part of the dark side of the self or 
the ‘shadow’ (our darker double). 
323 It is also inferred that Lecter kills a further 32 people, although these deaths are not seen onscreen. See 
Appendix F for a more specific breakdown of the victims of both Will and Hannibal’s violence. 
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Abigail Hobbs324. However, rather than the spectral patriarch allegorising Post-Traumatic 
Stress Disorder or externalising an unresolved Oedipal Complex (as was the case with Dexter), 
the apparition of Hobbs serves a more important function: to visualise the confluence of 
cop/criminal and the convergence of sanctioned/unsanctioned behaviour.  
 
The recurring spectre of Hobbs exemplifies this convergence because, as Jesse McLean notes, 
both Will and Hannibal adopt the role of paternal figure to Abigail following the death of her 
father325. In doing so, Will adopts the paternal function which was once the preserve of the 
serial-killing, cannibalistic Garret Jacobs Hobbs (the former becoming the latter). This, in turn, 
bridges the divide between Will and Hannibal (McLean, 2015, p. 125). Consequently, the 
spectre of Hobbs is thus an expression of Will’s fear of becoming monstrosity while also 
actualising the crumbling boundaries which demarcate cop and criminal. The apparition of 
Hobbs, in short, visualises the fear which haunts Will – “the inevitability of there being a man 
so bad that killing him felt good” (Hannibal Lecter, Hannibal, S01E02). This White male’s 
fear of becoming the degenerate ‘Other’ is explicitly explored further in Season Two when, 
having tried to have Hannibal assassinated in retaliation for planting evidence and framing him 
for multiple murders, Will states: 
 
Will:  I discovered a truth about myself when I tried to have you killed. 
Hannibal: That doing bad things to bad people makes you feel good? 
Will:  Yes.  
(Hannibal, S02E08) 
 
The fear which is visualised by the apparition of Hobbs is compounded by two other spectres 
which haunt Will. Firstly, he is stalked by an illusionary stag which externalises the attempts 
of his subconscious mind to warn him about the threats posed by Hannibal (Hannibal has a 
                                                          
324 Abigail Hobbs is not referred to by name in the source material (the novel Red Dragon) but is only mentioned 
as Garrett Jacob Hobbs’s daughter whom he had cut (Harris, 1981, p. 89). Likewise, Abigail Hobbs does not 
appear in the film adaptations. Instead, this incidental character is significantly expanded in the TV show - a 
practice common to fan fiction. The same is true of the character Chiyoh, who is peripheral and inconsequential 
in the novel Hannibal Rising but given more prominence in the TV show. A related form of fan practice is the 
creation of new characters which are inserted into the diegesis, something which Fuller also does in the TV show 
with Hannibal’s psychiatrist Dr. Bedelia Du Maurier (Gillian Anderson). 
325 This is confirmed by series creator Bryan Fuller who notes that Lecter also feels a patriarchal duty towards 
Abigail Hobbs as she is a surrogate for his sister, Mischa (both have cannibalistic, serial killers as father figures). 
See podcast AfterBuzz TV Presents: Hannibal Aftershow – Hannibal S:1 Interview with Bryan Fuller, recorded 
19th June 2013 (43 minutes, 20 seconds – 44 minutes, 33 seconds).  
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statue of a stag in his office). Secondly, Selena K. L. Breikss notes that, once Will sinks deeper 
into delirium the stag is replaced by the Wendigo (Breikss, 2016, p. 138), a figure which 
gradually takes on Hannibal’s facial appearance and appropriates a more discernible human 
form once Will realises Hannibal’s duplicitous intent by the end of Season One. The Wendigo, 
in folkore, symbolises a fear of becoming a cannibal and, as Breikss notes, the figure traces its 
origins to Algonquin myth, often being depicted as “a grotesque being, a large, gaunt figure. It 
is half-human, half-animal with large multi-pointed horns, an emaciated body and sunken eyes, 
with a stench of decay and decomposition” (Breikss, 2016, p. 138). Here, like the other spectres 
that haunt Will, the Wendigo illustrates not only the threats posed by Hannibal, but also Will’s 
fear of “becoming” the generate and pathologised ‘Other’. 
 
This fear of the White male becoming the degenerate ‘Other’ and the convergence of 
sanctioned and unsanctioned behaviour (the agent of the state being both cop and killer) is also 
expressed via numerous inner-textual, trans-textual and extra-textual paratextual rubrics. 
Firstly, there are various examples of this blurred delineation within the narrative, as is evident 
in episode S02E01. Here, having framed Will for various murders resulting in his arrest, 
Hannibal takes on his function as an FBI psychological profiler and, as Beverly Katz states, 
Hannibal becomes “the new Will Graham”. Elsewhere, in S02E05 and investigating the murder 
of Beverly Katz, Will is permitted to visit a crime scene provided that he wears the face mask 
made iconic by Anthony Hopkins’s depiction of Lecter. Similarly, in S03E06, both Will and 
Hannibal have battered faces and, as the latter provides a reflection of the former, their wounds 
mirror each other’s (Will’s injuries being the result of having been thrown off a train by 
Hannibal’s protector, Chiya, and Hannibal’s being the result of having been beaten by Will’s 
guardian, Jack Crawford).  
 
This inner-textual emphasis on the confluence of cop/killer is highlighted via trans-textual 
paratexts. For example, a trans-textual companion guide (The Art and Making of Hannibal the 
Television Series) directs the viewer to recognise the similarities between the two characters 
via their use of language (an inner-textual rubric), noting that Will and Hannibal share “a 
similar linguistic faculty and the ability to use it for fully expressive intent”. Conversely, when 
Will speaks with Jack Crawford, his language shifts to one of divergence rather than 
convergence to indicate his disconnection from him (McLean, 2015, p. 112). This trans-textual 
paratext also emphasises that the dialogue (an inner-textual component) is littered with 
references to “becoming”, highlighting the confluence of Will and Hannibal and the former’s 
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fear of turning into the latter. For example, Will informs Hannibal that: “You and I have begun 
to blur […] Every crime of yours feels like one I am guilty of” (Will Graham, Hannibal, 
episode S03E06).  
 
This convergence of sanctioned/unsanctioned behaviour is further conveyed via the show’s 
other inner-textual components, namely cinematography and editing. An illustration of this can 
be seen in episode S02E11 which features a therapy session between Hannibal and Will, 
wherein they switch places via editing and a violation of the ‘180-degree rule’. Likewise, the 
show employs numerous shots in which Hannibal and Will’s image is melded together via 
superimposition (examples include episodes S02E08, S02E10, S03E03, S03E10). Indeed, this 
primary theme (convergence) is evoked during each episode’s opening credit sequence326, 
created by production company Momoco. Abbott observes that this title sequence, in which a 
red viscous liquid (blood/wine) swirls and splashes over a white background before eventually 
taking the form of the principle character’s faces327, echoes that of Dexter’s iconic/signature 
use of blood against white backdrops (blood spatter logos/merchandise and diegetic mise-en-
scène) and seems to put Hannibal in dialogue with Dexter, while also signposting a number of 
differences:  
 
While Dexter emphasises a singular point of view, there are 
three faces that appear out of the blood/wine in Hannibal, 
namely Graham, Crawford and Hannibal. This signals that the 
series is structured around three points of view, and yet the 
manner in which one face morphs into the other also suggests 
the interconnectedness of their identities and perspectives  
(Abbott, 2015, p. 121) 
 
Consequently, it is no accident that the hierarchy of the lead actors shift during each episode’s 
title sequence, with Hugh Dancy having top billing over Mads Mikkelsen in one episode which 
is reversed in the next. While there are certainly professional and contractual obligations at 
work here, it also serves a symbolic function: to mark the interchangeable nature of these 
                                                          
326 Stacey Abbott notes that title sequences function as paratexts which establish the tone and thematic concerns 
of the narrative, along with framing the text’s meaning (as was discussed in more detail during the previous 
chapter).  
327 For a brief deconstruction of the show’s opening credits, also see http://www.artofthetitle.com/title/hannibal/ 
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characters (convergence) and to call into question the central focus of the narrative and point 
of audience identification – the cop or the criminal. As was argued in previous chapters, the 
cop show articulates the structuring principles and anxieties of their time. However, in recent 
years, the hybridised cop/criminal has become increasingly popular. Such an anti-heroic 
character emphasises ambiguity, rejects authority and undermines hegemonic discourses or 
metanarratives.  
 
Consequently, one might see such characters as a perpetuation of 9/11’s legacy wherein the 
use of violence is legitimised, White male authority is maintained and competing identities are 
subjugated. In short, the police drama has become a key terrain on which 9/11’s ongoing 
thematic concerns are articulated, regulated and negotiated. Indeed, whereas episodic TV 
frequently affords White masculinity the authority to regulate discourse and police the 
boundaries of sanctioned behaviour (such as the CSI franchise), serialised TV embraces the 
uncertainty of its open-ended narrative structure and the ambiguity deriving from its lack of 
closure. In serial television, institutional and systemic hierarchies fall into question, power 
relations are jeopardised, the symbolic order is destabilised.  
 
This is explicitly the case in Hannibal, a text which, in addition to the above stated hybridity 
of Will/Hannibal, challenges common assumptions about the nature of truth. Firstly, one might 
highlight episode S01E10 in which Will investigates a murder only to discover that its 
perpetrator (Georgia Madchen played by Ellen Muth) suffers from Cotard’s Syndrome, a 
neurological disorder which causes her to distrust her thoughts and view those she loves as 
imposters. Much like Will Graham, Madchen’s perception of reality is unreliable and open to 
contestation. This theme is then extended in the following episode in which Dr Fredrick Chilton 
(Raúl Esparza) falsely manipulates Abel Gideon (Eddie Izzard) into believing that he is the 
Chesapeake Ripper, a killer who has been terrorising the county (who we learn is actually 
Hannibal Lecter). Convinced, Gideon then kills a nurse using the same methodology as the 
Ripper before later escaping to murder others. Here, reality is an artificial construct open to the 
manipulations of untrustworthy authority figures.   
 
Other instances of this postmodern rejection of “truth” and refutations of authority might 
include episode S02E07, in which Miriam Lass (Anna Chlumsky), a rookie FBI agent missing 
for two years having been abducted by the Chesapeake Ripper, is finally found. Will is 
convinced that the scene in which they find her was staged by Hannibal to deflect suspicion 
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away from him, even telling Jack: “You can’t trust any of this to be what it seems”. The 
subsequent episode then features a murdering social worker (Clark Ingram, played by Chris 
Diamantopoulos) and, when taken together, all such instances give expression (often literally 
via therapy sessions) to our current postmodern cultural experiences of a world characterised 
by a fragmentation of the self, an undermining of authority and a challenging of dominant 
discourses which seek to contain pluralism in favour of monotheism. Such thematic concerns 
became especially prevalent as society sought to re-consider and question the legacy of the 
‘War on Terror’.  
 
Consequently, then, Hannibal is a text in which monolithic discourses are undermined and 
pluralistic perspectives/discursive positions are articulated. Indeed, the TV programme builds 
upon the source material (the novel Red Dragon) in which Dr Alan Bloom describes Will 
Graham as having “pure empathy and projection”. Bloom continues to note that Will “can 
assume your point of view, or mine – and maybe some other points of view that scare and 
sicken him” (Harris, 1981, p. 102)328. As such, the source material on which the TV show is 
based privileges plurality and polysemy over monotheism and homogeneity. Consequently, it 
is only to be expected that networks of participation and coalitions of diverse cultural identities 
(fan cultures) are drawn to such a text which has been, from its very inception, particularly 
adaptable to (and rooted within) fan practices/poaching. 
 
Hannibal: Cannibalising the Canon and Integrating Fandom’s Pluralism 
As previous chapters have sought to demonstrate, the ‘War on Terror’ left a lasting legacy: that 
violent vigilantism perpetrated by White men is desirable and necessary in order to maintain 
the stability of the symbolic order. This stability is achieved by foreclosing alternative 
perspectives and mitigating the threats posed by pluralism. Conversely, in order to 
accommodate competing discourses/points of view and correct perceived deficiencies, fan 
texts seek to re-appropriate canonical material and open the text up to heterogeneous and 
polysemic readings (as was outlined in Chapter 3)329. It is these textual permeations 
                                                          
328 This is further emphasised in the TV show. In episode S01E09 Hannibal states that Will has an empathy 
disorder and empathises so completely with killers that he loses himself to them. In the next episode, Hannibal 
tells Jack Crawford “The problem Will has is too many mirror neurons. Our heads are filled with them when we 
are children. It’s supposed to help us socialise and then melt away. But Will held on to his which makes knowing 
who he is a challenge” (S01E10). 
329 Indeed, Sandvoss, drawing on John Fiske’s Understanding Popular Culture (1989), asserts that the “concept 
of popular culture hinges on the notion of the polysemic popular text”; texts which incorporate a multitude of 
alternative meanings and reading which are to be recognised and decoded by individual viewers as ‘semiotic 
productivity’ (Sandvoss, 2005, pp. 11-12). 
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(transmediality and paratexts), and the different reading strategies they facilitate, that work to 
create the ideological dialectic of a text. What marks Hannibal the TV show as significant here 
is the degree to which such fan-like, polysemic dialectics are integrated into the canonical text 
via the authorial voice of Bryan Fuller330. Fuller, a fan of the source material, has re-
appropriated it to create a form of mainstream fan fiction331, one which serves the interests of 
a media conglomerate while also integrating the practices which characterise fan productivity.  
 
Here, it should be noted that an alternative perspective might view Bryan Fuller as being 
compromised by his role within the commercial logics and industrial processes of American 
television. Rather than a member of the fan community, one who has created his own fan fiction 
(the Hannibal TV show), Fuller might instead be understood as a professional writer employed 
to achieve the commercial goals/agendas of large media corporations who produce/distribute 
his work (Gaumont International Television, NBC, Paramount, UPN, Showtime, Fox, ABC, 
CBS, Starz!). Consequently, rather than just a fan or fan-fic writer, Fuller occupies a more 
complicated position: the professional-fan-practitioner332, an industry insider and member of 
the fan community whose fandom serves the commercial interests of media conglomerates. 
Moreover, as a professional-fan-practitioner, Fuller is thus part of the attempts by production 
and distribution companies to exploit and commodify fandom/fan practice. Indeed, by 
                                                          
330 The Hannibal canon has multiple authorial voices depending on the medium on which that textual permutation 
appears; namely literary author Thomas Harris and the writer and showrunner who adapted the source material 
for TV, Bryan Fuller. This is not to diminish the contributions of other creative personnel within the complex and 
communal production processes of serial television. Indeed, Fuller himself notes that the production of the TV 
show was a collaborative project as “nobody really has ownership of Hannibal because its Thomas Harris’s and 
we all just get to play in his sandbox”. See the podcast The Writer’s Panel, recorded 19th January 2014 (6 minutes, 
45 seconds – 7 minutes, 20 seconds). This podcast also features Fuller offering an oral history of his own work, 
along with an enlightening account of the production contexts of the TV show Hannibal. Also see podcast Post 
Mortem with Mick Garris: Bryan Fuller (24/05/2017). For an illustrative production history/context for the 
Hannibal, see podcast The Bloodcast, episode 33: Hannibal Showrunner Bryan Fuller (01/01/2001: 0 minutes – 
33 minutes, 15 seconds). 
331 During frequent extra-textual paratexts, Fuller regularly refers to the TV show Hannibal as a form of fan fiction 
and routinely positions himself within the fan community of the original source material (the novels by Thomas 
Harris). For example, see The Writers Panel podcast Nerdest TV: The Boundary Pushers Live from SDCC 2016, 
recorded 1st October 2016 (22 minutes – 23 minutes). Also see the podcast AfterBuzz TV Presents: Hannibal 
Aftershow – Hannibal S:1 Interview with Bryan Fuller, recorded 19th June 2013 (7 minutes, 33 seconds – 9 
minutes, 30 seconds). 
332 It might also be noted that, while scholarship has acknowledged and explored the notion of the academic-fan 
(aca-fan), there is a growing need to reflect on the significance and function of the industry-fan or the profession-
fan-practitioner. In doing so, academic scholarship might be better positioned to understand the blurred boundaries 
which once demarcated the commercial logics of industrial production and the practices of cult or fan audiences. 
While outside the scope of this thesis, such reflections will help to explain the different ways in which fandom is 
seen by large media institutions. Indeed, a future study might productively answer questions such as: can Hannibal 
be seen as an authentic reverence and integration of fandom (valorisation) whereas Dexter represents a strategic 
attempt to monetise fandom (commodification)? Can an individual be an authentic fan who ‘poaches’ on 
‘canonical territory’ while also being a professional practitioner working within the commercial and industrial 
logics of media conglomeration? 
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participating in trans-textual and extra-textual paratexts (such as DVD extras/commentaries 
and podcasts), Fuller becomes complicit in such strategies. With such concerns in mind, then, 
this thesis acknowledges that categorising Bryan Fuller as a fan is a more nuanced and 
problematic endeavour than has been implied thus far throughout this chapter.  
 
A more positive reading would suggest that, unlike the commodified fan practices that 
characterised Dexter’s transmedia strategies, Fuller’s re-telling of Hannibal mirrors Henry 
Jenkins’s notion of textual poaching: 
 
Undaunted by traditional conceptions of literary and intellectual 
property, fans raid mass culture, claiming its materials for their own 
use, reworking them as the basis for their own cultural creations and 
social interactions.  
(Jenkins, 1992, p. 18) 
 
Drawing on Michel de Certeau’s (1984) work on poaching333, Jenkins refuted the assumption 
that media audiences were passive recipients of content. Instead, Jenkins outlined some of the 
diverse ways in which fans form active, collaborative and creative communities in which 
content is re-appropriated and used in significant ways. Under such a formulation, fans become 
active participants in the construction of textual meaning: “Fans construct their cultural and 
social identity through borrowing and inflecting mass culture images, articulating concerns 
with often go unvoiced within the dominant media” (Jenkins, 1992, p. 23). For Jenkins, fan 
cultures reflect the audience’s fascination with a text as well as their frustration that it doesn’t 
gratify their needs: “fan writers do not so much reproduce the primary text as they rework and 
rewrite it, repairing or dismissing unsatisfying aspects, developing interests not sufficiently 
explored” (Jenkins, 1992, p. 162).  
 
In this way, the fan text is a subversion of hierarchical power through a process of appropriation 
in which the subordinated classes (fans/oppositional voices) use their textual productivity 
(means of cultural production) to challenge the dominant classes. Consequently, studies into 
                                                          
333 Hills describes the work of de Certeau as: “consumption is theorised within a model of consumer appropriation” 
which is structured by a separation of producers, who ‘own’ the space or apparatus of production, and consumers 
“who own no ‘proper’ space of their own, and hence ‘poach’ on the producer’s territories or through 
‘appropriating’ the producer’s products”. In short, de Certeau contrasted the ‘tactics’ of the ‘weak’ (poaching) 
with the ‘strategies’ of those who have hegemonic authority (Hills, 2002, p. 39). 
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fandom have frequently been underpinned by a Marxist analysis which considers the uneven 
distribution of power within the realm of cultural production. Under such an approach, those 
who are refused access to the official means of production seize a space for themselves via fan 
practices to repudiate their subjugation. This shifting assumption of the audience, from 
passivity (accepting dominant discourses and meta-narratives) to active participants in the 
cultural production of texts, is significant as it recognises the ways in which fans refute and 
challenge the dominant discursive frameworks provided by those who own the means of 
cultural production (such as 9/11’s legacy of White male hierarchical dominance)334. In doing 
so, fans’ appropriation of texts and subversion of meaning becomes a political act of rebellion. 
However, one should add that the function of paratexts and the different reading/identificatory 
positions available in the text is more complex than this Marxist approach might suggest. For 
example, as Jenkins also observed, the fan’s perspective may not always be oppositional as 
readers might not recognise their position of subjugation and opposition. In addition, Jenkins 
adds:  
 
Fans have chosen these media products from the total range of 
available texts precisely because they seem to hold special potential 
as vehicles for expressing the fans’ pre-existing social commitments 
and cultural interests; there is already some degree of compatibility 
between the ideological construction of the text and the ideological 
commitments of the fans and therefore, some degree of affinity will 
exist between the meanings fans produce and those which might be 
located through a critical analysis of the original story  
(Jenkins, 1992, p. 34) 
 
                                                          
334 The notion of audience passivity has informed debates about media effects since the 1950s and have since been 
supplanted by approaches that stress viewer autonomy and active engagement. However, as Jenkins, Ford and 
Green point out, concepts such as viral marketing, although capturing the speed of content circulation, perpetuate 
the assumption of audience passivity in which the viewer is vulnerable to the media’s influence. “Ironically, this 
rhetoric of passive audiences becoming infected by a media virus gained widespread traction at the same time as 
a shift towards greater acknowledgment that audience members are active participants in making meaning within 
networked media” (Jenkins, Ford & Green, 2013, p. 20). As Jenkins notes elsewhere, a concern with the 
manipulative dissemination of content in ways which promote particular ideological frameworks threatens to 
regurgitate the media effects theories which have been largely rendered erroneous. Such “arguments dismiss the 
degree of control people have over media, the ways in which we assert that authority on a routine basis” (Jenkins, 
Ito & boyd, 2016, p. 106). It is this recognition of audience active engagement which underpins both Jenkins’s 
notion of ‘textual poaching’ and the later model of ‘participatory cultures’. For a good criticism of terms such as 
viral media, see Jenkins, Ford & Green (2013: pp. 16-23). 
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Moreover, as Jenkins, Ford and Green assert, rather than an oppositional and resistant 
relationship between audiences and producers, today’s media industries operate via a 
dialectical relationship in which these roles are complexly intertwined. Hills makes a similar 
point when arguing that, while the notion of subversive ‘poaching’ may seem persuasive 
(especially in relation to fan fiction), it “seems too rigid to deal helpfully with any blurring of 
consumer and consumer-as-producer identities” (Hills, 2002, p. 39). With such concerns in 
mind, one might understand Hannibal as a text in which source material has been re-
appropriated by a fan/consumer-as-producer/canonical guardian (Fuller), which opens the text 
up to pluralistic meanings and polysemic readings. This marks the text as dialectically open 
and discursively polymorphous wherein fan practices have been incorporated within the 
sanctioned realm of official production. 
 
Here, it should be noted that Bryan Fuller’s position as auteur in cemented via the trans-textual 
paratext (and officially-produced companion guide) The Art and Making of Hannibal the 
Television Series (McLean, 2015) wherein it is specifically noted that Fuller is “the man in 
charge of the show, whose guiding hand is felt at every level of production” (McLean, 2015, 
p. 11). McLean’s subsequent assertion of Fuller’s complete authority/autonomy over every 
aspect of the show335 directs the viewer to see him as an omnipotent presence and extra-textual 
rubric through which the text’s meaning is filtered. The extra-textual paratext which is Bryan 
Fuller emphasises the incorporation of fandom within the canonical text (and thus fandom’s 
value and significance in textual production).  
 
Hannibal is a text underpinned by fandom and its fans (known as ‘fannibals’) are some of the 
most committed and vocal of all televisual fan cultures. There are various ongoing international 
conventions, including the UK’s Red Dragon336, along with official and unofficial Tumblr 
accounts337 and Twitter hashtags/profiles338; one of which even belonging to one of Will 
Graham’s dogs, Winston Graham339. Moreover, illustrating the vibrancy of the ‘fannibal’ 
community, a fan website (www.fannibalfest.com) enables fans to share and promote their 
                                                          
335 See especially McLean (2015: pp. 8 – 13). 
336 Star Fury’s annual Red Dragon convention is held in Heathrow, UK. The fifth instalment of which (Red Dragon 
5) is scheduled for 1st – 3rd February 2019, more than three years after the show’s last episode (which aired on 29th 
August 2015). See http://www.starfury.co.uk/  
337 See http://nbchannibal.tumblr.com/ and http://hannibalcreative.tumblr.com/post/152775310199/hannibal-cre-
ate-ives-thepumpkinispeople-art respectively. 
338 See #FannibalArt and @Fannibals respectively. 
339 This fan-run Twitter account currently has almost ten thousand followers: https://twitter.com/winston_graham  
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work/fan productions within a supportive esoteric coterie or a network of participatory 
collaboration (in Jenkins’s terms). ‘Fannibals’ have formed online book clubs wherein they 
discuss the works of Thomas Harris340 and have undertaken various campaigns to ensure the 
continuation of the show. For example, in June 2015 the hashtag #SaveHannibal encouraged 
fans to target the show’s sponsors and thank them for supporting Hannibal. At the same time, 
fans were also encouraged to send individual messages to streaming services such as Netflix 
and Amazon Prime Video via Twitter to request that they acquire the show. This was 
supplemented by a petition to NBC, which received over ninety-thousand signatures, to reverse 
their decision to cancel the show341. Such participatory activities have been used by the 
‘Fannibal’ community to mobilise members into donating blood to the Red Cross in July 2013 
(via the campaign DrGideonSentMe342) and to register as organ donors in April 2014 via the 
hashtag #FannibalsDonateLife343. Later, the same activities were used to raise awareness of 
World Encephalitis Day on 22nd February 2017344 (Will Graham had been diagnosed with this 
disease in Season One) which testifies to the passionate engagement of the ‘Fannibal’ 
community and its extension beyond the boundaries of the text. 
 
Moreover, fandom is integrated into the primacy of the canonical text in a number of complex 
ways, both textually and extra-textually. Firstly, the official NBC blog at Tumblr dedicates a 
section to showcasing fan art345, while showrunner Bryan Fuller regularly retweets examples 
of fan productivity. Of course, fan art is endemic to all fan cultures but, crucially, ‘fannibal’ art 
is promoted by NBC and Fuller via social media and, consequently, such practices are 
legitimised, sanctioned and integrated within the bounds of the canonical text346.  
 
As this suggests, the series has a strong social media presence which allows the producers and 
fans to interact via two-way communication (a dialectic) rather than one-way transmission. An 
                                                          
340 This group call themselves simply the Fannibal Book Club. See  https://www.facebook.com/fannibalbookclub/ 
and https://twitter.com/fannibalbookclb?lang=en 
341 See https://www.change.org/p/nbc-netflix-what-are-you-thinking-renew-hannibal-nbc 
342 This blood drive originated following episode S01E11, in which Dr Abel Gideon (Eddie Izzard) drains the 
blood of a victim and, having packed it in ice, leaves a note requesting that it is donated to the Red Cross (see 
http://drgideonsentme.tumblr.com/) 
343 See http://thefannibalfeed.tumblr.com/post/81428187462/honor-every-part-the-fannibalsdonatelife. 
344 See https://www.encephalitis.info/blog/fannibals 
345 See http://nbchannibal.tumblr.com/tagged/Fanart. This blog also promoted a fan-made computer game 
(http://nbchannibal.tumblr.com/post/64397181534/piratescarfy-hannibal-the-videogame-its), the original of 
which appeared on https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/12746075/ 
346 For examples of Hannibal ‘machinima’, a process discussed in Chapter 5 in relation to Dexter, see 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L4KBSWmPN7A and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-QitMrtXUI 
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example of this might include the cast and crew conducting live Tweeting sessions during the 
broadcast of episodes, a common practice for contemporary American TV. Indeed, Fuller notes 
that such a use of social media facilitated a collaborative experience in which the audience 
were drawn together to watch the show synchronously in order to discuss it in real time - a 
return to the old model of “appointment TV” which had been diminished by technological 
advancements such as DVD distribution, downloading and streaming; all of which encourages 
an asynchronous mode of viewing. Such interactivity, for Fuller, points to a desire on the part 
of the audience for communal viewing and thus, collective modes of consumption (fandom). 
Indeed, Fuller states that: “We are all here because we are passionate about the medium and 
we enjoy spreading that passion and we enjoy the reciprocation of that passion”347. Such extra-
textual paratexts work to imbibe the viewer within the fan community, framing not the 
production or meaning of the text but rather its mode of reception. 
 
Consequently, while Chapter 5 of this thesis outlined the various different rubrics through 
which a text is understood (inner-textual, extra-textual and trans-textual) along with 
categorising paratexts as either proselytising or pluralistic, a further delineation can be made 
between ‘parochial paratexts’ (those that encourage the formation of fan communities) and 
‘interpellating paratexts’ which imbibe the viewer within the diegesis and its logics/ideologies. 
An example of the latter can be seen in Feeding Hannibal: A Connoisseur’s Cookbook (2016) 
in which anecdotes and behind-the-scenes information is provided along with specific details 
of how the food was made for the show. In doing so, this paratext emphasises the role of food 
stylist Janice Poon, another form of authorship in the show, while also providing recipes. This, 
in turn, blurs together: the fictional diegesis (information about the ways in which fictional 
characters prepared and ate the food); the show’s production context (the preparation of food 
by culinary experts along with anecdotal information concerning the actors’ response when 
eating it); and the real-world experiences of audience consumption (the viewer can make and 
eat the food themselves using the recipes provided). This cookbook crumbles the boundary 
between text and viewer as the latter can recreate Hannibal Lecter’s recipes – ‘becoming’ him 
by cooking and eating like him (impersonating the object of fandom)348.  
 
                                                          
347 This is discussed on Hannibal the Complete Series Collection: Season Two Special Featurette entitled ‘This is 
My Design’ (Region 1 Blu-ray, released on 11th October 2016). For a further discussion on social media as extra-
textual paratext, refer to Chapter 5. 
348 Likewise, the TV show has also released a soundtrack on CD/MP3 which allows the viewer to engage in 
another sensory experience of the text while, at the same time, emphasising the artistry of the text’s audio design. 
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A similar interpellating function, enabling the fan to enter the diegetic realm, can be found in 
another trans-textual paratext, The Art and Making of Hannibal the TV Series (McLean, 2015). 
This companion guide provides detailed information about the various sets used on the show, 
including floor plans and 3D models which allows the fan to virtually inhabit the same diegetic 
realm as the characters (in much the same way as computer games or board games, as discussed 
in previous chapters) - albeit from a more passive and restricted position349. Much like the other 
transmedia texts or paratextual permutations discussed throughout this thesis, the viewer is 
invited to adopt the perspective of the violent White male – to share his narrative/ideological 
position. At the same time, such paratexts efface the demarcation between reality and diegesis, 
blurring the boundary between what is real and what is a simulation of the real350.  
 
These paratextual functions parallel the central premise of the show, in which the protagonist, 
Will Graham, identifies with killers and is able to visualise their murders by re-living their 
crimes. In this sense, one might argue that Will Graham is the textual embodiment of the fan 
(witnessing the action while also undertaking a procedural investigation to learn the identity of 
the killer). Graham is also a lecturer/teacher at the FBI academy and regularly shows crime 
scene photos while giving the students a detailed account of the criminal investigation. Here, 
his class of students function as a proxy for the fan community in which they are provided with 
textual details and, via communal dialectics, exchange information within a participatory and 
collaborative community.  
 
Fandom is further integrated into the TV programme in more explicit ways. For example, the 
show regularly incorporates elements which would otherwise have only been voiced in fan 
fiction (‘slash’ and ‘shipping’), such as the relationship between the bisexual Alana Bloom 
(Caroline Dhavernas), who had had previous flirtations with Will, and Margot Verger 
(Katharine Isabelle)351. Likewise, Will and Hannibal’s relationship resembles fan fiction more 
than broadcast television, with Freddie Lounds (Lara Jean Chorostecki) even calling them 
                                                          
349 This paratext also emphasises the collaborative nature of television production while also outlining the artistry 
of the creative personnel (such as SFX or set designers). 
350 For Jean Baudrillard, reality has been replaced by a hyperreality in which the distinction between what is real 
and what is a representation of the real has collapsed into what he calls ‘simulacrum’; indeed, we no longer 
experience the real world but only the mediated world. Furthermore, these mediated signs become more 
significant and meaningful to us than reality itself. See Baudrillard’s Simulacra and Simulation (1985). 
351 Margot Verger, a character who is abused (physically and emotionally) by her brother Mason and subsequently 
tries to kill him, is played by Katharine Isabelle; an actress with an intertextual resonance as she starred in the film 
American Mary (2012), in which the female protagonist takes brutal and sadistic revenge on men for their 
patriarchal oppression and objectification of her. 
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“murder husbands” (S03E09) while Bedelia Du Maurier (Gillian Anderson) calls Hannibal an 
“old flame” of Will’s (S03E10). This leads Will to ask: 
 
Will Graham:  Is Hannibal in love with me? 
Bedelia Du Maurier: Could he daily feel a stab of hunger for you? And find nourishment at 
the very sight of you? Yes. But do you ache for him? 
 
Indeed, the intimate relationship between Will and Hannibal would colloquially be referred to 
as a ‘bromance’, a term specifically evoked during various extra-textual paratexts which 
orientate the viewers to read their relationship in this way352. Importantly, while previous 
chapters have argued that official paratexts (the canon) direct the viewer’s interpretative 
strategies by foreclosing competing perspectives, causing the fan to produce their own 
unofficial paratexts (‘fanon’) in order to generate the meanings they require, Hannibal 
incorporates these interests into the official text353. Because of the inclusion of such fan fiction 
tropes within the canonical text354, there is little need for the fan to ‘poach’ an oppositional 
meaning (in Jenkins’s terms) or to embellish the romantic subtext of this relationship 
(something which characterises much fan productivity)355. Instead, rather than a divergence or 
bifurcation of the official producers (canon) and the fans (‘fanon’), there is a confluence 
between the two. Both official producers and ‘Fannibals’ engage in ‘shipping’ (the desire to 
see characters undertake an intimate relationship) and ‘Hannigram’ (a contraction of Hannibal 
and Graham to define an intimate relationship between the two) is a prominent component of 
textual productivity356.  
                                                          
352 An example of such paratexts would be Blu-ray special featurettes and podcasts. For instance, podcast 
AfterBuzz TV Presents: Hannibal Aftershow – Hannibal S:1 Interview with Bryan Fuller, recorded 19th June 2013 
(13 minutes, 20 seconds – 14 minutes, 19 seconds). 
353 Indeed, as the introduction for one Subreddit page for ‘Hannigram’ fan fiction states: “Hannigram is not a 
fanon pairing […] It is a canonically acknowledged couple that is supported massively by the cast and Bryan 
Fuller” 
(https://www.reddit.com/r/HannibalTV/comments/72bk89/the_story_of_how_hannigram_became_canon_to_th
ose/). 
354 Even Francis Dolarhyde himself sends Hannibal Lecter a fan letter in Red Dragon, written on disposable toilet 
paper. 
355 Although, it should be noted that Bryan Fuller did not intend the show and its characters Will Graham and 
Hannibal Lecter to have a gay undercurrent, or for the show to be read as homoerotic. Instead, he was more 
interested in the source material’s non-romantic relationship between two men. See the podcast Shock Waves 
Episode 31: For the Love of Horror (50 minutes, 10 seconds – 51 minutes, 11 seconds). 
356 For example, Tumblr site http://hannigram.com/ is dedicated to the Will and Hannibal relationship with the 
fan-produced content focusing on intimacy rather than exclusively on explicit sexual depictions. Similar fan 
fiction can be found on the following fan fiction sites: https://www.tumblr.com/tagged/hannigram; 
https://www.wattpad.com/stories/hannigram; http://shipping.wikia.com/wiki/Hannigram and 
https://archiveofourown.org/tags/Hannigram%20-%20Freeform. 
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It is through the ‘Hannigram’ relationship that many fans (especially female ones) can project 
their own cultural experiences and desires onto the text357. One explanation for the interest of 
female fans in characters such as Lecter might come from Linda Williams’s theory of ‘When 
the Woman Looks’. Here, when looking at horror cinema, Williams suggests that there is an 
“affinity between monster and woman” in which “her look at the monster recognizes their 
similar status within patriarchal structures of seeing” (Williams, 2002, p. 62). For Williams: 
 
The male look expresses conventional fear at that which differs from itself. 
The female look – a look given preeminent position in the horror film – 
shares the male fear of the monster’s freakishness, but also recognizes the 
sense in which this freakishness is similar to her own difference.  
(Williams, 2002, p. 63) 
 
For Williams, the monster and the woman have both been excluded from patriarchal society 
and they recognise their own marginalisation in each other. It is this that causes the woman to 
sympathise/empathise with the monster358, something which not only explains the interest of 
female ‘fannibals’ but also the attraction that both Abigail Hobbs and Alana Bloom show 
towards Hannibal within the show - both characters see their exclusion from the patriarchal 
symbolic order reflected in Hannibal’s monstrosity (the same might also be said of the non-
hegemonic version of masculinity embodied by Will Graham)359.  
 
Of course, this is not to say that all Hannibal fans (of the novels, film adaptation and televisual 
retelling) received the show uncritically. For example, blogging site Reddit hosted forums 
discussing the show’s possible limitations and its problematic relationship to the source 
                                                          
357 Female agency is routinely encouraged both within and outside the diegesis. For example, the paratexts of Blu-
ray special featurettes contain cast and crew members actively asserting the empowerment of female characters 
in the show, while also emphasising the prominence of female fans. 
358 However, Williams proposes, this recognition is still presented through a masculine subjectivity: “in the rare 
instance when the cinema permits the woman’s look, she not only sees a monster, she sees a monster that offers 
a distorted reflection of her own image. The monster is thus a particularly insidious form of the many mirrors 
patriarchal structures of seeing hold up to the woman” (Williams, 2002, p. 64). 
359 This process is not limited to horror cinema and, indeed, the same observation has underpinned critical enquiry 
into fan fiction studies since its inception. Here, such work similarly argued that women look to identify with 
alienated characters (such as Star Trek’s Spock) in order to articulate/negotiate their position within patriarchal 
society and subjugation to hegemonic forms of masculinity (as embodied by Captain Kirk). See Chapter 3 which 
explored this process in more detail through the work of Camille Bacon-Smith (1992) and Constance Penley 
(1997). 
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material360. Likewise, some fans disapproved of the gay undercurrent of Will Graham and 
Hannibal Lecter’s relationship361, while others criticised the show for what they perceived to 
be racist and misogynist attitudes following the death of Beverly Katz (played by Asian-
American actress Hettienne Park)362. Likewise, in addition to relatively poor ratings which led 
to the show’s eventual cancellation363, the televisual adaptation also received some negative 
criticism from non-fans, such as The Parents Television Council364, while others deemed the 
material too graphic365. Indeed, an NBC affiliate in Salt Lake City (KSL-TV, which is owned 
by the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints) dropped the show due to its gratuitous 
violence366. 
 
Despite some divergences in reception among fans and non-fans of the canon, fandom has been 
narratively integrated into the show. For example, episode S01E02, features a plot in which the 
FBI investigate a case of a pharmacist (Eldon Stammets, played by Aidan Devine) who buries 
his victims alive in order to use their slowly decomposing bodies as fertiliser for mushrooms. 
Stammets is fascinated with mushrooms because their spores reach out to make connections, 
which is just one of a number of instances in which the text considers the importance of forming 
supportive and participatory networks of collaboration. Other instances of integrated fandom 
within the canonical text would include the final episode of Season 3, in which Hannibal, 
having been shot by Francis Dolarhyde (aka The Red Dragon who had recently faked his own 
death) makes one of his last speeches in the show: “You were seized by a fantasy world with 
the brilliance and freshness and immediacy of childhood. It took you a step beyond alone” 
(S03E12). One cannot help but recognise the significance of these words which acknowledge 
the show’s fandom, particularly as, after this speech, Will and Hannibal then fight Dolarhyde 
                                                          
360 See, respectively: 
https://www.reddit.com/r/HannibalTV/comments/5tbyxy/what_criticisms_do_you_have_of_the_show/; 
https://www.reddit.com/r/HannibalTV/comments/27zhnf/differences_between_the_book_and_show/; and 
https://www.reddit.com/r/HannibalTV/comments/1en9sk/i_love_hannibal_but_lets_be_critical_for_a_moment/. 
361 See https://www.dailydot.com/parsec/fandom/gay-hannibal-fandom-homophobia-problem/ or 
https://www.quora.com/What-do-you-think-of-NBCs-TV-show-Hannibal-if-you-have-seen-it  
362 For a rebuttal from Hettienne Park, defending the show against such accusations, see 
https://yellowbird66.wordpress.com/2014/03/25/racism-sexism-and-hannibal-eat-the-rude/. 
363 See http://uk.businessinsider.com/why-no-one-is-watching-hannibal-2014-7?r=US&IR=T 
364 See http://w2.parentstv.org/blog/?s=hannibal. 
365 Episode S01E04, in which children are brainwashed into killing members of their family, was not aired 
following real-life violence in Sandy Hook and Boston. The episode was, however, released in six instalments 
online as a webseries on www.NBC.com. See https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/entry/hannibal-pulled-episode-
4-webseries-nbc_n_3152215?guccounter=1 and https://variety.com/2013/tv/news/nbc-pulls-episode-4-of-
hannibal-in-wake-of-newtown-boston-bombings-1200390579/. 
366 See https://deadline.com/2013/04/salt-lake-nbc-affiliate-drops-hannibal-487159/. 
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(Richard Armitage) and defeat him by working together. In tandem fan and object of fandom 
(Will/Hannibal and viewer) are stronger367.  
 
This embrace of fandom within the text is also achieved via more playful strategies too. For 
example, in episode S03E08 Dr Fredrick Chilton (the object of playful but frequent derision 
following his depiction in the novels) tells Hannibal Lecter that he will not be the subject of 
his forthcoming psychiatric book (arguably another form of fan fiction). Instead, the book will 
be based on the ‘Tooth Fairy’368 aka The Red Dragon aka Francis Dolarhyde: 
 
Chilton: What do you think about the Tooth Fairy? 
Hannibal: I think he doesn’t like being called the Tooth Fairy. 
Chilton: It is not as snappy as Hannibal the Cannibal, but he does have a much wider 
demographic than you do. You, with your fancy allusions, your fussy aesthetics, 
you will always have niche appeal, but this fellow, there is something so 
universal about what he does. Kills whole families. And in their homes. Strikes 
at the very core of the American dream. 
 
In a later episode, Chilton speaks with his publisher concerning his now tarnished reputation 
following an article Hannibal had written in a psychiatric journal which refuted Chilton’s 
diagnosis of him: “Supermarket tabloids love Hannibal Lecter more than alien abductions. That 
is his demographic now. We know who his fans are” (Fredrick Chilton, S03E12). As this 
indicates, the show is keenly aware of its fandom. This is also evidenced via the use of the 
‘fannibals’’ signifier of fandom - the seemingly innocuous flower crowns which are worn by 
cast, crew and fans alike. The flower crown is arguably one of the most prominent examples 
of recent fandom meme cultural practice369. This particular 2013 meme, especially prevalent 
                                                          
367 Showrunner Bryan Fuller regularly credits the passion and enthusiasm of “fannibals” for getting the show a 
second and, subsequently, a third season See, for example http://www.vulture.com/2014/09/hannibal-bryan-
fuller-interview-finally-getting-season-3-mannibals.html. 
368 Interestingly, Dexter Morgan idealises an older serial killer called The Tooth Fairy in episode S06E03. When 
Dexter tracks him down, he is disappointed to discover that he is decrepit, racist and misogynist. One might see 
this as a playful comment by one text (Dexter) about a serial killer narrative written in the 1980s, the novel Red 
Dragon, which reflected the culture of the time - one underpinned by rampant sexism and inequality. 
369 As outlined by Jenkins, Ford and Green, the term ‘meme’ was first introduced by evolutionary biologist 
Richard Dawkins in his 1976 book The Selfish Gene. Here, the meme is the “cultural equivalent to the gene – the 
smallest evolutionary unit” (Jenkins, Ford & Green, 2013, p. 18) in which ideas are passed and spread from person 
to person. Although Jenkins, Ford and Green are sceptical about the ability of the meme to account for how content 
circulates within participatory culture, being as it is based on the idea of self-replication which relegates the 
importance of human agency, it is worth considering here as memes are only one way in which fans perpetuate or 
resist a particular ideological framework while expressing their commitment and devotion. 
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on blogging site Tumblr, was initially connected to the fandom of boyband One Direction370 in 
which fans Photoshopped flower crowns onto their object of desire. This was soon appropriated 
by the fans of Hannibal before being adopted by the cast and crew of the show, going so far as 
to wear flower crowns during a San Diego Comic Con Q&A panel (or “pannibal”). Here, many 
of the cast/crew and audience worn their own flower crowns, something which is now a 
common practice at all Hannibal conventions.  
 
Consequently, the flower crown has become a 
signifier or identifier of fandom and a symbol of 
solidarity for ‘fannibals’ (as it had done previously 
for One Direction fans). Importantly, one 
expression of fandom (flower crowns used by One 
Direction fans) was appropriated by another fan 
culture (‘fannibals’), which was then appropriated 
again by the object of fandom (the official Hannibal 
cast/crew). This cultural signifier was then used 
during promotional stills released via social media 
to promote Season 2, showing appreciation for 
dedicated fans while also integrating their cultural 
practice within the canonical text. This symbol of fandom thus functions to bridge the gap 
between fan and producer, official and unofficial, sanctioned and unsanctioned, legitimate and 
illegitimate practice.  
 
The importance of fans to this text, and their integration within the canon, is also evident by 
their inclusion within the official paratexts of DVD extras; namely special featurette ‘Avid 
Fannibals’ contained on the Region 1 Blu-ray release of Hannibal the Complete Series 
Collection (released on 11th October 2016). This paratext contains interviews with cast and 
crew along with specific ‘fannibals’; something which not only explicitly works to show 
appreciation for the fan community and their practices/art (parochial participation), but also 
seeks to integrate fandom into the official canon (interpellation). For example, ‘fannibal’ Carla 
Woodson states that, as a gay, Black woman, there are few texts which reflect or articulate her 
                                                          
370 This meme followed a Tweet from singer Harry Styles on 3rd June 2011 in which he stated: “I wish I was a 
punk rocker with flowers in my hair”. As fans threw their crowns on to the stage at concerts, Harry Styles began 
to wear them. 
 
The cultural signifier of flower crowns worn by both fans 
and Bryan Fuller (posted to Fuller’s Twitter account at fan 
convention Red Dragon 3, 25/2/2017) 
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cultural experiences. However, for her, Hannibal features prominent characters who share her 
different cultural identities and, as such, the show speaks to her. The fact that such material is 
contained within the official canonical paratext of a Blu-ray special featurette not only speaks 
to its perceived importance, but also seeks to orientate the viewer’s interpretative strategies in 
which the text becomes a space for articulating pluralistic identities and 
peripheral/marginalised perspectives; those who have been refused inclusion/representation in 
much mainstream entertainment.  
 
Moreover, while testifying to the integrated nature of fandom within the canonical text, this 
paratext also performs a secondary function - to emphasise the fannishness of the show’s 
creator and showrunner (its authorial voice), Bryan Fuller371. Fuller is a writer/producer and 
gay rights activist who has, throughout his work, provided a voice for plural and peripheral 
identities (as is evident not only his textual creations but also his social media accounts, notably 
Twitter). Of course, as Mittell reminds us when discussing authors’ commentaries, podcasts, 
and public appearances, such activities are authorised, controlled and sanctioned. As such, the 
‘insider’ information revealed in such paratexts (usually sanitized) matches the ideological or 
discursive underpinnings of the text itself (Mittell, 2015, pp. 101-102). Consequently, Fuller’s 
paratextual articulations, those that express marginalisation and peripheral identities, are 
congruent with the ideological work of the wider canon or textual tapestry.  
 
Fuller performs a significant role in the production of meaning for Hannibal as he has a number 
of intertextual and associative meanings arising from his previous work in which he has 
demonstrated an evident interest in exploring notions of marginalisation and outsiderdom. For 
example, in addition to adapting Anne Rice’s The Vampire Chronicles novels for television 
(forthcoming), Fuller has worked on a number of Star Trek franchises: contributing story ideas 
                                                          
371 Fuller emphasises his position within the Hannibal fan community on numerous occasions during interviews, 
podcasts, panels at conventions and the paratexts of Blu-ray special features (notably Hannibal the Complete 
Series Collection). It is interesting that, in the current era of postmodernism’s distrust of authority and challenges 
to meta-narratives and discursive monotheism, the auteur function is frequently re-inscribed by fans. However, 
the auteur’s primacy is then decentred by numerous paratexts such as special featurettes and DVD extras. For 
example, while Fuller’s author function is emphasised, this Blu-ray collection contains a number of special 
features that purposefully highlight the decentralisation or multi-accentuation of collaborative television 
production, wherein multiple authors significantly contribute to the text. This can be seen is featurette ‘A 
Symphony for the Slaughter’, which outlines the contributions made by composer and music/sound designer Brian 
Reitzell. Elsewhere, featurette ‘The FX of Murder’ highlights the artistry of special effects company Rocket 
Science through an interview with VFX Supervisor Robert Crowther (Season One of Hannibal the Complete 
Series Collection, Region 1 Blu-ray released on 11th October 2016). Likewise, ‘Body of Lies’ considers the 
prosthetics used and showcases the skill of Prosthetics Supervisor Francois Dagenais (Season Two of Hannibal 
the Complete Series Collection, Region 1 Blu-ray, released on 11th October 2016).  
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to Deep Space Nine in 1997, writing episodes of Voyager between 1997 and 2001, and 
creating/showrunning Star Trek Discovery (2017-)372. Fuller also wrote the TV adaptation of 
Stephen King’s Carrie (2002), a narrative concerning a bullied outsider who finally enacts 
vengeance upon her aggressors. Following this, Fuller became the creator/showrunner of Dead 
Like Me (2003-2004) in which, upon discovering that she has recently died, a young girl is 
recruited to become a Grim Reaper. Here, she is disconnected from both the lived experience. 
Fuller then performed the same role on Wonderfalls (2004), a show in which inanimate objects 
talk to a lonely and disenfranchised young woman, directing her to help others as part of a 
larger cosmic plan.  
 
Following this, Fuller became a writer and producer on Heroes (2006-2009), a show about 
empowered outsiders coming to terms with their individual and collective mutant abilities. His 
work here was interrupted when he left to create and run another show, Pushing Daisies (2007-
2009) in which a male protagonist Ned (Lee Pace), abandoned by his father, has the ability to 
bring people back from the dead but for only sixty seconds – one touch brings them back to 
life, one touch returns them permanently to death. Using his ability, Ned assists a private 
detective (Emerson Cod, played by Chi McBride) in solving the victim’s murder. However, 
after bringing Charlotte ‘Chuck’ Charles (Anna Friel) back to live, Ned falls in love but can 
never touch her again as it will result in her death. Subsequently, the show is one predicated 
upon a White male being isolated from loved ones and being unable to connect with others373. 
Following Pushing Daisies, Fuller wrote the pilot for Mockingbird Lane (2012), a remake of 
The Munsters (1964-1967) produced by NBC. This pilot episode focuses on Eddie Munster’s 
(Mason Cook) realisation that he is a werewolf. Not only is this an allegory for puberty, as is 
made comically clear in the narrative, but Fuller has also stated that he intended this to be a 
metaphor for a young man realising that he is gay (with the associated feelings of confusion 
and social isolation)374. Mockingbird Lane also features Portia de Rossi (as Lily Munster) and 
                                                          
372 Vampire fiction and televisual science fiction have routinely explored issues of social alienation. For example, 
Milly Williamson notes that “the vampire has become an image of emulation, a glamorous outsider, a figure 
whose otherness we find versions of (sometimes ambivalently) in ourselves” (Williamson, 2005, p. 1). This 
parallels Linda Williams’s theory of ‘When the Woman Looks’ as outlined earlier in this chapter. 
373 More than his other work, Pushing Daisies deploys a range of textual conventions and assigns different genres 
to each character in order to evoke particular emotional responses: the nostalgic memories of the childhood 
romance between Ned and Chuck are conveyed via animation; the hard-boiled noir aesthetic and chiaroscuro 
lighting frames private detective Emerson Cod; the romanticism of Olive Snook is expressed via musical numbers; 
and horror underpins all of the episodic narratives. See Lorna Jowett & Stacey Abbott (2013, pp. 142-147) for a 
discussion on some of the horror/generic excesses of Pushing Daisies,. 
374 See podcast The Writer’s Panel: Bryan Fuller, recorded 25/2/2014 (1 hour, 32 minutes and 58 seconds – 1 
hour, 35 minutes and 17 seconds). 
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Eddie Izzard (as Grandpa) amongst its cast, two actors whose sexuality and gender identity has 
become a significant part of their public personas. Indeed, Izzard is a comedian and political 
campaigner renowned for embracing his transvestitism and, in this pilot episode, wears nail 
varnish which links him to the LGBTQ+ community.  
 
Having written the script for Mockingbird Lane, and during a flight to New York, Fuller 
crossed paths with a friend (Katie O’Connell) who had recently become the CEO of the TV 
production subsidiary for the Gaumont Film Company - a production company who were 
attempting to develop Thomas Harris’s work for TV. Fuller was less interested in adapting 
Hannibal Rising (the direction that Gaunmont were considering at the time) but, instead, 
suggested that they further explore Will Graham’s interactions with the practicing psychiatrist 
Dr Hannibal Lecter. Being a fan of the source material, and having worked with NBC on the 
cancelled pilot for Mockingbird Lane, Fuller was in a position to facilitate the production of 
the Harris adaptation375, becoming creator and showrunner in the process. These rubrics (his 
previous work) inflect and influence the interpretative framework Fuller’s later productions 
and, as such, become extra-textual paratexts which frame the readings available within 
Hannibal. 
 
It should also be briefly noted that, following Hannibal, Fuller adapted another literary work 
for TV: Neil Gaiman’s 2001 novel American Gods (airing on American premium cable channel 
Starz! from 2017-). This adaptation replicates many of the strategies deployed when developing 
Hannibal and, thus, demonstrates Fuller’s authorial intentions and recurring thematic 
concerns376. Consequently, American Gods provides another paratextual lens or rubric which 
filters the audience’s understandings of Hannibal. The plot, set during a time in which people’s 
belief in mythical entities is waning, features a battle between old world gods and new gods 
(manifestations of the new icons worshipped by contemporary society, such as media and 
technology). Moreover, Shadow Moon (Ricky Whittle), having been released from prison, is 
recruited by the mysterious Mr. Wednesday (Ian McShane) and drawn into the conflict.  
 
 
                                                          
375 See both McLean (2015: p. 8) and the podcast The Writer’s Panel, recorded 25/2/2014 (9 minutes, 18 seconds 
– 10 minutes, 48 seconds).  
376 Along with Michael Green, Bryan Fuller was the co-showrunner and executive producer of American Gods 
and wrote six episodes of Season One. 
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Fuller considers both Hannibal and American Gods to be a form of fan fiction in which he is 
able to modify and extend the source material (and characters) beyond the limits of the page377. 
Such a sentiment is echoed by American Gods executive producer, writer and co-showrunner 
Michael Green who states that, as fans of the source material, there were stories that they 
wanted to be fidelitous to but there were others which they felt they could “modernise” or 
“expand” in order to fill in some of the gaps not explored in the book378. An example of such 
expansion is the character of Shadow’s wife Laura Moon who, while only a limited character 
in the book, is amplified in the television adaptation and given considerably more narrative 
significance379. In doing so, the TV adaptation opens up the source material to allow previously 
marginalised perspectives to voice their plurality.  
 
This expansion of material to enable an articulation of diverse perspectives is also evident in 
the treatment of race within the narrative (of both the novel and the TV adaptation). Here, from 
its inception, the plot is predicated on racial diversity and mass migration which represents the 
constituency of America, a country founded and colonised by various migrant populations380. 
Indeed, not only does each episode open with a ‘Coming to America’ vignette (a structure taken 
from the source material), but the serial narrative features a wide diaspora of characters 
consisting of Eastern Europeans, Arabians, Africans, Americans and Irish (to name a few). 
Indeed, Neil Gaiman, executive producer of the TV show and author of the source material on 
which it is based, states that his only demand when adapting the novel to television was to 
maintain the same racial constituency of the characters and to avoid any potential 
                                                          
377 See special featurette entitled ‘San Diego Comic-Con Panel Footage’, contained on the Season One Blu-ray 
release of American Gods (Region B/2). Also see podcast Indie Wire: Turn in On with Michael Schneider: Episode 
35 - American Gods’ Producers and Cast Are Shocked By What They Get Away With, recorded 12th May 2017 
(12.22 minutes – 13.09 minutes). 
378 See special featurette entitled ‘Book vs Show’, contained on the Season One Blu-ray release of American Gods 
(Region B/2). 
379 This character expansion is emphasised during various extra-textual paratexts such as DVD featurettes, 
podcasts, and cast and crew panel discussions. For example, the podcast Meet the Filmmaker – American Gods: 
Special Event, recorded 25th April 2017 (9.12 minutes – 9.35 minutes and 17.27 minutes - 19.17 minutes). 
Likewise, this amplification is also emphasised during the Black Girl Nerds podcast #BGNPodcast Extra: Bryan 
Fuller Gets Bloody at Vulture Festival, recorded 21st May 2017 (30 minutes – 32 minutes, 56 seconds). 
380 Indeed, for Fuller, the opportunity to tell a compassionate migrant story is particularly significant in the current 
epoch in order to combat a climate of vilification of the immigrants’ experience. See podcast Indie Wire: Turn in 
On with Michael Schneider: Episode 35 - American Gods’ Producers and Cast Are Shocked By What They Get 
Away With, recorded 12th May 2017 (17.02 minutes – 18.20 minutes). 
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‘whitewashing’381. In this sense, the race of the protagonist (Black) is significant as it evidences 
the show’s interest in expressing racial plurality382.  
 
This multi-accentuality is also articulated via the Black female god, Bilquis (Yetide Badaki) 
who, having lost her former glory, now obtains power through her sexuality which she uses to 
entice men and consumes them (as we learn in S01E01). Likewise, episode S01E02 opens with 
a ‘Coming to America’ story in which the Black male god Mr Nancy (aka Anansi, played by 
Orlando Jones) is summoned by slaves on a transportation ship in 1697. Upon his appearance, 
and via a long monologue, Mr Nancy informs the slaves of what awaits them in America: 
subjugation, degradation, systemic racism, inequality, violence and brutality at the hands of 
White society. The following episode, S01E03, then features an extensive and intimate sex 
scene between two Middle Eastern men, Salim (Omid Abtahi) and The Jinn (Mousa Kraish). 
In such instances, marginalised identities are provided a space in which to articulate their 
plurality; a practice which not only underpins Hannibal but also characterises much of Fuller’s 
oeuvre. Consequently, the thematic concerns which are more explicit in American Gods 
emphasise similar strategies within Hannibal and, as such, the former becomes an extra-textual 
rubric that shapes the audience’s understanding of the latter. 
 
Bryan Fuller: Fan Fiction & Cannibalising the Canon 
 
The fun thing about adapting the Thomas Harris books is that there is 
such a enthusiastic fanbase that we absolutely want to honour, and I see 
myself as very much a member of that community, being very loyal to 
the books and very respectful of the books. But also we are telling a 
different story because, at a certain point in the history we changed a 
fundamental thing which is Will Graham and Hannibal Lecter had no 
relationship in the literature  
(Bryan Fuller)383  
                                                          
381 This is stated during a special featurette entitled ‘San Diego Comic-Con Panel Footage’, contained on the 
Season One Blu-ray release of American Gods (Region B/2). 
382 Although it should be noted that the ethnic identity of Shadow Moon is ambiguous in the novel, as is clear 
when a prison guard (Wilson) asks if he is of Spanish, Gypsy or Black heritage (Gaiman, 2001, p. 12). Later, 
Shadow is described as having “coffee-colored skin” (p. 218) while a Native American spirit, Whiskey Jack, 
refers to him within the collective ‘White man’ that had decimated his culture (p. 555). 
383 Fuller states this during a special featurette entitled ‘Hannibal Season 2; Killer Intentions’. This can be found 
on the Season Two Blu-ray of Hannibal the Complete Series Collection (Region 1, released on 11th October 2016). 
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Fuller’s authorial function reframes Hannibal (the TV show) as not only a canonical text, but 
also as a form of fan productivity. Indeed, Fuller states: “I felt like my responsibility was to 
write something in the spirit of the Thomas Harris literature, and so I’m essentially a cover 
band, in a way. A band who is using instruments that are unique to my sound” (cited in Lorre, 
2014). Fuller has similarly noted that the events of the TV show’s three seasons drive the 
narrative towards the first novel, Red Dragon (although this would later become embedded 
into the third season following the show’s unexpected early cancellation)384. Elsewhere, he 
considered the TV show to be the first three lost novels of the source material385. As such, Fuller 
continues to point out, the events seen in the TV series will change and enhance the viewers’ 
perception of the events contained in the books and, as such, we might see the TV series as yet 
another paratext which orientates the viewer’s interpretation of the canon by reframing the 
literature386.  
 
In addition to functioning as an orientating prequel to the source material of Red Dragon, the 
television series also takes visuals, narrative events and chunks of dialogue from all of the 
Lecter novels and redistributes them amongst the characters; weaving together a mosaic or 
bricolage of content to form a prequel, adaptation, ‘orientating paratext’ (in Mittell’s terms) 
and a fan ‘remix’. This is confirmed by Fuller, who states that: “On the show we are very much 
Thomas Harris mash-up DJs and we’re taking elements from different books, mixing and 
mashing them as we do our DJ work”387. Elsewhere, during a special featurette entitled ‘This 
is My Design’388, Fuller considers the ways in which he cannibalised and re-appropriated the 
novel Red Dragon. Here, he speaks specifically about a scene from the source material which 
was then repurposed for the TV show during episode S02E05 wherein Will, while incarcerated 
having been framed by Hannibal as a serial murderer, contacts Matthew Brown (Jonathan 
Tucker) – a prison orderly and admirer of Will’s who had also murdered a court bailiff in an 
                                                          
384 This is stated on a Blu-ray special featurette entitled ‘Hannibal Reborn’, contained on Hannibal the Complete 
Series Collection (Region 1, released on 11th October 2016).  
385 Refer to the podcast The Writer’s Panel, recorded 19/1/2014 (11 minutes, 45 seconds – 12 minutes, 51 
seconds). 
386 See Hannibal the Complete Series Collection (Region 1 Blu-ray, released on 11th October 2016): Season One 
Special Featurette entitled Hannibal Reborn. 
387 This is stated during a Season Two Blu-ray special featurette entitled ‘Hannibal Season 2: Killer Intentions’, 
included on Hannibal the Complete Series Collection (Region 1, released on 11th October 2016). The same point 
is made in the official paratext The Art and Making of Hannibal the Television Series (McLean, 2015, p. 8). 
388 This is contained on the Blu-ray release of Season Two, part of the Hannibal the Complete Series Collection 
(Region 1). 
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attempt to exonerate his object of fandom. Will solicits Brown’s help in killing Lecter in an act 
of vengeful vigilantism/retribution which only narrowly fails: 
 
Will Graham:  Why are you trying to help me? 
Matthew Brown: Have you seen the way that smaller birds will mob a hawk on a wire? 
You and me, we are hawks, Mr Graham. 
Will Graham:  Hawks are solitary. 
Matthew Brown: And that’s their weakness. Enough of those smaller birds get together, 
and they can chase hawks away. Imagine if the hawks started working 
together. 
 
This episode articulates a number of the central themes explored within this thesis: the re-
appropriation of canonical material by fan cultures; the benefits of participatory collaboration 
(Graham and Brown working together); a distrust of authority (the prison orderly is a criminal 
while Lecter, a doctor and authority in psychiatry, is a duplicitous killer); predatory White men 
occupying a privileged position of authority (cop/orderly/psychiatrist) but, when their 
hegemony/autonomy is threatened, will resort to violence to maintain or re-acquire power389; 
competing models of masculinity vying for dominance (Graham and Lecter)390; and the 
mirroring of cop and killer and the erosion of the boundary which separates legitimate and 
illegitimate behaviour, sanctioned and unsanctioned violence. This blurring of cop/killer is 
explicitly evoked in the dialogue used during the episode, as Brown utters a line which Graham 
has spoken in the source novel Red Dragon: “If you spend time in a mental hospital you pick 
up the drill. You could pass as an orderly, get a job doing it when you got out” (Harris, 1981, 
p. 164).  
 
                                                          
389 Although it should be noted that in the originating novel Red Dragon, Harris writes: “When Graham turned to 
face the room, the ice-blue eyes were startling in his brown face” (Harris, 1981, p. 18). Likewise, his partner 
Molly is described as having brown fingers: “She looked Graham up and down and came to him with a light kiss. 
Her brown fingers were cold on his cheek” (Harris, 1981, 86). However, rather than a description of ethnicity, 
this likely refers to the fact that both characters have tanned skin following their work in the sun. 
390 Chapter 3 explored the ways in which a hegemonic form of masculinity establishes its dominance through the 
subjugation of competing versions of maleness. Here, in Hannibal, one might see a similar struggle taking place 
because, as Breikss notes, Lecter establishes his cultural dominance and hierarchical position via his taste, 
aesthetic and cuisine. Breikss continues to note that, in hosting dinner parties and elaborate meals, Lecter is not 
merely offering food but a signifier of his superior position (Breikss, 2016, pp. 136-7); a position which battles 
for dominance against the masculine identities embodied by Will Graham and Jack Crawford (among others). 
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This blurred boundary and the re-appropriation of canonical material is also conveyed 
narratively because, as Fuller notes, Will conspiring to murder Hannibal while incarcerated is 
an inversion of a similar event in the novel Red Dragon. However, in the latter it is Hannibal 
who instructs a sadistic killer (this time Francis Dolarhyde) to murder Will and his family. 
Fuller states that this storyline, which would later be adapted more explicitly in Season 3 of the 
TV show, was repurposed from the novel and he was “really proud of being able to cannibalise 
that element from the book and regurgitate it as something unique to the series”391. This practice 
of cannibalising and re-appropriating the source material, which is based on and demonstrates 
fan knowledge, is significant as it reframes the text and provides a different discursive rubric 
or interpretative framework through which to understand the material. Such a cannibalisation 
(or in Fuller’s terms “mash-up”) allows the TV show to reconfigure racial and gendered 
identities and articulate marginalised perspectives based on sexuality.  
 
For example, FBI Special Agent Jack Crawford, head of the Behavioural Science Unit, is 
described in the novel The Silence of the Lambs as Scotch/Irish but is played by a Black actor 
in the television show (one who has White subordinates). Likewise, Reba McClane is White in 
the source material as well as the cinematic adaptations but played by a Black actress in the 
TV show (Rutina Wesley)392. It should be noted here that such identities remain largely 
unmarked throughout the TV show. Indeed, race is only explicitly referenced in one episode, 
entitled ‘Sakizuke’ (S02E02), wherein a White man abducts people with different skin 
tones/hues and stitches them into a mural (a bricolage of race). Having consulted Will in his 
prison cell (he had previously been incarcerated and so is unable to directly assist the 
investigation), Beverly Katz offers the following rationale to Hannibal and Jack Crawford as 
to how the killer is selecting his victims:  
 
Katz: Each of these people has a slightly different flesh tone. Could be like a colour 
palette. 
 
                                                          
391 This is stated during a Season Two special featurette entitled ‘This is My Design’, contained on Hannibal the 
Complete Series Collection (Region 1 Blu-ray, released on 11th October 2016).  
392 Reba is described in the novel as: “about thirty, with a handsome prairie face shaped by good bones and 
resolution […] Her hair was a mixture of wheat and red-gold […] and her face and hands were pleasantly freckled 
by the sun” (Harris, 1981, p. 151). Later, Reba is described as having the exact hair colour as the female figure in 
the William Blake painting The Great Red Dragon and the Woman Clothed with the Sun, which is blonde/faintly 
ginger (Harris, 1981, p. 197). 
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Hannibal: The colour of our skin is so often politicized. It would almost be refreshing to 
see someone revel in the aesthetics for aesthetic’s sake. If it weren’t so horrific. 
We’re supposed to see colour, Jack. That may be all this killer has ever seen in 
his fellow man, which is why it is so easy for him to do what he does to his 
victims393. 
 
In addition to reconfiguring the race of some characters, gender is also reconstituted. For 
example, Freddie Lounds, a male in the novel Red Dragon394 is adapted into a female character 
for the TV show, as is Dr Alan Bloom who becomes Dr Alana Bloom; the latter being bisexual 
and forms a meaningful relationship with Margot Verger (the only stable relationship in the 
series). In doing so, the fan fiction created by Bryan Fuller (the Hannibal TV series) enables 
diverse cultural identities to migrate from the periphery to a position of prominence; a practice 
which, as this thesis has sought to demonstrate, is foreclosed in many TV texts wherein, instead, 
White heterosexual male authority is solidified. Consequently, ‘pluralistic paratexts’ and fan 
practices are deployed to negotiate such marginalisation and offer a space for heterogeneity. 
However, Fuller’s Hannibal integrates such (fan) practices within mainstream commercial 
television and, in Jenkins’s terms, he has claimed canonical material for his own use and 
reworked it as the basis for his own cultural production. Here, the source material is not 
reproduced but, rather, is reworked and rewritten in order to accentuate the source material’s 
thematic concerns and express the fan’s ideological commitments. 
 
This can be seen in the ways in which different canonical fragments negotiate the subjugation 
of women. The source material, the novel Red Dragon (1981), features few significant female 
characters aside from the blind and traumatised Reba McClane and Will Graham’s wife 
Molly395. By the time of Harris’s next instalment, the novel The Silence of the Lambs (1988), 
the protagonist becomes Clarice Starling, a rookie female FBI agent who quickly resents her 
                                                          
393 During a later podcast, Fuller gives a brief response to an audience member’s question concerning the deliberate 
re-gendering and ‘re-racing’ of some of the characters, along with the problematic notion of gender 
delineation/categorisation in general. Here, Fuller laments the fact that skin colour cannot be considered for its 
aesthetic value because it is too often politicised, so much so that it precludes us from seeing its beauty. All of 
which suggests the deliberate intent behind the textual meanings explored in this episode. See the podcast The 
Writer’s Panel, recorded 19/1/2014 (1 hour, 19 minutes – 1 hour, 13 minutes). 
394 Freddy Lounds is described in the novel Red Dragon as “lumpy and ugly and small. He had buck teeth and his 
rat eyes had the sheen of spit on asphalt” (Harris, 1981, p. 98). 
395 Although it should be noted that it is this female Molly, not the male characters, who stops Francis Dolarhyde 
by repeatedly shooting him in the head – something which is changed in the TV show as Will and Hannibal work 
together to kill Dolarhyde themselves. 
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exclusion from the Bureau’s investigation into Buffalo Bill (a male serial killer who targets 
female victims)396. Here, women are both excluded from meaningful participation while also 
being vulnerable victims; it is this that Starling finds objectionable, a subjugation which reflects 
the real world social/cultural context at the time of the book’s publication. By the late 1990s 
and the publication of the next novel, Hannibal (1999), Clarice Starling has much more 
narrative agency. Moreover, the men who obfuscate her progress (e.g. Paul Krendler) are 
depicted as duplicitous while other male figures have their narrative agency reduced (Jack 
Crawford is absent-minded and even suffers a heart attack). Indeed, the only major characters 
who are not flawed or ineffectual are Clarice Starling and body-building Margot Verger, who 
kills her brother Mason after years of abusive subjugation. 
 
Consequently, one might argue that the novel The Silence of the Lambs is about a woman’s 
desire to repudiate her subjugation and marginalisation whereas, as Richard McClelland notes, 
the novel Hannibal is as much about Starling’s disillusionment with the institutional structures 
and hierarchies of the patriarchal FBI as it is about the eponymous character evading capture 
(McClelland, 2016b, p. 231). In both instances, there is an evident distrust of authority and a 
rejection of the metanarratives which supress marginalised identities (the subjugation of 
women within patriarchal). As such, between the publication of Red Dragon in 1981 and 
Hannibal in 1999, one can chart the ascension of female empowerment within American 
storytelling; from marginalised and passive to empowered agents fighting against their 
subjugation within an oppressive patriarchal culture397. However, such criticisms of patriarchal 
oppression do not factor into the cinematic adaptions to any meaningful degree. Moreover, 
although critical of it, the source material of the novels maintains the patriarchal symbolic 
                                                          
396 It should also be said that the male killer (Buffalo Bill) skins women in order to wear their hides because he 
believes himself to identify as a female. However, the novel explicitly states that he is not really transgender and 
that the trans community should not be pathologized as deranged (a progressive attitude for 1988). This speaks to 
the text’s pluralistic expression of diverse cultural identities. 
397 Interestingly, the novel Hannibal ends with Clarice Starling and Hannibal Lecter running away together to 
commence a courtship. She even willingly (and somewhat sadistically) eats parts of Deputy Assistant Inspector 
General Paul Krendler’s brain as Lecter watches on; Krendler, an unrepentant misogynist, had been deliberately 
derailing Starling’s career because she refused to gratify his sexual needs. He then frames her on behalf of Mason 
Verger in order to get her fired from the FBI so that she can be used as bait to lure Lecter. In this sense, Starling 
rejects her oppression by men. However, this is somewhat problematised at the novel’s conclusion, which raises 
questions as to whether or not Starling is attracted to Lecter and his predilections for violence (along with 
embracing her own liberation from patriarchal oppression) or whether she is under Lecter’s hypnotic influence. 
Such nuance is not explored in the film adaptation of the novel and, instead, Starling handcuffs herself to Lecter 
to prevent him from fleeing. Consequently, in an act of devotion, Lecter severs his own hand rather than hers in 
order to make his escape.  
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order398. Conversely, the televisual retelling of the material utilises its own ontological form 
(serialised narratives in which characters/ideologies can be thoroughly explored over tens of 
hours) to expand upon and excavate such concerns in order to give them full expression.  
 
However, Clarice Starling is yet to appear in the television programme because, as Fuller 
confirms, the TV production company have the rights to use any of the characters who had 
originated in the novels Red Dragon and Hannibal (such as Will Graham, Hannibal Lecter and 
Jack Crawford). However, MGM hold the rights to any characters originating in The Silence 
of the Lambs; namely Clarice Starling399. Moreover, Fuller elsewhere confirms, as NBC holds 
the rights to the Hannibal TV show and will not be making future episodes, the production 
company have to wait for two years until after the final airing of the last episode before it can 
be resold or relaunched on another channel/platform. At which time, the production company 
will attempt to adapt The Silence of the Lambs400 into what Fuller notes will be a mini-series 
comprising of 6-8 episodes401 and, he hopes, will integrate the character of Clarice Starling402. 
In her absence, the television programme negotiated the subjugation of women via the 
depiction (or lack therefore) of rape; something which Fuller sees as ubiquitous in American 
storytelling403 and which works to re-establish male dominance over women who are, in turn, 
punished for a perceived violation of expected gendered behaviours (as was discussed in more 
detail during Chapter 5).  
 
Despite this being a key element of Red Dragon, in which Dolarhyde kills families and rapes 
the mothers in a state of necrophilic fetishisation, Fuller (along other members of the cast and 
crew) specifically refrained from depicting rape against women in the TV programme as it 
would continue the exploitation and subjugation of women through their brutalisation404. 
                                                          
398 See Joseph Westfall (2016b) for a convincing discussion on the ways in which Lecter uses humour (one 
strategic tool of many) as an exertion of power and dominance which, in turn, results in the maintenance of the 
symbolic order. 
399 See podcast The Bloodcast, episode 33: Hannibal Showrunner Bryan Fuller (24 minutes – 26.31 minutes). 
400 See podcast The Dinner Party Show, Episode 133: Favourite’s Month with Bryan Fuller and Patricia Nell 
Warren (25 minutes, 40 seconds – 26 minutes, 24 seconds). 
401 See podcast Shock Waves Episode 31: For the Love of Horror (1 hour, 55 seconds – 1 hour, 2 minute). 
402 See podcast The Dinner Party Show, Episode 120: Season Four Premiere Featuring Bryan Fuller (40 minutes, 
6 seconds – 41 minutes, 41 seconds). 
403 Cited during Hannibal the Complete Series Collection Season Three Special Featurette entitled ‘Avid 
Fannibals’ (Region 1 Blu-ray, released on 11th October 2016). 
404 This is discussed during Season Three special featurette entitled ‘Getting the Old Scent Again: Reimagining 
Red Dragon (Chapter One: The Great Red Dragon)’. This featurette is contained on Hannibal the Complete Series 
Collection (Region 1 Blu-ray, released on 11th October 2016). By specifically addressing this issue in such 
paratexts, the audience is directed to recognise the symbolic significance of such strategies within the TV 
programme.  
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Indeed, both Fuller and his co-Executive Producer/showrunner Steve Lightfoot note that they 
worked to change the macho, misogynist culture which was evident in the Red Dragon novel 
(first published in 1981). An example of this refusal to violently subjugate women can be found 
in the re-configured narrative events taken from the novel Red Dragon (and perpetuated in its 
cinematic adaptation). Here, Will Graham lures Francis Dolarhyde (aka ‘The Red Dragon’) out 
of hiding by having journalist Freddie Lounds (a man in the novel/films - Freddy) write a 
deliberately provocative story to antagonise him. Enraged, especially at the story’s assertion of 
his homosexuality, Dolarhyde abducts Lounds and brutalises him (biting off his lips) before 
setting him on fire. However, in episode S02E11 of the TV series, this event is re-
contextualised as Will Graham fakes the murder of the now female Freddie Lounds and sets 
her apparent corpse on fire in order to ingratiate himself into Hannibal’s confidence.  
 
Here, the television show plays with the fans’ intertextual knowledge of the canon while, at the 
same time, distancing the TV text from its literary origins (more a case of transmedia re-
configuration than adaptation). This narrative event then re-surfaces in episode S03E12 of the 
TV show, in which Will uses the male Dr Frederick Chilton to deliberately provoke Dolarhyde 
via the same antagonistic technique. It is the male Chilton who is then abducted by Dolarhyde, 
brutalised and burned. Fuller, along with cast members Raúl Esparza (who plays Chilton in the 
TV show) and Lara Jean Chorostecki (who plays Freddie Lounds), specifically states that one 
of the reasons for brutalising Chilton rather than Lounds was that they did not want to subject 
a woman to such treatment405.  
 
Conclusion: 
Hannibal is not simply a television show, but rather a prequel, adaptation and a fan-produced 
paratext which seeks to enhance and change the meaning evident in the original source 
material. In doing so, this paratext ‘re-orientates’ (in Mittell’s terms) the viewer’s interpretative 
framework by shifting narrative events onto other characters and reconfiguring their racial and 
gendered identities. As such, the televisual retelling of the source material functions as a 
‘fanonical’ text which cannibalises and re-appropriates the canon it in order to modulate its 
meaning and express different ideological concerns (specifically in relation to patriarchal 
subjugation of women). Consequently, more so than the cinematic adaptations or the 
                                                          
405 This is cited during a Season Three special featurette entitled ‘Getting the Old Scent Again: Reimagining Red 
Dragon (Chapter Four: And the Number of the Beast is 666)’. This featurette is contained on Hannibal the 
Complete Series Collection (Region 1 Blu-ray, released on 11th October 2016),  
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originating novels, the TV permutation of Hannibal refuses to violently subjugate women 
while, at the same time, depicting loving gay relationships and promoting Black characters to 
positions to power. As such, this TV text accentuates the source material’s implicit pluralism 
and expands this to offer a space for peripheral or de-centred identities to articulate their 
cultural experiences. In doing so, this televisual text becomes more pluralistic (a ‘pluralistic 
paratext’) and accommodates marginalised perspectives which undermine the hegemonic 
authority of the White man (an authority usually maintained through violently subjugating 
competing identities)406. In short, newer fragments of the textual tapestry work to reshape 
previous material and shift the audience’s understanding of the canon. At the same time, such 
textual fragments seek to also position the audience within a participatory (parochial) 
community of fandom wherein the distinction between fan and creator, official text and fan 
text, canon and ‘fanon’ (in Pugh’s terms), crumbles.  
 
In turn, via its placement within the official franchise, this pluralistic ‘fanon’ is integrated 
within the official canonical universe and commercial logics of (sanctioned) mainstream 
television production. However, rather than a commodification or co-option of fan practice, 
Hannibal offers a new paragon of TV production in which the dissemination of content that 
once characterised traditional apparatuses of distribution (television and novelisations) is 
incorporating the strategies of platforms of transmedia engagement (graphic novels, computer 
games, ARGs, webisodes and mobisodes). Here, homogeneity is replaced with heterogeneity 
and ‘proselytising paratexts’ give way to ‘pluralistic paratexts’ wherein diverse 
identities/perspectives find a voice with which to articulate their discursive position. The fact 
that such boundary transgression has occurred in a TV show produced for a broadcast network 
rather than a niche cable channel speaks to the mainstreaming of such ideologies and fan 
practices, moving them from the periphery of the media industry to its very centre. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
406 As was suggested in the introductory chapter of this thesis, the overwhelming majority of showrunners working 
in the American television industry are White men and so the texts they create reflect White male attitudes and 
anxieties. It is this divergence which marks Hannibal as significant for its more progressive and pluralistic 
representations. 
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Conclusion:  Case Closed? 
 
Television is contemporary culture’s most pervasive and prevalent form of storytelling and its 
very immediacy gives voice to our hopes, dreams and anxieties, providing a mirror to the 
culture in which it is produced. It enters the domestic space of our homes and we form intimate 
relationships with complex characters, becoming immersed in a diverse range of diegetic 
realms, each communicating myriad ideologies. In short, television is the framework through 
which wider discourses are understood and explored. Indeed, as Horrocks suggests, “just as 
dreams can be used to gain an insight into areas of the psyche that we are unwilling or unable 
to penetrate consciously, so popular images can be used to investigate collective unconscious 
attitudes and feelings” (Horrocks, 1995, p. 1). It is for this reason that television has been the 
vehicle through which this thesis has explored boundary transgression, the maintenance of 
borders, the enforcement of sanctioned behaviour, the regulation of discourse, the policing of 
acceptable identity/power relations and the solidification of authority via the subjugation of 
others. By focusing on the White male anti-heroic vigilante of the police drama, this thesis has 
endeavoured to shed light on the discursive functions of violence in re-establishing hierarchical 
hegemony and its negotiation of the logics which underpinned the ‘War on Terror’ along with 
its ongoing legacy. 
 
In order to explore such concerns, Chapter 1 opened by outlining the development of American 
television and the emergence and proliferation of cable channels. This chapter also noted the 
significance of niche audiences and defined transmedia storytelling/paratextual practices which 
extend the text beyond the boundaries of the screen. Notions of boundary transgression were 
then expanded via a discussion of shifting generic and structural forms and the growing 
prominence of serialised programming, wherein the certainties and cathartic resolution which 
characterises episodic television became increasingly displaced in favour of ambiguity and 
continual uncertainty. Chapter 2 then linked this deferment of resolution and prolongation of 
anxiety to the post-9/11 climate wherein claims to universal truth are problematised, 
authoritative structures are undermined and hegemonic discourses are repudiated. However, 
television, although a space in which different discursive positions are articulated, privileges 
one discourse over the others (in this case, this was the logics that underpinned the ‘War on 
Terror’, predicated on the hierarchical dominance of White men). Here, it was argued that, 
following challenges to its authority, hegemonic White masculinity deploys violence to re-
subjugate competing identities and ensure the stability of the symbolic order.  
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However, here it should be noted that this thesis has attempted to avoid perpetuating a strict 
dichotomy between White hegemonic authority and pluralistic identities. Instead, the preceding 
chapters have endeavoured to explore texts as a dialectic in which White male dominance has 
undergone challenges to its authority leading to a symbolic decline and, in response, has turned 
to violence to reacquire hierarchical power. Such strategies are particularly evident in the police 
drama and its different permutations: the gritty/urban cop story (The Shield), the spy/espionage 
drama (24), the scientific/forensic detective narrative (Dexter) and psychological profiler text 
(Hannibal).  
 
Building upon such contextual foundations, Chapter 3 discussed the ways in which The 
Shield’s limited transmedia extensions and paratexts, those which combine to form the textual 
tapestry, were ideologically restrictive and closed-off competing perspectives. Consequently, 
with no alternatives, the viewer is directed to adopt the discursive position of the violent White 
male and the dominant ideology he represents (the reassertion of hegemonic White male 
authority which, in turn, supports the ‘War on Terror’). However, wishing to avoid 
technological determinism, this chapter then outlined the ways in which fans utilised the 
democratisation of the internet to create and circulate their own productions which opened the 
text up to pluralistic perspectives (undermining the dominant discourse of the text). 
 
Extending such discussions, Chapter 4 then considered some of the ways in which paratexts 
acquired a political dimension through an analysis of 24. Here, again, competing discursive 
positions were closed-off in the service of an explicit re-establishment of White masculine 
authority (also perpetuating the logics which underpinned the ‘War on Terror’). This was 
achieved via the demonisation of racial “Others”, a re-inscription of female passivity and a 
delegitimising of un-American sentiment. Moreover, preventative vigilantism perpetuated by 
the White male was framed as necessary to maintaining national security while, at the same 
time, problematic and contested real-world state-sanctioned practices were diffused (such as 
the use of torture, violence and brutality). Consequently, 24 not only provided a mirror to the 
‘War on Terror’ discourse, but also sanctified its strategies.  
 
Such themes were then explored further throughout Chapter 5 and an analysis of Dexter, in 
which preventative vigilantism was again presented as necessary to maintaining security and 
the stability of the symbolic order (predicated on White male hegemony). However, while 24 
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supported the logics of the ‘War on Terror’, Dexter offered a counter perspective and, as the 
‘War on Terror’ discourse became increasingly contested and its legitimacy challenged, so too 
did Dexter Morgan’s violent actions become open to negotiation (gratification cloaked in 
altruism). However, ultimately while the legitimacy of his actions may be questioned, the 
broader symbolic order (White male authority) is re-inscribed through a delimitation of 
alternative perspectives and points of audience identification. This was the result of an over-
abundance of prescriptive transmedia fragments which foreclosed opportunities for fan 
speculation. In doing so, the practices that characterise fandom were integrated and 
commodified within the officially-sanctioned ideological framework of the canonical text and, 
moreover, such practices were recoded to support White male hierarchical dominance and 
negate the challenges that plurality poses to its hegemonic authority. 
 
These three case studies enabled an analysis of the ways in which transmedia storytelling 
(comprising of a range of paratextual fragments) works to channel audience identificatory 
practices and align them with a violent White hegemonic form of masculinity – thus adopting 
his discursive framework. Such programming (as exemplified by The Shield and 24) articulated 
the logics circulating in the immediate aftermath of 9/11. Other programmes (Dexter) existed 
within 9/11’s ongoing legacy in which violence is recoded and sanctioned within the 
legitimisation of preventative vigilantism. Significantly, in both instances, White masculinity 
occupies a position of hierarchical dominance which is supported via the strategic use of 
violence to subjugate competing identities. In doing so, the sovereign individualism and 
authority of the White man is solidified by narrowing competing discursive positions. For 
example, while The Shield’s Hispanic male (David Aceveda) may initially challenge the White 
Vic Mackey’s use of brutality, the former ultimately becomes reliant on the latter to maintain 
public safety and ensure the preservation of the symbolic order. Likewise, while a number of 
24’s female or racially diverse characters may attempt to undermine the White male Jack 
Bauer, they are eventually eliminated from the diegesis while Bauer remains the sovereign 
protector of the citizenry. Similarly, Dexter Morgan may have Hispanic or female bosses, but 
such characters are either removed from the narrative, replaced with other tokens of 
racial/gender plurality, or subjugated to White masculinity. As such, White male hegemony is 
supported and perpetuated within such programming, which means that attacks to its legitimacy 
must come from elements outside of the text (extra-textual paratexts such as fan fiction).  
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However, by the time of this thesis’s final case study, Hannibal, challenges to such logics (the 
legitimacy of White hegemonic masculinity’s hierarchical dominance) came from within the 
text itself. Indeed, rather than directing the audience to identify with the ideologies embodied 
by the violent White male anti-hero, Hannibal instead opened-up the text and offered a range 
of possible meanings and discursive positions. Hannibal thus marks a number of significant 
discursive oscillations in both televisual practice and broader ideological strategies. Here, 
intimate male/male relationships became privileged, violence is no longer legitimised within 
the terms of heroism/vigilantism but, rather, revealed to be self-serving and, crucially, the 
gender/race of previously White male characters has been re-constituted/re-appropriated (a 
refutation of the ‘War on Terror’s’ legacy).  
 
Moreover, in terms of both content/aesthetics and the cultivation of cult audiences, one can 
discern an incorporation of cable sensibilities within broadcast network practices (one might 
even suggest that network television has adopted and incorporated many of the practices which 
had undermined its monopoly). Furthermore, practices which were once the exclusive preserve 
of fan productivity (‘pluralistic paratexts’ which characterised platforms of transmedia 
engagement) were integrated into commercial broadcast television (traditional apparatus of 
distribution). In doing so, previously subjugated and peripheral perspectives have been able to 
move from the margins to the mainstream where they can articulate a range of identity and 
discursive positions, differently negotiating the re-inscription of White masculinity’s 
hierarchical authority (as was demonstrated in relation to Hannibal).  
 
Consequently, then, the American television cop show remains a dialectical, postmodern 
platform which facilitates the reinforcement/negotiation of dominant discourses, a rejection of 
hegemonic authority, a refutation of universal truths and the transgression of boundaries. 
Moreover, the changes which have occurred within the genre’s different permutations reflect 
wider discursive transformations and shifting assumptions, moving away from monolithic 
understandings of White heterosexual male authority to pluralism and polysemic perspectives. 
In this way, the American cop show functions as a barometer of oscillating cultural attitudes 
and can be read as a microcosm for wider U.S. society. This is the ‘cultural function’ of the 
cop show.  
 
While this thesis may seem to have contained different lines of argument, that some texts 
solidify the hierarchical dominance of White men while others offer pluralistic representations 
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which fragment such authority, the central viewpoint has been consistent. Indeed, as John Fiske 
(1987) noted, TV texts disseminate different ideologies and can be read in polysemic ways and, 
rather than a monolithic meaning such as a re-affirmation or rejection of a dominant discourse, 
there are contradictory, conflicting and multiple positions available within a text. Indeed, a 
textual tapestry is not ideologically uniform, consistent or coherent but is, instead, comprised 
of multiple fragments, each one offering different discursive positions (some complementary 
to the dominant discourse while others contradictory). Some fragments encourage the audience 
to support a dominant discourse (‘proselytising paratexts’), and others provide a space in which 
it can be scrutinised and challenged via a promotion of heterogeneous perspectives (‘pluralistic 
paratexts’). These different fragments enter into a dialogue with each other to create a 
‘paratextual dialectic’ through which one can discern and analyse the different discursive 
function(s) of a text.  
 
Of course, the reading of a singular text is contingent on which fragments of the textual tapestry 
are consumed. As such, it would be advantageous to delineate the paratextual fragments into 
functions. These would include serving a parochial purpose (encouraging the formation of fan 
communities) along with proselytising and pluralistic functions. Importantly, fragments of the 
textual tapestry which are disseminated via traditional apparatuses of distribution, such as 
television and novelisations (what this thesis termed ‘proselytizing paratexts’), often recruit or 
‘interpellate’ the viewer within the text’s discursive logics (such as those which support the 
symbolic order and the hegemonic authority of the White male). Conversely, textual fragments 
disseminated via platforms of transmedia engagement (computer games, mobisodes, ARGs 
etc.), what this thesis has termed ‘pluralistic paratexts’, provide a space wherein peripheral 
perspectives and diverse identities can articulate their multi-accentuality (undermining White 
male hegemonic authority rather than solidifying it). In doing so, these ‘pluralistic paratexts’ 
offer a site of resistance against the tyranny of the text’s dominant discourse.  
 
Indeed, it was the lack of ‘pluralistic paratexts’ for The Shield that necessitated fan productivity 
to open the text up to heterogeneous discursive positions. Here, fans had to create their own 
‘pluralistic paratexts’ in order to facilitate a dialectic with ‘proselytizing’ ones so that they could 
challenge the latter’s perpetuation of the hegemonic authority of the White male. Conversely, 
24 offered an intermediary space in which its textual tapestry was comprised of both 
‘proselytizing and pluralistic’ paratexts, the former supporting the dominant discourse of the 
‘War on Terror’ and White male hierarchical authority while the latter challenging it. Lastly, 
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while Dexter produced so many prescriptive ‘proselytizing paratexts’ that it stifled 
opportunities for pluralistic ones (by delimiting space for fan speculation), Hannibal marked 
the full incorporation of the latter within the official realm of mainstream television production. 
 
While this thesis has sought to understand the paratextual dialectics within the American 
television cop drama, wherein a range of issues surrounding the ‘War on Terror’ and its legacy 
are negotiated, a similar approach might be productively applied to other texts, genres, 
mediums/industries and ideological/discursive contexts. Indeed, applying a similar 
methodological approach to the one which has structured this thesis (deconstructing the 
different paratexts within a singular textual tapestry to ascertain its internal negotiations of a 
dominant discourse), other scholars could discuss a range of issues. For example, one might 
explore the ways in which White masculinity’s hierarchical position is maintained in cinematic 
police narratives or, indeed, other genres and franchises (such as DC films or Marvel’s complex 
narratives that connect the platforms of film, comics, network television and streaming services 
e.g. Netflix). 
  
Elsewhere, a similar methodological approach might be adopted to understand the ways in 
which ‘proselytizing paratexts’ and ‘pluralistic paratexts’ function in the computer game 
industry, a form in which White male dominance has been progressively challenged. This is 
evidenced in the 2018 E3 expo in Los Angeles, one of the world’s largest gaming conventions 
wherein new releases are promoted via trailers, exhibitions and panels (held between 12th - 14th 
June). While still dominated by games featuring heterosexual, White male protagonists, there 
was also a significant increase in representational diversity. Indeed, while diversity was 
previously available primarily through optional customisation/modifications, the games 
promoted at this expo included those designed for pluralistic audiences and featured diverse 
characters from a range of ethnic, gender and sexual identities. For instance, The Last of Us 
features a lesbian teenage protagonist while other narratives also contained female central 
characters (e.g. Battlefield V, Gears of War 5, Control, Resident Evil 2 Remake and Shadow of 
the Tomb Raider). Likewise, Assassin’s Creed: Odyssey allows the player to be either a male 
or female character while other games promoted racially diverse casts (such as Afterparty, 
Beyond Good and Evil 2 and Overkill’s The Walking Dead). 
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While not a recent development407, the current proliferation of such games and their promotion 
at the biggest expos indicate the gaming industry’s growing recognition of the need for 
diversity408. In turn, responding to audience appetites, the gaming industry (more than others) 
privileges heterogeneity which increasingly fragments the centrality of the White, heterosexual 
masculine symbolic order. Crucially, gaming offers complex identificatory strategies as the 
avatars provide points of entry into the diegesis and immerse the player within the narrative 
and representational logics of the text. Moreover, by offering pluralistic representations/points 
of identification, the player (whatever their race, gender or sexuality) must adopt a range of 
diverse perspectives. Consequently, it would be productive to explore the ways in which some 
paratextual fragments of the computer game franchise encourage monolithic identificatory 
positions while others offer sites of pluralism (some privileging White male authority and some 
challenging it). 
 
Productive results might also be achieved via a discussion of the ways in which ‘proselytizing 
and pluralistic paratexts’ differently negotiate contemporary concerns outside of 9/11’s 
thematic concerns and ongoing legacy. For example, using one textual tapestry as a case study, 
one might consider the nuanced internal textual negotiations of a world characterised by 
political polarisations and shifting power relations. Such an issue has acquired contemporary 
significance following the use of social media to activate and mobilise a range of people via 
movements such as #BlackLivesMatter, #TimesUp, #MeToo and #NeverAgain. Such social 
progressions have sought to fragment the symbolic hegemony of oppressive White masculinity 
and, now more than ever, the privilege of the White heterosexual male is under both literal and 
symbolic attack. Moreover, its very survival will be negotiated within visual culture and the 
different paratextual fragments that comprise textual tapestries. 
 
One might similarly apply the process of ‘paratextual dialectics’ to the emerging socio-political 
landscape (rather than the post-9/11 epoch which was the focus of this thesis). Here, one might 
explore similar issues within the Trump or post-Trump context, one characterised by renewed 
isolationism, political divisions and contested White male authority. Coming more than sixteen 
                                                          
407 Indeed, the popularisation of such heterogeneity in gaming has occurred over the past decade. For example, 
games produced by BioWare (such as Dragon Age, 2009) have advocated gender and racial diversity, as have 
other games like The Witcher franchise (2015-). 
408 Although, one should note the recent controversy surrounding #GamerGate (from August 2014). Here, women 
working within the gaming industry became targets of sexual harassment via social media platforms. While this 
is outside the scope of this thesis, it does undermine claims of emerging diversity within the industry.  
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years after 9/11, one might ask what is today’s dominant discourse and how is it advanced via 
‘proselytizing paratexts’ or challenged in ‘pluralistic’ ones? However, rather than the delayed 
repudiation of a dominant discourse which characterised the oscillating understandings of the 
‘War on Terror’ and its legacy, understandings of the contemporary socio-political landscape 
(Donald Trump’s presidency) have received more immediate negotiations on American 
television. Indeed, television has already responded to this new socio-political climate. For 
example, while Saturday Night Live has routinely satirised the political landscape along with 
Trump and his advisors/cabinet, more allegorical representations can be seen in TV dramas 
such as Homeland and Mr Robot (to name only a few).  
 
Homeland (2011-) had always raised significant challenges to the ‘War on Terror’ discourse. 
For example, in addition to featuring a female protagonist (fragmenting male authority), it was 
a U.S. drone strike killing 82 children that radicalised Nicolas Brody (Damian Lewis) and 
turned him against America in Season One (S01E12). Moreover, along with additional 
American drone strikes causing more civilian causalities and exacerbating tensions/anti-
American sentiment (S04E01), U.S. soldiers suffer post-traumatic stress disorder (S02E03 & 
S02E09), the actions of the CIA are seen as objectionable (S03E07), challenges are posed to 
the American rationale for invading Middle East countries (S04E07), objections are raised to 
American violations of security and surveillance in other countries (S05E01), and Muslims are 
detained erroneously (S05E10/E11).  
 
Importantly, Season Six (which aired between 15th January – 9th April 2017) features a female 
president, Elizabeth Keane (Elizabeth Marvel), who blames the CIA for the death of her son, 
having been sent to Iraq under false and misguide reasoning (S06E06). Moreover, another 
character, Sekou Bah (J. Mallory McCree), posts anti-American comments online and makes 
videos which outline the abusive treatment of Muslims by America. However, he is then 
framed as the perpetrator of a terrorist attack by elements within the American government 
(notably Dar Adal) who, in turn, is working with a right-wing U.S shock-jock (Brett O’Keefe) 
operating a secret facility in which hundreds of workers use fake social media accounts (sock 
puppets) to disseminate fake news to manipulate the American public and stifle dissent 
(vilifying the female president who wants to reform the American military apparatus). 
Consequently, by Season Six, the discursive underpinnings of Homeland have shifted 
progressively away from concerns of Islamic terrorism (a prominent thematic concern within 
9/11’s ongoing legacy) to an undermining of the America government and, ultimately, to an 
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exploration of the consequences of ‘fake news’ and the strategic dissemination of online 
information to manipulate the public. 
 
Similar concerns underpin Mr Robot (2015-), whose first season features a hacking collective 
attacking a multinational conglomerate responsible for subjugating the masses via corporate 
control and materialism. The second season exposes the interconnectedness of corporate 
power, political stability and grassroots participatory activity while Season Three explores the 
consequences of a capitalist-free society. Here, having attacked the multinational conglomerate 
in order to eliminate class inequality and end the tyranny of corporate power, the world is 
plunged into chaos and economic ruin. Crucially, this anti-capitalist revolution is revealed to 
be directed by a wealthy elite (a shadowy organisation called ‘The Dark Army’, headed by 
Chinese hacker Whiterose) who have commodified dissent to acquire more power for itself. 
Moreover, the revolution they have instigated has resulted in fear which, in turn, facilitates 
increased securitisation, a proliferation of repression and the rise of new right politics 
(specifically embodied, in S03E01, by Donald Trump). Furthermore, Whiterose instructs 
conspiratorial TV host, Frank Cody (Erik Jensen), to not only blame the original hack on Iran 
(media demonising a Middle Eastern country for an attack on American soil) but to also ensure 
public support for Donald Trump’s run for presidency. Although ridiculed by Cody, Trump 
will become a puppet for them to control (S03E03)409. 
 
Such examples illustrate the new concerns of contemporary American society – moving away 
from the ‘War on Terror’ and its legacy to a new political climate. While there are myriad 
reasons for this discursive shift which fall outside the scope of this study, one might note the 
significance of: growing cultural pluralism; increasing fragmentation of aggregated audiences 
into evermore niche communities; the economic strategies of cable television and its different 
news reportage compared to broadcast media; the growing prevalence of streaming services 
such as Netflix with their unique operating models; increased recognition of institutional 
biases; the rise of citizen journalism; the mobilisation and activism of social media and online 
communities of participation; and a more evident distrust of authority facilitated by the use of 
rapidly expanding social media platforms. Such issues will undoubtedly continue to constitute 
                                                          
409 Showrunner, writer and director of Mr Robot, Sam Esmail, states that the show’s writers were heavily 
influenced by the election of Trump and felt a responsibility for underestimating the possibility of his election. 
This indirect responsibility for not preventing Trump’s presidency was filtered into the show’s third season. See 
podcast ‘Remote Controlled with Debra Birnbaum: Episode 71 – ‘Mr. Robot’ Creator Sam Esmail on Season 3 
Finale’ (recorded 15th December 2017: 24.55 minutes - 26.46 minutes). 
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a framework for future TV programming and its academic analysis. Moreover, such concerns 
will be expressed and negotiated via ‘proselytising’ or ‘pluralistic paratexts’ and, in order to 
understand this new social-political climate, one will need to understand how it is negotiated 
in various textual tapestries and articulated via a range of paratextual dialectics.  
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Appendix A 
 
The below table demonstrates the frequency and targets Vic Mackey’s violence in The 
Shield: 
 
 
 
The below tables outline the specific uses of violence by Vic Mackey in each season of The 
Shield: 
 
Season One: 
  
Casual Assault 
(mild) 
perpetrated by 
Vic 
Excessive 
Assault 
perpetrated by 
Vic 
Arrests made 
by any of the 
central cast 
(presumed to 
be guilty at the 
time of arrest / 
questioning) 
Killed 
Legitimately by 
the Strike 
Team 
Murdered by 
the Strike 
Team & Family 
Members 
Black 3 5 19 1 0 
White 3 8 14 0 1 
Latino 1 0 15 0 0 
Asian 0 0 5 0 0 
Soviet/Eastern 
Europeans (manly 
Armenians) 
0 0 3 0 0 
Arab/Middle-
Eastern 
0 0 0 0 0 
Unknown Race 0 0 2 0 0 
Male 7 12 53 1 1 
Female 0 1 5 0 0 
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Season Two: 
  
Casual Assault 
(mild) 
perpetrated by 
Vic 
Excessive 
Assault 
perpetrated by 
Vic 
Arrests made 
by any of the 
central cast 
(presumed to 
be guilty at the 
time of arrest / 
questioning) 
Killed 
Legitimately by 
the Strike 
Team 
Murdered by 
the Strike 
Team & Family 
Members 
Black 2 0 21 0 0 
White 0 0 22 2 0 
Latino 2 5 23 0 0 
Asian 0 0 1 0 0 
Soviet/Eastern 
Europeans (manly 
Armenians) 
0 1 4 0 0 
Arab/Middle-
Eastern 
0 0 1 0 0 
Unknown Race 0 0 0 0 0 
Male 4 6 68 2 0 
Female 0 0 4 0 0 
 
Season Three: 
  
Casual Assault 
(mild) 
perpetrated by 
Vic 
Excessive 
Assault 
perpetrated by 
Vic 
Arrests made 
by any of the 
central cast 
(presumed to 
be guilty at the 
time of arrest / 
questioning) 
Killed 
Legitimately by 
the Strike 
Team 
Murdered by 
the Strike 
Team & Family 
Members 
Black 2 0 23 0 0 
White 0 2 26 0 0 
Latino 0 2 24 2 0 
Asian 0 2 2 0 0 
Soviet/Eastern 
Europeans (manly 
Armenians) 
0 3 16 0 1 
Arab/Middle-
Eastern 
0 0 0 0 0 
Unknown Race 0 0 6 0 0 
Male 2 9 83 2 1 
Female 0 0 14 0 0 
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Season Four: 
  
Casual Assault 
(mild) 
perpetrated by 
Vic 
Excessive 
Assault 
perpetrated by 
Vic 
Arrests made 
by any of the 
central cast 
(presumed to 
be guilty at the 
time of arrest / 
questioning) 
Killed 
Legitimately by 
the Strike 
Team 
Murdered by 
the Strike 
Team & Family 
Members 
Black 3 1 51 1 0 
White 0 2 19 1 1 
Latino 2 2 13 0 0 
Asian 0 0 0 0 0 
Soviet/Eastern 
Europeans (manly 
Armenians) 
0 0 0 0 0 
Arab/Middle-
Eastern 
0 0 0 0 0 
Unknown Race 0 0 1 0 0 
Male 5 5 76 2 1 
Female 0 0 8 0 0 
 
Season Five: 
  
Casual Assault 
(mild) 
perpetrated by 
Vic 
Excessive 
Assault 
perpetrated by 
Vic 
Arrests made 
by any of the 
central cast 
(presumed to 
be guilty at the 
time of arrest / 
questioning) 
Killed 
Legitimately by 
the Strike 
Team 
Murdered by 
the Strike 
Team & Family 
Members 
Black 1 2 21 0 0 
White 0 0 17 0 1 
Latino 0 1 18 0 0 
Asian 0 0 0 0 0 
Soviet/Eastern 
Europeans (manly 
Armenians) 
0 0 0 0 0 
Arab/Middle-
Eastern 
0 0 0 0 0 
Unknown Race 0 0 2 0 0 
Male 1 3 51 0 1 
Female 0 0 7 0 0 
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Season Six: 
  
Casual Assault 
(mild) 
perpetrated by 
Vic 
Excessive 
Assault 
perpetrated by 
Vic 
Arrests made 
by any of the 
central cast 
(presumed to 
be guilty at the 
time of arrest / 
questioning) 
Killed 
Legitimately by 
the Strike 
Team 
Murdered by 
the Strike 
Team & Family 
Members 
Black 0 1 9 0 0 
White 0 1 14 0 0 
Latino 1 3 10 0 1 
Asian 0 0 0 0 0 
Soviet/Eastern 
Europeans (manly 
Armenians) 
0 0 4 0 0 
Arab/Middle-
Eastern 
0 0 1 0 0 
Unknown Race 0 0 1 0 0 
Male 0 5 36 0 1 
Female 1 0 3 0 0 
 
Season Seven: 
  
Casual Assault 
(mild) 
perpetrated by 
Vic 
Excessive 
Assault 
perpetrated by 
Vic 
Arrests made 
by any of the 
central cast 
(presumed to 
be guilty at the 
time of arrest / 
questioning) 
Killed 
Legitimately by 
the Strike 
Team 
Murdered by 
the Strike 
Team & Family 
Members 
Black 2 0 13 2 0 
White 1 1 10 0 2 
Latino 0 4 10 0 2 
Asian 0 0 3 0 0 
Soviet/Eastern 
Europeans (manly 
Armenians) 
0 1 4 0 1 
Arab/Middle-
Eastern 
0 0 0 0 0 
Unknown Race 0 0 1 0 0 
Male 2 6 34 2 4 
Female 1 0 7 0 1 
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Appendix B 
 
 The following table outlines the number of episodes in which news channels are depicted in 
each season of 24. This concerns only news stations visible in the scene rather than more 
ambiguous suggestions of branded microphones appearing at press conferences: 
 
The following list details the instances in which news channels appear in episodes of 24: 
 In S01E02, David and Sherry Palmer watch channel KRLO 41 for news reports concerning 
an air-crash. 
 In S01E07, Nicole Palmer watches CNB News. 
 A reporter outside of Palmer’s location holds a FOX II microphone in S01E08.  
 In S01E19, the Palmers watch David’s press conference on CBN News.  
 In S01E20, Mike Novic and David Palmer watch the ramifications of his press conference 
on CNB News.  
 In S01E21 David Palmer watches CNB News before later viewing KRLH. Elsewhere 
Mike Novic mentions that FOX News took an instant poll to discover that 83% of people 
approved of how David Palmer handled the Ferragamo incident. Later, Palmer and Novic 
also stand in front of a TV on which the blurred channel identifier of CNB can be seen. 
 In S01E23, the Drazens and CTU both watch news reportage on ③KRLH erroneously 
claiming that David Palmer had been killed in an explosion (upon Bauer’s instruction, 
Palmer permits the circulation of this fake information). 
  
Episodes in which 
CNB News is Evoked 
(or other associated 
CNB Channels) 
Episodes in which 
FOX News is Evoked 
(or other associated 
FOX Channels) 
Episodes in 
which Sky 
News is 
Evoked 
Other News 
Channels 
Evoked 
Season 1 5 2 0 ③KRLH 
        KRLO 41 
Season 2 2 1 0 KDOA News 16 
Season 3 2 3 0 News 22 
Season 4 4 5 0   
Season 5 7 6 0 19KRLH 
        19KRLH News 
        KHGC News 8 
Season 6 9 7 0 19KRLH News 
        WCN News 
24: Redemption 0 1 0   
Season 7 8 2 0   
Season 8 3 9 0 BBC 
24: Live 
Another Day 0 0 7   
24: Legacy 1 0 0   
          
Total Number 
of Episodes in 
which the 
channel is 
evoked 41 36 7 10 
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 In S01E24, a CTU TV screen is tuned to CNB showing a news report summing up the 
day’s events. 
 In S02E05, Roger Stanton storms into David Palmer’s office to show him an internal feed 
from FOX News, featuring footage of a helicopter crash in which the ambassador of an 
unnamed Middle Eastern country is killed. 
 David Palmer’s staff watch CNB News in S02E08. 
 In S02E16, Kim Bauer is trapped inside a liquor store during a robbery in which a TV 
shows KDOA News 16 reporting the nuclear explosion.  
 CNB News is shown on a hospital TV in S02E20. 
 In S03E01, CNB News and News 22 vans are evident in the mise-en-scène as President 
David Palmer, having survived an assassination attempt at the end of Season Two, exists 
a limousine. 
 In S03E05, Wayne Palmer and Packard watch David Palmer’s debate on FOX News.  
 In S03E06, David Palmer watches FOX News following his withdrawal from a televised 
debate. 
 In S03E17, Stephen Saunders watches David Palmer’s press conference on CNB News. 
 In S03E21, Senator Keller appears on a FOX News broadcast, responding to reporters’ 
questions following his loss of support from backers/endorsers. 
 In S04E02, Andrew Paige flees assassination via a train station. Here, on a large screen, 
FOX News shows the story of James Heller’s abduction. 
 In S04E04, Dina and Navi Araz (separately) watch a story about James Heller’s abduction 
on CNB News. 
 In S04E06, Navi Araz watches a FOX News report on James Heller’s rescue. 
 The Araz family watch FOX News in S04E07. 
 In S04E09, James Heller turns on a CTU TV and watches FOX News who report on a 
nuclear meltdown on San Gabriel Island. 
 In S04E11, CNB News plays in the background as Ali warns terrorist Marwan that CTU 
is in the building and closing in on them. 
 In S04E14, terrorist Joseph Fayed watches FOX News. 
 In S04E18, Bill Buchanan and Michelle Dessler watch a CNB News report featuring 
President Charles Logan. 
 In S04E19, David Palmer watches CNB News. 
 The FOX brand appears several times during the first few minutes of S05E01: David 
Palmer watches FOX News, as does President Charles Logan. Fox News also plays on 
CTU screens with Tony Almeida and Michelle Dessler in close proximity. This channel 
thus links all the principle characters together (although Jack Bauer watches CNB News 
at this time). 
 CNB News plays on CTU TV screens in S05E02. 
 In S05E02, a journalist for KHGC News 8 reports the assassination of David Palmer. 
 In S05E04, President Logan watches a report on FOX News concerning an ongoing 
hostage situation at an airport, while the hostage takers/terrorists watch a report on the 
same subject on 19KRLH. Conversely, CNB News plays in CTU while antagonist 
Nathanson watches both CNB News and Fox News. 
 In S05E09, terrorist Bierko watches FOX News while President Logan watches CNB 
News. 
 In S05E14, both Bierko and Bill Buchanan watch President Logan’s press conference on 
CNB News, while Logan and Hal Gardener (his Vice President) watch FOX News.  
 In S05E18, Charles Logan watches 19KRLH News. 
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 Martha Logan watches CNB News in S05E21. 
 Martha Logan watches FOX News in S05E23. 
 While in CTU, Chloe O’Brian watches CNB News during S05E24. 
 S06E01 opens with a shot of a TV, on which FOX News broadcasts a report concerning 
ongoing terrorist strikes against America. This is shortly followed by a congregation of 
people watching different reports on CNB News and WCN News (but which contain the 
same voiceover/narrator). 
 In S06E01, Wayne Palmer watches CNB News while FOX plays on CTU screens. 
Elsewhere, Jillian and Ray Wallace watch 19KRLH News. 
 In S06E02, Hamri Al-Assad and his men watch CNB News, as does Abu Fayed and Wayne 
Palmer. 
 In S06E03, Wayne Palmer watches CNB News. 
 In S06E04, FOX News plays on screens within CTU. 
 In S06E05, Wayne Palmer and his White House staff watch CNB News while CTU staff 
watch FOX News. 
 In S06E06, CTU employees watch FOX News. 
 In S06E07, Wayne Palmer watches CNB News, as do Marilyn and Graem Bauer. 
 FOX News features on CTU screens in S06E09. 
 In S06E10, Joshua and Phillip Bauer watch CNB News. 
 In S06E12 Karen Hayes watches FOX News on her cell phone. 
 CTU staff watch FOX News in S06E12. Here, Islamic CTU agent Nadia Yassir watches 
acting President Noah Daniels deliver a speech in which he calls for increased security 
measures that target Muslims.  
 In S06E15, Abu Fayed watches CNB News. 
 CNB News plays on monitors at the White House in S06E18, watched by Wayne Palmer, 
Noah Daniels, Karen Hayes and Ton Lennox. Conversely FOX News plays on CTU 
screens. 
 White House staff, along with Noah Daniels, watch CNB News in S06E18.  
 In S06E21, Joshua Bauer watches CNB News while at CTU. 
 Roger Taylor and his girlfriend (Samantha Roth) watch FOX News in 24: Redemption. 
 In S07E01, President Allison Taylor watches CNB News. 
 David Emerson’s men watch CNB News in S07E01. 
 The White House cabinet watch CNB News in S07E06. 
 President Taylor watches CNB News in S07E07. 
 While on public streets in S07E08, Iké Dubako watches CNB News (as do the staff at the 
FBI). 
 While Morris drives Chloe O’Brian to the FBI office in S07E09, they listen to the car 
radio. The first two pre-set radio stations are FOX News and FOX News Talk. 
 Wayne Palmer watches CNB News in S07E11. 
 Jonas Hodges watches CNB News in S07E12. 
 Vice President Mitchell Hayworth watches CNB News in S07E13. 
 President Allison Taylor and her daughter (Olivia) watch CNB News in S07E14. A CNB 
journalist, Ken Dellao, then asks Ethan Kanin questions during President Taylor’s press 
conference. 
 Jibraan Al-Zarian watches FOX News in S07E20. 
 Jack Bauer watches FOX News briefly in S08E01. A CNB News reporter also gives some 
expositional content in this episode. 
 Dalia Hassan watches FOX News in S08E01. 
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 Omar Hassan’s family watch FOX News in S08E02, as does Maggie and Jim Koerning. 
 In S08E06, the BBC is mentioned as President Taylor watches footage of President 
Hassan’s security forces crack down on dissent.  
 Samir Mehran and his men watch FOX News in S08E10, as does Brian Hastings in CTU. 
Here, the news story is deliberately fake and claims that Farhad Hassan is still alive in 
order to lure out Mehran. 
 UN delegates watch FOX 5 News in S08E17. 
 Charles Logan watches FOX News at the UN in S08E18. 
 Charles Logan watches FOX News in S08E19, as does Arlo Glass at CTU. 
 Charles Logan watches FOX News in S08E20. 
 Charles Logan watches FOX 5 News in S08E21. 
 In S08E22, Charles Logan watches FOX News at the UN building while Meredith Reed 
watches FOX News 5 in a diner. 
 Jim Ricker watches CNB News in S08E23, as do President Taylor, Charles Logan and 
Cole Ortiz. 
 Charles Logan and Jason Pillar watch CNB News in S08E24. 
 Simone Al-Harazi watches Sky News in 24: Live Another Day (E02). 
 President James Heller watches Sky News in E03 of 24: Live Another Day. 
 Both Steve Navarro and Jordan Reed watch Sky News at the CIA in E04 of 24: Live 
Another Day. 
 President James Heller and his administration watch Sky News in E05 of 24: Live Another 
Day. 
 In E07 of 24: Live Another Day, agents within the CIA watch Sky News, as do Audrey 
Raines, Mark Boudreau and President James Heller. 
 Various characters watch Sky News in E09 of 24: Live Another Day: Prime Minister 
Alastair Davies; Audrey Raines; Mark Boudreau (along with other unnamed members of 
staff); CIA staff; and Margot Al-Harazi. 
 Anatol Stolnavich watches Sky News in E11 of 24: Live Another Day. 
 E06 of 24: Legacy features a CNB News story concerning the deaths of Gabriel’s team. 
This story tips off terrorist Jadalla Bin-Khalid and jeopardises national security. 
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Appendix C 
 
The following is a breakdown of 24’s seasonal antagonists: 
 
 
In particular, 24’s seasonal antagonists are: 
 
Season One's Significant Antagonists (those with some narrative agency): 
S01E01: Mandy (White female) - assassin hired by Victor Drazen via Ira Gaines 
S01E01: George Mason (White male) - government official who is initially corrupt but later 
redeemed 
S01E01: Dan Mounts (White male) – Kim Bauer & Janet York's kidnappers 
S01E01: Rick Allen (White male) - Kim Bauer’s & Janet York's kidnappers (although Rick later 
redeems himself) 
S01E02: Ira Gaines (White male) - employed by Victor Drazen to target Bauer 
S01E02: Two assassins (White males) who are killed by Bauer. While unnamed, their attack 
instigates Bauer's mission 
S01E03: Bridget (White female) - Mandy's lover who worked with the assassin and later tries to 
extort money from Ira Gaines 
S01E06: Kevin Carroll (White male) - claims to be Alan York in order to manipulate Teri Bauer 
before killing Janet York (his real identity is exposed in S01E09) 
S01E06: Carl Webb (White male) - David Palmer's associate who later kills Dr Ferragamo (in 
S01E10) 
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S01E08: Jonathan Matijevich (White male) - hired by Gaines to impersonate photographer Martin 
Belkin  
S01E09: Eli Stram (White male) - one of Ira Gaines's henchmen who rapes Teri Bauer after 
threatening to rape Kim 
S01E09: Neill Choi (Asian male) - one of Ira Gaines's henchmen 
S01E10: Andre Drazen (White male) -  Victor Drazen's son and accomplice. Originally from 
Yugoslavia 
S01E11: Ted Cofell (White male) - a Serbian man and one of Andre Drazen's & Kevin Carroll's 
accomplices 
S01E12: Alexis Drazen (White male) - Victor Drazen's son and accomplice. Originally from 
Yugoslavia 
S01E14: Jovan Myovic (White male) - an assassin from Belgrade 
S01E18: Teddy Hanlin (White male) - a CTU sniper whose personal grudge against Bauer 
jeopardises a mission 
S01E18: Alan Morgan (White male) - hired by the Drazens to turn off a power grid 
S01E18: Frank Allard (White male) - Dan Mount's brother and small-time drug dealer and thief 
S01E20: Victor Drazen (White male) - primary seasonal antagonist who wants revenge on Bauer 
for killing his wife and daughter in Kosovo 
S01E22: Sherry Palmer (Black female) - a manipulative and power-hungry individual who seeks to 
control David Palmer and, later, insert herself into his life 
S01E23: Nina Myers (White female) – assassin/mole working on behalf of the Drazens within 
CTU 
  
Season Two's Significant Antagonists (those with some narrative agency): 
S02E01: Mamud Rasheed Faheen (Middle Eastern male) - suicide bomber 
S02E01: Jason Park (Asian male from South Korea) - Faheen's accomplice 
S02E01: Gary Matheson (White male) – an abusive husband who threatens Kim Bauer 
S02E02: Eddie Grant (White male) - part of Joseph Wald's domestic terror group 
S02E02: Dave (White male) - part of Joseph Wald's domestic terror group 
S02E02: Chris (White male) - part of Joseph Wald's domestic terror group 
S02E02: Scott (White male) - part of Joseph Wald's domestic terror group 
S02E03: Eric Rayburn (White male) - senior advisor to David Palmer who deliberately delays 
informing CTU of an imminent bombing, causing unnecessary deaths 
S02E04: Joseph Wald (White male) - head of a domestic terrorist/militia group which bombs CTU 
S02E05: Nina Myers (White male) - assassin who had killed Teri Bauer in Season One 
S02E07: An unnamed woman and Faheen's associate (Middle Eastern female) 
S02E07: An unnamed henchman of Faheen (Middle Eastern male) 
S02E08: Basheer (Middle Eastern male) - a terrorist who delivers a bomb 
S02E08: Omar (Middle Eastern male) - a terrorist who delivers a bomb 
S02E08: Marko Khatami (Middle Eastern male) - a terrorist who delivers a bomb but later has a 
change of heart 
S02E09: Syed Ali (Middle Eastern male) - a financier with ties to terrorism. Although he is 
mentioned in S02E01 & S02E06, he first appears in S02E09 
S02E09: Mohsen (Middle Eastern male) - Syed Ali's henchman who tortures private investigator 
Paul Koplin 
S02E10: Marie Warner (White female) - Jihadist terrorist 
S02E10: Roger Stanton (White male) - patriotic government official who is guilty of treason 
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S02E16: Ramon Garcia (Hispanic male) - robs a liquor store at gunpoint to obtain supplies for his 
pregnant wife. Here, he shoots a clerk before holding Kim Bauer hostage 
S02E17: Jonathan Wallace (White male) - a soldier who killed his unit (Coral Snake), assassinated 
Syed Ali and planted fake evidence to provoke a war between America and the Middle East 
S02E17: An unnamed accomplice to Jonathan Wallace (White male) 
S02E19: Ronnie Stark (White male) - leads the group behind the plot to provoke a war between 
America and the Middle East 
S02E19: Davis (White male) - one of Stark's henchmen 
S02E19: Trask (White male) - one of Stark's henchmen 
S02E19: Raymond O'Hara (White male) - one of Stark's henchmen who would later take over 
Stark's command as unit leader 
S02E19: Peter Kingsley (White male) - Ronnie Stark's boss and the chief architect behind the 
terror plot 
S02E19: Mike Novic (White male) - a part of the coup d'etat against President David Palmer 
whose actions result in Lynne Kresge's injury (although Novic later redeems himself) 
S02E19: Jim Prescott (White male) - a part of the coup d'etat against President David Palmer, 
although his actions arise from patriotism and a desire to benefit the country 
S02E20: Jesper Isberg (White male) - an agent who guards Lynne Kresge after Novic had detained 
her. When she escapes, Isberg chases her and Kresge is flung down a flight of stairs 
S02E20: Marcus (White male) - assaults Yusuf Auda in a racially motivated attack before seeking 
to kill Kate Warner after robbing her 
S02E20: Rouse (White male) - assaults Yusuf Auda in a racially motivated attack before seeking to 
kill Kate Warner after robbing her 
S02E20: Cole (White male) - assaults Yusuf Auda in a racially motivated attack before seeking to 
kill Kate Warner after robbing her 
S02E21: Ryan Chappelle (White male) - aids Prescott in his coup d'etat against President David 
Palmer (although he would later redeem himself) 
S02E22: Alex Hewitt (White male) - an audio expert who created the Cyprus Tape and stabs 
Sherry Palmer. But, rather than villainous, he has autism which enables others to manipulate him 
S02E22: Carrie Turner (female, actress of Hispanic/Filipino descent) - deliberately impedes 
Michelle Dessler, Tony Almeida and Bauer's progress 
S02E23: Eve (White female) - Peter Kingley's associate 
S02E23: Mae (female, actress of Chinese, Filipino and Spanish descent) - Peter Kingley's assistant 
S02E23: Max (White male) - chief architect behind the day's events and the assassination attempt 
on Palmer 
S02E24: Alexander Trepkos (White man) - Max's associate 
S02E24: Mandy (White female) - assassin who targets David Palmer 
  
Season Three's Significant Antagonists (those with some narrative agency): 
S03E01: Ramon Salazar (Hispanic male) - drug dealer and cartel leader who does business with 
terrorists 
S03E01: Hector Salazar (Hispanic male) - drug dealer and cartel leader who does business with 
terrorists 
S03E01: Kyle Singer (White male) - accepts money to smuggle (what he believes to be) drugs into 
America in order to pay for his mother’s medicine 
S03E03: Jeff Benson (Black male) - Ramon Salazar's prison guard who, upon Salazar's orders (and 
while holding his child hostage), kills Luis Annicon 
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S03E03: David Gomez (Hispanic male) - Ramon Salazar's henchman who shoots Tony Almeida in 
the neck 
S03E05: Peel (Hispanic male) - the leader of a prison riot who forces guards to play Russian 
Roulette 
S03E07: Pedro (Hispanic male) - Ramon and Hector Salazar's henchman 
S03E07: Tomas (Hispanic male) - Ramon and Hector Salazar's henchman 
S03E07: Michael Amador (White male) - a weapons dealer who plans to sell a virus to the Salazars 
S03E08: Nina Myers (White female) - an assassin who murdered Teri Bauer 
S03E10: Eduardo (Hispanic male) - one of Salazar's henchmen who tortures Chase Edmunds 
S03E10: Alan Milliken (Black male) - one of David Palmer's financial backers who threatens to 
ruin his career if he doesn’t fire Wayne Palmer (a man who had slept with his wife) 
S03E13: Marcus Alvers (White male) - an associate of Michael Amador's 
S03E13: Sherry Palmer (Black female) - when Alan Millikin suffers a heart attack, Sherry kills 
him by deliberately withholding his medication 
S03E13: Julia Millikin (Black female) - when Alan Millikin suffers a heart attack, Julia watches as 
Sherry deliberately withholds his medication. However, wracked with guilt, she blames Sherry and 
shoots her dead in S03E23 
S03E15: Stephen Saunders (White male) - primary seasonal terrorist who hired Marcus Alvers and 
Michael Amador to release the nerve gas in a crowded hotel 
S03E17: Osterlind (White male) - the primary henchman for Stephen Saunders 
S03E18: William Cole (White male) - an adulterer who escapes quarantine after contracting the 
virus, potentially spreading it 
S03E19: Lennox (White male) – a henchman who Stephen Saunders tasks with watching over his 
daughter 
S03E21: Frederick (Black male) - one of Stephen Saunders's henchmen 
S03E22: Kevin (White male) - one of Stephen Saunders's henchmen 
S03E23: Bruce Foxton (White male) - a man hired by the Palmers to find Sherry's incriminating 
evidence. In order to do so, he knocks her out 
S03E24: Theresa Ortega (Hispanic female) - while grieving the death of her husband, Gael, she 
shoots the man responsible (Stephen Saunders) which hinders CTU's investigation 
S03E24: Arthur Rabens (White male) - a man hired by Stephen Saunders to release the virus 
  
Season Four's Significant Antagonists (those with some narrative agency): 
S04E01: Navi Araz (Middle Eastern male) - leader of a terrorist cell answerable to Habib Marwan 
S04E01: Behrooz Araz (Middle Eastern male) - part of Navi Araz's terrorist cell (albeit reluctantly) 
S04E01: Dina Araz (Middle Eastern female) - part of Navi Araz's terrorist cell 
S04E01: Tomas Sherek (Middle Eastern male) – terrorist 
S04E02: Omar (Middle Eastern male) - part of a terrorist cell and responsible for the kidnapping of 
James Heller 
S04E02: Kalil Hasan (Middle Eastern male) - terrorist who hunts for Andrew Paige 
S04E06: Tariq (Middle Eastern male) - part of Navi Araz's terrorist network 
S04E07: Habib Marwan (Middle Eastern male) - terrorist and primary seasonal antagonist 
E04E07: Henry Powell (White male) - Habib Marwan's associate who helped the terrorists obtain a 
nuclear override device 
S04E10: Forbes (White male) - Habib Marwan's henchman 
S04E11: Ali (Middle Eastern male) - Habib Marwan's henchman 
S04E11: Adam (White male) - Habib Marwan's henchman 
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S04E11: Jason (White male) - Habib Marwan's henchman 
S04E12: Yosik Khatami (Middle Eastern male) - leader of another terrorist cell answerable to 
Habib Marwan 
S04E13: Mitch Anderson (White male) - one of Habib Marwan's terrorist associates 
S04E14: Nicole (White female) – an assassin working for Habib Marwan who seduces a military 
man on behalf of Mitch Anderson 
S04E14: Joseph Fayed (Middle Eastern male) - one of Habib Marwan's terrorist associates 
S04E15: Rafique (Middle Eastern male) - one of Habib Marwan's henchmen 
S04E15: Anwar (Middle Eastern male) - one of Habib Marwan's henchmen 
S04E17: Steve Simmons (Black male) - one of Habib Marwan's henchmen 
S04E17: Abdul Mahnesh (Middle Eastern male) - one of Habib Marwan's henchmen 
S04E18: Joe Prado (White male) - an associate of Habib Marwan 
S04E18: Sabir Ardakani (Middle Eastern male) - one of Habib Marwan's henchmen 
S04E19: Robert Morrison (White male) - works for Habib Marwan 
S04E20: Lee Jong (Asian male) - Habib Marwan's associate 
S04E21: Yassir (Middle Eastern male) - one of Habib Marwan's henchmen 
S04E22: Mandy (White female) - assassin employed by Habib Marwan 
S04E22: Gary (White male) - assassin employed by Habib Marwan 
S04E24: Walt Cummings (White male) – a political advisor who does Charles Logan's dirty work 
S04E24: Dale Spalding (White male) - dispatched by Walt Cummings to assassinate Jack Bauer 
  
Season Five's Significant Antagonists (those with some narrative agency): 
S05E01: Kohler (White male) - works for James Nathanson 
S05E01: Conrad Haas (White male) - works for James Nathanson 
S05E02: Anton Beresch (White male) - works for James Nathanson 
S05E02: James Nathanson (White male) - organised the assassination of David Palmer 
S05E02: Walt Cummings (White male) - a co-conspirator behind the terror attacks with James 
Nathanson 
S05E02: Chevensky (White male) - works for Vladimir Bierko 
S05E04: Ivan Erwich (White male) - works for Vladimir Bierko 
S05E05: Spenser Wolff (White male) - works for James Nathanson 
S05E05: Hank (White male) - sent by Walt Cummings to kill Jack Bauer 
S05E06: Schaeffer (White male) - an associate of Ivan Erwich who helps him to smuggle nerve gas 
out of America (but is secretly helping Walt Cummings) 
S05E07: Jacob Rossler (White male) - an associate of Ivan Erwich 
S05E08: Polakov (White male) - one of Ivan Erwich's henchmen 
S05E08: Komar (White male) - one of Ivan Erwich's henchmen 
S05E08: Andrei (White male) - one of Ivan Erwich's henchmen 
S05E09: Vladimir Bierko (White male) - the season's primary antagonist/terrorist and co-
conspirator along with James Nathanson 
S05E09: Jennie McGill (White female) - Lynn McGill's drug-addicted sister who mugs him 
S05E09: Dwayne Thompkins (White male) - Jennie McGill's drug-addicted lover who helps her 
mug Lynn McGill 
S05E09: Ostroff (White male) - Vladimir Bierko's henchman 
S05E10: Christopher Henderson (White male) - the man behind the nerve gas attack and 
assassination of David Palmer 
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S05E11: Viktor Grigorin (White male) - Vladimir Bierko's henchman 
S05E13: Collette Stenger (White female) - an associate of Vladimir Bierko 
S05E13: Mikhail (White male) - Vladimir Bierko's henchman 
S05E14: Brennan (White male) - works for Christopher Henderson and attempts to kill Wayne 
Palmer 
S05E16: Charles Logan (White male) - a corrupt president who has orchestrated the day's events 
S05E19: Graem Bauer (White male) - the head of a consortium of business interests working with 
Charles Logan. He is revealed in Season 6 to be Jack Bauer's brother, although this was not 
intended at the time of this episode 
S05E19: Ron (Black male) - an associate of Graem Bauer 
S05E20: Scott Evans (White male) - works for Christopher Henderson 
S05E21: Miles Papazian (White male) - a government employee who destroys evidence 
implicating Charles Logan 
S05E22: Justin Adams (White male) - a Secret Service agent instructed by Charles Logan to kill 
Aaron Pierce 
S05E22: Joseph Malina (Hispanic male, the actor was born in Honduras) - an associate of both 
Vladimir Bierko and Christopher Henderson 
  
Season Six's Significant Antagonists (those with some narrative agency): 
S06E01: Jihadist and suicide bomber credited as Young East Asian Man (Asian male) 
S06E01: Abu Fayed (Middle Eastern male) - terrorist and primary seasonal antagonist 
S06E01: Ahmed Amar (Middle Eastern male) - terrorist and associate of Abu Fayed 
S06E01: Samir Hussain (Middle Eastern male) - terrorist and associate of Abu Fayed 
S06E01: Hamri Al-Assad (Middle Eastern male) - former terrorist who is reformed (but ultimately 
someone who was responsible for countless deaths) 
S06E02: Nasir Trabelsi (Middle Eastern male) - suicide bomber 
S06E02: Omar (Middle Eastern male) - terrorist working for Abu Fayed 
S06E03: Masheer Abu-Marzuq (Middle Eastern male) - terrorist working for Abu Fayed 
S06E03: Marcus (White male) - an associate of Abu Fayed who supplies him with a bomb 
component 
S06E03: Hasan Numair (Middle Eastern male) - an associate of Abu Fayed who supplies him with 
a nuclear bomb 
S06E03: Unnamed National Guard Sergeant (White male) - assists in Hasan Numair's escape 
S06E04: Salim (Middle Eastern male) – terrorist 
S06E05: Heydar (Middle Eastern male) - terrorist working with Salim 
S06E05: Darren McCarthy (White male) - an associate of Abu Fayed who helps him to trigger the 
nuclear bombs 
S06E05: Dmitri Gredenko (White male) - a former Soviet general who sold the nuclear bombs to 
Abu Fayed 
S06E05: Graem Bauer (White male) - one of the architects behind the day’s threat along with the 
previous season's attacks 
S06E05: Liddy (White male) - an associate of Graem Bauer 
S06E05: Rita Brady (White female) - Darren McCarthy's partner 
S06E06: Irv (Black male) - an associate of Graem Bauer 
S06E07: Phillip Bauer (White male) - one of the chief architects behind the day's events 
S06E09: Reed Pollock (White male) - a conspirator in the assassination attempt on Wayne Palmer, 
which was deemed necessary to enhance national security 
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S06E10: Kozelek Hacker (White male) - Phillip Bauer's henchman 
S06E10: Victor (White male) - Dmitri Gredenko's Russian associate/henchman 
S06E11: Bruce Carson (White male) - a conspirator in the assassination attempt on Wayne Palmer, 
which was deemed necessary to enhance national security 
S06E11: Yuli (White male) - Dmitri Gredenko's Russian associate 
S06E12: Anatoly Markov (White male) - diplomat and Dmitri Gredenko's Russian associate 
S06E12: Vasili (White male) - Anatoly Markov's Russian henchman 
S06E15: Mark Hauser (White male) - assists Dmitri Gredenko by providing plans for a nuclear 
power plant 
S06E16: Hasim (Middle Eastern male) - Abu Fayed's henchman 
S06E16: Hasan (Middle Eastern male) - Abu Fayed's henchman 
S06E16: Halil (Middle Eastern male) - Abu Fayed's henchman 
S06E17: Mohmar Habib (Middle Eastern male) - a general whose authority supersedes Abu 
Fayed's 
S06E18: Cheng Zhi (Asian male) - Chinese official who would later abduct and torture Jack Bauer 
and Audrey Raines 
S06E20: Mark Bishop (White male) - Russian spy who manipulates Lisa Miller 
S06E20: Cheng's Operative (Asian male) - Cheng Zhi's henchman 
S06E21: Zhou Yong (Asian male) - Cheng Zhi's henchman 
  
24: Redemption's Significant Antagonists (those with some narrative agency): 
Iké Dubaku (Black male) - Colonel in General Juma's employ who leads the child army to 
overthrow the government. 
Youssou (Black male) - helps Iké Dubaku lead the child army 
Jonas Hodges (White male) - supplies weapons to Iké Dubaku 
General Benjamin Juma (Black male) - dictator trying to overthrow the existing government and 
acquire power 
Nichols (White male) - Jonas Hodges's assistant/accountant 
Charles Solenz (White male) - a cowardly UN worker who betrays Jack Bauer 
Halcott (White male) - an employee of Nichols 
Quinn (White male) - an employee of Nichols 
Edward Vossler (White male) - an employee of Jonas Hodges 
  
Season Seven's Significant Antagonists (those with some narrative agency): 
S07E01: Tony Almeida (Hispanic male) - a terrorist attacking the American government. It soon 
seems that Tony is working undercover, but he is later revealed to be on a quest for vengeance 
S07E01: Masters (White male) - a terrorist working with Tony Almeida 
S07E01: Donnie Fox (Hispanic male) - a terrorist working with Tony Almeida 
S07E01: Gabriel Schector (White male) - an illegal arms/supplies dealer 
S07E02: David Emerson (White male) - the man Tony Almeida works for 
S07E02: Alan Tanner (White male) - a terrorist working with Tony Almeida 
S07E02: Agent Lennert (White male) - an FBI agent assisting Tony Almeida 
S07E02: Iké Dubaku (Black male) - Colonel in General Juma's army 
S07E02: General Benjamin Juma (Black male) - a genocidal dictator 
S07E02: Nichols (White male) - assisting Iké Dubaku in his plans 
S07E04: Morgan (White male) - works for David Emerson 
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S07E04: Litvak (White male) - works for David Emerson 
S07E05: Brian Gedge (White male) - a corrupt secret service agent who killed Roger Taylor and 
attempts to kill Henry Taylor 
S07E05: Edward Vossler (White male) - associate/assistant of Brian Gedge 
S07E09: Ryan Burnett (White male) - assists Iké Dubaku in his attempts to escape America 
S07E09: Sean Hillinger (White male) - works for Ryan Burnett and Iké Dubaku 
S07E10: Erika (White female) - having an affair with Sean Hillinger and helps him assist Iké 
Dubaku 
S07E11: Laurent Dubaku (Black male) - works for General Benjamin Juma 
S07E11: Udo (Black male) - works for General Benjamin Juma 
S07E12: Abo (Black male) - works for General Benjamin Juma 
S07E12: Ngozi (Black male) - works for General Benjamin Juma 
S07E12: Jonas Hodges (White male) - runs a private military firm assisting General Benjamin 
Juma 
S07E12: Greg Seaton (White male) - assistant to Jonas Hodges 
S07E13: Tom Chapman (Hispanic male) - works for Jonas Hodges 
S07E13: John Quinn (White male) - works for Jonas Hodges 
S07E15: Stokes (White male) - a henchman working for Jonas Hodges 
S07E15: Mitch (White male) - works for Stokes and, thus, for Jonas Hodges 
S07E15: Reese (White male) - works for Stokes and, thus, for Jonas Hodges 
S07E15: Cooper (White male) - works for Stokes and, thus, for Jonas Hodges 
S07E15: Dolen (male - the actor, Henry Kingi Jr. is part Black, White and Indian so listed as 
“Other” in regards to race) - works with Stokes 
S07E16: Tom Chapman (Hispanic male) - works for Jonas Hodges 
S07E18: Robert Galvez (Black male) - Tony Almeida's operative 
S07E19: Cara Bowden (White female) - an assassin who works with Jonas Hodges and his co-
conspirators 
S07E19: Alan Wilson (White male) - working with Jonas Hodges and his co-conspirators, Wilson 
is the chief architect of their plans 
S07E20: Martin Collier (White male) - puts Olivia Taylor in contact with an assassin in order to 
have Jonas Hodges killed 
S07E21: Harbinson (White male) - Tony Almeida's operative 
S07E22: Bob Peluso (White male) - an assassin working for Tony Almeida and Cara Bowden 
S07E22: Sarah (White female) - an assassin working for Tony Almeida and Cara Bowden 
S07E23: Dr Levinson (White male) - a scientist who works for Tony Almeida 
  
Season Eight's Significant Antagonists (those with some narrative agency): 
S08E01: Davros (White male) - a Russian assassin 
S08E03: John Mazoni (White male) - a cop who, erroneously believing that Bauer had murdered a 
fellow officer, beats him 
S08E03: Farhad Hassan (Middle Eastern male) - works with Davros to assassinate Omar Hassan 
S08E03: Kevin Wade (White male) - an ex-convict who blackmails Dana Walsh 
S08E04: Sergei Bazhaev (White male) - a Ukrainian gangster hired by Farhad Hassan to kill Omar 
Hassan 
S08E04: Vladimir Laitanan (White male) - associated with the Russian mob 
S08E04: Ziya Dakhilov (White male) - associated with the Russian mob 
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S08E04: Josef Bazhaev (White male) - Russian gangster who works for his father, Sergei Bazhaev 
S08E04: Lugo Elson (White male) - Vladimir Laitanan's henchman, also associated with the 
Russian mob 
S08E05: Nick Coughlin (White male) - an ex-convict who blackmails Dana Walsh 
S08E06: Dimitri (White male) - Sergei Bazhaev's henchman 
S08E07: Mikhail (White male) - Sergei Bazhaev's henchman 
S08E08: Samir Mehran (Middle Eastern male) - Farhad Hassan's henchman 
S08E09: Ali (Middle Eastern male) - works for Samir Mehran 
S08E10: Marcos Al-Zacar (Middle Eastern male who has a White mother) - works for Samir 
Mehran 
S08E11: Tarin Faroush (Middle Eastern male) - Omar Hassan's head of security who is conspiring 
against him 
S08E12: Ahman (Middle Eastern male) - Samir Mehran's associate 
S08E13: Dana Walsh (White female) - a spy working on behalf of Samir Mehran inside CTU 
S08E16: Navid (Middle Eastern male) - Samir Mehran's henchman 
S08E17: Mikhail Novakovich (White male) - a Russian diplomat who is involved in Omar 
Hassan's assassination 
S08E17: Pavel Tokarev (White male) - a Russian assassin working for Mikhail Novakovich 
S08E19: Mark Bledsoe (White male) - a private security operative who proposes the murder of 
Dana Walsh 
S08E20: Charles Logan (White male) - former president who instructs Mark Bledsoe to torture and 
kill Dana Walsh 
S08E20: Jason Pillar (White male) - a former FBI agent retained by Charles Logan to implement 
his nefarious plans 
S08E20: Mullins (Black male) - Mark Bledsoe's henchman 
S08E20: Haigney (White male) - Mark Bledsoe's henchman 
S08E22: Yuri Suvarov (White male) - Russian President who had orchestrated many of the day’s 
events via Mikhail Novakovich 
  
24: Live Another Day's Significant Antagonists (those with some narrative agency): 
E02: Basher (male - the actor, Tamer Hassan, is British born but of Turkish and Cypriot descent. 
Noted as “Other”) - a drug dealer who protects Derrick Yates for money 
E02: Mick (male - the actor, Nabil Elouahabi, is British born but of Moroccan descent. Noted as 
“Other”) - Basher's henchman 
E02: Derrick Yates (White male) - a hacker who stole a drone and used it to kill an army platoon 
(evidencing its effectiveness) before selling it to terrorists 
E02: Margot Al-Harazi (White female) - a jihadist/terrorist who is seeking revenge for the death of 
her husband 
E02 Simone Al-Harazi (White female) - a terrorist working on behalf of her mother, Margot Al-
Harazi 
E03: Ian Al-Harazi (White male) - a terrorist working on behalf of his mother, Margot Al-Harazi 
E03: Naveed Shabazz (male – British actor of Indian descent. Noted on statistics as “Other”) - 
Simone Al-Harazi's husband who initially worked on behalf of his mother-in-law, Margot Al-
Harazi, before trying to redeem himself 
E06: Karl Rask (White male) - arms dealer 
E06: Radko (White male) - Karl Rask's henchman 
E06: Steve Navarro (Hispanic male) - a CIA double agent/mole 
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E07: Adrian Cross (White male) - a hacker who sells classified intelligence to China 
E07: Kareem (Middle Eastern male) - Margot Al-Harazi's henchman 
E07: James Harman (male) - Steve Navarro's hitman who kills Jordan Reed. Harman is played by 
Alex Lanipekun, whose father is Nigerian and mother is half-Italian and half-English (according to 
Wikipedia - the only reference to the actor's ethnicity). Noted as “Other”  
E10: Cheng Zhi (Asian/Chinese male) - the man who employed Adrian Cross and, upon killing 
him, kidnaps Chloe O'Brian 
E10: Anatol Stolnavich (White male) - a Russian government worker who wants to arrest Bauer for 
crimes against his country (while he is potentially justified in doing so, his endeavours inhibit 
Bauer which marks him as an antagonist) 
  
24: Legacy's Significant Antagonists (those with some narrative agency): 
E01: Malik Al-Sabi (Middle Eastern male) - jihadist who works for Sheik Ibrahim Bin-Khalid 
E01: Rashid Al-Sabi (Middle Eastern male) - jihadist who works for Sheik Ibrahim Bin-Khalid 
E02: Jadalla Bin-Khalid (Middle Eastern male) - jihadist and son of Sheik Ibrahim Bin-Khalid, 
seeking to continue his father's work and avenge his death 
E02: Amira Dudayev (White female Chechen) - jihadist and part of a sleeper cell 
E02: David Harris (White male) - jihadist and part of a sleeper cell along with Amira Dudayev 
E02: Kusuma (Middle Eastern male) - jihadist and Sheik Ibrahim Bin-Khalid's accomplice 
E03: Aisha (Black female) - plans to usurp Isaac Carter by killing him and taking over his drug 
business 
E03: Jerome (Black male) - plans to usurp Isaac Carter by killing him and taking over his drug 
business 
E03: Khasan Dudayev (White male Chechen) - jihadist and part of a sleeper cell along with his 
sister, Amira Dudayev, and David Harris 
E03: Henry Donovan (White male) - blackmailed by Jadalla Bin-Khalid into providing names of 
the Army Rangers who killed his father, Sheik Ibrahim Bin-Khalid 
E04: Hamid (Middle Eastern male) - Jadalla Bin-Khalid's henchman 
E05: Gabriel (White male) - weapons dealer 
E05: Ferro (White male) - Gabriel's henchman 
E08: Asim Naseri (Middle Eastern male) - jihadist who works for Sheik Ibrahim Bin-Khalid 
E10: Luis Diaz (Hispanic male) - Henry Donovan's brother-in-law and contact with Jadalla Bin-
Khalid. He was also blackmailed into providing the terrorist with information 
E10: Ibrahim Bin-Khalid (Middle Eastern male) - jihadist/terrorist and chief architect of the day's 
attacks 
E11: Donald Simms (Black male) - a member of the government who, however patriotic, is flawed 
as his actions led to disastrous consequences for the central characters 
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Appendix D 
 
 
The following table details the recipients of Jack Bauer’s violence (measuring assaults, acts 
of torture and kills): 
 
 
Assaulted by Jack Bauer 
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Tortured by Jack Bauer 
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Killed by Jack Bauer 
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24: Legacy – Violence by Eric Carter 
 
24: Legacy 
Violence Committed 
by Eric Carter (out 
of 14 recipients) 
Total People 
Tortured by 
Eric Carter 
Total People 
killed by Eric 
Carter (out of 15) 
White 8 57.15% 0 0% 5 33.33% 
Black 1 7.14% 0 0% 1 6.67% 
Middle Eastern / Arabic 4 28.57% 0 0% 5 33.33% 
Hispanic 1 7.14% 0 0% 1 6.67% 
Asian 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
Other 0 0% 0 0% 1 6.67% 
Unknown Race 0 0% 0 0% 2 13.33% 
Male 13 92.86% 0 0% 14 93.33% 
Female 1 7.14% 0 0% 1 6.67% 
              
Muslim/Middle Eastern or Employed 
by Muslims/Middle Eastern 
Antagonists 3 21.44% 0 0% 9 60.00% 
Antagonists from Former Soviet 
States or Employed by Antagonists 
from Former Soviet States 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
Working on Behalf of an Insidious 
Corporation 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
Corrupt American Government 
Official or Working with Corrupt 
Officials within the American 
Government 1 7.14% 0 0% 0 0% 
African Warlords or Employed by 
African Warlords 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
Anglo-American/Domestic Terrorists 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
Hispanic Cartel or Employed by a 
Hispanic Cartel 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
Chinese 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
Innocent People 5 35.71% 0 0% 0 0% 
Other 5 35.71% 0 0% 6 40.00% 
 
More specifically, Jack Bauer’s violence occurs during the following episodes: 
 
Season One: Violence Done by Jack Bauer 
E01: Bauer tranquilises George Mason (White male) 
E02: Bauer shoots and kills two unnamed shooters (White males), one with the help of Richard Walsh 
E02: Bauer cuts the thumb off a dead assassin in order to ID him (White male) - not listed in stats as the 
man was dead before the assault 
E04: Bauer punches a Division agent who tries to stop him leaving CTU during a lockdown (White 
male) 
E05: Bauer briefly restrains Greg Penticoff in order to break him out of police custody (White male) 
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E07: Bauer shoots Nina Myers as she wears a bulletproof vest, rolling her body down a hill in order to 
fake her murder (White female) 
E09: Bauer escapes custody by assaulting an agent (Black male) and injuring two others with steam 
(White males) 
E11: Bauer abducts and assaults Ted Cofell (White male). Following a punch to the chest, Cofell dies 
from a heart condition (noted as killed by Bauer) 
E11: Bauer abducts and assaults Kevin Carroll (White male) 
E12: Bauer fights and beats Kevin Carroll (White male) 
E12: Bauer briefly throttles Rick Allen (White male) 
E12: Bauer blows up a van, killing two of Gaines's henchmen, although their deaths are not confirmed 
until E13 (White males) 
E13: Bauer shoots & kills Neill Choi, one of Gaines's henchmen (Asian male) 
E13: Bauer shoots & kills Ira Gaines (White male) 
E21: Bauer assaults Victor Drazen while trying to escape (White male) 
E22: Bauer assaults one of Victor Drazen's henchmen while trying to escape (White male) 
E24: Bauer shoots and kills one of Victor Drazen's henchmen (White male) 
E24: Bauer kills Andre Drazen (White male) 
E24: Bauer executes Victor Drazen (White male) after he had surrendered himself. The CTU Tactical 
Team tell George Mason that, upon arriving on the scene, 7 people were killed, but we only see 3 deaths 
E24: Bauer throttles Nina Myers (White female) 
  
Season Two: Violence Done by Jack Bauer 
E01: Bauer kills Marshall Goron (White male) and decapitates him in order to re-establish his cover 
identity 
E02: Bauer beats Dave (White male) and breaks his ankle in order to join Wade's crew 
E03: In order to maintain his cover, Bauer assists Wade's crew in blowing up CTU, killing at least 29 
people. However, this is not noted in the statistics as Bauer tried to avert the attack 
E04: Bauer shoots and kills 3 members of Wade's crew (all White males) 
E04: Bauer shoots Wade's dog 
E06: Bauer interrogates Nina Myers (White female) with violence and intimidation 
E07: Along with a team, Bauer storms a thrift store in which Mamud Faheen is hiding. Here, Bauer 
shoots dead one assailant (who is likely a Middle Eastern male) 
E09: Bauer is attacked by Coral Snake Commandos (ultimately working for Roger Stanton) and shoots 
one with a flare gun and another with an assault rifle before shooting two more soldiers (all White males)  
E10: Bauer shoots Mohsen (Middle Eastern male) with a beanbag gun. Rather than be captured, Mohsen 
then poisons himself (listed as assault) 
E12: Bauer assaults Syed Ali (Middle Eastern male) when arresting him, ripping out a tooth containing a 
cyanide capsule to prevent his suicide. Bauer then beats and tortures him during interrogation and 
arranges for agents in another country to kidnap his wife and children, staging a mock execution (listed 
as both assault and torture) 
E13: Bauer shoots and injures terrorist Omar (Middle Eastern male) before he can leave in a plane with a 
nuclear bomb 
E14: Bauer shoots and injures Marie Warner before she can kill Kate Warner. He then arrests and 
tortures her - noted as both assault (for the shooting) and torture 
E16: Bauer punches Tony Almeida (Hispanic male) 
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E18: Pinned in by an armed group sent by Peter Kingsley to kill Jonathan Wallace (along with Kate 
Warner and Yusuf Auda), Bauer returns fire - killing two White men and seven of an unknown race (all 
male, as Bauer tells Wallace) 
E18: After Jonathan Wallace dies, Jack removes a memory stick that had been secreted in his body (not 
listed as an assault as the subject was already dead) 
E19: Bauer kills one of Ronnie Stark's henchmen (White male) as he drives a car. As we do not get 
official confirmation of the kill, the death is assumed 
E20: Bauer shoots Raymond O'Hara and two of his men, Trask and Davis (all White men) 
E20: Bauer shoots Rouse (Hispanic male) before he can kill Kate (we learn of Rouse's death in E21) 
E22: Bauer twice punches Sherry Palmer's bodyguard (White male) 
E23: Bauer shoots Alex Hewitt (White male) in the leg when he pulls out a gun. Hewitt then falls and 
hits his head, killing him. Listed as a kill 
E24: Bauer kills the following bodyguards of Peter Kingsley - all are shot but one, who is killed during 
hand-to-hand combat: one Black male, five White males 
  
Season Three: Violence Done by Jack Bauer 
E02: Bauer & Chase Edmunds assault a lookout (Hispanic male) at the apartment building which an 
infected individual, David Goss, uses to deal drugs 
E02: Bauer & Chase Edmunds shoot a drug dealer as he flees, Zach Parker (White male), before Bauer 
instructs Edmunds to inflict pain in order to obtain information - noted as both assault and torture 
E04: Bauer knocks out Chase Edmunds (White male) in order to break Roman Salazar out of prison 
E04: Bauer assaults a prison guard (White male) while helping Ramon Salazar escape from prison 
E05: During a prison riot (instigated by him), Bauer attacks a guard (White male) and steals his uniform 
E05: Bauer (unsuccessfully) attacks a prisoner, Peel (Hispanic male). Later, when forced to play Russian 
Roulette, Bauer shoots Peel dead - listed as both assault and a kill as these are separate incidents 
E05: Bauer assaults a male prison inmate (whose race is unclear) 
E07: Bauer kills Pedro (Hispanic male) - one of Ramon Salazar's henchmen 
E10: Bauer attacks Nina Myers's crew after she purchases the virus from Michael Amador. Here, Bauer 
assaults one henchmen (White male) and shoots three others dead (one White and two of an unknown 
race - all male) 
E11: Bauer headbutts Nina Myers (White female) 
E12: Bauer kills three of Ramon Salazar's men (their ethnicity is slightly ambiguous, but they are 
assumed to be Hispanic as they work for Salazar's cartel). The last man appears to have been stabbed and 
so assumed to have been killed 
E13: Bauer punches Nina Myers (White female) as she points a gun at Chase Edmunds 
E14: Bauer shoots and kills Nina Myers (White female) as she attempts to escape custody. However, it is 
deliberately unclear as to whether the kill was justified or an execution  
E15: Bauer shoots dead one of Michael Amador's henchmen (Asian male) 
E15: Bauer assaults Michael Amador (White male) while arresting him before he and Chase Edmunds 
torture him - noted as both assault and torture 
E17: Bauer shoots dead two of Stephen Saunders's henchmen (both male - one White and one mixed race 
as the actor is part Black, White, Japanese and Indian) 
E18: Bauer shoots dead Ryan Chappelle (White male) as demanded by Stephen Saunders 
E22: Bauer stamps on Stephen Saunders (White male) when arresting him 
E24: Bauer shoots dead Arthur Rabens (White male) - one of Stephen Saunders's henchmen who is 
trying to spread a deadly virus 
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E24: Bauer cuts off Chase Edmunds's (White male) hand in order to remove the virus that Edmunds had 
cuffed himself to 
  
Season Four: Violence Done by Jack Bauer 
E01: Bauer knocks out a CTU guard (White male) in order to interrogate Tomas Sherek 
E01: Bauer tortures Tomas Sherek (Middle Eastern male) by shooting him in the leg 
E03: Bauer shoots and kills two of Kalil Hasan's henchmen (both Middle Eastern males) before they can 
kill Andrew Paige 
E04: Bauer kicks Kilil Hasan (Middle Eastern male) during a staged armed robbery  
E04: Bauer assaults a clerk (White male) during a staged armed robbery  
E06: Bauer storms Omar's compound to rescue James Heller and kills eleven of Omar's henchmen (all 
male). Audrey Raines notes that only two were not Middle Eastern - it is unclear which two these are, 
although this assumed to be Bauer's first and third kill (who appear to be White). As such, nine are listed 
as being Middle Eastern and two are listed as being White 
E06: Bauer knocks out one of Omar's henchmen (Middle Eastern male) 
E06: Bauer throws a knife into Omar (Middle Eastern male), who survives - listed as an assault 
E07: Bauer shoots and kills five of Henry Powell's henchmen as they attack him and Audrey Raines (one 
White and four of an unknown race - all male) 
E10: Bauer fights with Navi Araz (Middle Eastern male) 
E10: Bauer knocks out Paul Raines (White male) in order to apprehend him 
E11: Bauer tortures Paul Raines (White male) 
E12: Bauer knocks out two guards at the company McLennan-Forster (both male - one White, one of 
indeterminate race) 
E13: Bauer shoots dead three guards at the company McLennan-Forster who are torturing Paul Raines 
(two White, one of indeterminate race - all male) 
E13: Needing weapons and ammunition, Bauer forces entry into a shop and hits an innocent clerk, Naji 
(Middle Eastern-American male) 
E13: Bauer engages commandos from the company McLennan-Forster in a shootout, killing the 
following males: four of indeterminate race; one Black man and Dave Conlon (White male) 
E15: Bauer assaults two of Habib Marwan's henchmen (both Middle Eastern males) 
E16: Bauer storms Habib Marwan's hideout and kills eight men who are assumed to be Middle Eastern 
(their race is undetermined but all the characters previously in this location were Middle Eastern) 
E16: Bauer shoots and kills one of Marwan Habib's assassins (White female) 
E17: Bauer shoots dead three of Habib Marwan's henchmen (all male): one actor is of Lebanese and 
Cuban descent (marked as Middle Eastern); one is Black and one appears to be White 
E18: Bauer tazers a U.S. Marshall (White male) 
E18: Bauer tortures Joe Prado (White male) 
E19: Bauer shoots dead Habib Marwan's associate (Middle Eastern male) 
E20: Bauer tranquilises two Chinese guards and knocks out two others (all male) 
E20: Bauer forces a surgeon to stop operating on Paul Raines in order to treat a suspect with information, 
killing Paul Raines (White male) 
E21: Bauer shoots dead Yassir (Middle Eastern male) 
E21: Bauer needlessly shoots Habib Marwan in the shoulder (Middle Eastern male) 
E24: Jack shoots dead Habib Marwan's helicopter pilot (the male actor is of Indian descent but is playing 
an Arabic character) 
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Season Five: Violence Done by Jack Bauer 
E01: Bauer punches a man (White male) in order to steal a helicopter 
E01: Bauer kills Kohler (White male) 
E01: Bauer kills two of Kohler's associates (White males) 
E01: Bauer shoots Conrad Haas (White male) in the leg and then executes him - noted as both an assault 
and a kill 
E02: Bauer grabs Derek Huxley (White male) by the throat 
E02: Bauer renders an FBI agent (White male) unconscious in order to steal his identification  
E02: Bauer knocks out an FBI agent (Black male) 
E02: Bauer knocks out an FBI agent (White male) 
E02: Bauer beats a potential suspect, Chevensky (White male) 
E03: Bauer detonates the bomb vest of a suicide bomber, Ibrim (White male), killing him in order to 
distract Anton Beresch 
E04: Bauer shoots two terrorists (White males) 
E04: Bauer shoots Anton Beresch (White male) in the hand in an attempt to take him alive 
E05: Bauer kills Hank (White male), the assassin sent by James Nathanson to kill him 
E06: Bauer beats Walt Cummings (White male) 
E07: Bauer knocks out a security guard (Black male) in order to get to Jacob Rossler  
E07: Bauer shoots dead two security guards (White males) in order to get to Jacob Rossler  
E07: Bauer non-lethally shoots Jacob Rossler (White male) in order to apprehend him before attempting 
to beat information out of him (noted as assault) 
E07: Bauer kills Komar (White male) 
E09: Bauer knocks out Curtis Manning (Black male) in order to escape custody 
E09: Bauer kills two of Vladimir Bierko's henchmen (White males) who are attempting to kill James 
Nathanson (although the men's boss later claims three men are killed, only two are seen on screen) 
E11: Bauer assaults Christopher Henderson (White male) 
E11: Bauer shoots Miriam Henderson (White female) in the leg in an unsuccessful attempt to force her 
husband, Christopher, to provide information 
E12: Bauer shoots dead Ostroff (White male) 
E13: Bauer briefly throttles Barry Landes (White male) 
E15: Bauer throttles Audrey Raines (White female) 
E15: Bauer assaults two CTU guards (White males) while trying to prevent Audrey Raines from being 
tortured 
E15: Bauer knocks out a U.S. Marshall (Black male) in order to threaten Collette Stenger with a gun 
E15: Bauer shoots dead four of Vladimir Bierko's henchmen (all White males) as he storms the natural 
gas distribution centre. One of these men may only be wounded but he is not seen again and so assumed 
to have been killed 
E15: Bauer headbutts Vladimir Bierko (White male) in order to arrest him 
E16: Bauer kills five of Christopher Henderson's henchmen (all male - four of whom are White and one 
is of an unknown race) 
E17: Bauer headbutts Carl Mossman (White male) while abducting him 
E17: Bauer shoots and kills three of Christopher Henderson's henchmen as he flees the bank (all White 
males) 
E18: Bauer knocks out one of James Heller's guards (White male) 
E18: Bauer shoots and kills five of Christopher Henderson's henchmen (all White males) 
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E19: Bauer knocks out Christopher Henderson (White male) 
E20: Bauer knocks out a Sky Marshall on a diplomat's plane, George Avila (the male actor is of Puerto 
Rican descent so listed as Hispanic) 
E20: Bauer assaults and knocks out Hans Meyer (White male) 
E20: Bauer punches Scott Evans (White male) - a co-pilot who works with Christopher Henderson 
E21: Bauer punches a CTU security guard (White male) 
E21: Bauer throttles Miles Papazian (White male) 
E22: Bauer non-lethally shoots Joseph Malina in the hip while arresting him (Hispanic male, the actor 
was born in Honduras) 
E23: Bauer kills four of Vladimir Bierko's henchmen (White males) - one of which is assaulted and his 
death is not seen on camera. However, Bauer later confirms that all the men were killed 
E23: Bauer kills Vladimir Bierko (White male) 
E23: Bauer kills Christopher Henderson (White male) 
E24: Bauer knocks out Charles Logan's helicopter pilot (White male) 
E24: Bauer tazers Charles Logan's two Secret Service agents/guards (White males) 
E24: Bauer tazers another of Charles Logan's helicopter pilots (White male) 
E24: Bauer kicks a masked man (Asian male) who is abducting him on behalf of the Chinese 
government 
  
Season Six: Violence Done by Jack Bauer 
E01: Bauer kills one of Abu Fayed's henchmen (Middle Eastern male) 
E02: Bauer knocks out one of Hamri Al-Assad's henchmen (Middle Eastern male) 
E02: Bauer briefly tortures Omar (Middle Eastern male) - one of Abu Fayed's associates 
E02: Bauer fights with Nasir Trabelsi (Middle Eastern male) - a suicide bomber 
E02: Bauer hurls a White male onto the floor in order to steal his car 
E04: Bauer shoots and kills Curtis Manning (Black male) in order to save Hamri Al-Assad 
E05: Bauer punches his brother, Graem Bauer (White male), and tortures him via suffocation (noted as 
both assault and torture) 
E06: Bauer fights/assaults a member of Phillip Bauer's security team (White male) 
E07: Bauer fights/assaults the same member the security team (White male), now working for Graem 
Bauer 
E07: Bauer shoots dead Irv (Black male) - a member of Graem Bauer's security team 
E07: Bauer again tortures Graem Bauer (White male) - torture noted twice in statistics 
E08: Bauer storms Abu Fayed's hideout and kills two of his henchmen (Middle Eastern males) 
E10: Bauer shoots dead two of Phillip Bauer's henchmen (White males) 
E10: Bauer assaults one of Phillip Bauer's henchmen, Kozelek Hacker (White male), while arresting him 
E10: Bauer briefly throttles Marilyn Bauer (White female)  
E10: Bauer again assaults one of Phillip Bauer's henchmen, Kozelek Hacker (White male) 
E12: Bauer knocks out Anatoly Markov (White male) before beating and torturing him - cutting off a 
finger with a cigar cutter (noted as both assault and torture) 
E13: Bauer kills Vasili (White male) before Vasili can kill him 
E13: Bauer kills two guards in the Russian consulate (White males) 
E14: Bauer shoots dead two of Dmitri Gredenko's henchmen (White males) 
E14: Bauer shoots and injures Dmitri Gredenko's henchman, Victor (White male), who dies in E15 
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E15: Bauer shoots Mark Hauser (White male) in the leg in order to arrest him 
E15: Bauer shoots dead one of Dmitri Gredenko's henchmen (White male) 
E16: Bauer shoots dead two of Abu Fayed's henchmen, Hasim and Hasan (Middle Eastern males) 
E16: Bauer kicks Abu Fayed (Middle Eastern male) in the head to knock him out 
E17: Bauer beats Abu Fayed (Middle Eastern male) during interrogation 
E17: Bauer kills six of Abu Fayed's henchmen (Middle Eastern males) 
E17: Bauer kills Abu Fayed (Middle Eastern male) 
E19: Bauer shoots dead two of Cheng Zhi's henchmen (Asian males) 
E20: Bauer knocks out Mike Doyle (White male) with his consent 
E20: Bauer knocks out a CTU guard (White male) 
E20: Bauer knocks out Doctor Bradley's assistant (White male) 
E20: Bauer hurls Doctor Bradley to the floor (White male) 
E21: Bauer shoots dead five of Cheng Zhi's strike team when they attack CTU (Asian males) 
E22: Bauer assaults two of Cheng Zhi's/Zhou Yong's men (Asian males) 
E22: Bauer kills six of Cheng Zhi's/Zhou Yong's men (Asian males) 
E22: Bauer uses a guard/henchman (Asian male) as a human shield, resulting in his death 
E22: Bauer kills Zhou Yong (Asian male) 
E23: Bauer knocks out Hal Turner (White male), a CTU guard  
E23: Bauer knocks out another CTU guard (White male)  
E24: Bauer storms an oil rig and blows up a number of cannisters, injuring Cheng Zhi (Asian male) 
E24: Bauer kills thirteen of Cheng Zhi's henchmen (Asian males) 
  
24: Redemption - Violence Done by Jack Bauer 
Bauer kills ten of Youssou's men when they raid Carl Benton's school to abduct children (Black males) 
Bauer fights/assaults two of Youssou's men when they raid Carl Benton's school to abduct children 
(Black males) 
Bauer kills Youssou (Black male) 
Bauer kills three of Udo's men (Black males), who work for General Benjamin Juma 
  
Season Seven: Violence Done by Jack Bauer 
E02: Bauer beats Alan Tanner (White male) 
E02: Bauer and Renee Walker both shoot dead one of Tony Almeida's henchmen (White male) 
E02: Bauer fights with Tony Almeida (Hispanic male) 
E03: Bauer throttles Tony Almeida (Hispanic male) during interrogation 
E03: Bauer renders Renee Walker (White female) unconscious 
E03: Bauer knocks out Larry Moss (White male) 
E04: Bauer beats Morgan (White male) 
E04: Bauer beats Litvak (White male) 
E06: Bauer shoots dead one of Nichols's henchmen (Black male) 
E07: Bauer raids Iké Dubaku's & Nichols's hideout and kills three White henchmen (males) and three 
henchmen of an indeterminate race (males) 
E08: Bauer smashes his car into Edward Vossler's (White male) vehicle and then assaults him. Vossler 
then attacks Jack, who is able to kill him in self-defence (noted as both assault and a kill) 
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E08: Bauer assaults one of Iké Dubaku's employees (a Korean male) 
E08: Bauer shoots and kills four of Iké Dubaku's henchmen (Black males) 
E10: Bauer shoots dead Iké Dubaku's driver (Black male) 
E10: After threatening his family, Bauer realises that Iké Dubaku (Black male) has a list of names 
contained on a storage device hidden inside his body and has paramedics cut him open when he had 
passed out - not noted as an assault as the subject was already unconsciousness 
E11: Bauer knocks out a White House guard/Secret Service agent (White male) 
E11: Bauer renders Bill Buchanan (White male) unconscious 
E11: Bauer tazers Ryan Burnett (White male) and tortures him via electrocution 
E12: Bauer shoots dead one of General Juma's henchmen (Black male) 
E13: Bauer shoots dead four of General Juma's henchmen (Black males) 
E13: Bauer kills Ngozi (Black male), one of General Juma's henchmen 
E13: Bauer shoots dead General Juma (Black male) 
E13: Bauer knocks out a hospital security guard (White male) 
E14: Bauer fights and kills John Quinn (White male) 
E15: Bauer shoots dead Cooper (White male), a henchman working for Jonas Hodges 
E15: Bauer shoots dead two of Jonas Hodges's henchmen (males, one White and one of an indeterminate 
race) 
E15: Bauer punches Reese (White male), a henchman working for Jonas Hodges 
E22: Bauer tortures Harbinson (White male) 
E22: Bauer renders Tony Almeida (Hispanic male) unconscious and then viscously beats him 
E23: Bauer shoots an FBI agent in the leg (White male) 
E23: Bauer kills Dr. Levinson and two other scientists working for Tony Almeida (White males) 
E24: Bauer shoots Tony Almeida (Hispanic male) in the hand when he reaches for a gun 
  
Season Eight: Violence Done by Jack Bauer 
E01: Bauer kills two of Davros's men (males who both appear to be White) 
E03: Bauer assaults John Mazoni (White male), a cop who was brutalising him 
E04: Bauer shoots dead Davros (White male) before he can kill Cole Ortiz  
E06: Bauer assaults Lugo Elson (White male), one of Vladimir Laitanan's henchmen 
E07: Bauer kills Lugo Elson and another of Vladimir Laitanan's henchmen (White males) 
E08: While he is being tortured, Bauer makes Dimitri (White male) electrocute himself before fighting 
and killing him - noted as both assault and a kill 
E08: Bauer kills four of Sergei Bazhaev's henchmen (White males) 
E08: Bauer knocks out Sergei Bazhaev (White male) 
E09: Bauer assaults a CTU guard (Black male) 
E09: Bauer throttles Kristen Smith, a worker for the Justice Department who is trying to frame Renee 
Walker (female - the actress, Merle Dandridge, is of Japanese, Korean and African-American descent 
and so is listed as “Other”) 
E13: Bauer kills two of Samir Mehran's men (Middle Eastern males) 
E14: Bauer kills six members of Adrion Bishop's wet-ops team (males) working on behalf of General 
David Brucker. Although all of Bishop's team, when readying themselves in their van, were White 
males, only two are definitely White when killed by Bauer (including Mathis). As such, four are listed as 
“Unknown Race” 
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E14: Bauer shoots Adrion Bishop (male) in the leg when arresting him (actor Michael Irby is of mixed 
race so listed as “Other”) 
E16: Bauer throttles Dana Walsh (White female) while interrogating her 
E16: Bauer shoots dead Navid, Ahman and one more of Samir Mehran's henchmen (Middle Eastern 
males) 
E16: Bauer shoots and wounds Samir Mehran (Middle Eastern male) 
E18: Bauer beats Dana Walsh (White female) in order to extract information while she is in CTU 
custody and handcuffed 
E19: Bauer knocks out a CTU agent (White male) 
E19: Bauer assaults a CTU agent, Agent Hopkins (Asian-American male) 
E20: Bauer assaults Mullins (Black male) - Mark Bledsoe's henchman 
E20: Bauer assaults Haigney (White male) - Mark Bledsoe's henchman 
E20: Bauer shoots dead Mark Bledsoe (White male) 
E20: Bauer shoots dead three of Mark Bledsoe's henchmen (males - two White and one of an 
indeterminate race) 
E20: Bauer again throttles Dana Walsh (White female) 
E20: Bauer assaults an NYPD officer (White male) 
E20: Bauer shoots an NYPD officer in the foot, credited as Cop #2 (male - the race of actor Aaron 
Norvell is unknown) 
E20: Bauer executes Dana Walsh (White female), despite the fact that she has surrendered herself to him 
and poses no threat 
E21: Bauer shoots and kills four members of Pavel Tokarev's team (three males and one female - all 
White) 
E21: Bauer beats and tortures Pavel Tokarev (White male) before killing him - listed as both torture and 
a kill 
E22: Bauer shoots, wounds and knocks out two of Charles Logan's security detail (White men) 
E22: Bauer gasses Charles Logan and his driver with tear gas (White males), but this is not noted in the 
statistics as it is designed to force them to exit a car rather than to inflect pain 
E22: Bauer knocks out Charles Logan (White male) after punching him during interrogation 
E22: Bauer knocks out Ivan (White male), Mikhail Novakovich's driver 
E22: Bauer kills five of Mikhail Novakovich's henchmen (White males) and wounds another - Berkov 
(White male). Bauer also kills Mikhail Novakovich (White male). However, in S08E23, Arlo Glass tells 
Cole Ortiz that Jack killed seven men - Mikhail Novakovich and six of his security team (although only 
six bodies are seen). Moreover, we only see the deaths of two henchmen onscreen - the others we learn 
are dead by seeing their bodies while Berkov explains that Bauer committed the murders 
E23: Bauer knocks out Jason Pillar (White male) 
E23: Bauer renders Chloe O'Brian unconscious (White female) 
E24: Bauer bites off Jason Pillar's ear (White male) 
E24: Bauer assaults Nantz (White male) who had been sent by Logan to execute him 
  
24: Live Another Day - Violence Done by Jack Bauer 
E01: Bauer assaults/knocks out a CIA team (all males) comprising of: Agent Miller (indeterminate race); 
agents Armstrong & Cutler (Asian and White respectively); and two unnamed agents (one is White and 
another appears to be White but this is indeterminate so noted as “Unknown Race”) 
E01: Bauer assaults/knocks CIA agents Erik Ritter (Black male) and Brandon (White male)  
E01: Bauer assaults Agent Dean (White male) - an agent working for Special Activities Division 
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E02: Bauer assaults Adrian Cross (White male) 
E02: Bauer assaults Mick (male - the actor, Nabil Elouahabi, is British born but of Moroccan descent) 
E02: Bauer kills two of Basher's henchmen (White males) 
E02: Bauer slices Basher in the neck, who survives - marked as an assault (male - the actor, Tamer 
Hassan, is British born but of Turkish and Cypriot descent) 
E02: Bauer headbutts Kate Morgan (White female) to knock her out 
E03: Bauer punches two commuters while chasing Simone Al-Harazi (White males) 
E03: To gain entry into the U.S. Embassy, Bauer knocks out a police officer (male of indeterminate race) 
and non-lethally shoots two protestors (both male - one White and one of an indeterminate race) 
E04: Bauer knocks out an Embassy worker (White male) 
E04: Bauer knocks out a marine (White male), who is guarding Chris Tanner  
E04: Bauer shoots two marines deliberately in their body armour (males - both appear to be White but 
this is not conclusive so marked as “Unknown Race”) 
E06: Bauer punches Karl Rask and one of his henchmen (White males) 
E06: Bauer kills two of Karl Rask's henchmen (males of an indeterminate race) 
E07: Bauer mildly tortures Simone Al-Harazi (White female) 
E07: Bauer assaults an innocent by-stander in order to steal his car (male who appears to be White) 
E08: With his consent, Bauer cuts a transponder out of James Heller's arm (White male) - not noted in 
statistics as it is consensual 
E08: Bauer knocks out a Secret Service agent, Agent Harwell (White male) 
E09: Bauer kills two of Margot Al-Harazi's henchmen (males - one is White and one is of an 
indeterminate race) 
E09: Bauer pulls Ian Al-Harazi (White male) out of a window, who plummets to his death 
E09: Bauer shoots Margot Al-Harazi (White female) before executing her by throwing her out of a 
window (even though she was handcuffed and arrested) - listed as both assault and a kill 
E09: Bauer knocks out a CIA guard (Black male) 
E09: Bauer tortures Steve Navarro (Hispanic male) during an interrogation by smashing the butt of his 
gun into Navarro's hand 
E10: Bauer shoots and kills a member of the Russian assault team sent to kill him (White male) 
E11: Bauer shoots dead three Russian agents (males - two are White and one is of an indeterminate race). 
However, it is unclear whether Bauer or Kate Morgan shot one of these men (listed as Bauer 's kill) 
E11: Bauer explodes a number of propane tanks, setting two Russian men (race unknown) on fire – who 
presumably died 
E11: Bauer shoots and kills four of Anatol Stolnavich's security operatives (White male Russians) 
E12: Bauer kills a number of men working for both Cheng Zhi and Anatol Stolnavich (all males): eight 
Chinese operatives and twelve others (race unknown), only two of whom are confirmed to be Russian 
E12: Bauer executes Cheng Zhi (Asian male) after beating him - listed as both assault and a kill 
 
 
Eric Carter’s violence, committed during 24: Legacy, occurs is the following episodes: 
 
24: Legacy - Violence Done by Eric Carter 
E01: Carter fights and kills Rashid Al-Sabi (Middle Eastern male), one of Jadalla Bin-Khalid's 
henchmen 
E01: Carter shoots dead another of Jadalla Bin-Khalid's henchmen (Middle Eastern male) 
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E01: Carter shoots dead another three of Jadalla Bin-Khalid's henchmen – credited as "Jihadi #1, Jihadi 
#2 & Jihadi #3" (males). One actor, Peter Jang, is ½  Taiwanese, ¼ Mexican and ¼ Italian (noted as 
“Other”). One actor (Julius Denem) is Black and one actor (Mario Perez) is Hispanic. E02 claims that 
one of these men was a character called Malik but this isn’t actually the case   
E02: Carter assaults two police officers, Paul Vernon and Tim Bates (White males), in order to get 
deliberately arrested 
E03: Carter shoots dead one of Jadalla Bin-Khalid's henchmen (Middle Eastern male) 
E04: Carter shoves Ben Grimes (White male) 
E04: Carter knocks out two CTU guards (males - one Black and one White) 
E05: Carter assaults one of Gabriel's henchmen (White male). Although the henchmen's identity is 
unclear, it is likely to be Ferro 
E05: Carter shoots and kills Ferro (White male) along with three more of Gabriel's henchmen (all 
appear to be White males) 
E05: Carter shoots Gabriel (White male) in the leg 
E07: Carter fights Thomas Locke (White male) 
E08: Carter assaults two of Jadalla Bin-Khalid's henchmen (Middle Eastern males) 
E09: Carter shoots and kills one of Asim Naseri's operatives (White female) 
E10: Carter shoots and kills Jadalla Bin-Khalid (Middle Eastern male) 
E11: Carter knocks out Steve, credited as "Farmhouse Guard" (White male), a man working for Donald 
Simms 
E12: Carter kills two of Tony Almeida's clean-up team (males of an unknown race) 
E12: Carter fights Tony Almeida (Hispanic male) 
E12: Carter shoots Sidra, a member of Tony Almeida's team, in the leg (female - the actress, Moran 
Atias, is Israeli and noted in statistics as Middle Eastern) 
E12: Carter shoots dead Ibrahim Bin-Khalid (Middle Eastern male) 
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Appendix E 
 
Dexter is more than three times likely to kill a White person and more than eight times likely 
to kill a man. 
Race / Gender Total Percentage of Dexter's Murders 
White  47 71.21% 
Black 1 1.51% 
Hispanic 14 21.21% 
Other 4 6.06% 
      
Men 58 87.88% 
Women 7 10.60% 
Unknown Gender 1 1.51% 
 
The following is a specific breakdown of each season’s murders committed by Dexter Morgan: 
 
Season 1  
White  9 
Black 1 
Hispanic  1 
Other 0 
    
Men 8 
Women 3 
 
Season 2  
White  3 
Black 0 
Hispanic 5 
Mixed Race 1 
    
Men 8 
Women 1 
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Season 3  
White  5 
Black 0 
Hispanic  3 
Unknown 1 
    
Men 8 
Women 1 
 
Season 4  
White  4 
Black 0 
Hispanic 1 
Unknown 0 
    
Men 4 
Women 1 
 
Season 5  
White  6 
Black 0 
Hispanic 0 
Unknown 1 
    
Men 7 
Women 0 
 
Season 6  
White  7 
Black 0 
Hispanic 3 
Unknown 0 
    
Men 10 
Women 0 
 
Season 7  
White  8 
Black 0 
Hispanic 1 
Unknown 0 
    
Men 9 
Women 0 
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Season 8  
White  5 
Black 0 
Hispanic 0 
Unknown 1 
    
Men 4 
Women 1 
Unknown 
Gender 1 
 
The kills noted here are only those in which Dexter has unequivocally committed the crime. 
The spelling of the names is taken from the credits listed on Dexter’s IMDB.com page.  
 
Specific Details about Dexter’s Victims: 
 
S01E01 Mike Donovan (White male) - child killer 
S01E01 Jamie Jaworski (White male) - rapist who killed his wife 
S01E02 Matt Chambers (White male) - killed someone while drink-driving 
S01E03 
Mary aka First Nurse aka Angel of Death (White female) - gives patients deliberate 
overdoses and tried to kill Harry 
S01E05 
Jorge Castillo (Hispanic American male) - a coyote who kills Cuban immigrants he has 
smuggled in the country if their families don’t pay for their release 
S01E05 Valerie Castillo (White female) - Jorge's wife and partner in crime 
S01E06 Alex Timmons (Black male) - snipper, seen via flashback 
S01E06 Gene Marshall (White male) - arsonist, seen via flashback 
S01E06 Cindy Landon (White female) - kills her husbands for their money, seen via flashback 
S01E08 Dr Emmett Meridian (White male) - psychiatrist who drives female patients to suicide 
S01E12 Brian Moser (White male) - Dexter's brother and the Ice Truck Killer 
S02E02 Chino Gonzalez aka Little Chino (Hispanic male) - enforcer and killer for a local gang 
S02E03 Roger Hicks (White male) - murdered two women 
S02E06 Ken Olsen (White male) - vigilante and Bay Harbour Butcher copycat killer 
S02E08 Santos Jimenez (Hispanic male) – killed Dexter’s mother 
S02E10 Christopher Harlow aka Jose Garza (Hispanic/White male) – murderer 
S02E10 Juan Rianess (Hispanic male) - pimp who murdered a girl 
S02E11 Estaban (Hispanic male) - cartel member 
S02E11 Unnamed (Hispanic male) - cartel member 
S02E12 Lila Tournay (White female) - killed Doakes for Dexter 
S03E01 Unknown (male, probably White) 
S03E01 
Oscar Prado (Hispanic man) - Accidentally killed by Dexter when confronting a drug 
dealer 
S03E02 Fred Bowman aka Freebo (White male) - killed two women 
S03E03 Nathan Marten (White male) - paedophile preying on Astor 
S03E05 Ethan Turner (White male) - killed two wives 
S03E06 Clemson Galt (White male) - Arian killer 
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S03E07 Camilla (White female) - Dexter performs euthanasia on his friend 
S03E11 Miguel Prado (Hispanic male) – killer 
S03E12 George King aka Jorge Orozco (Hispanic male) – a killer known as the Skinner 
S04E01 Benito Gomez (Hispanic male) – killer 
S04E04 Zoey Kruger (White female) - cop who killed her family 
S04E07 
Jonathan Farrow (White male) - Dexter mistakenly kills him as he thinks this photographer 
killed his models 
E04E11 Stan Beaudry (White man) - killed a prostitute but is really a decoy for Trinity 
E04E12 Arthur Mitchell (White male) - Trinity Killer 
S05E01 Unknown man - via flashback, we learn that Dexter stalked him on his first date with Rita 
S05E01 
Unknown (White male) - a verbally abusive man who Dexter impulsively kills although he 
does not meet the conditions of the ‘code’ 
S05E03 Boyd Fowler (White male) - killer of women 
S05E06 Lance Robinson (White male) - preys on gay men 
S05E06 Dan Mendel (White male) - one of those responsible for abusing Lumen 
S05E08 Cole Harmon (White male) - one of those responsible for abusing Lumen 
S05E11 Stan Liddy (White male) - cop who has Dexter under surveillance 
S06E01 Ben (White male) - paramedic who harvests body parts 
S06E01 Roger (White male) - paramedic who harvests body parts 
S06E01 Joe Walker (White male) - killed his wife/childhood sweetheart 
S06E02 Julio Benes (Hispanic male) - killed a local barber 
S06E03 Walter Kenny (White male) - old serial killer known as The Tooth Fairy 
S06E06 Nick (Hispanic male) - killed Brother Sam 
S06E07 Norm (White male) - motel worker who tried to blackmail Dexter 
S06E10 Steve Dorsey (White male) - a disciple of the Doomsday Killer 
S06E12 Name unknown but may be Alberto (Hispanic male) - tried to rob an immigrant boat 
S06E12 Travis Marshall (White male) - the Doomsday Killer 
S07E01 Viktor Baskov (White male) - Russian who killed Detective Anderson 
S07E04 Ray Speltzer (White male) - killed women in sadistic mazes 
S07E05 
Philip Barnes (White male) - although we don’t see this kill, Dexter admits his guilt to 
Debra 
S07E05 
Christopher James (appears to be White male) - although we don’t see this kill, Dexter 
admits his guilt to Debra 
S07E05 
Melvin (appears to be White male) - although we don’t see this kill, Dexter admits his guilt 
to Debra 
S07E08 Unnamed Gunman (White male) - an assassin sent to kill Isaak 
S07E09 Oleg Mickic (White male) - an assassin sent to kill Isaak 
S07E10 Clint McKay (White male) - Hannah's father who sought to incriminate her 
S07E12 Hector Estrada (Hispanic male) - leader of the men who killed Dexter's mother 
S08E01 
Unknown character (appears to be a White male) - Dexter is cutting up the body via in a 
quick shot 
S08E01 Andrew Briggs (White male) 
S08E03 Ron Galuzzo (White male) – cannibal 
S08E05 A. J. Yates (White male) - tortured and killed women 
S08E12 Oliver Saxon (White male) - serial killer and Dr Vogel's son 
S08E12 Debra Morgan (White female) - Dexter euthanises her after she is rendered brain dead 
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Dexter also assists in the following murders: 
 
S03E08 
Billy Fleeter (White male) – an enforcer for a loanshark who is killed by Miguel Prado 
as Dexter watches. Although, in the board game, this is listed as Dexter’s kill 
S05E10 
Alex Tilden (White male) - one of those responsible for abusing Lumen and, while she 
kills him, Dexter watches 
S05E12 
Jordon Chase (White male) - one of those responsible for abusing Lumen and, while 
she kills him, Dexter watches 
 
Season Two also lists a number of potential victims of the Bay Harbour Butcher (revealed to 
be Dexter). The following names are taken from files or the whiteboards inside the Miami 
Metro Homicide Department. Here, Dexter’s culpability is not proven: 
 
S02E04 Robert Thatcher (male - skeleton only, race unknown)  
S02E04 Marcus White (Black male) 
S02E04 Oscar Sota (Hispanic male) 
S02E04 Joseph Cepeda (White male) 
S02E04 Dylan Mensock (White male) 
S02E04 Jeff Linder (White male) 
S02E04 Renzo Sandoval (Hispanic) 
S02E08 Anthony Rodrigo 
S02E08 Jeff Luther (White male) 
S02E09 Carlos Gutierrez (Hispanic male) 
S02E09 Rick Jensen (Black male) 
S02E09 Shannon Reynolds (White female) 
S02E09 ...Carpenter (male) 
S02E10 Larry Muler 
S02E10 Rick Cross 
S02E10 Peter Matherson 
S02E10 Alan Alsom 
S02E10 Tom Hillstat 
S02E10 Henry Vortmas 
S02E10 Larry Coats 
S02E10 …Terisan 
S02E10 …Mort 
S02E10 …Voltic 
S02E10 …Brewsser 
S02E10 Buck Forester 
S02E10 Luke Wellens 
S02E10 …Jorgen 
S02E10 Rachel… 
S02E10 Kevin Mott  
S02E10 Sean Dibberman  
S02E10 Jerry Volt 
S02E10 Herbert Wa…. 
S02E10 Jackie Wilson 
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Appendix F 
 
 
Hannibal Lecter’s Kills 
 
List of Hannibal Lecter's Victims 
S01E01: Cassy Boyle (White woman, made to look like a victim of Garret Jacobs Hobbs) - assumed to 
have been murdered by Hannibal, but this is not seen on camera 
S01E03: Merissa Schurr (White woman - a friend of Abigail Hobbs) - assumed to have been murdered 
by Hannibal, but this is not seen on camera 
S01E04: A unknown White man who flees from an unknown assailant before he is probably eaten by 
an unsuspecting Jack Crawford - assumed to have been murdered by Hannibal, but this is not seen on 
camera 
S01E07: Andrew Caldwell (White man) - assumed to have been murdered by Hannibal, but not seen on 
camera 
S01E07: Darrell Ledgerwood (unknown race, male) - assumed to have been murdered by Hannibal, but 
this is not seen on camera 
S01E07: Michelle Vocalson (female, unknown race) - assumed to have been murdered by Hannibal, 
but this is not seen on camera 
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S01E07: Christopher Ward (male, unknown race) - assumed to have been murdered by Hannibal, but 
this is not seen on camera 
S01E08: Franklin (White man) 
S01E08: Tobias Budge (Black man) 
S01E10: Dr Sutcliffe (White man) 
S01E11: Dr Carson Nahn (male, potentially Asian but marked as unknown) - assumed to have been 
murdered by Hannibal, but this is not seen on camera 
S01E12: Georgia Madchen (White female) - assumed to have been murdered by Hannibal, but this is 
not seen on camera 
S02E02: James Grey (White man) - serial killer who murdered 47 people 
S02E05: Beverly Katz (Asian-American woman) 
S02E06: Unnamed Hospital Guard (Male, ethnicity unclear so marked as unknown) 
S02E06: Sheldon Isley (White male) - assumed to have been murdered by Hannibal, but this is not seen 
on camera. However, this person's meat was supposed to be for a dinner party but, when Jack Crawford 
tests it, the meat is not human 
S02E06: Dorene Ibale (unknown race, assumed to be female) - assumed to have been murdered by 
Hannibal, but this is not seen on camera. However, this person's meat was supposed to be for a dinner 
party but, when Jack Crawford tests it, the meat is not human 
S02E06: Harold Innedton (male, unknown race) - assumed to have been murdered by Hannibal, but this 
is not seen on camera. However, this person's meat was supposed to be for a dinner party but, when 
Jack Crawford tests it, the meat is not human 
S02E06: David R. Illes (male, unknown race) - assumed to have been murdered by Hannibal, but this is 
not seen on camera. However, this person's meat was supposed to be for a dinner party but, when Jack 
Crawford tests it, the meat is not human 
S02E06: Lester Iannoti (assumed to be male, unknown race) - assumed to have been murdered by 
Hannibal, but this is not seen on camera. However, this person's meat was supposed to be for a dinner 
party but, when Jack Crawford tests it, the meat is not human 
S02E07: Two FBI agents who appear to be White males 
S02E12: Matteo (Italian/White man) 
S02E12: Carlo Deogracias (Italian/White man) 
S02E12: Tommaso (Italian/White man) - assumed to have been murdered by Hannibal, but this is not 
seen on camera 
S02E13: Abigail Hobbs (White female) 
S03E01: Roman Fell (Italian/White man) 
S03E01: An Italian/White woman, probably Lydia Fell - assumed to have been murdered by Hannibal, 
but this is not seen on camera 
S03E01: Anthony Dimmond (White man) 
S03E05: Rinaldo Pazzi (Italian/White man) 
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List of Will Graham's Victims 
S01E01: Garett Jacob Hobbs (White man) - killed lawfully in the line of duty 
S02E09: Randall Tier (White man) - Hannibal sends him to kill Will 
S03E13: Francis Dolarhyde (White man) 
 
